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Abstract

This thesis investigates the ways in which concepts of binary opposition are

elaborated in some of the key contemporary theories on difference and identity.
This project contributes to the emerging scholarship on the notion of
emancipation and empowerment in educationaltheory. It explores discourses of
difference and identity that are engaged with constructions and re-construction
of the notions of Self and Other. This thesis develops a systematic analysis of
texts with arguments on political performance of representation and agency.

The thesis begins with an examination of Hegel's thesis on the relationship
between the lord and the bondsman which is implemented in the political
discourses of John Rex and Paulo Freire. It continues to examine politicaltheses
with emphasis on the relationship between the mind and the body; examinations
include theses offered by Robert Miles and Frantz Fanon. This thesis also
explores the methodological value of concepts of binary opposition; it explores
Claude Ldvi-Strauss'theory on cultural differences and examines lris M. Young
and Chantal Mouffe's discourses on the 'politics of difference'. This thesis
further expfores Jacques Derrida's notions of deconstruction and diffdrance
together with analyses and critiques of Homi Bhabha's and Gayatri Spivak's
reconstruction of concepts of binary oppositions.

This thesis calls for a consideration of Derrida's thoughts on the political as an
approach to the understanding difference and identity. I propose a double
reading of the texts examined in this thesis: on the one hand, they are
genealogical analyses to understand and criticise the ways in which knowledge
on (racial and cultural) difference and identity have been constructed. On the
other hand, they are given affirmations of political significance with their
performative effectiveness that language allows them to achieve.
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INTRODUCTION

I. Preface: a question of political coherence

This thesis was initially motivated by an incident that happened in the early

years of my studies at this institution. That incident was deployed along the line

of 'race', culture and the notion of differences. I was in my third year of studies

and also worked in the Education Department as an assistant for first year Asian

students whose English is their second/third language and who had a weak

background of western academic disciplines. The most difficult thing for my

students and I is not really about English per se, but the academic disciplines

including the 'English' style of essay writing and approaches to classroom

discussion.

The students have to learn a great deal to adjust their argumentation from that

with which they are familiar to the unfamiliar prefened in a New zealand

institution. I had hoped that these students' difficulties would earn

understanding and sympathy from tutors who do not belong to the mainstream

power. At that time, for me, the main definition of disadvantage was along the

lines of racial or cultural differences. I expected that the shared disadvantaged
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situation - a kind of political powerlessness - would result in a necessary

reciprocal support for each other's political agenda. The incident contradicted

my naive expectation; disadvantage on basis of race did not make any difference

in terms of tutors' and lecturers' severe comments on problems of 'English' to

these Asian students. This incident was a wake-up call for me to explore the

notion of 'difference' - what counts as the basis of difference.

I believe that the British colonisation in early days and cultural imperialism

nowadays are almost familiar to those lecturers and tutors whose academic

specialities are on critical educational theories. Lecturers and tutors should be

aware that education institutions have been playing key roles as gatekeepers or

the 'State Ideological Apparatus', as Althusser observes, which may be involved

innocently in the process of cultural assimilation. Since language is an aspect of

cultures and is important for cultural transmission, the loss of Te Reo Maori and

Tikanga Maori as a result of British colonisation and cultural assimilation has

gained political attention in the society of New zealand.t In today's society,

biculturalism and multiculturalism are phrases inscribed in political

organisations, associations and communities. As well, Maori language

revitalistion, research and pedagogy from a Maori perspective have been

recognised as important in most of the tertiary academic institutions including

the one that I have been pursuing my knowtedge from.

Edward Said (1993: xxix) argues, in Culture and Imperialism that despite the

claim of cultural diversity. most of the English-speaking countries still remain

'coherent nations'. New Zealand is one of these coherent nations along with the

I Te Reo Maori mcans 'the Maori language' and Tikanga means 'Maori lores or customs' in
Maori.
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united states, Britain, Australia and canada in spite of the fact that some of

them now contain large groups of immigrants.

How are discourses of emancipation of the oppressed coherent to that of the

oppressors? 'Coherence' first comes from political engagement: narratives of

emancipation and enlightenment in those English-speaking societies mentioned

above are largely also "narratives of integration not separation" (Edward Said

1993: xxix). Their political intentions ('integration') are clear because the

oppressed that had been excluded from the main group are now fighting for a

place in it. Ironically, these engagements run against the original political appeal

of the oppressed, to discard the shadow of old colonial or imperial power. As I

am going to explain, if political discourse has been contaminated, no matter what

political intentions are illustrated, these stories of emancipation and

empowerment exempli[, themselves as a result of cultural imperialism and a

continuance of imperialism with culture.

D.K. Fieldhouse, a historian of empire, has argued that 'the basis of imperial

authority' was about 'the mental attitude of the colonist' and that is the

acceptance of subordination. This acceptance is at stake because it makes

empire durable no mafter whether it is "a positive sense of common interest with

the'parent state'or it is'an inability to conceive of any alternative"'(Said 1993:

I l). The durability of empire was in fact supported with practices of both sides,

that of the rulers and that of the ruled. Each may have its own set of

interpretations of their common history but the history was carried out with its

own "perspective, historical sense, emotions and traditions,' (Said 1993: ll).
The acceptance of subordination a[ows the imperial authority to endure.
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The mental attitude of the colonist is also sustained through ideologicalpractices

in the form of dialectical relationship between the ruler and the ruled. There was

an original idea of 'having an empire' for the enterprise of empire, and all kinds

of preparations are accordingly made up for this idea. If the imperial authority

refers to conceptions and operations of domination/subordination, this

ideological formation has been true in the old colonial context as well as the

post-colonial contexts (Said 1993: l0-ll). The notion of nationalism in both

forms of separatism and nativism in post-colonial states do not hold a peculiar

tradition but a shared political history and associated political configuration. It

thus makes sense that this form of cultural imperialism (political configuration)

helps later development of political discourses and achievement of political

coherence.

The colonial experiences were rooted in a concept beween Europeans and their

'athers'. It is a binary oppositional division between us and them, or the self and

the other. This division in fact traces back to Greek thought about barbarians,

but sadly "whoever originated this kind of identity'thought, by the nineteenth

century it had become the hallmark of imperialist cultures as well as those

cultures trying to resist the encroachments of Europe" (said 1993: xxviii). This

identity formation has been developed more delicately since German

philosopher Hegel and his theory of dialectics that I shall review soon. The

experiences of colonisation tell us that successful domination is often

accomplished with the aid of ideological knowledge in the belief of 'race',

alongside political and military violations. For instance, language of classic

nineteenth-century imperial culture is overwhelmingly occupied with

vocabularies and notions of inferior', 'subject races', 'subordinate people',

'dependency', 'expansion' and 'authority' (Said 1993; g-9). These vocabularies

became mundane language in most post-coloniat states, and responses to such
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notions in post-colonial contexts are often twofold: either

clarifi cation/reinforcement or critiques/rejection.

Direct colonialism may have gone, but the trace of that imperialism, the colonist

mentality, is still seen inscribed in the political consciousness of contemporary

intellectuals, and it may continue to be reinstated within the new emergent

intellectuality in a move that is pervasively cultural, political, ideological,

economic and that involves social practice. Said comments on complicit results

of cultural imperialism,

Western imperialism and the Third World nationalism feed offeach
other, but even at their worst they are neither monolithic nor
deterministic. Besides, culture is not monolithic either, and is not
the exclusive property of East or West, nor of small group of men or
women...

However much there are laments that the old course of humanistic
study has been subject to politicised pressure, to what has been
called the culture of complaint, to all sorts of egregiously overstated
claims on behalf of 'Westem' or 'feminist' or 'Afrocentric' and
'lslamocentric' values. (Said 1993: xxvii)

The language of dialectical relationship and the application of the ideological

formation of identity are certainly entangled with various interests and agendas

of oppressed groups. This is even apparent when priorities runs against each

other. The tensions, inequalities and injustices, which happen in forums at

institutional levels, highlight how this colonial mentality is problematic. Modern

imperialism reflects itself in the continuance of old colonialmentalattitudes and

in the uncritical following of old imperial aurhority.
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This thesis aims to offer a critical examination of 'subject formation' offered by

some theories with emancipatory goals. I also look for discourses on difference

that are supportive of the critique of the dominating status quo without

depreciating other meanings of difFerence. A critical evaluation of notions and

discourses of difference are significant for it provides a better comprehension of

political consequences. It is a fact that emancipatory efforts are occasionally

overtaken by political ambivalence - while they affirm complicity as the basis of

political agency, they insist that political agency reiterate the conditions of

subordination. They may also claim a political subjectivity at the risk of

declining other political subjectivities. In this way, this political gesture repeats

itself as imperial culture and the play itself is a cultural imperialisin.

I will begin this chapter with a historical account for development of current

political theories that I am going to argue in the later chapters. This history as I

shall illustrate is strictly related to structures of the Hegelian dialectics. It is

followed by analysis of critiques offered by poststructuratists, Michel Foucault

and Jacques Derrida. After this, I will briefly illustrate the implications of these

political discourses, which are often understood as discourses of empowerment

or emancipation, followed by a critique based on my own studying experience in

this institution.

II. The 'History'and the structure of the Hegelian dialectics

Robert Young ( 1990) argues, in llthite Mythologie.r, the most significant political

meaning of poststructuralism is not about the unnerving, weaving interaction of
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capitalist economic exploitation, racism, colonialism, sexism. but the "'History'

and the structure of the Hegelian dialectics" (Young 1990: l). The'History'has

reflected on the theoretical and practical levels that are imbedded within the

Hegelian dialectics. For Young, 'History' includes Man<ism's history, Europe's

colonial annexation, racism, Orientals scholarship, and Freud's characterisation

of femininity and so on. Poststructuralists question the Hegelian history with its

intention of seeking the absolute Truth. Instead, they point out the fact that the

active involvement of political knowledge within the political movements has

led us to constantly intenogate the elose relationship of political discourses and

political subjectivity. Young reminds us that we can no longer ignore the

Hegelian philosophy and its implications in the contemporary political analysis

that has been operating within discourses of politicalsubjectivity.

In general, poststructuralist critiques offer critical examination on the Hegelian

negative dialectics. Young (1990) has warned us thatthe ways in which some

politicaf Hegelian structures appropriate the other - as a form of knowledge -
may lead to another project of nineteen-century imperialism. The Hegelian

construction of knowledge, which all operate through forms of expropriation and

incorporation of the other. mimics at a conceptual level the geographical and

economic absorption of the non-European world by the west. Thus, even

though Marx may reverse Hegel's idearism, he did not 'change the mode of

operation of a conceptual system' and therefore Marxism colludes in the

Eurocentric project.

From the outset in Hegel's classical work Phenomenologt of Spirit, discussions

of 'consciousness'are based upon a dialectical relationship between the lord (the

master) and the bondsman (the slave). significantly, for most of Hegel's
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discussions, discourses on 'consciousness' belong to the bondsman only2 (or the

slave) as Hegel implicitly discusses'unhappy'consciousness. 'Consciousness'in

the Hegelian sense refers to the truth of self-certainty, self-realisation, struggle

oflfor recognition and painful realisation as forms of political subjectivity.

Indeed, these terms - consciousness, selFcertainty, self-realisation and stnrggle

for recognition - have attracted most readers of Phenomenologt of Spirit,

Hegel's philosophical landmark in modem studies. The Hegelian discourses on

consciousness have been the central notion in both the arenas of western

philosophy and politics. Most of political readers have read the chapter on

lordship and bondage for 'liberationist' narratives that is implemented into

various progressive political visions (Butler 1997a). These terms have helped

construe political discourses on emancipation, empowerment, anti-imperialism

and de-colonisation.

The Hegelian dialectics has dominated the development of modern German

philosophy. For instance, Benhabib explains main features of this development

as following,

Hegel's critique of Kant's pure reason which emphasised the
unfolding of reason in history; Marx's critique of Hegel initiating the
turn from the re/lective to the produclive subject; the early Franffrrrt
School's appropriation of insights from both Hegel and Marx to
emphasise that the autonomous subject was not an isolated Cartesian
ego, but a historically and socially situated, concrete, and embodied
self. (Benhabib 1986, cited in peters & Marshail 1993: 23)

However, some readers argue that the Hegelian dialectic has led the

development of German modern philosophy to an impasse. The shift from the

2 This argument shall be explored in chapter L Howevcr. for an introductory purpose, this idea
is supportive by Hegel's own lvords: "The truth of the independent consciouiness is accordingly
the servile consciousness of the trondman', (t.tegcl 1977: ll7).
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reflective subject of idealism to the productive subject of Marxism offers no real

altematives. For the Hegelian reflective subject, its 'Desire' to reflect a Cartesian

ego requires assuming metaphysical structures (i.e. history) as a transcendental

stance to project on, to reflect on and to understand the significance of the self.

This is a process of selFreflexivity. For Mancism and the Frankfurt school, the

productive subject denies a Cartesian ego, but accepts metaphysical structures

and the corresponding imagery places. For instance, Marx has worked on the

class relation as the metaphysical structure (based upon the production relation),

and the Frankfurt School has not limited itself on class issues and inctudes

social, cultural and historical implications. In Benhabib's view, it is impasse if
multiple productive expressions of subjectivity do not change the fundamental

negative dialectical form of reflexivity.

In France, the Hegelian analysis on consciousness has significant influences

upon the post-war French philosophy, mainly upon 'the main Left thinkers of

modernity' such as Alexandre Kojdve, Jean Hyppolite, Jean-paul sartre, Jacques

Lacan and Frantz Fanon. The section on 'self-consciousness' in Phenomenologt

of Spirit has worked as 'a model of consciousness' of discourse s on the self and

identity. Similar to Benhabib's arguments, Michael Peters (2000) identifies this

model as Hegelian modernity that presents a way of thinking on a basic

argument that the self is the negation of the Other. This form has been seen in

Kojeve's interpretation of 'unhappy consciousness' for phenomenology.

Different interpretations of 'unhappy consciousness' are also seen in Sartre's

existentialism, Lacan's psychoanalysis and Fanon's 'decolonisation,.

Furthermore, Kojdve's existentialist understanding of Hegelian dialectics

delivers double meanings: for self-transformation and the absolute negation of

the master's world in class terms. The argument of the master-slave dialectics

that involves discourses of alienation, political struggles and a process of getting

mutual recognition are also seen in Hyppolite's and Sartre's interpretations.
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Although different emphasis and development of the notion of Hegelian

consciousness happened in German and French sontexts, the fundamental form

of the Hegelian consciousness works in the same way in both contexts on levels

of academic discussion as well as political movements. The arguments are

carried out through a negative dialectic between the master and the slave, a

distinction based on the notion of binary oppositions, concern with the struggle

of recognition and work towards freedom.

While the French and German followers have pervasively explored the Hegelian

consciousness, critical examinations of this notion have emerged from within the

groups. Adomo has made a critique of totality and argues for the 'non-identical'.

Habermas has pushed the dialectical reasoning of the Enlightenment and

transformed it into a notion of sensrs communis logicus3 as the name of senrus

comntunis aestheticus. Both Adorno and Habermas do not abandon negative

dialectics but revise negative dialectics.

It is argued that the poststructuralists have resisted the Hegelian negative

dialectics in the way thar they refine binary oppositional thinking and affirm the

existing hierarchy of power relations. For instance, feminist catherine

MacKinnon (1987) has argued that the notion of 'the feminine' is wholty

constructed as the other of the male and by the male gaze. The 'fact' of

oppression of the feminine is constructed within male structures of domination.

Any attempt to affirm the structure of this domination/subordination as the

relationship of male/female suggests a reaffirmation of the female as the

powerless. Browyn Davies (199t) articulates the danger of the link between the

r See Jiirgen Habermas (t983)'Modernity: an incomplete project.' [n H. Foster (Ed.) The Anti-
Aestlrclic: Essays on Postmodern Calture.(pp. 3-15). Porl Torvnsend. Washington: Bay Press.

l0
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Hegelian dialectical form and humanist discourse. Davies argues that many

humanist discourses are based on dualist notions of conscious/unconscious and

rational/irrational. This application can be seen as a masculinist humanist

construction since, within the western discourses, the conscious and the

unconscious mind are often set up in parallel to the male and the female

relationship. In this way, the dualism of conscious/unconscious,

rational/irrational reaffirms the hierarchical oppositions of meanings of

male/female as their meanings are taken in relation to each other. The conscious

mind is thought to be superior and accordingly this humanist version reflects a

masculinist version of the world.

Alan Schrift ( 1995) maintains that French poststructuratist thinkers have adopted

Nietzsche's critique of 'truth' and have argued for the differential relations of

power and knowledge which offers a different point of departure of analysis on

power relations than the Hegelian dialectical one. Like Davies' critique of

universality of the masculinist value, the French poststructuralists have resisted

"the impulse toward claims of universality and unity, prefering instead to

acknowledge difference and fragmentation" (Schrift l99s: 6-7). Moreover, the

poststructuralists have backed up a view of differential relations that understands

the subject is situated "in the complex intersection of discursive, libidinal, and

social force and practices" and that questions "the humanist assumption of

autonomy and transparent self-consciousness" (Schrift l99S: 6-7,1.

Based on Schrift's comments, Peters (2000) suggests that French

poststructuralist Gilles Deleuze radically questions the Hegelian negative

dialectics including its negative power and its purely reactive dispositions - i.e.

the positive is achieved only through double negation. By contrast, Deleuze's

thesis on the positive refers to a pure positive power of affirmation assuming its

n
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inherent difference as its basis. Another French poststructuralist, Jacques

Derrida, offers an unfolding of differences of the ontico-ontological difference

which Heidegger would understand as the difference between Being and beings.

Diffdrance, as Derrida names it, is "the movement that consists in defening by

means of delay, delegation, reprieve, referral, detour, postpone, reserving,'

(Peters 2000: 3). Peters urges us to consider dffirance as "the common root of

allthe positionalconcepts that mark our language", as well as, "the production of

those differences is the condition for any signification" (Peters 2000: 3).

One can not separate the history of political discourse from the social and

economic history of that political discourse just like one cannot separate the

history of literature from the social history of that literature. The 'ethos' of

thinking re flects in contemporary discourses, and the philosophical

argumentation breaks down into most of the academic analysis and political

discourses. The political history, the dialectical form of argument and the

notions of self-consciousness and mutual recognition have reinforced each other

in the process of forming political subjectivity. consequently, 'community-

based' political claims lead to particular policies and programmes. The

individual political claims and responsibilities are often reorganised in

accordance to the definition of community. Histories that are attached to

political communities are conferred in the dialectical form as advantages or

disadvantages in terms of comprehensible categories of racial difference, ethnic

background and social classes. In modern days, political histories and

discourses have to cover diverse issues from housing problem, industrial cycles,

changes in the labour market, booms, slumps, environment issues and so on

(Rose 1999: 176-17D.4

4 Rnt. (t999) maintains that, in modern da1s. the notion of community are located "within a
rvider array of social and economic forces." and configurations of the notion of community
include relations in'the labour market. booms. slumps, industrial cycles. the exigencies of urban

t2
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These referents that Hegelian followers have indeed developed and refined have

been called into question from most of the postshucturalists' point of view.

Michel Foucault and Jacques Denida have offered critiques on the Hegelian

dialectics. Foucault's critique on juridical power may provide a general critique

on the Hegelian negative dialectic. Denida has criticised metaphysical

structures and their referents, their forms of binary oppositions as various

interpretations of the master and slave relationship. Their analyses and critiques

are the main topics in the following section.

III. Poststructuralist critiques of ' binary oppositions'

Critiques ofjuridical modes of power

Foucault's theory on power is strongly against juridical modes of understanding

power and refutes those theoretical constructions of 'the subject'which are based

on the juridical mode. ln The History of sexuatity, volume I (1978: 136),

Foucault defines juridical modes of analysing power:

[The] juridical form rnust be referred to a historicaltype of society in
which power was exercised mainly as a means of deduction, a
subtraction mechanism.

Deduction has tended to be no longer the major form of power but
merely one element among others, working to incite, reinforce,
control, monitor, optimise, and organise the forces under it: a power
bent on generating forces, making them grow, and ordering them,

environments, problems of housing supply ... education, in the decisions of the criminal court
and so forth.

l3
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rather than one dedicated to impeding them, making them submit, or
destroying rhem. (Focault 1978: 136)

Foucault observes that historians have had a long history of deducing historical

experiences into juriclicalform - the Hegelian dialectical form. From Foucault's

point of view, narratives construed in this way are inadequate. Although it is

argued that the dialectic is the definitive mode of power relations, dialectical

narratives represent one'force' among others. The ways, in which deductions

work, a seeking of the single origin and single cause, obscures the complexity

and multiplicity of present historical phenomena. Foucault's primary theoretical

and political concerns are to claim that "in the beginning [historical experience]

was multiplicity, a radical heteronomy of events, forces, and relations which

historiographers have concealed and rationalised through the imposition of

orderly theoretical fictions" (Butler | 987: l80).

Foucault is often claimed as an 'anti-history' historian for his refusal to provide a

teleological unfolding reasoning of historical experiences. Foucault's historian

approach may be seen as influenced by Nietzschean and, in'Nietzsche, history,

genealogy', he makes a Nietzschean claim about the nature and role of history.

There arc two Nietzschean concepts, herkunft (descent) and enstehung

(emergence) that interest Foucault and, these two concepts are central to the

methodology of genealogy that Foucault adopts to look at historical experiences.

By focusing on 'descents' of historical experiences, Foucault directs our

attentions to those 'errors' and 'accidents' that disturb and upset historical Orders.

Instead of finding out any more solid foundations, genealogical analysis reveals

"moving sands, fragmented and incoherent events with faults, errors, omissions,

faulty appraisals, and pious claims and aspirations" that are often glossed over

when grand historical narratives are presented (Marshall 1990: l9). Because of

disruptions, genealogical analysis thus shows multiple factors that resurge from
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lowly sources and subjugated knowledges. In other words, any assertion of

'historical truth' is dependent upon'complex, contingent and fragile grounds', but

not a result of a continuous and uninterrupted reason like the Marxist

interpretation of the class relation as the determining representative of the social

relation.

In examining the 'emergence' of historical experiences, 'the present'appears not

as a result of historical development, but like ',a stage in the warlike

confrontation between opposing forces in the quest for control and domination"

(Marshall 1990: l9). Emergence observes the movement that particular forces

enter to play on the stage of history and the ways in which 'they erupt or leap

from the wings to the centre'. Emergence suggests a scene where different

values are displayed, superimposed or confronted. Thus, Foucault concludes

that "descent qualifies the strength or weakness of an instinct and its inscription

on a body, emergence designates a place of confrontation, but not as a closed

field offering the spectacle of a struggle among equals" (Foucault l9g4: g4).

If descent and emergence have helped to understand the contradictory and the

multiple as the nature of forces of the historical experiences. the Hegelian

proposition of a subject becomes problematic since the Hegelian subject imposes

an all-encompassing unity. The genealogical analysis has forced the Hegelian

dialectics to face the ontological differences of these historical experiences that

it cannot sufficiently account for. The impasse of the Hegelian dialectics reflects

that, if we stay with it we have to constantly reinstate'identity'in accordance to

different traces or appearances of possible ontological differences. or, we have

to totally abandon the overarching dialectics from the outset and take each

discourse as a tenuous one and refuse to accept any synthetic unity.s

5 The dilfctence betrveen these two positions is also found in the current debate on the posh
Hegelian multiculturalism. For instance, Henry Ciroux and Peter Mclaren are inclined to adopt
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lndeed, here comes the gist of the poststructuralist theme: the problematic of the

Hegelian Aufgehoben. Butler points out that Foucault and Denida have seen

any kind of 'difference' as historically invariant and impassable and thus have

replaced the Hegelian thesis of relational oppositions by a formulation of

difference as primary and irrefutable linguistic and historically constant. In

other words, Foucault and Derrida suggest differences as the historicalcondition

without the assumption of prior ontological harmony and therefore, "conflict can

be seen to produce effects that exceed the bonds of dialectical uniw and result in

a multiplication of consequences" (Butler 1987: 183).

The importance of the ontological difterences and the ontological condition is

that both of them should always be taken into consideration at once. This is

simply because, when there is an effort posited for'an identity', it will oflend any

other form of difference and, also such an identity is inevitably undermined by

the difference conditions of such positing. Thus, no identity in the name of

aufgehoben can be proposed since "where identity is posited, diflerence is not

aufgehoben. but concealed" (Butler I987: lB3).

To be sure, Foucault anempts to "reformulate the Hegelian master-slave

relationship in a framework that at once preserves the relationship of inversion

but displaces this relationship from its diatectical framework" (Butler 1987:

f 83). It is obvious that Foucault has to avoid a false aufgehoDen thesis as Hegel

does, on the other hand Foucault has to avoid being accused of nihilism if he

does not support political gestures like Hegel. Foucault has defined his

genealogical analysis in relation to the Maniian language. He says,

the tbrmer position, rvhile Michael Peters prefers the larer one. See B. Kanpol & P. Mclaren
(1995) Critical ll'fulticulturalism: Llncommon L'oice.s in A Contmon Stuggle.
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It is impossible at the present time to write history without using a
whole range of concepts directly or indirectly linked with Marx's
thought and situating oneself within a horizon of thought which has
been defined and described by Marx. (Foucault 1975:53, cited in
Marshall 1996:33)

According to Jim Marshall (1996), Foucault tampered with Marx; Foucault

admits the fact that Marxian Hegelian dialectics has already been part of the

historical constant. Thus, "it is almost impossible to formulate a critique of

modern society and a theory of resistance that does not presuppose the language

and categories that he wishes to reject" (Marshall 1996:33). The fact is that

Marxist analysis of oppression has occupied the languages of most of the

contemporary historians and intellectuals, and even Foucault has adopted the

Marxist dualist form of domination and oppressioh. As Marshall informs, this

form in Foucaultian terms can at best be understood as that "economic

oppression is one, but only one. and not the most basic form of oppression"

(Marshall 1996: 33).

It is argued that the Foucault's productive thesis of power inverts the Hegelian

juridical mode of power and that it repudiates any possibility of a Hegelian

synthesis on the basis of a binary oppositional concept. The concept of

ontological difference extends a proliferating opposition as multiple and diffused

forms and thus goes beyond the Hegelian binary configuration. The Foucaultian

position of 'non-dialectical differences' is to understand historical experience as a

struggle of 'forces' without leading to an ultimate reconciliation, but in a

proliferation and variegation of force itself. Also. it is to acknowledge the

negative as a qualitative permutation of Being. Foucault has revised the

Hegelian understanding of 'power'to be 'forces' that are of historical experiences

as the 'directional impulse of life', 'a movement' that is 'constantly embroiled in
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conflict and a sense of domination', 'the nexus of life and power' and 'the

movement of their intersection'(Butler I987: 180).

I Refere nt' : Iimitatio n and performanc&

Denida has responded to forms of binary opposition and Hegelian dialectics

with a critique of the limited function of the 'referent'. In Heget's theory,

'reference' functions as the medium of the signified that transfers meaning to the

sign. This discussion of the referent is given and located in a dialectics between

the master and the slave. Yet, Derrida argues that such discussion of the referent

is operated at an extremely conceptual level and confined and enclosed within

the constitution of the Hegelian dialectics, and controlled by particular Hegelian

themes.

Like Foucault's critique, the enclosure and the reductionism of the Hegelian

language limits the meanings of difference from other implications outside that

particular discourse. Within the enclosure of the Hegelian language, difference

is meant to be'the negative', the other as opposed to rhe same. As the otheris

construed through the Same, the meaning of difference is already nothing other

than itself based on what that the referent implies. Derrida thus argues that, the

Hegelian conceptual work, by reduction and enclosure, disguises political

subjectivity to be completed.

Some French feminists have provided strong critiques on this assuming

plenitude of meanings of difference and identity - as the Sante and the other.

simone de Beauvoir is dismayed about the categories of opposition and

6'Relerenf means the same as'reference'throughout my discussion in this chaprer.
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contradiction as a reflection of the masculine privilege over femininity. Lucy

Irigaray even questions the 'metaphysical existence' of 'woman' as 'woman' as a

name has never been a referent within the language economy. 7 Generally, the

limitation of the referent as the significance of the sign and the signified causes

an ethical concern in terms of the violation of meanings of 'sexuality'and'sexual

difference'.

With his critique on the closure and reductionism of Hegelian language, Derrida

aims to release the symbolic relation of the sign to the signified by suggesting

that the reflerent to the signified is always displaced. Denida, in fact,

acknowledges the Hegelian dialectics but argues that his method of achieving his

particular goal precludes its realisation. Derrida's main argument is that the

meaning of the referent is part of 'the performative aspect of language.,S

The performative aspect of language suggests that the meanings of the referent

be already situated within the context of language. The meaning of the referent

is pre-given by various texts and there is no pure meaning of the referent outside

the texts. This is a critique upon an ontological relationship between reference

(referent) and meaning (sinn and Bedeutung). The ambiguous relationship

between referent and meaning has explained the limitation of the Hegelian

dialectics as nothing other than itsetf as mentioned earlier.

The acknowledgement of the performative function of the 'referent'ought not to

limit the scope of meanings of the referent. Rather, because the 'referent' and

7 Comell (1991) explains that the reason why lrigaray does not want to define'Woman'is
because "this determination through the concept rvould inevitably reinstate the specific,
phallogocentric structure of identification in which subjecthood had been dcfined" (bomell
l99l: l8l-182).
8 I shall develop discussion on philosophical meaning of this performative aspect of language in
chapter 5.
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meaning are intertwined, we ought to understand the meaning of the referent to

its own text. That is, we understand the Hegelian dialectics and its referent to

the extent that it is within that text, that particular Hegelian theme.g [n one

sense, to Derrida, (as to Deleuze), this realisation means an affirmation of the

multiple plays of Hegelian dialectics. However, we need to be careful to

recognise Derrida's thought that defines 'dffirance'as both 'to diffbr' and 'to

defer'. The Hegelian dialectics may at the most stand for a styte of writing, and

the notion of dffirance goes beyond the domain of Hegelian subjectivity.r0

There are several ways to perceive the Hegelian 'referent' in terms of Derrida's

notion of the performative aspect of language. Firstly,'referent'does not act as a

means toward the revelation of the 'sign'. Any linguistic designation of a

subject, say 'woman', can not fully contain itself. The linguistic indeterminacy

of naming has made descriptions dependent upon that economy of naming.

Some may wish to retain a certain power of dialectics with a footnote of
replacements of symbolic significance, in order to ease the anxiefy of linguistic

undecidability of the referent and to perform a politicat totality. The danger,

however, is warned by Derrida: "although there is no truth in itself of the sexual

difference in itselfi, all of ontorogy nonetheless, with its inspection,

appropriation, identification and verification of identity, has resulted in

concealing, even as it presupposed it, this undecidability" (Derrida 1979: 103-

105, cited in cornell l99l: 86). Denida has called our attention to what is at

stake about the appropriation of the Hegelian dialectics in the form of difference

as the representative.

9 'l'hi.s urgument is similar to Foucault's ''l'ruth and Porver'. There is no absolute Truth but there
are multiple truths.

l0 Like structuralist Levi-Strauss. Derrida affirms and celebrares multiple plays of rhe l{egelian
dialectical rclationship ol'the Same/the orher. But on his theory of dilferaice, Denidaworks on
the problematic area of 'the signified' rvhere references play. Levi-Sliauss reworks on multiple
references and implications of the symbolic relations of sign to the signified for the purpose of
rcvealing multiple meanings for the sign.
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secondly, the 'referent' does not indicate a way of conceptualisation but a

supplementary understanding. The supplementary conceptualisation of the

referent is explained in Cornell (1991): "to define through the concept, and more

specifically the concept of essence in which the thing is understood with its own

negativity - totality of identiry" (cornell l99l: l8l-182). This is true in the

Hegelian sense of essence. Conceptualisation suggests an appropriation and a

reinsertion of an identity as its very determination as a concept. Denida

suggests a temporal understanding of this conceptualisation, which removes

possibility of the Hegelian subject as an ideality of difference. Instead,

discourses of difference are always supplementary to each other and subject to

displacement.

Thirdly, the 'referent'holds an essential figurative or metaphorical function as a

casting character of 'the real'. In other words, any Hegelian 'referent' is

undeniable and the engagement of the 'referent' is unavoidable. Derrida has

explained the necessity of Hegelian referents and has responded to a

misunderstanding of his deconstruction project as nihilist in the political arena:

To say for example, "deconstruction suspends reference," that
deconstruction is a way of enclosing oneserf in the sign, in the
"signifier," is an enormous naivety stated in that form... Notonly is
there refbrent for a text, but never was it proposed that was eiase
effects of reference or referents. Merely that we rethink these effects
of reference. I would indeed say that the referent is rextual. The
referent is in the text. Yet that does not exempt us from having to
describe very rigorously the necessity of those referents. (Denida
| 985, cited in Cornell l99l : 8 | -82, italics mine)

Fourthly, the notion that 'the referent is textual and the relerent is in the text'

acknowledges historical realities of dominance, subordination, oppression,

assimilation and marginalisation, to name a few. We have learnt that all texts of
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a subject are open for multiple interpretations and that there is no ultimate end

that the process of interpretation may come to. The fact is that these historical

texts are descriptions that attribute to realities of that subject (e.g. 'woman', 'the

black', 'the indigenous people' and 'the minority'). These historical texts cannot

be separated from the subject although they cannot fully represent'an essence'of

that subject. These fictions as representations contribute to facts ofthat subject

and vice versa. We are in fact dependent upon referents as metaphors to come to

'that subject'.

In the political sense, the textual and metaphorical understanding of referents

establishes the need for a 'metonymic' strategy (cornell l99l: g3). The

metonymic strategy affirms the importance of that subject's difference without

assigning any practical reality of that subject. To be reminded of the fact that

'the referent is in the text' informs us that the historical and social realities are not

fictional, not simply'names'given and stored for political agendas. Referents as

identities of a subject aim to open the space of metaphors to play and further to

enhance and expand realities of that subject. The performative power of the

metaphors in fact helps empower and unfold truths and realities of that subject. | |

Furthermore, in regard to political differences, metonymic significance of

referent suggests a maverick politics. A metonymic referent rejects authorised

and dogmatic forms of historical reason. In terms of maverick politics, Depida

suggests that rve think about history and difference in a revolutionary way:

ll Derrida argues that woman does not have a history "not so much because of any notion of the
'eternal feminine' but because all alone shc can resist and step back from a iertain history
[preciscly in order to dance] in rvhich revolution. or at least rhe 'concept' of revolution, is
generally inscribed. That history is one ofcontinuous progress. despite the rcvolutionary break -
oriented in the case of the rvonren's movemcnt towards the reappropriation of woman's own
essence' her own specific difference, oriented in short towards a notion of rvomen,s 'truth'.,
(Derrida and McDonald | 985: | 67).
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[A] history of paradoxical laws and non-dialectical discontinuities, a
history of absolutely heterogeneous pockets, ineducible
particularities, of unheard of and incalculable sexual differences; a
history of women who have - centuries ago - "gone further" by
stepping back with their lone dance, or who are today inventing
sexual idioms at a distance from the main forum of feminist activity
with a kind of reserve that does not necessarily prevent them from
subscribing to the movement and even, occasionally, from becoming
a militant for it. (Denida and McDonald 1985: 167)

Derrida considers meanings of referent and difference for their own performative

importance.

IV. Education, empowerment and the Hegelian dialectics

The power of Hegelian dialectics

Colin Lankshear (1994)o an educational researcher, makes a comments on the

nature of most educational discourses and says that "'empowerment' has become

an educational buzz word par excellence" (Lankshear 1994: 57\. when

discussed in the name of 'empowerment', educational discourses often refer to

pedagogies, programmes and policies that fight'educational causes on behalf of

disadvantaged groups' or, are talked "on the grounds of socialjustice, equity and

Iike ideals" (Lankshear t994: 59). 'Disadvantage', Justice'and'equity'are terms

that have dominated a large number of discourses on empowerment, particularly

in the sociology of education. For a significant number of educational

discourses, the issue of empowerment is often mapped through the Hegelian

dialectical relationship in terms of questions of 'who'(who are the disadvantaged

groups, rvho is in control of the system) and 'whose' (whose knowledge is the
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represented one, whose needs are met by the policy? Whose perspective is this?)

and 'how' (how can we regain our autonomy, how can we be powerful?;.l2

A group of educational discourses under the umbrella heading called 'critical

theory' (or, critical theories) has paid attention to these issues just mentioned and

whose discussions are mainly framed within the Hegelian dialectics. In his

book, critical Theory and Educatlon, Rex Gibson (lgs6) outlines the so-called

'critical theories' in educationalresearch: firstly, these discourses all begin with a

concern to inquire into inequalities and injustice of education. Secondly, they

focus on tracing these inequalities and injustice to their'sources'and, showing

how the status quo of education system is maintained: why and how the

'disadvantaged group' becomes so and 'injustice'remains so. Thirdly, they seek

or propose remedies to these injustices. Central to these explanations is the

accounts of practices of 'reproduction of inequality' and, there are four

discernible themes - economic, state power, culture and resistance - that critical

theorists have identified as the main premises of subjects of ,reproduction' and

'inequality'. Accordingly, criticat theories of education cover four major themes:

l) education and the reproduction of economic relationships, 2) education and

the reproduction of state power, 3) education and cultural reproduction and 4)

theories of resistance (Cibson 1986: 46).

Although Gibson's analysis is limited to the early development of critical

theories in education. Gibson nonetheless raises an interesting observation of

f ? Young's,Knotrledge and Control (l97lb) is a landmark in sociology of education in which
the idea of curricula is introduced as an arcna that involves po*:o 

"ontrol 
and struggle.

Curricula is a field that that is not only about knorvledge, but about who defines it and who
challenges it. Curricula is a political site contested betwein groups. In regard to porver relation
in c.urricula. Young suggests us to look at the curriculunr ,vith aisumptiois including "those in
positions ol'porver rvill attenrpt to definc rvhat is to be taken as knowledge, how accessible to
dift'erent groups any knorvledge is. and what arc the accepted relationships berween different
knowledge areas and between those rvho have acccss to them and make them available" (young
l97la: 3 l-32).
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these theories - a dualist analysis: there are discourses concerning 'reproduction'

of inequalityl3 and those conceming'resistance'to the status quo and to the

dominating power.l4 The dualist languages which appear as

reproduction/resistance are strongly attached to conceptions of 'groups' - in

terms of an oppositional relationship; to quote Gibson's description:

[T]he reproduction of inequality having four common
characteristics. First, that reproduction is never completely or neatly
accomplished but is opposed and resisted by some groups. Second,
that these groups draw upon their own culture as a resource to
sustain their opposition. Third, the act of opposition itserf often
contributes to the reproduction of inequality. Through their
resistance, the oppositional groups contribute to their own-'failure'.
Fourth, that within the oppositional groups values can be detected
the seeds of alternative (emancipation) education.

In turn, this work is drawn upon by... [those] who attempt to deverop
an encompassing critical theory of education with resistance as its
central term. (Gibson 1986: 59)

Understanding empowerment avoids producing educational agendas as

manipulative and oppressive. Lankshear (1994) has cited concha Delgado-

Gaitan's experience to show how a critical analysis of the notion of

empowerment has to be dialectical between those who are receiving the

pedagogy and those who design it. In Delago-Gaitan's study of implementing an

educational programme for a migrant community in california, she resists the

term 'empowerment'as a central analytic construction because it has "been used

to mean the act of showing people how to work within a system from the

l3 These discourses include discussions on reproduction ofeconomic relationships, reproduction
of state power and cultural reproduction.

l4 For instance. theorists rvho focus on the'reproduction ol-dominating porver'include piene
Bourdieu' Basil Bernstein. Samuel Borr,lcs and lterbert Gintis. Henr!'Ciroux and Michael
Apple are theorists fior argue lor the resistant porver. The focus on their notion of resistance and
critiqucs of the 'cultural reproductive' and 'hegemonic-state reproductive' models appear in the
early works o[llenry Giroux,s, for instance Giroux ( l9S3).
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perspective of people in power" (Delago-Gaitan 1990: 2, cited in Lankshear

I994:59-60).

Dialectical communication is necessary to educational discourses and it is often

considered as an ethical issue within educational discourses. The failure to

invite counter-voices and the failure to reach mutual understanding is regarded

as inappropriate in the decision making process- This dialecticalcommunication

as a form of empowerment reflects precisely the Hegelian understandingof the

sel,f and the Other and the notion of communicative reason.

The importance of dialectical communication becomes the discernible features

in critical educational discourses and it is also the central issue to debates within

the tradition of structuralist accounts, humanism and anti-humanism. If 'the man'

is considered as the centre, the transformation impulse, such discourse holds

humanist assumption. lf 'the structure' over-powers individuals and the society

basically reproduces its .rralrs quo and existing power relations, such discourse

is generally regarded as anti-humanist.

Critical theory has helped our understanding of the political nature of education

and literacy' Particular literacies are legitimated by particular politics. The

analysis and critique of what constitutes the literacy model at schools and in

societies are politics. Paulo Freire's famous motto'reading the word, reading the

world'has made the nature of literacy as potitics clear. The mission of critical

pedagogy of education at the tertiary level is appreciated for its good intentions:

for making a better life for the next generation and a healthier society. The

'critical thinking/pedagogy'that is the key to consolidate critical knowledge on

the intellectual level are no less significant than the political and social

movements on the parliamentary and societal levels. Central to these practices
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for emancipation and empowernent is the issue of 'difference' which takes place

in any discussion.

The passion of educators for politics has gone back to the founding call for

academic freedom. 'Empowerment'has manifested itself in a numberof ways

from the involvement of academic endorsement of social and political

movements all the way to the temptations for youngsters to come to tertiary

educational programmes and teaching degrees and contributions to communities.

Yet the practices and forms of today's tertiary study make the mission of

empowering students problematic.

My studies in this tertiary institute begin with the knowledge and practices of
'critical theory' with the framework as outlined above, after I arrived in New

Zealand and commenced my study at this university. With the help of critical

theory, I have always thought about questions such as 'what am I,"How am I

different' and 'what does this difference mean to me and to this society?' At

least, I have to think such questions as 'what is education about,' 'what does

education mean to me,' 'How has the study of education on the tertiary level

empowered me or, emancipated me,' 'How far does the topic of difference make

sense in the context of tertiary education' and 'What do 'cultural differences'

mean in the genre of cultural studies?' such questions have lead me to examine

the impact of Hegelian dialectics in educational theories in the name of
differences.

Academic disciplines and Western colonisation

lpropose to ask questions on critical theory echoing John Brenkman's (1999) on

cultural studies: "Cultural studies (critical educational theory), in this its moment
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of ascendancy, exhibits an exuberant ignorance of itself. It takes great pride in

going beyond literature, high culture, and disciplinarity. It defines itself as just

this threefold transcendence. But what exactly is the practice of cultural studies

[critical educational theory]" (Brenkman 1999: 109)?

Brenkman (1999:109) further points out three features of cultural studies that

highly resembles the critical pedagogy at the tertiary level.

For starters, cultural studies is literature. It exists through its journal,
essays, conference papers, and books. It occupies a significant slice
of contemporary print culture - though a considerably smailer one
than, say, the world novel.

Second, insofar as the dubious concept of high culture has a reliable
meaning in our society, cultural studies - whatever aspects of culture
it studies - itself belongs to 'high culture'. The studies of critical
pedagogy requires an extraordinary level of education attainment,
the apprehension of complicated academic jargons, the mastery of
rarefied styles of discourse and argument, and a methodically
alienated attitude toward ordinary cultural objects, practices, and
experiences. It bears all the marks of the elite and specialised
training on which it depends.

Thirdly, as regards disciplinarity, cultural studies' methods, topics,
and discursive norms are, on inspection, narrower and more uniform,
(Brenkman 1999: 109)

To apply Brenkman's first and third points, critical educational theory and

tertiary studies, like cultural studies, is literature. The academic pedagogy

involves academic disciplines such as lecturers intake, tutorials discussion, essay

writings, journal publication, conferences attendance... etc. over the last few

years, a large number of discussions, essay topics, norms of analysis around
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issues of schooling, race relations and racism have followed critical educational

theories which are embedded within the framework of Hegetian dialectics.

Secondly, like cultural studies, critical educational theory and tertiary studies is

monolithic. To take forms of academic disciplines a little further, I wonder what

forms are legitimate in the name of 'biculturalism' or'the celebration of cultural

difference'. Imagining the academic discipline as a public sphere before

immigrants come to New Zealand, is there space in this public that would

possibly allow other disciplines to come, to be ready to communicate politically

and to change the status quo?

The academic disciplines have been 'successful'partly due to the students'strong

sense of being surviving from the disciplines. It meant more for me in the first

place to leam how to survive in this system and how to continue to study. In

order to get rid of frustrations, I have to remember my family mofto that the

basic line to win over your rivals is to shov, thenr yott have mastered what rhey

are good at. My previous Asian background means a conflicting encounter with

western academic goals in the early stages of my studies. These conflicts led to

compromise in order to survive within this institution.

Before I speak and before I write I have to make sure at first that I will survive.

Otherwise, there is no chance to 'voice' and be silent within this political

community. I was and have always been aware of this. If I want to have a

'voice' in the near future I have to be disciplined temporally. Ifl chose notto be

'co-operative', I chose to be silent. It seems that I chose to be silent without

being forced to do so because one of the a priori in this game is that, firstly,

everyone has a basic right and is free to expose their views (if you don't talk you

give up your right). Secondly, everyone is transparent, is speaking the same
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language and thus everyone understands each other. (If you cannot express

yourself clearly, it is your fault or you can keep communicating yourself until a

'mutual understanding is reached'.)

My experience of the encounter between East and west in the campus has

shown up the poststructuralist notion of immeasurability. I was convinced by

the argument that if you don't agree with me, we can discuss it because

discussion in the classroom means contribution. Discussion in most cases refers

to confrontations of opinions and involves analysis and critique. It is often

'direct'and 'face-to-face'confrontation that might seem to be uncomfortable and

unfamiliar for some students. Discussion in the western way, in both oral and

written situations, often refers to a deductive analysis - a thesis followed by

analysis first and a critique.l5

l5 Thcte axe numerous aids on essay writing mcans that suggest a critical essay writing should
involve counter-argument all the way through writing in prei-nting thesis statement. The thesis-
statement appears in the introduction. Essay rvriting is a rvritten work like "academic
conversation" - a conversation betwecn you (and your alike) and that Other'. Argumentation is
a conversation between thesis and counter-thesis. A good thesis is achieved when the writer
successfully dcfeats the Other and that is, the positivity of the thesis statement is worked through
the Hegelian double negation - the ncgation of 'counter-argurncnt,.
According to Grabe and Kaplan (1996).'quasi-inductive'form of arguments are dominate the
Asian rhetorical framework. tt is a style that is unfamiliar to the English writers. The quasi-
inductive framervork of writing means an argumentation with "a delayed introduction of
purposc". The thesis stalement is presented in a hidden way - it is often buried (Japanese) or
even not given (Korean) in the passagc. An essay is presented with 'the topic implied but not
statcd'. Writers of this rhetorical background may illustra(e the thesis statement by iisting points
revolving around an unstated central theme and development their arguments with the aid of sub-
themes. By contrast. lbr a 'writcr-responsible language', writer has lo present purpose, make the
relationship and illustrate main passages as transparent as possible (Grabe & Kaplan 1996: 190).
Different lbrms of rvriting rhetorics lead to different disciplines in writers as well as readers.
With a'quasi-inductive' rhetorical background. readers don't expect a thesis to be explained at the
outset and that a rvriter rvho does all the work for the rcader is not as highly valued (Grabe &
Kaplan 1996: t89-190). By contrast, Crabe and Kaplan found that argue that. for a'reader-
responsible language'. it is the reader's responsibility ro fill intbrmation and transitions and it
often makes readers hetter at contextualising a rext than the English readers. Grabe and Kaplan
(1996) further argue that. a reader-responsible writer ofien has shorter sentence length rvhen
presenting rvriting in English. Some studics have further argued that this feature reflecti Chinese
students' English writing as rather bricf and it is necessary to read between the lines of the
Chinese writing rhetoric. Grabe and Kaplan maintain that these srudies include Reid (1988),
Matalene ( | 985) and Ostler ( t987).
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Writing rhetoric of this modern tertiary institution in a postcolonial context

reflects Saidls (1993) statement that "the extraordinary global reach of classical

nineteenth and early twentieth-century European imperialism still casts a

considerable shadow over our own times" (said 1993: 4). This is true in the

postcolonial context of New Zealand, where the colsnialisation of British

language as opposed to the Maori may lead to controversies over the aesthetical

form of argumentation. This is due to linle attention that is paid to the study of

cultural imperialism in modern days. Similar comments are also found in

Gayatri Spivak's analysis on the subaltern about the tegitimacy of titeracy: "can

subaltern talk?"

writers are mechanically determined by the ideologies of their ethnic

background, class and gender, much more as a result of communication with

their societies and histories. In most of the postcolonial contexts, culture and

aesthetic forms have much more influence than cultural studies and political

activists would like to see. Postcolonial culture in a general sense is shaped and

reshaped by that history and social experience.

Thus, I should echo said's definitions on imperialism and colonialisation.

'[I]mperialism' [isJ the practice, the theory and the attitudes of a
dominating metropolitan centre ruling a distant territory;
'colonialism', whioh is almost always a consequence of imperiarism,
is the implanting of settlements on distant temitory. (said igqg: g)
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v. This thesis

This thesis concerns arguments of political subjectivity. This thesis develops a

systematic analysis of theories concerning identity construction and difference

recognition. A special interest has been put to seek for a better comprehension

of the relationship between the political theories and the identity construction.

ln other words, the analysis involves the ways in which political theories

contribute to the formation of political subjectivity and the effectiveness of the

subjection. Judith Butler (1997a) has suggested that a critical examination of
subjection engage with the foilowing concerns:

(a) an account of the way reguratory power maintains subjects in
subordination b1 producing and exploiting the demand for co"ntinuity,
visibility, and place;

(c)

(b) recognition that the subject produced as continuous, visible, and located
is nevertheless haunted by an inassimitable remainder, a melancholia that
marks the limits of subjectivation;

an account of the iterability of the subject that shows how agency may
well consist in opposing and transfor.ing the social terms by"which it is
spawned.

(Butf er, 1997a:29)

Each of the chapters will look at particular subjection with specific arguments

concerning concepts of binary oppositions. In chapter l, I shallexamine Hegel's

dialectical relationship between the lord and the bondsman. This dialectical

relationship has been the foundation for Hegel's further political arguments

concerning concepts of consciousness and liberation. Many contemporary

political theorists have applied Hegel's analysis for further development. The

dialectical relationship between the lord and the bondsman has developed into a

'class-relationship' issue in John Rex's theory, and it has developed into a
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relationship between the oppressors and the oppressed in paulo Freire's theory.

I shall demonstrate that the Hegelian approach of understanding political

subjectivity is the effect of the power of negativity. It shatl be argued that the

dialectical relationship between the lord and the bondsman is fully determined

by a power ofnegativity. The Hegelian subjection is circulated within this power

of negativity and supported by the associated formative activity that helps

reinforce the power of negativity.

chapter 2 explores another form of concept of binary oppositions - the

mind/body relationship - and examines Franz Fanon's and Robert Miles'

political discourses. Focusing on Fanon's phenomenological approach in

understanding racial subjectivity, I shall criticise that Fanon de-colonisation

project reproduces the colonisation ideology. Miles has shown capitalist

ideology determines the constructions of racism as well as ideology of race. I

shall criticise Miles' approach for his idealization the 'racial subjectivity' that

involves discursive practices of generation and reproduction of Miles, 'racial

ideal'.

chapter 3 and chapter 4 investigate a de-centered approach of political

subjectivity. The concepts of binary opposition are given with a methodological

value. lt is suggested to interpret experience of 'racial difference' or 'cultural

difference' by adopting various combinations of binary oppositions. chapter 3

provides a theoretical discussion on the methodological value of concepts of
binary opposition. chapter 4 anaryses and examine some discourse of 'the

politics of difference' where a celebration of multiple identity and difference is

their fundamental argument.
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Chapter 5, 6 and 7 explore French philosopher Jacques Derrida's theories of

dffirance and deconstruction in connection with discussions of de-centered

approaches offered by Gayatri c. spivak and Homi K. Bhabha. Derrida, spivak

and Bhabha all affirm the positioning of political subjectivity. All of their

theories involve repositioning the Hegelain approach of defining political

subjectivity' In Chapter 5, I shall explore Derrida's notion of deconstruction as

an importance of introducing a new departure point for understanding the

political. Spivak's attempt at incorporating deconstruction within critical

feminism is explored and examined. It is suggested that spivak misreads

Derrida's notions of deconstruction and diffirance by adopting concepts of
binary oppositions, such as useful/dangerous. spivak propose a politicatgesture

as strategic essentialism. It is argued that Spivak faits to realise Derrida's theory

in metaphysics of presence.

In Chapter 6, I shall examine Bhabha's revision of the Hegelain subjection in the

context of the postcolonial experience. Drawing on Bhabha's The Location of
Culture, I show Bhabha's theories of 'temporality' and the 'in-between,-ness.

Bhabha introduces the concept of temporality to suggest that there is a temporary

disruption that help to find a'in-between' space shared a political community.

Bhabha hopes his theories of temporariry and the in-between-ness justifu

political appeals because these two concepts stabilise a status of political subject.

However. Foucault's theory of 'non-place'will be introduced to criticise the'in-

between' thesis. Derrida's repositioning of the Hegelian dialectics will be

illustrated through his discussion on the metaphysics of presence of the Hegelian

approach of difference.

chapter 7 traces Derrida's political argument of affirmation. Through the

reading of Derrida's orvn explanation on the importance of Nietzsche's idea of
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'the,gl€at politicsl, I explore Derrldds notions of to-nrooracy to come" inrelation

to Nielaqc-he- D-.arrida's $eory of the poL'itical is fiuther discusced through his

affinnation that there,l.s Hegotisrm ln N,ieuschers ffreoq6. Denida's argpmcnt thrat

Nietrsehe does nst rc,iecn Flegelism'.highlights a nstisn of fiansforrnatiorr - t0
Ean-sf-6rfi! rr'r;turirags of tfte Hegelian euQl'ectivity. This Eansformation also

explains Derrida'$ repoiitioning of the Hegetian approach of politiaal

srbjectivity ndffirariee and deconstructisru "
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DESIRE, POLITICAL CONSCIOUSI\TESS AND
F'ORMATIVE SUBJE CTI VI TY

Introduction

This chapter examines Hegel's notion of 'consciousness' or 'self-consciousness'

as a fundamental Desire in human life. This examination involves critical

analyses of Desire, Heget's notion of consciousness, and aims to achieve two

main arguments: first, the Hegelian consciousness is construed through the

power of negativity, and this power tums the Hegelian subject into the labour of
negativity. Secondly, the Hegelian consciousness is operated in a series of
formative practices as the Hegelian subject's response to its fear found in

negative dialectics.

This examination of Hegelian consciousness calls for a rethinking of the

Hegelian difference in the political humanist discourses with their Hegelian

conceptualisations of subjec! agency and practices. The Hegelian notion of

consciousness has been applied in political discourses: the power of negativity
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has been played out in a strategy for analysing dialectical relations, in claiming

equity and justice and in seeking emancipation, liberation and freedom. My

analysis of Hegelian consciousness generates a critical concem: the Hegelian

political consciousness (such as notions of agency and practice) is a myth in the

sense that the Hegelian resolution of freedom is a project of self-enslavement

given the fact that the Hegelian consciousness entails labours of negativity

(Butfer 1997a).

This chapter begins with a brief analysis of the power of negativity of Hegelian

consciousness. The power of negativity is further demonstrated by two political

discourses, those of John Rex's and paulo Freire'sn as supplementary

explanations to the Hegelian political consciousness. Then, this chapter provides

another enquiry of the Hegelian consciousness, the theory of formative

subjectivity, followed by a re-examination of Paulo Freire's political discourse.

The Desire of consciousness

In Phenomenologt of Spirit, Hegel claims that "self-consciousness in generat is

Desire" (Hegel 1977 105). serf-consciousness comes from an absolute

mediation of the .subject ('l') as the subjects fundamental Desire. The absolute

mediation as Desire initiates with an immediate reflection of rhe subject as an

undifferentiated 'l' and follows by another reflection of 'l' into itself. The

absolute mediation thus involves a double reflection of the subject: an immediate

projection of'l'as an independenl object and a supersession of the independenr

oh.iect. This characteristic of self-consciousness as a double reflection shows

itself in a sequential relation of self-consciousness because the supersession of

the independent object is a self-reflection into the subject,s first immediate
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reflection. This double reflection is, in naturet a process of the subject,s self-

reflexivity. lt is Hegel's belief that through this double reflection of Desire, the

subiect reaches its certainty and positivity. The practice of achieving a subject's

positivity is the Hegelian way of conceptualising subjectivity, and it is the basis

for Hegelian notion of autonomy.

Hegel explains the notion of self-consciousness:

The notion of selFconsciousness is only completed in these three
moments: (a) the pure undifferentiated 'l' is its first immediate
object. (b) But this immediacy is itself an absolute mediation, it rs
only as a supersession of 'the independent object', in other words, it
is Desire. The satisfaction of Desire is, it iJ true, the reflection of
self-consciousness into itself, or the certainty that has become truth.
(c) But the truth of this certainty is really a double reflection, the
duplication of self-consciousness. Consciousness has for its object
one, which of its own self, posits its otherness or differen"e is a
nothingness, and in so doing is independent. (Heger r97i: lr0\

Hegel's theory of self-consciousness is a philosophy of negativity. The nature of
sef f-consciousness is absolute negation, and the double reflection of Desire is a

double negation. This first negation is found in the subjecl's negative relation to

the independent obiect At heart. this negation is the basic requirement for

"becoming other to itself;, in order to know itself' (Butler l9g7: 6-7). In the

process of the subjecl's self-realisation, this independent object is projected as an

entity, as the other, which is further called for rhe subject,s supersession or

substitution- The second negation thus arises in rhe subjecl's supersession of tfte

obiect. The subject depends upon this second negation in order to fulfil the

satisfaction of Desire. In fact, the subject "is conditioned on lhe other,'because

lhe subject's "self-certainty comes from superseding tlrs other,'.1 The object is

l!"g:t further explains the Desire of the Sclf as experiences that are closed ro relations to rhe
other.in Phenontenolop of Spirit: "ln this satislbction, horvever. experience makes it aware that
'the object'has its own independence. Desire and the self-certainty obtained in its gratification.
are conditioned by 'the object', for self-certainty comes from superieding this other: in order that
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taken as the otherness or difference to the subject, and by doing so the subject

realises itself and becomes independent. The process of this self-reflexivity is

dependent upon activities of the subject's dialectic with the other. This

dialectical relationship between the subject and the other becomes the

fundamental discourse that has been carried out in definitions of identitv and

difference in Hegelian theories.

Identity, which first appears as an immediate subject, is achieved through rfre

subiect's reflection of the independent objecr, i.e. through identifying the

otherness or differences to itself. Desire suggests an application of pursuing

'difference' and (the) otherness to the subject as negation is the basic principte.

This notion of difference thus implies "a lack and, a being-without' as

something "different, strange, novel, awaited, absent and lost to the subject'

(Butler 1987: 9). The relationship of identity and difference consists in a

refationship of ontological difference, in a relationship of what I have and what I
have-not. Thus, the existence of being is caught in a series of ontological

differences- The ontological difference of identity and difference has been the

base for the same or the other in the Hegetian discourses. The ontological

relationship of identity and difference'or'rhe same and the other, are also seen

in Hegelian political discourses, and applied in dualist hypotheses such as

this supersession can take place, there must be rhis other. Thus sell--consciousness. by its
negative relation to'the object'. is unable to supersede it; it is really because ofthat relation tirat it
produces 'the object' again, and the Desire as well. It is in fact something other than self-
consciousness that is the essence of Desire; and through this cxperience self_consciousness has
itself realized this truth. But at the same time it is no less absolutily/or itself, andit is so only by
superseding'the object': and it must experience its satisfaction, forlt is the truth. On account of
the independence of 'the ob.iect', therefore, it can achieve sarisfaction only when 'the object' itself
cffccts the negation within itself: and it must carry out this negation of iisetf in itself, ior it is rn
itself the negative. and must be for the orher wiar it rs. sin-ce 'the ob.iect' is in its own self
Jtgpationt and in being so is at the same time independent, it is consciousness. In the sphere of
Lil'e. which is'the object' of Desire, negation is present either rn an other, vizin Desire,or as a
determ.inateness opposed to another indifferent form, or as the inorganic universal nature of Life.
But this universal independent nature in which negation is present as absolute negation, is the
genus as such. or the genus ts self-consciousness. Self-consciousness achieves its satisfaction
onlv in anolher self-cansciousne.rs,, (Hegel 1977: 109).
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righvwrong, male/female, friend/enemy, domination/resistance and the

oppre s sors / the oppresse d.

The double reflection of self-consciousness reveals a closure of the mechanism

of self-reflexivity. Firstly, the double reflection exposes a mutual dependence of

the two aspects of self-consciousness: the significance of the independent object

is subject to the subjecf s Desire of supersession, and for the satisfaction of
supersession, there ought to be an independent object. This mutual dependence

of the independent object and the subject further suggests a mutual dependence

of definitions of 'the same and the other' o4,identity and difference,. This

mutual dependence suggests the closure of definitions of identity and difference.

There is a mediation mechanism involving the subject's search for the object.

The subject requires this mechanism (as a 'reflective metaphysical structure' or a

metaphysical 'place') to reflect upon for defining the 'otherness', ,difference' and

itself. This metaphysical structure is set up by the subject with a basic

requirement to obtain the independent object - i.e. to be 'the otherness' or

'difference' to the subjecl. In other words, the metaphysical place is maintained

due to its capacity to define 'the otherness' (in relation to lhe same') or 'difference'

(in relation to'identity'). The definitions of 'the same and the other'or,identity

and dffirence'are internally related; they are mutually defined: they are caught

in the relationship of binary opposition, the santelthe other and

identity/difference.

Hegel has also expressed:

onfy [the internal relationship of the same and the other) is it in fact
self-consciousness; for only in this way does the unity of itself in its
othemess become explicit for it. The 'l' which is 'the object' of its
Notion is in fact not'object';'the object' of Desire, however, is only
independent, for it is the universal indestructible substance. the fluid
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self-identical essence. A self-consciousness, in being an object, is
just as much'l'as'object'. (Hegel 1977: ll0)

This internal relatedness of tfte same and the orher suggests that the Hegelian

way of defining identity/diference refTects in an ontological rupture (within) tfte

subject's metaphysicalstructure of self-reflexivity. In the journey of Desire, the

metaphysical structure reveals itself as a priori in which, the Hegelian subject

finds nothing other than the relation to itself. The Hegelian economy of
identity/dffirence alreadv presupposes and articulates an ontological relatedness

as the same and it binary counterpart. The metaphysical structure that conditions

the Hegelian subject for reflection contains a homogenous relationship as the

ontological relatedness of identity and dffirence which suggests nothing other

than the subject itself.

From Jean Hyppolite's point of view, the Hegelian philosophy of negativity is a

powerof "the negative in human life" (cited in Butler 1987:9). Gilles Deleuze

further asserts the negative doctrines, including l) "the idea of power of the

negative as a theoretical principle manifested in opposition and contradiction,"

2) "the idea that suffering and sadness have value, the valorisation of the "sad

passions", as a practical principle manifested in splitting and tearing apart", and,

3) the idea of positivity as a theoretical principle and practical product of

negation itself (Deleuze 1983: 194-5, cited in peters 1995: 40).

The power of negativiry becomes the labour of negativity for the Hegelian

subject. Because of negation, the Hegelian subject always looks for a lack or a

being-without. Because of negation, there is no final arrival of the satisfaction

of Desire- Self-consciousness as Desire of double negation becomes the drive

for the Hegelian subject to seek for a lack and to transform 'difference' into

'identify'. The Hegelian autonomous subject, as being consciousness, is
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supposed to be achieved "only when the subject discovers itself' through a

reflection "in and by those ostensibly external phenomena" (Butler l9g7: g).

Desire becomes the capacity of thematising external problems. The power of
negativity in human life is conditioned by applications of a lack which the

subject is in pursuit of for identity purposes. The subject is controlled by a

constant pursuit of what is other to itself and, through this constant pursuit, t;e

subiect is able to cultivate a more expanded conception of its place. This ,fiavel'

in search for identity thus highlights the 'labour' that the subject attaches to the

power of negativiry.

II. Politicat consciousness

John Rex: Class-ifying ,race relalions,

John Rex has made contributions to the studies of race relations particularly in

1970s and 1980s. His ambition is to provide a grounded theory for studies of
race relations and racism with an intention to'cure racism,(l9g6a: ll5). Rex

names his approach 'weberised Marxism'- a study construed with the help of
the Kantian notion of the empirical noumenal world and combined with a

weberian 'class' perspective. Rex argues that Kant hetps him with the

observation and examination of 'situations', the 'existential structural condition'

of racism and race relations. weber helps Rex to advance his theory in a way

that allows him to think of 'taking actions'as a remedy to improve race relations.

The theoretical tools from Kant and Weber in fact reflect in the Hegelian double

negation- The aid fiom Kant justifies Rex's constructing of situations and

experiences of different'racial'groups. Rex has shown dialectical relationships
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between the subject and the Other as constructed in a negative reflection in

various forms, including discrimination, conflic! exploitation and occupational

segregation and political ideology in political and economic structures (Rex

1986a: 103-106). weber helps Rex refine his Maniist analysis of racism and

race relations. It is mainly the structure of the 'class relation' that Rex found

consistent with his observations of race relations. Moreover, his clear intention

'to cure racism' drives him towards a Mamist mission to defeat racism. This

intention and action reflects in Heget's notion of positivity which is achieved

through negating the independent object.

In the following, I will analyse three themes in Rex's theory on race relations and

racism: first, Rex's definition of race relations, or Rex's conceptualisation of
'racial' subjectivity. It is suggested that this definition or conceptualisation is a

Hegelian reflection of the immediate 'raciat' subject caught in a dialectical

refationship with the Other. Second, a brief discussion of Rex's idea of 'meaning

actions'. Third, a close look at Rex's re-definition of race relations as a class-

relation and, an examination of the ways in which the Hegelian double

reflection/negation is played throughout Rex's c/ass-ification of race retations.

l. The same/the other: Kantian a priori and ll/eherian classification

Following Kant, Rex believes that the onry way to gain knowledge of 'the

phenomenal world' is through the construction of 'the noumenat world'. The

understanding of the phenomenal worrd is dependent upon the noumenal world

and, the work on noumenal world is meant ro discover the reality and truth of the

world. The phenomenal world is given to us, interpreted as a noumenal world

based on our investigation of experience and that is explained with the aid of

empirical categories of perception and reason. To Kant, the empirical category

of perception means a priori categories of thinking - categories of space, time
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and causality. The understanding of phenomenal world thus begins with a priori

categories of human 'experiences' that including different racial groups and

different 'situations' happened among them.

'The phenomenal world' of race relations requires a 'construction', an

identification project of race relations and racism. Rex is confident in his

observations of racism and argues that, the phenomenal world of 'race relations,

is efrected by an economic structure. In regards to racism, the effect of

economic inequality is more serious than a simple psychological effect. Rex's

noumenal world of race relations is based on his empirical studies which cross

over different areas and epochs. He has analysed the problem of the Nazis'

extermination of the Jews. The Nazis' racial ideologies resulted from the

generation of the false biological theory that Aryans were superior. Rex,

however, argues that this problem is an example of the occurrence of the

scapegoat and is supportive of the German social structure: "the Jews were the

chosen scapegoat of a Nazi Government facing economic and political crises"

(Rex 1986a: 105). The social and economic position of the Jews and their

distinctive appearance made them a group to be btamed under those economic

and political circumstances.

In South Africa, despite the fact that 'apartheid' poticy originates from the belief

of the inferiority of the Black races, the following greater economic structure

took place in the workplace as the white employer exploited Black labour. This

White employeriBlack labour relationship is the main reason that causes conflict

in the racist race relations in South Africa.

Rex also observes economic structures as the reference for discussion on

institutional racism in the United States in both campaigns of the white
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Americans and the Black Americans. on the one hand, a series of government

programmes were set up as remedies to ease economic disadvantages of the

Black American resulting from institutional racism. For instance, the Civil

Rights Programme and the poverty programmes set up after 1954 are

accompanied with laws to denounce discrimination and to ensure minimum

welfare benefit for the Black Americans. on the other hand, the Black

Americans argues that "even if government was not in the hands of racists and

deliberate racial discrimination was outlawed, the very institutions which were

normal to the functioning of American society were producing consequences

which were disadvantageous to Btacks" (Rex l986a: 109). Central to this debate

lies the fact that the Black Americans seek to compste for 'employment, and

'housing' with their White partners.

It is evident that the colonised people - immigrants from India the caribbean

and East Africa - were brought into Britain to fill those positions that, within the

industrial and social structure, socially mobile white people had abandoned.

Racism and race relations are again discussed within the realm of economic

structure.

Despite the hypothetical nature of Kantian empirical categorisation, 'racial

differences' have been subjected to tests based on historical experiences. The

noumenal world can never guarantee to be the phenomenal world. The

'economic structures' that are found to be the common reference in

understanding racism and race relations simply function as categorical

imperatives that help to examine man and things in the phenomenal world. But,

man and things could disobey this order. The gap between the noumenal wortd

and the phenomenal world suggests that any explanation of situations and

experiences of race relations provide one analysis of race relations.
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Rex is aware of this gap and argues that "there is no claim made here that an

'ought' can be deduced from an 'is'." He maintains that his analysis of race

relations has shown "there are simply trvo different worlds, derived from

different cognitive interests" (Rex l9B5: 549). Thus, the limit of the Kantian

'categorical imperatives' does not suggest itself a corruption that leads to an

entirely false consciousness. In this way, Rex retains his Hegelian dialectical

analysis towards race relations, and insists on the claim of 'consciousness'that is

based on a economic structural relationship.

The authenticity of economic structures as the categorical imperative that was

inspired by Kant in defining social relations is summarised by solomos & Back

(tee4):

According to Rex's analytic model, the definition of social relations
between persons as race relations is encouraged by the existence of
certain structural conditions: e.g. frontier situations of conflict over
scarce resources, the existence of unfree, indentured, or slave labour,
unusually harsh class exploitation, strict legal inter-group
distinctions and occupational segregation, differential access to
power and prestige, cultural diversity and limited group interaction,
and migrant labour as an underclass fulfilling stigmatized roles in a
metropolitan sefting. (Solomos & Back 1994: 145)

To Rex, Kant offers the validity of empirical science and alleges the possibility

of a separate universe of moral discourse "in which man's freedom and moral

responsibility for his actions can be preserved" (Rex l9g5:549). It is true that

the noumenal world is not the only conceivable alternative world to the existing

phenomenal world. Rex, however, urges us to acknowledge the result of this

empirical study, that is that Kantian agent - as products of empirical

classification - is believed to be an autonomous man with an essence of moral

responsibility.
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In fact, the Kantian autonomous man with a moral essence does not satisfy Rex

in the sense of political movement. A priori examination of social situations

cannot effectively 'cure racism' which requires "either that the inequalities in

these societies should be eliminated" or "that policies should be developed to

ensure that racial and ethnic difference were not used as a basis for assigning

men and women to unequal positions" (Rex 1986a: 105-106). Rex's Marxist

approach takes the notion of 'class-for-itself more serious than 'class-in-itself

because of his inclination to look for race relations in terms of a capacity for

collective action (Rex 1985: 54s). Here is where the Weberian 'class'

perspective steps in Rex's theory.

2. 'Meaningful actions,

Weber's interpretation of action-orientated analysis of social relations is a project

characteristically Kantian in conception. Making an advance from the Kantian

observable meaning of text, the Weber is more concerned with an interpretation

of human behaviour in terms of 'meaningful action'. Thus, weberian analysis of
race relations is a constructed ideal type of action. This approach inspires Rex to

comment that "it is not to an empirical science that Weber looked for his tools,

but rather to categories and theoretical types, which were by no means given in

our observation of human behaviour" (Rex l9g5: 550).

The construction of ideal types of action further accounts for the significance of
the weberian approach in sociology. weber, in Economy and society (196g),

notes the necessity of a priori thinking and that, he insists, should be constructed

by the sociologist.
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Rex points out two parts of categories involved or applied in interpreting human

behaviour in terms of action and social relations: one is actual

categories/concepts which are used by social actors and need to be discovered,

and the other is the development of theoretical concepts which are used by the

sociologist to interpret observed behaviour.

Rex asserts that, while Simmel had been inclined to the first categories, weber

insists the latter has to be implied in social science research. In addition,

different from Durkeim's idea of social facts, Weber pays attention to the social

actors' subjective definitions of social events and the possibitity of meaningful

actions. For Durkheim, sociat facts are external to the individual and would

sufficiently account for his behaviour; while for weber, sociology is concerned

with social relations, as the subject-matter ol sociology, "to be understood as

arising in the course of meaningful action, in which one actor takes account of
the behaviour of another in orienting his own action" (Rex l9g5: 55l).

3. Class-i$l'zg relations

Rex claims

I have always been inclined to interpret the so-calred... race
relations as one of inter-group exploitation and oppression, ... I was
even more specific, suggesting that the problematic of race relations
were usually class-relations. (Rex l9g5: 549)

According to Rex, the understanding of groups and/or other structures of social

relations, and the understanding of the concept of class are central to the studies

to race relations. As Smith (r gB7) outlines Rex's strategies, based on Rex's work

Race and Ethnicity (1986a), the strategies for the studies of race relations start

with 'the key questions' concerning race relation situations, namely, 'to what

extent do such (race and ethnic) relations turn on the formation of "groups,, and
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the interaction berween "groups" (Rex l9g6a: g, cited in smith l9g7: 129). Rex

discusses the basic concepts of 'race' drawn mainly from weber and Manr and

ends by discussing possibilities for promoting'good race rerations'.

Rex begins with weber's ideas of sociar rerationships. Two major, but very

rough, categories account for these social relationships; closed and opened. In

the categories of closed social relationship, certain kinds of action generated by

each participant/actor of such a group may be imputed to all others wherein they

may be mutually responsible or representative. Rex notes that the notions of

representativeness and responsibility within these ctosed social relationships are

important in that together they make collective social action possible (Rex

1986a: 9). of the opened social relationships, there are either communal or

associative. If the orientation to social action is based upon the subjective

feeling of the parties, it is called 'communal'. By contrast, a social relationship

will be called 'associative' if the orientation of action rests upon a rationally

motivated adjustment of interests or a similarly motivated agreement (Rex

1986a:9),

The definitions of racial groups and ethnic groups are accordingly distinct.

According to Rex, 'race'mainly refers to physical characteristics and cannot be

thought of as causing group formation (Rex l9g6a: l5). Individuals of such a

racial group may value their physical characteristics and identifi with them;

however, they pursue actions by marking the shared physical as well as cultural

characteristics. A sense of solidarity is how an ethnic group differs from a racial

group; and the attachment arises in several ways such as cultural patterns, the

principle of 'consciousness of kind' and the sirnilarity of cultural and biological

characteristics (Rex 1986a: 15-16). The ethnic groups are of opened sociat
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relationship since, even though they are not themselves groups or communities,

groups and communities may be formed by some of their members.

Rex further maintains.

racial groups are groups which are thought to have genetic or other
deterministic base. Ethnic groups are thought of as those whose
behaviour might change. Thus, a group which has common cultural
characteristics only (rather than common physicar ones) may be
termed a 'race' ... while a group which has crearry different physical
characteristics may, those characteristics notwithstanding, be held by
political democrats and liberals to be only ethnically different. (Rei
1986a: l7)

Rex's definition of an ethnic group is, again, based on weber's definition of
class. For Weber, a 'class situation' is dependent upon the market situation in

which Weber includes a variety of the behaviours of exchange and/or bargaining

in the goods/service markets. For instance, the market situation may contain

ownership of dwellings, workshops, stores, ownership of mines, men and slaves,

disposition over instruments of production. disposition over products of one's

labour or others' labour, dispositions over transferable monopolies of any kinds

and so on (Rex 1986a: I l). For Weber, because of the differential distribution of
property (ie. market situations), there is accordingly a multiplicity of class

situations. A class, for Weber, is merely "a number of individuals who share any

market situation" (Rex 1986a: I l).

Therefore, the study of race relations (or, ethnic relations) is tied up with the

study of group formation generally and with the study of social class and status

(Rex 1986a: l7). In addition, Rex asserts that, "in any case, I shall be

considering whether ethnic and racial quasi-groups are similar in structure,

overlap with, or are even the product of, class and status formations" (Rex
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1986a: l0). In the case of race retations, the structures of social relationships are

dependent on not only the different levels of world economic systems and the

imperial system, but atso the diversity of class struggle. That is, group

formation, in ethnic and/or racial terms, may result from the wider economic and

imperial systems as well as. the interpretation, of members of such groups, ofthe

immediate relation to the means of production and their accessibility to

supporting pol itical apparatus.

Rex examines two different race relation situations. The first is race relations in

colonial and post-colonial societies. In this case, Rex defines 'class, as ',any

group of individuals having common interests as a result of its relationship to the

economic or political apparatus" (Rex l9g6b: 7g). Rex points out those race

relation problems arose in the colonial world partly because of the penetration of
the metropolitan capitalist system. Moreover, these racial/ethnic groups, with a

shared common relationship to the political structures, generate their common

interests by their position; this is similar to the problem with those passive past

participants in the socio-economic sense (Rex l9g6b: 7g).

The second example is the race relation situations in the metropolitan societies.

Rex argues that the large-scale migration from the colonial world to the

metropolis is fitted into the class system of the metropolis itself. For instance,

the race relation situation for a sikh peasant form the punjab, or an artisan or

small-scale farmer from Jamaica, may shift from the total imperial class system

to the relatively privileged and well-rewarded position of worker or small shop-

keeper in Britain.

Rex ( 1986a) summaries ethnic groups as one sort of ctass because.
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In all society... such classes are not groups or organizations and it
may be said they are based in the first place on associative relations,
i-e. in weber's terms 'on a rational adustment of interest'. They
may, however, give rise to groups and organizations, and produce in
class members a communal feeling of belonging together. It should
be obvious therefore that classes have sociotogical characteristics
very similar to those of ethnic quasi-groups.

[E]thnic quasi-groups will enter into a market relationship with each
other. They will then have some of the characteristics of classes,
with the additional feature that they arready posses a feeling of
belonging together, which classes based upon arational adjustment
of interest only gradually acquire. on the other hand, ai a class
organizes itself for political action, it may well draw upon ethnic
feelings of belongings together amongst its members ar i means of
binding members more closely togethJr. (Rex l9g6a: l2)

Paulo Freire: consciousness and humanisation

Freire's critical pedagogy is a landmark in education research. Freire's critical

pedagogy' known as 'pedagogy of the oppressed, engages with criticar anaryses

of oppression, humanisation and dehumanisation and also seeks for resolution of
freedom and emancipation for the oppressed. These political analyses and

strategies are developed closely with Freire's theory of consciousness.

'consciousness', Freire explains, "is constituted in the dialectic of man's

objection of and action upon the world" and, consciousness ,,is never a mere

reflection of, but a reflection upon, material reality', (Freire l99gb: 500).

Therefore, man's consciousness reries on man's reflection of the world, or more

precisely, the analysis of material reality. This doctrine of consciousness also

accounts for Freire's well-known educational concept, corucientisailbn, which

highlights a political movement towards self-liberation of the oppressed.
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Freire's fundamental political base, the concept of the 'man-world' relationship,

is argued as an amalgamation of Marxist and Sartrian theories2 (Aronowitz

1993). Freire follows Marx's Feuerbachean materialist approach and believes

that any practice made by humans should be understood within its condition, and

any problem that arises from these practices should be addressed within that

community and solved by the people involved.j

sartre has shown a mutually dependent relationship between 'man' and ,the

world' - the structure of 'the world' is construed of and through human

experiences, and the human experience is shaped by practices of 'the world'.

Like sartre, Freire argues that the oppressed are not 'marginals, and not those

living 'outside' society, because "marginality is not by choice [and] marginal

man has been expelled from and kept outside of the social system and is

therefore the object of violence (Freire l99ga: 4g4). pedagogy as a practice of
'the world' may function either to contribute to the reality of oppression or to

transform that reality. If pedagogy sustains and embodies oppression, it is an

instrument of dehumanisation; on the other hand, if pedagogy defeats

oppression, it is critical pedagogy of humanisation (Freire lg7?). Because of the

mutual dependence of the 'man-world'relationship, pedagogy of humanisation as

a practice relies on man's efforts as "[the alienated men] cannot overcome their

dependency by 'incorporation' into the very structure responsible for their

dependency" (Freire 1998a: 485). That is, "[there isJ no other road to

humanisation - theirs as well as everyone else's - but authentic transformation of
the dehumanizing structure" (Freire r998a: 4g5). Furthermore, criticalpedagogy

exemplifies man's consciousness as his/trer'ontological vocation' tobecomefutly

2 In Aronorvitz's words that "in adopting the language of humanism, Freire's debt to the early
Marx and to Sartre is all too et ident', (Aronorvitz 1993: t2).

3 According to Aronowitz, Freire "addresses the problcm of the authentication of humans by
means of their self-lransformation into a universal species" (Aronorvitz 1993: l3).
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human. The critical pedagogy embodies man's ontological vocation through

existential experience and, Freire believes that man can humanise the world

through critical pedagogy, as he argues that "[flor men, as beings of praxis, to

transform the world is to humanise it, even if making the world human may not

yet signi$ the humanisation of men" (Freire l99gb: 501).

critical pedagogy as pedagogy of humanisation seems to be 'a choice' if man

intensively operates their existential experience and ontological vocation and if
man is willing to 'choose' to embrace critical pedagogy.a For instance, Freire

argues' "[t]hey may discover through existential experience that their present

way of life is irreconcilable with their vocation to become fully human.,,

Moreover, "if man are searchers and their ontological vocation is humanisation,

sooner or later they may perceive the contradiction in which banking education

seeks to maintain them and then engage themselves in the struggle for their

liberation" (Freire 1972, cited in Aronowitz 1993: l3). The notion of 'being for

themselves'appears to be consciousness for'the man'regardless of whether one

belongs to the group of the oppressed or to that of the oppressors, as it is an

exercise of man(sic)'s ontological vocation.

The notion of becomingfutly human becomes a universal claim of truth. It is

this claim that critical pedagogy is intended to "unlock the intrinsic humaniry of
the oppressed'. The notion of being fuily human allows Freire's critical

pedagogy to justifo itself for .refliberation as a revolutionary project of
humanisation. Freire regards the ontological vocation as 'transparent' simply

4For instance . Freire ( 1998b) maintains rhat "[ilt may simply mean impregnating rhe world with
man's curious and invcntiv.e,presence. imprinting ir rvith the trace of tris rvorfs. nre process of
lransforming the world which reveals this presencc oIman, can lead to his humanizati-on as well
as his dehumanization. to his growth or diminution. These altematives reveal to man his
problematic nature and pose a problem for him, requiring that he choose one path or the other.
Ofte_n this very process of transformation ensnares man and his freedom to choose,, (Freire
I998b;501-502).
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because that beingplly human is generic with a genuine potitical interest for the

oppressed- This belief denies conhadictions of political interests of different

groups.

The notion of becoming fully human- the man's ontological vocation - becomes

an ethical norrn. It is through this ethical norm that both the oppressors and the

oppressed ought to liberate humanity. It is this ethical norm that helps man

makes choices to behave righteously. It is also this ethical norm that provides

critical pedagogy with the obligation to involve critical analysis of conflicts

within people's material conditions of existence. This ethical norm, in turn,

underpins Freire's Mamist approach in anarysin g the oppressors and the

oppressed relationship as a necessary understanding for critical pedagogy.

Freire's discussion of critical pedagogy suggests that 'being for themselves' is a

pofitical gesture designated only for the oppres.sed. Freire assumes the fact of
oppression as a reality or a condition of 'the world' as a result of former

dehumanised pedagogy that was initiated by the oppressors to make the

oppressed as 'the object' of the (false) pedagogy- critical pedagogy is deployed

alongside the line of the oppressors/the oppressed according to their diflerent

interests. Thus, Aronowitz suggests that criticat pedagogy is like a Marxist

project with "the revolution's aim is to transform what Frantz Fanon terms 'the

wretched of the earth' from 'beings for others' to 'beings for themselves"'

(Aronowitz 1993: l3). The significance of 'being for themselves'reveals in the

political consciousness of the oppressed and that is located in the dialect of the

oppres.red with 'the structure' and with 'the imaginary oppressor'.

Freire has been criticised for his universal assumption of the oppressor.t and the

oppressed. Feminist theorists challenge Freire's initial formation of oppression
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as conceived in c/ass terms and, education was viewed in the context of peasants'

and working people's revolutionary struggle (Aronowitz 1993, weiler l99l). By

assuming a class relation, Freire further claims a male referent framework of
Freire's idea of the oppressed and, ignores other possible associations of tie
oppressors and the oppressed such as man/woman, Black/white ... etc.

Freire tends not to recognise the tendency ofthe co-existence of the oppressed

and the sub-oppressor (weiler l99l: 453). Freire's reason is that ,'the oppressed

have only the patrern of oppression before them as a way of being in a position

other than the one they are in." Moreover, "their ideal is to be man; but for

them, to be man is to be oppressor, this is their model of humanity" (cited in

weiler 199 | : 453). Thus, the ethicar norm - to be fully human - of the oppressed

is, ironically, modetled and identical with 'to be the oppressors,. weiler
explains,

what is troubling here is not that "men" is used for human beings,
but that the model of oppressor implied here is based on i-he
immediate oppressor of men, in this case, bosses over peasants or
workers. What is not addressed is the possibility of simultaneous
contradictory positions of oppression and dominance: the men
oppressed by his boss could at the same time oppress his wife, for
example, or the white women oppressed by sexism could exploit the
Black women. (Weiler 199l : 453)

Given the feminist critique of Freire which argues that men are privileged in the

term, the oppressed, Freire's theory of 'humanisation'(i.e. the humanist practice)

is also universal and disregards various definitions given by people of different

groups. For Freire, the 'experience' (of being oppressed) is the key to end

oppression, and the ideal of the Freirean critical pedagogy is to enhance the

subject's knowledge of reading 'the world' based upon his or her own experience.

critiques upon Freire's assumption of universal experiences of oppression
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includes 'uniform for the oppressed (weirer l99l: 453); 'totalising narratives

and binarisms that de-emphasised the mutually contradictory and multiple

character of domination and struggle'(ciroux 1993: lg0), and'a forced unity of
the subject which neglect, negates, the other' (peters & Marshall l99l: 126).

In the following, I shall discuss Hegel's notion of consciousness in relation to

'formative activities'. My understanding and argument are heavily dependent

upon Judith Butler's analysis of the Hegel's thesis on consciousness illustrated

in her book, The Psychic of power (1997a).

Iil. 'Consciousness' and formative su bjectivity

Hegel's notion of 'consciousness'suggests a formative subjectivity. The meaning

of formative suggests practices of the bondsman's bodily experiences that are

caught solely in an imaginary relationship with the lord. In Hegel s

Phenomenologgt of Spin?, the notion of 'consciousness'or 'self-consciousness, in

fact refers to 'a kind of self-recognition', 'a fear of expropriation', 'a tife-and-

death battle', 'a self-tenorising reflexivity' and 'a stubborn attachment to ethical

imperative'(Hegel 1977 ll7-l3l). To argue that Hegel's discussion of
consciousness is formative, is because the experiences of the bondsman are

formative in response to the bondsman's bodily life in relation to the lord. This

world of split psyche as embodied in the relationship of the lord and the

bondsman accounts for each aspect of Heget's conceptualisation of
'consciousness'that is engaged in the process of self-subjection. I shall sugges!

this concept of 'consciousness' is in fact a way of self-subjection resulted from

formative activities. It is the formative subjectivity of the bondman. This

formative subjectivity is also my undersknding of the Hegelian
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conceptualisation of negation that is interpreted by a large number of scholars as

'gonsciousness'.

Hegel's own words about self-consciousnes s in Phenomenologt of Spirit are seen

as follows:

194. we have seen what servitude is only in relation to lordship.
But it is a self-consciousness, and we have now to consider what as
such it is in and for itself. To begin with, servirude has the lord for
its essential reality; hence the truth for it is the independence
consciousness that is for itself. However, servitude is not yet aware
that this truth is implicit in it. But it does in fact contain wiihin itself
this truth of pure negativiry and being-for-self, for it has experienced
this its own essential nature. For thiJconsciousness has been fearful,
not of this or that particular thing or just at odd moments, but its
whole being has been seized with dread; for it has experienced the
fearof death, the absolute Lord. In that experience it has been quite
unmanned, has trembled in every fibre of its being, and everytiring
solid and stable has been shaken to its foundation. But this pure
universalmovement, the absolute melting-away of everything stable,
is the simple, essential nature of silf-consciousnJss, ibsolute
negativity, pure being-for-sel{ which consequently is impticit in this
consciousness. This moment of pure being-for-itielf is ilso explicit
for the bondsman, for in the lord it exists for him as his object.
Furthermore, his consciousness is not this dissolution of everytiring
stable meryly in principle; in his service he actuaily bring this about.
Through his service he rids himself of his attu"hr.nt to natural
existence in every single detail; and gets rid of it by working on it.

195. ...Through work, however, the bondsman becomes conscious
of what he truly is ... work, on the other hand, is desire herd in
check, fleetingness starved off; in other words, work forms and
shapes the thing. The negative relation to the object becomes its
form.and something permanent, because it is preciiry for the work
that the object has independence. This negative midjle term or the
formative activity is at the same time the individuality or pure being-
for-self of consciousness which now, in the worl ouiside of ig
acquires an element of permanence. It is in this way, therefore, that
consciousness' qua worker. comes to see in the independent being
[of the object] its own independence. (phenomenoiog, of spirit,
Hegef 1977: ll7-l l8)
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Hegel explains that the essential reality for the bondsman lies in its relationship

to the lord and this reality accounts for the bondsman's independent

consciousness. This reality is a truth that may have been carried out with or

without the bondsman's awareness. He may not know but has experienced it.

The whole process that the bondsman has been engaged in is the experiences for

itself (the bondsman), and the bondsman's realisation of himself solely depends

upon his own experiences. In other words, the bondsman lives in the

experiences and the experiences are for the bondsman as Hegel would argue that

being-in-self is being-for-self. This essential nature of self-consciousness is an

absolute negativity and pure being-for-self. He explains, however, that the

experiences of the bondsman either through an awareness or subject to a process

of realisation are however dreadful. The bondsman's experiences consist in a

series of fear, from the fear of being expropriated, to a fear of death, to the fear

of the 'absolute lord' in the end.

From the beginning, the bondsman has already worked for the lord as a

substitution for the lord - in the form of the lord's bodyto fulfitthe lord's Desire.

The bondsman's work and products never belongs to the bondsman, they are

already expropriated prior to any possibility of giving them away. Thus,

practices that are embedded in this relationship between the lord and the

bondsman are meant to be understood as formative oflfor the bondsman - for its

substitution to the lord. The products that come from the bondsman are also

formative of the object itself and, the bondsman's labour is formatively engaged

in fulfilling the essential reality of the bondsman as well as the lord,s Desire.

The bondsman may not realise this general sense of formative activities, but he

becomes aware of his own significance through work. Throughout work, the

bondsman has opportunities for serf-consciousness. Firstly, he becomes aware
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of his own signature on the things that he makes; the artefacts and crafts are the

marking of the bondsman's recognition of his labour. These markings are

confirmation of the bondsman's labour and his formative activities. Despite that

these markings belong to the lord from the start, they are nevertheless reflected

back to the bondsman as his labour especially when such products as witnesses

of his formative activity are going to be 'given away' to the lord. The self-

consciousness first appears as the bondsman's recognition of signature, which

represents an ownership of his labour in a contract with the lord.

But later, this bondsman's setf-recognition, self-consciousness, transfers into a

kind of experience of 'absolute fear'. Being aware of his own signature only

forms a positive sense of consciousness in gaining his existence and it accounts

for only part of the reality of his pure being-for-self. As formative activity goes,

the bondsman necessarily has fearful experiences, in fears of 'the very forfeiture

of the signature' and 'the threat to autonomy' because formative activity, in

nature, leads to an expropriation in the relationship benveen the bondsman and

the lord. lt is not an exaggeration to say that the 'the absolute fear' works as the

primary initiative for the bondsman's every behaviour and that it contributes a

significant part to the formative practice and also to the process of self-

consciousness. This absolute fear is explained by Hegel in the foilowing terms:

196. But the formative activity has not only this positive
significance that in it the pure being-for-self of the servile
consciousness acquires an existence; it also has, in contrast with its
first moment, the negative significance of fear. For, in fashioning
the thing, the bondsman's own negativity, his being-for-setf,
becomes an object for him only through his sening at nought the
existing shape confronting him. But this objective nigative mlment
is none other than the alien being before which it has trembled...
[Jn fear, the being-for-self is present in the bondsman himselg in
fashioning the thing, he becomes aware that being-for-setf belongs
to him, that he himself exists essentially and actuaily in his own
right. (Phenomenologt of Spirit, Hegel 1977: l19)
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Work helps to reveal the negative sense of the bondsman's consciousness and it

is also through work that the bondsman discovers 'what the truth is'- he holds an

alienated existence that further takes him to require a mind of his own in order to

endure his life in the relationship. work provides the bondsman with an

experience of self-reflexivity and the 'absolute fear' reinforces the bondsman's

Desire to work on creating objects that could bear the significance of his being.

In the context mentioned above, the absolute fear of expropriation offers the

bondsman a reflection in understanding the being of himself and that further to

outlast him through forming and creating things. The bondsman is formed into a

producer of permanent things. It is the bondsman's hope that through service he

can rid himself of his attachment to natural existence and regain his'autonomy'.

He can regain his 'autonomy' through work. In other words, work shapes and

forms the bondsman's activities and contributes the formative activities for the

bondsman's consciousness.

The 'absolute fear' helps Hegel to highlight the importance of formative activity

in the process of setf-consciousness. Hegel argues "if consciousness fashions

the thing without that initial fear, it is only an empty self-centred attitude, for its

form or negativity is not negativity per se. and therefore ic formative activity

cannot give it a consciousness of itself as essential being" (Hegel 1977: ll9).
But, in fact, the 'absolute fear', work and formative activity are intertwined in

self-consciousness' For Hegel, these notions should be understood in a universal

mode at the same time. After ail, Hegel argues, "without the discipline of
service and obedience, fear remains at the formal stage and does not extend to

the known real world of existence." Also, ',without the formative activity, fear

remains inward and mute and consciousness does not become explicitly for

itself' (Hegel 1977: ll9\.
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This reflective understanding of consciousness is indeed formatively self-

terorising. Hegel conceptualises a more strict sense of consciousness by which

the understanding of consciousness has shifted from the bondsman's servitude

into unhappy consciousness as a result of the bondsman's self-reflexivity. It is a

'life-and-death' battle in the sense that it is a battle of overturning the bodily

death to a mode of living. The bondsman initially substitutes the lord in
providing his body as the lord's, yet that body embodied as a labour instrument is

a 'transient object' and 'subject to death'. The bondsman recognises the limit of
this formative capacity and thus engages in a movement that the 'absolute fear' is

allayed through a resolution of stubbornness, smugness or religious contentment

of certain kind mode of living. Butler (1997a) exptains, ,,terror is allayed

through a resolution of stubbornness or, rather, through the action by which

terror of bodily death is disptaced by a smugness and stubbornness that... is

revaf ued as religious self-righteousness" (Butler 1997a:42). Hegel's strict sense

of consciousness, unhappy consciousness. thus emerges as a solution,

transformation or sublime to that absolute fear as 'bodily death,. This movement

is a reflection of the self-terrorising fact of reflexivity.

Butler (1997a) also suggests that the Hegelian consciousness suppress bodily life

of the bondsman. In fact, the bodily experiences of the bondsman have been

transformed into the psyche of the bondsman for the purpose of a disavowal of
servitude status. It is a suppression of bodily life that is required in the Hegelian

unhappy consciousness, and the body "is preserved in and by the very act of
suppression" (Butler l997a:57). The body is no longer an external instrument

of labour, but an alterity which is interior to the psyche in the form as an interior

alien that unhappy consciousness has to disavow forever. Since the Hegelian

consciousness suggests a stubbornness attachment to the discourse of self-

terrorising reflexivity, to preserve that certain bodily experience becomes an
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ethical regulation. Within the Hegelian framework of psychic self-terrorising

stubbornness that belongs to the bondsman, the bodily experience or impulse as

to be negated is maintained accidentally in that very action of negation. In terms

of political practice, that certain bodily experience or impulse becomes "the

focus and aim of impulse itself' simply to serve to sustain an ideal subject

position (Butler 1997 a: 57-58).

For most scholars, the Hegelian double negativity is often interpreted as a

movement of double negation: the first negation refers to a negative dialectic

toward the lord and, the bondsman is'the oppressed,'the disadvantaged'and the

negative to the lord. The second negation suggests a movement of overturning

the first negation, the servitude status. It is in this understanding that the

meaning of subversion of the oppressed is captured. However, I argue that such

an interpretation ignores the formative process in the dialectical relationship

between the lord and the bondsman. The first negation is in fact the absolute

fear that results from the dialectical relationship between these two psyches and

the second negation suggests a flight away from this 'absolute fear' by either a

stubbornness and an attachment to servitude, or by a defensive mechanism that

works against the absolute fear. 'Absolute fear' allows Hegel to highlight the

importance of formative practice i n understand ing self-consc iousness.

Hegel's strict sense of unhappy consciousness in fact indicates an attachment and

clings as response to that absolute fear. The absolute fear as suggested above

refers to a disavowal of the bondsman's body that contributed to the bondsman's

terror of death. The effectiveness of consciousness is consistent with the force

of the 'absolute fear'. The stronger the absolute fear is, the more powerful self-

consciousness is.
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Consciousness thus requires and engages the absolute fear by invoking

imperatives - i.e. ethical norms. Butler explains the consequence of this defence

against the absolute fear: "lts fear is allayed by legislating an ethical norrn.

Hence, the imperative to cling to oneself is motivated by this absolute fear and

by the need to refuse that fear. In as much as it is an ethical injunction, this

imperative is the disarticulated refusal of absolute fear" (Butlet 1997a:43).

As consciousness is engaged in an interpretation of ethical norms, the absolute

fear is sneakily lifted up as ethical impulses and, more precisely as a 'fabrication

of norms'. The fabrication of norms emerges as a refusal, a way out of the

absolute fear, and in turn, it becomes the ethical norms the bondsman is to abide

by. Interestingly, as Butler (1997a) explains, "the bondsman is subordinate to

(ethical) norms and norms are subjectivating" (Butler 1997a: 43\. In other

words, "[the ethical norms] give an ethical shape to the reflexivity of this

emerging subject" (Butler 1997a: 43). The Desire of the bondsman as a self-

reflexivity with references of historical or political significance is indeed a form

of self-subjection and self-enslavement constituted by ethical norms. Butler

explains,

The subjection that takes place under the sign of the ethical is a
flight from fear, and so is constituted as a kind of flight and denial, a
fearful flight from fear that covers its fear first with stubbornness

and then with religious self-righteousness. The more absolute the

ethicaf imperative becomes, the more stubborn or eigensinnig the
enforcement of its law, the more the absoluteness of the motivating
fear is at once articulated and refused. (Butler 1997a:43)

Hegel further introduces and evaluates three forms of thoughts, stoicism,

scepticism and devotion, as self-consciousnesss (Hegel 1977: 12l-l3l). These

5 Th"r. is a section titled as "Freedom of sell--consciousness: Stoicism. Scepticism, and the

Unhappy Consciousness" in Phenomenolop ofSpirit (Hegel 1977: I l9-138).
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three forms of thought are examples of pure mental exercise of unhappy

consciousness in the history of Spirit. A common feature of these three thoughts

is a focus on "a being that thinks" (Hegel 1977: l2l). The principle of Stoicism

is a consciousness that "holds something to be essentially important, or true and

good only lifl it thinks it to be such" (Hegel 1977: l2l). Since the meaning of

existence has to be subject to a'thought', it is a subjective and rational existence

that is acceptable for Stoicism. This focus yet puts the subject into an

ambivalent situation. It has to either deny itself form its material existence per

re, or underscores the very positivity of the self that it sought to deny' It is

because the very act of conceptualisation (i.e. negation) requires a position from

which the negation can takes place.

In brief, Scepticism, like Stoicism. focuses on the act of 'thought', though, in the

manner that it holds a sceptical attitude towards any 'thought'. ln other words,

Scepticism believes that consciousness come from negating any forms of

thought as being sceptical. Through this attitude helps Scepticism achieve its

'positivity' or 'pleasure'. Nevertheless, Scepticism has to be 'grounded' to be

conscious and certain about itself when it is confronted by another thought in

order to be a "thought". This'ground' is, ironically, contradictory to Scepticism

fundamental 'ground'- an attitude toward any form of 'thought'.

Devotion suggests an act that neutralises the body in the service of a pure

thought - a certain unchangeable thought or belief. Hegel provides possible

characteristics of the notion of 'unchangeable thought': "its thinking is no more

than the chaotic jingling of bells, or a mist of warm incest, a musical thinking

that does not get as far as the Notion, which would be the sole, immanent

objective mode of thought" (Hegel 1977 l3l). The original idea of devotion

seeks for some transcendental and universal forms of thought and tums out to be
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complicated and almost impossible. In the end, devotion entrenches the body to

be prevented from other access and it is ironic that'the body' turns out to be the

unchangeable, rather than any kind ofpure thought as the notion ofdevotion is

designated initially.

Iv. Examining Paulo Freire

This section aims to examine Freire's theory on consciousness as a revolutionary

project. It will be suggested that Freire's resolution of freedom, liberation and

emancipation of the oppressed is a project of 'self-enslavement''

My examination of Freire's discourse of self-liberation mainly focuses on his

concept of 'the structural perception'. 'The structural perception' emerges as a

critical analysis of the oppressive structures and realties. It further entails the

absolute fear of the oppressed which highlights a clingin g of the oppressed to an

unhappy consciousness. This clinging is expressed in two ways: a servitude

status in relation to the oppressors and an urgent refusal of that bodily

experience (servitude). The analysis of 'the absolute fear' of the oppressed

mainly serves to reinforce the analysis of clinging and to provide a preliminary

explanation of the self-terrorising reflexivity of the oppressed. It is followed by

an examination of critical pedagogy as formative activities to the clinging

mentioned above.

Thus, 'self-enslavement' refers to a technology of self, an investment in

circulation of certain discourses of subject positions. That is, a particular subject

position of the oppressed emerges from a critical analysis of self-liberation and
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is followed by a series of investment on that particular form of subject position.

For Freire, notions related to 'being fully human' and being critical are

subjectivating; it is investigated as reality evaluation and self-actualisation as a

way out of oppression. These notions further become ethical norrns, the rule'to

be operated upon the oppressed through educational practices. Knowledge and

institutional practices go hand in hand. circulated, maintained and bound by

these ethical rules. The oppressed thus rely on this subject position and are

subject to these ethical norms through self-reflexivity. It is a technology of self-

enslavement because ethical rules solely result from the ontological status (being

the slave) of the oppressedto the oppresrors.

For Freire, 'structural perception' is a key concept in construing his'man-world'

relationship and in distinguishing different phases of conscientisation. Freire's

notion of structural perception mainly implies a critical perspective on the

relationship of the oppressors and the oppressed, i.e. an analysis of oppression.

The 'structural perception' has emerged as a reflective feature of man, and it is

manifested in the process of 'self-reflexivity' of the oppressed. The 'structural

perception' provides man with a critical reflection of 'the world' and an

understanding of his significance in the historical and physical context. Freire

argues "[t]he reflectiveness and finality of man's relationships with the world

would not be possible if these relationships did not occur in a historical as well

as physical context" (Freire 1998b: 502). This'man-world'relationship explains

Freire's critical pedagogy as a method that liberates Ihe oppressed as a historical

subject. Structural perception explains that critical pedagogy should be

developed 'within a praxis' that entails critical perspectives of knowledge to

produce self-directed actions (Aronowitz 1993). In terms of pedagogy, instead

of simply being a feature of man,'structural perception'becomes a skill that has
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to be brought in and to be developed in the oppressed to analyse realities of

oppression.

Freire has introduced three phases of consciousness - semi-intransitive, naiVe-

transitive and critical consciousness and, the 'structural perception' is the basic

characteristic of critical consciousness. Semi-intransitive consciousness is

historically and social-structurally conditioned, and it is quasi-adherent to

objective reality or quasi-immersed in reality. Accordingly, semi+onsciousness

shows itself failing "to perceive many of reality's challenges and cannot objectiff

the facts and problematical situations of daily life" (Freire 1998b: 506). By

appearance, nai've-transitive consciousness is not much different from semi-

intransitive consciousness. NaTve-transitive consciousness might be considered

for "its tendency for individual to see reform within an existing system as their

main task" as Peter Roberts (t988) suggests. For most situations, semi-

intransitive consciousness stays on in naive transitive consciousness; yet, naTve

transitive consciousness is justified by the phenomenon of emergence that results

in structural transformations in society. Unlike semi-intransitive consciousness,

naive-transitive consciousness is able to sense ruptures of myths, contradictions

and alienation of social structures with a potential in further developing critical

consciousness. However, to some degree, both semi-transitive and naive

consciousness exhibit lack of a proper and well-developed structural perception

as required in critical consciousness. Freire explains features for man(sic) who

lack of structural perception:

Men whose consciousness exists at this level of quasi-immersion
lack what we cal[ "structural perception," which shapes and reshapes

itself fiom concrete reality in the apprehension of facts and

problematical situations. Lacking structural perception, men

attribute the sources of such facts and situations in their lives either

to some super-reality or to something within themselves; in either
case to something outside objective reality. (Freire 1998b: 506)
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Freire also argues the importance of 'structural perception' in his theory of

conscientisation as he argues that "there can be no conscientization without

denunciation of unjust structures" (Freire | 998b: 5 l4). It is often seen in Freire's

works that 'structural perception' is accompanied by expressions Such as "a

radical denunciation of dehumanising structures" and "the proclamation of a new

reality to be created by men" (Freire 1998b: 514). Conscientisation implies to

overcome 'false consciousness' as a result of 'reflection' upon the world.

'Structural perception' refers to a kind of ability that a conscienticised persoh

would have to investigate demythologised realities.

The analysis of oppression and the structural perception of oppression actually

reveal what Hegel calls 'the absolute fear' in Freire's discourse. It will be

suggested that'that absolute fear' replace the oppressors and become the central

factor in Freire's theory of critical consciousness. In other words, this fear is

what the oppressed aims to overcome. This absolute fear is what the pedagogy

of the oppressed aims to defeat. The response of the oppressed to this absolute

fear has entailed not only in the condition of material existence in terms of

ownership and control of labour but also in the psychosocial sphere of the

lordship-bondage relations.

The examination of 'cultural-history reality' as an analysis of oppression has

brought in the absolute fear to the consciousness of the oppressed. Significantly,

'structural perception' steps in the analysis not in the form of the lord/the

bondsman dialectic, but in the form of the superstructure/infrastructure.6 This

new structural dialectic suggests a dimension of 'the absoluts fear' as a

6 The second 'structural perception' that appears in Freire's theory is the dialectical relationship
between supcrstructure and infrastructurc. Freire argues that "if rve underestimate either the

superstructure of infrastructure it will be impossible to explain the social structure itself. Failing
to understand this dialectic. we will not understand the dialectic of change and permanence as the

expression of the social structure" (Freire 1998b: 503).
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replacement and transformation of the authority of the oPpressors. A

preliminary argument is put for a further development of consciousness as Freire

sayso "to understand the levels of consciousness, we must understand culrural-

historical reality as a superstructure in relation to an infrastructure ... and [we

must] discern the fundamental characteristics of the historical-cultural

configuration to which such levels conespond" (Freire 1998b: 502-503). The

absolute fear then appears, as a 'culture of silence' that Freire considers as the

first instance that leads to 'consciousness'. "This mode of culture is a

superstructure [thatl expresses [and] conditions a special form ofconsciousness.

The culture of silence'over-determines'the infrastructure in which it originates"

(Freire 1998b: 503).

Furthermore, the emphasis on transforming infrastructure and on changing the

culture of silence makes Freire de-centre'man' in overcoming oppression. Freire

says. "it is true that the infrastructure, created in the relations by which the work

of man transforms the world, gives rise to superstructure. But it is also true that

the latter, mediated by man, who introject its myths, turns upon the infrastructure

and "overdetermines" it. If it were not for the dynamic of these precarious

relationships in which man exist and work in the world, we could speak neither

of social structure, nor of man. nor of a human world" (Freire 1998b: 503). The

absolute fear is, again, shown as a major component in discourses of oppression,

which dominate discourses of the dialectical relationship between two groups

symbolically named the oppressors and the oppressed.

The anatysis of infrastructure also brings about Freire's 'absolute fear' as a fear of

material as well as cultural expropriation. After admitting his concem over the
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power exercised by the dominated,T Freire has shown his fear of practices such

as cultural myths, values and lifestyle of the dominator (the metropolitan

society). 'The absolute fear' further includes "the duality of the dependent

society, its ambiguity, its being and not being itsele and the ambivalence

characteristic of its long experience of dependency, both attracted by and

rejecting the metropolitan society" (Freire 1998b: 504). The unequal power

relation in the domain of ideology practices also reveals Freire's fear: "the

resultant superstructure, therefore, reflects the inauthenticity of the

infrastructure. Whereas the metropolis can absorb its ideological crises through

mechanisms of economic power and a highly developed technology, the

dependent structure is too weak to support the slightest popular manifestation.

This accounts for the frequent rigidity of the dependent structure" (Freire 1998b:

504). The dialectical relationship betrveen the oppre,ssors and the oppressed is

supported by the absolute fear in the language of realities of oppression.

In the context and background that Freire's pedagogy of the oppressed mainly

addresses - the Latin American society - Freire has demonstrated even diverse

aspects ofthe absolute fear:

Latin American societies are closed societies characterized by a rigid
hierarchical social structure; by the lack of internal markets, since

their economy is controlled from the outside; by the exportation of
raw materials and importation of manufactured goods, without a

voice in either process; by a precarious and selective educational
system whose schools are an instrument of maintaining the status
quo; by high percentages of illiteracy and disease, including the

naively named "tropical diseases" that are really diseases of un-

derdevelopment and dependence; by alarming rates of infant
mortality; by malnutrition, often with ineparable effects on mental

faculties; by a low life expectancy; and by a high rate of crime.
(Freire 1998b: 505)

7 Freire conrends that it is "the introjection by the dominated" and "the inliastructure of the

dependent society that is shaped by the director society's will" (Freire 1998b; 504).
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The importance of 'structural perception' in the consciousness of tfte oppressed

does not necessarily suggest that a liberation project be directed at'negating' its

counterpart,'the oppre,s.sors', despite that the framework of structural perception

is subject to the dialectical relationship of the oppressotslthe oppressed.

However, it is 'the absolute fear' that the revolutionary project of the oppressed

is targeted as a result of a stubborn attachment of discourses of 'oppression'.

Freire occasionally points out different forms of the oppressors including the

metropolis, (or the metropolitan society), the dominator and the class and those

who control the resources. Freire's revolution project in developing the

bondsman's word and literacy action is no more than a work of overcoming

oppressive and dehumanising structures. The revolutionary action comes from

only the reflection and analysis of oppression, i.e. 'the absolute fear'.

The absolute fear affirms and requires a Hegelian dialectic analysis of

oppression and further calls for political consciousness-raising of the oppressed

as an embodiment in pedagogy and also as a Hegelian solution for freedom. The

political consciousness is the structural perception in Freire's discourse. The

development of structural perception indeed is no more than realising oppression

and realising the status of the oppressed in social, economic and political

structures.S The discourse of the absolute fear in Freire's analysis of oppression

undoubtedly contributes to structural perception of the oppres.sed as designed in

critical pedagogy.

8 Aronowirz(1993) offers an analysis of opprcssion in which lhe oppressed is mainly defined in
terms of economic status as he says: "i"hri is the signilicance of working with the most

oppressed. rvho in Brazil and the rest of Latin America. are poor agricultural labourers and the

unemployed huddled in the city's Jlavellas, shantytowns. rvhich in Sao Paulo, for instance,

harbour a million and a halfl people. Many of these are migrants from forest and agricultural
regions that are in the process of being leveled for wood processing, mining and 'modem'
corporate farming" (Aronorvitz 1993: | 3- l4),
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This association of the absolute fear and structural perception leads to a self-

terrorising reflexivity of the oppressed. The absolute fear is conditioned,

reproduced and reinforced within the absolute fear through this self-tenorising

reflexivity. The selFterrorising reflexivity fatally entices lhe oppressed to be

attracted to the gaze of the oppressors. Furthermore, the effectiveness of critical

pedagogy depends upon an absolute stubbornness of consciousness and, it

certainly becomes a life-and-death battle for the oppressed.

Critical pedagogy as a battle not only reflects Freire's fundamental believes the

existence for the oppressed relies on the work on a dialectic reflection the 'man-

world' relationship. But, critical pedagogy requires engagement with this

meaning of existence. Freire iugues:

Whereas the being that merely lives is not capable of reflecting upon
itself and knowing itself living in the world, the existent subject
reflects upon his life within the very domain of existence, and
questions his relationship to the world. His domain of existence is
the domain of work, of history, of culture, of values-the domain in
which men experience the dialectic between determinism and
Freedom. (Freire 1998b: 500)

In fact, the stronger the absolute fear is, the more compelling the meaning of

existence is. Freire's critical pedagogy has to be a formative activity that is a

response to the absolute fear. Aronowitz ( 1993) argues! "it is not at all excessive

to claim that the presuppositions of psychoanalytic theory are as fundamental to

Freire's pedagogy as the existential Marxism that appears, on the surface, as the

political and theological motivation of his discourse" (Aronowitz 1993: l5).

The discourse of the absolute fear may well rely on a good understanding of

material oppression. Yet, the solution to flight away from the absolute fear is

determined by the effectiveness of psychological construction as a displacement

of 'the absolute fear'. Because of this, Freire's critical pedagogy is more a project
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of discursive construction (of anti-oppression) than simply an analysis of

material facts.

The characteristics of Freire's critical pedagogy (i.e. an attachment to certain

'subject position') have shifted meanings of structural perception in pedagogy in

a general sense. It has moved from being a good feature to a decisive factor of

the discursive formation. It becomes ethical rules of pedagogy and it denies any

other formations of pedagogy than Freire's critical pedagogy. The ethical rules

are set by an introduction of a standard pedagogy and that begins the joumey of

the oppressed, who are subordinate to ethical norms and regulative practices.

Freire defines a standard pedagogy:

The action of men without objectives... is not praxis, though it may

be orientation in the world. And not being praxis, it is action

ignorant both of its own process of its aim. The intenelation of the

awareness of aim and of process is the basis for planning action,

which implies methods, objectives, and value options' (Freire 1998a:

48r)

Freire expresses his ideal for a standard pedagogy with objectives: "it is with the

truism [that] all every practice implies a theoretical stance on the educator's part

... [i.e.] an interpretation of man and the world" (Freire 1998a: 480)- This

interpretation suggests a critical dialogue of man and the world that well reflects

Freire's belief on humanisation as an ontological vocation of man. However,

this interpretation predetermines certain forms of subject position for structural

change; thus, it excludes other aspects for pedagogy. Freire defines a subject

position, the dialogue of man and world relationship, as the legitimate

educational practice:

Dialogue is the encounter between men [sicJ, mediated by the world,
in order to name the world. Hence dialogue cannot occur between

those who want to name the world and those who do not wish this
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naming - between those who deny other men [sicJ the right to speak

their word and those whose right to speak has been denied to them.

Thase who have been denied their primordial right to speak their
word must Jirst reclaim and prevent the continuation of this

dehumanizing aggression. (Freire 1972, cited in Aronowitz 1993:
17, italics mine)

The Sartrian notion, to be fully human, rvhich makes up Freire's fundamental

humanist belief, is one major ethical norm to be believed as a universal tmth in

Freire's critical discourse. To be fully human has contributed to a praxis that

suggests revolutionary project is an ongoing project as part of the process of

self-actualisation. Freire's notion of fully hurnan is supportive with a highlight of

a superiority of human being, in contrast to animals.9 The notion of beingfully

human works as a belief that encourages the oppressed to critically engage with

'the world', to come out of being silent, to look for emancipation and self-

liberation.

The notion of to be fully human entails discourses of man's dependency on

revolutionary project to fulfil his being. The dependency is deployed through

discourses mainly construed based on individual/community binary oppositions.

These discourses are also developed into ethical nolrns in pedagogy. Freire's

individual/community dependency discourses include such notions as individual

freedom, reasoning, discipline, responsibility and obligation. These may be seen

in the following quote.

Individual freedom:

The revolutionary project is engaged in a struggle against oppressive
and dehumanizing structures. To the extent that it seeks the

9Freire(1998a)hasmadeacomparisonbetweenanimalsandhumanbeing. tlearguesthat"[i]fl
lbr animals. orientation in the rvorld means adaptation to the world, for man il means humanising
the world by transforming it. For animals there is no historical case, no options or values in their
orientaiton in the world: for man there is both a historical and a value dimension. Men have the

sense of"project," in contrast to the instinctive routines ofanimals" (Freire 1998a: 481).
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affirmation of concrete men as men freeing themselves, any

thoughtless concession to the oppressors' methods is always a

danger and a threat to the revolutionary project itself.

Individual reasoning and discipline :

Revolutionaries must demand of themselves an imperious
coherence. As men, they may make mistakes, they are subject to
equivocation, but they cannot act like reactionaries and call
themselves revolutionaries. They must suit their action to historical
conditions, taking advantage of the real and unique possibilities that

exist.

Indiv idua I re spo ns i b i I i ty :

Their role is to seek the most efficient and viable means of helping
the people to move from the levels of semi-intransitive or naive-
transitive consciousness to the level of critical consciousness. This
preoccupation, which is alone authentically liberating, is implicit in
the revolutionary project itself.

Indiv idual o b I i ga t i o ns fo r t ransformat i o n :

Originating in the praxis of both the leadership and the rank and file,
every revolutionary project is basically "cultural action" in the
process of becoming "cultural revolution" (Freire 1998b: 512-513).

Moreover, to be fully human is also developed into the slogan -'human right'-

which is like a religious self-righteousness in critical pedagogy. Freire basically

contends that pedagogy lacking with no connection with critical reflection or

'structural perception' is pedagogy lacking in the notion of 'human righf , It is "a

right to participate curiously in the socio-historical transformation of their

society" (Freire 1998a: 486). Freire has suggested that literacy as a way of

liberation should involve the implementation 'critical reflection', i.e. it "must

relate speaking the word to trartsforming reality, and to man's role in this
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transformation" (Freire 1998a: 486;-to The learners' as man, will then claim the

right to have a voice. To be fully human becomes an ethical imperative to

transform society for man, and it is also an ethical imperative in pedagogical

practices. The notions of critical reflection and structural perception are

identicalwith the notion of 'the right of self-expression and world-expression'in

pedagogy. Freire argues: "speaking the word is not a true act if it is not at the

same time associated with the right of self-expression and world-expression, of

creating and recreating, of deciding and choosing and ultimately participating in

society's historical process" (Freire | 998a: 486).

It is often considered as a good primer or texts if a literacy or pedagogy shows a

notion of structural perception or critical reflection of transformation. Freire in

fact, has shown examples to introduce and to distinguish a good primer/text from

a bad one. These examples again reveal another dimension of ethical norms! as

an ethical ideal. While these examples reinforce the notion of critical reflection

and the notion of being futly human, they exclude other possible forms of

pedagogy.

Concluding remarks

This chapter examines Hegel's construction of political subjectivity with the

focus on his theories of desire of consciousness and the power of negativity. I

have suggested that Hegel's theory of political identity lies in the analysis on the

bondsman's identity. Moreover, the bondsman conceptualises his identity as

l0 Freire's idca of critical reflection is important to pedagogy and learning as he argues that

"fl]eaming to read and rvrite ought to be an opportunity tbr men to know what speaking the word
really means: a human act implying reflection and action. As such, it is a primordial human right
and not the privilege ofa ferv" (Freire |998a:486).
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totally closed within its relationship to the lord. This conceptualisation process

includes l) the bondsman's knowledge about the negative relation between the

lord and the bondsman; 2) the associated practices that help to sustain the

negative power. I have illustrated political theories, those of John Rex and Paulo

Freire, in ways in which they exemplify Hegel's theory. In Rex, the power of

negativity has carried our in the class relationship. ln Freire, the power of

negativity has been canied out in his belief in 'structural perception' as the

fundamental understanding toward emancipation of groups of 'the oppressed'.

Since Hegel's construction of political subjectivity is determined by the power

of negativity, we ought to realise and examine the effectiveness of the power of

negativity in the educational theories. I have argued the power of negativity

reveals a suicidal aftempt for the political subject. The Hegelian approach to

political subjectivity suggests a self-enslavement project. The power of

negativity limits the bondsman's political possibility. My examination aims at

an appeal to reconsider the influences of the Hegelian approach in educational

theories, and to reconsider the notions of emancipation and empowerment in

relation to educational practices including curriculum design, educational

research and classroom practices.
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CONSTRUCTIONS OF'RACIAL' SUBJECTTYITTES

Introduction

This chapter aims to examine the notion of 'race' as a 'constructed' subjectivity

explored in Frantz Fanon's and Robert Miles'theories. It will be suggested that

the ways in which these two conceptions of 'race'are constructed are based upon

discourses on a dialectical relationship between mind and body. This mind/body

dialectical relationship is a re-formulation of Hegel's lord/bondsman dialectical

relationship. I shall suggest that Fanon's and Miles' theories of race which are

based on the reformulation of the Hegelian thesis leads to a contradiction; that is,

their revolutionary attempts help to reproduce the'racist'political discourses that

they originally aim to defeat.

The argument of 'constructed subjectivity' refers to certain conceptualisations of

the mind/body relationship in the ways in which works of the 'mind' determine

meanings of 'body'. This mind/body relationship is consistent with Hegel's
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notion of the lordlthe bondsman relationship and Man<'s concept of the

infrastructure/superstructure relationship. The mind/body relationship

sometimes works in a culture/nature relationship, and it implies certain kinds of

'culture' or 'agency' that has worked upon 'the bodies' and helped to construct

imaginations of bodies in societies. In other words, it is suggested that 'a history'

or 'a force' (as 'culture') have decisive efforts in societies on meanings of 'the

natural' including bodies which constitute societies. The emphasis on the power

of history or force further suggests that historicaldiscourse or institutionaleffect

prefigures 'minds' in ways in which not only influence but also control those

'minds' within societies.

Both the phenomenological and the Althusserian analyses echo 'constructed'

notions of subjectivity. Phenomenology believes in the historical and cultural

power on bodies while Althusser maintains institutional ideology effects on

bodies. Being influenced by Phenomenology, Fanon reveals identity as

constructed through cultural historical discourses. He argues that it is the

historical discursive construction of 'race' that effect of relations of power (the

Black/the White, the colonised/the coloniser) and that further contribute to

identity fonmation. By contrast, Miles contends that the notion of 'race'played in

discourses of race relations of racism and ethnicity are effects of institutional

ideological practices that are ultimately determined by the economic force. Both

Fanon and Miles aim to overcome racism by adopting thorough analyses of

discursive notions of 'race' from their specific insights.

The very act of proposing and analysing the constructed power affirms the

necessity of discursive notions of 'race'. Judith Butler (1997b) argues that

because "gender is not a fact, that various acts of gender create the idea of

gender, and without those acts, there would be no gender". In other words, it is
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"a tacit collective agreement'to perform, produce, and sustain discrete genders to

the point of naturalisation" (Butler 1997b:405).

This chapter begins with a brief discussion on the mind/body dualism as they are

the base for Fanon's and Miles' theories. Then, it illustrates Fanon's

understanding of 'race' and, this illustration is followed by a critique. After this,

the chapter goes to analyse Miles' reading of racism and race relations. Miles

focuses on the force of political and economic structures in determining racism

and race relations. This analysis is followed by a criticalexamination in which it

is suggested that Miles' discourses on racism is surrounded with his unique

perspective of the notion of 'race'. In other words, Miles definition of 'race'

becomes a hegemonic ideal that is circulated within his discourses on racism and

race relations. This chapter ultimately aims to argue that both theories fail to

provide persuasive remedies to racism because they ironically repeat the same

fundamental belief of those ideologies that they would like to believe as 'racism'.

L Mind/body and materialist constructed subjectivities

One of the arguments of 'constructed subjectivity' is French feminist, Simone de

Beauvoir's distinction between gender and sex. Central to her argument is that

woman is not one but 'becomes'one. Her phenomenological approach looks at

the history of woman's bodily experiences in relation to what is ascribed of

woman in that society and further concludes that woman becomes the one that is

socially and culturally constructed. 'Woman' reflects in what are culturally

assigned discourses of woman and these cultural discourses of woman make

women become the second sex in the patriarchal society.
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Fanon's analysis of the fact of 'race' reflects a phenomenological discussion on

being as a way of 'becoming' and that is consistent with de Bouviour's analysis

of 'sex'. In the end of his masterwork Black Skin White Masl<s Fanon says, "O

my body, makes me of always a man of questions!" (Fanon 1967: 323) as a

conclusion of his analysis of French colonisation. That body has been a situation

and site wherein his mentat reasoning about his'being'comes from. It is through

reasoning about his bodily life that Fanon comes to realise the significance of his

being and alsoto realise away out of that colonial experience. Formy purpose

here, as bodily experiences provide Fanon with a form of 'consciousness', that

bodily experience suggests that'body'as a situation and a site of constestations

of political discourses, and also as an instrument for freedom. That body mainly

is a site that mind works upon and as I will later show, mind works are culturally

constructed.

Another French philosopher, Louis Althusser also provides a theory of

constructed subjectivity. His central thesis is that ideology interpellates

individuals as subject. That ideology in Althusser's argument is materialist; the

ideology is always offered and conditioned within an apparatus and its practices.

Thus, the existence of the ideology is materialist for it is always related to the

ideological apparatuses. Althusser realises that different kinds of ideological

apparatus hold different modality and consequent practices. Despite this,

Althusser contends that these different modalities will all be rooted in the last

instance in 'physical' matter. This last instance concludes the final destination of

the Althusserian subjection and that is the capitalist mode of society. For this,

Althusser is often deemed as a theorist of 'economic determination'.

As ideological apparatus determines the fate of subjection, Althusser does not

pay much attention to distinguishing'the mind'and 'the body'. In fact, to him,
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the mind and the body are "one and the same individual things", which means

that "if we think, we think with and in our body" (Montag 1995: 69). Also, "the

soul, the activity of the mind, is in no way separate from the activity of the

organic body; on the contrary, the soul only thinks insofar as it is affected by the

impressions and movements of the body, therefore it thinks not only with the

body but in it, consubstantially united to it prior to any separation" (Althusser

1993, cited in Montag 1995: 68).t

Both the phenomenological and the Althusserian analyses are rooted in

mind/body dualism; this kind of dualism genuinely inherits a Cartesian notion of

'mind' over 'body'. Furthermore, the notion of mind over body implicitly

suggests discourses of empowering mind and silencing body. The bodily

experience of Phenomenology and the existence of the fact of body in

Althusserian theory both suggest that 'soul'/mind' is the centre of discussion of

one's consciousness. Their discourses of subjectivity are, in other words, about

how subjectivity is constructed and, subjection as construction.

The notion of mind over body is indeed part of the Cartesian inheritance in the

philosophy and the phenomenology and Althusserian analyses are simply

developments from the Descartes' philosophy later developed in Hegel's notion

of consciousness. The Hegelian master/slave relationship as explored in the last

chapter is now revised in Fanon's and Miles' theses. Just like de Beauvoir's

analysis of the masculine subject, the feminine Other is clearly situated in

Hegel's dialectical. Fanon and de Beauvoir's argument is that body is the

situation or site that consciousness works on for further freedom. This argument

looks like a synthesis of body and mind in that the body is the instrument and

I Mil"s exemplifies an Althusserian analysis of 'race' and 'racism' despite the fact that Miles

hardly mention Althusser in his works.
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sifuation of freedom. 'Racial appearance' or 'sex' is the occasion for racial or

gender discourses which is not a reification but a modality of freedom.

Elizabeth Grosz (1994) has devoted significant feminist analysis and critique on

mind/body dualism in the westem literature. She argues that the mind/body

dualism is 'frequently correlated with the distinction of berween reason and

passion, sense and sensibiliry, outside and inside, self and other, depth and

surface, reality and appearance" (Grosz 1994:3). lt becomes a basic critique of

the correlation between 'mind/body' dualism and the sort of dualism as illustrated

above. These dual concepts carry hierarchical meaning embedded in the

patriarchal society. For theorists who argue for constructed meanings of bodies,

the body is reconfigured in ways it is subject to the mind. The body/mind

dualism reveals in the 'outside/inside', or infra/superstructural relationship. The

argument that the body works the foundation and is given meanings by ideology

and ethos of societies causes feminist concern. The dual terms associated with

the signiFrcance of body in 'body/mind' suggest the epiphenomenal offered by

ideology provides a repressing significance for woman.

Other feminists point out that the constructed theories reflects a notion of power

as repression and thus raise further concerns. For instance, Lori Reed (1997)

argues that constructed theories "view masculine and feminine characteristics as

those which exist in some sort of pre-cultural or latent form which must be

related from 'within', or expressed, in order to balance the sexual economy"

(Reed 1997: 281). A repressive model of gender constructed theory thus

requires 'masculine' and 'feminine' as the 'necessary structuring polarities' in

construing sexuality and sexual subjects. Instead of accepting the two polarities

in the economy of 'gender', feminists like Reed suggest constructed subjectivity

as effects of multiple intersecting forces. By replacing two polarities with
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multiple forces in the economy of gender, such feminist theorists hope that the

new discursive construction theory no longer need to involve a priori. There is

no longer a subjectivity "waiting to be simply unmasked or revealed via the tools

'objectivity', 'science' or even a critical and oppositional 'unmasking"' (Reed

1997:281). That is, an'ideological' configuration of woman turns its negative

impact on a discursive contribution to 'woman'to a positive conhibution, from

distortion or masking of true to a discursive input. Such notion naively

overlooks patriarchal influences in societies as an essential political motivation

for feminist theorists,

Foucault's notion of regulatory ideal provides us with an examination on the use

of 'race' as a category. The constructed theories of subjectivity have taken a

normative notion of 'race' and become a regulatory ideal for discourses on race

relations, racism and ethnicity. Following Foucault's theory, Butler gives a

succinct explanation about the ways in which 'race' functions as a norm and

dominates the discursive practice in associated issues. Butler states:

The category of 'race' is from the start, normative; it is what Foucault
has called a 'regulatory ideal'. In this sense, then, 'race' not only
functions as a norm, but is part of a regulatory practice that produces

the bodies it governs, that is, whose regulatory force is made clear as

a kind of productive power, the power to produce - demarcate,

circulate, difference - the bodies it control. "Race" is a regulatory
ideal whose materialisation is compelled, and this materialisation
takes place ... through certain highly regulated practices. lt is not
the static condition, but the process of the regulatory norms
materializations that 'constituted' the category of race. This
materialisation is operated mainly through a forcible reiteration of
those norns. This [forcible reiteration is necessary] is compelling in
the process of materialisation. The necessity of reiteration is always
incomplete for the need of reinforcement of certain discourse

imposed on the bodies. This reiteration makes materialisation
problematic: the instability of norms. It is the instabilities, the

possibilities for rematerialisation, opens up by this process that make

one domain in which the force of regulatory law can be tumed
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against itself to spawn rearticulations that call into question the

hegemonic force of that very regulatory law. (Butler 1993: 3)

In this sense, this chapter could also be read as a genealogy of 'race' construction

within Fanon's and Mile's discourses or'race' or'racism'. As I shall show, Fanon

presents a humanist theoretical position, the effect of genealogical analysis

provides us with a rethinking of racial differences that might well contradict

what we wish to claim. It will be of more importance to genealogy that we

should be aware of the dangerous investment of such discourses. It is not

however, to argue that such claims as Fanon's and Miles'do not contribute to the

already existent sexual and racial hierarchy. We have to think about whether

Fanon's and Miles' synthesis of Hegelian dialectics do help us move away from

the linguistic hierarchy or trap us into a deep dilemma if their discourses insist

the body/mind binarism. I shatl continue arguing that Fanon's anti-colonial

enterprise reflects a 'repetition' or 'doubling', to use Bhabha's words, of the

discourse of colonialism. It will be my argument that if Fanon reproduces the

theory that he originally attacks, he could not escape from colonialism, and thus

his humanist position will be questionable.

III. Black skitt/White masksz 'race' as a constitution, a project and a
choice

Bhabha (1986) suggests that Fanon's work splits betrveen "a Hegelian-Marxist

dialectic, a phenomenological aflirmation of the Self and the Other and the

psychoanalytic ambivalence of the Unconscious" (Bhabha 1986: x). It is clear

that Hegel, Sartre and Lacan all play parts in Fanon's theory; Fanon often relates

his political anti-colonialisation ambition to Hegelian dialectics. Sartre writes

the preface to Fanon's The lVretched of the Earth and, it is in this book in

particular that Fanon applies Lacan's psychoanalysis. Despite different
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philosophical traditions among them, Hegel, Sartre and Lacan all take part in

Fanon's de-colonisation discourse. In general, Fanon's humanist discourse

begins with a critical analysis of the colonisation history as played between the

oppressor and the oppressed, and that history is construed as a Hegelian dialect

between the master and the slave.

Fanon's reatisation of colonial history comes from his existentialist style of

questioning. In his introduction of Black Skin Wite Masks, Fanon asks: "what

does a man want?" and, more precisely, "what does the black man want?"

(Fanon 1967: 10, italics mine) This existentialist style of investigation of onels

identity sumounds Fanon's questioning and reflection about the French racist and

colonialist discourse. Fanon's self-realisation process is phenomenological

because his psyche and his analysis are examined through his being as a black-

skin Algerian in a French-vision world. Fanon's dream of de-colonisation

against his French coloniser comes from phenomenological and existentialist

reasons. His questions such as "what does a black man want" refers to an

existentialist presence of the 'black man' in terms of his fulfilment of ultimate

dreams and goals, and the dream represents one's evocation and autonomy as a

drive that heads towards freedom. This question also shows Fanon's

phenomenological approach in terms of discursive invention for political

potentials.

Fanon's language is that of Hegelian dialectics. The colonialisation realities and

de-colonisation project are illustrated in a world of dual power. Fanon says, "l

propose nothing short of the liberation of the man of colour from himself. We

shall go very slowly, for there are two camps: the white and the black" (Fanon

1967: l0). The world composed of the White masks (minds) and the Black skins

(bodieS) offers answers to Fanon'S questions such as "what does a man want",
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"what does a black man want", "what does Fanon want", and "where does his

desire come from?" (Fanon 1967) Fanon admits that the consciousness of being

a Negro is the key to the personal realisation as well as to political

consciousness. For both levels, consciousness consists of two camps, the white

and the btach and that fact is that the desire of a black man is never separated

from the world of the White.

Fanon's perception of his being as the Other of the White man is shown in one of

his famous quotes in Black Skin White Masl<s:

'Look, a Negro!' It was an external stimulus that flicked over me as

passed by. I made a tight smile.

'Look, a Negro!' It was true. It amused me.

'Lookn a Negro!' The circle was drawing a bit tighter. I made no

secret of my amusement.

'Mama, see the Negro! I'm frightened!' Frightened! Frightened!
Now they were beginning to be afraid of me' I made up my mind to

laugh myself to tears, but laughter had become impossible. (Fanon

1967:lll-ll2)

The fact of 'being' is reached through 'becoming' conscious about the fact of a

'Negro', his blackness. Just like Simone de Beauvoir's remarkable phrase in tle

Second,Sex shows that "one is not born, but rather becomes, a woman", Fanon's

conceptualisation of blackness reveals the fact that "one is not bom, but rather

becomes, a Negro". 'Becoming' [a woman, a Negro] is the fact the'being'of a

woman and a Negro. Moreover, the process of becoming is achieved throughout

dialectical dialogue with their respective dualist partner: the man and the white.

In Fanon's case, his dialectical master is found within the French colonised

world wherein Fanon's consciousness of his being splits upon both sides of the

colour/racial division.
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The consciousness of being a Negro' works through the body/mind dualism as

Fanon's book title, Black Skin l(hite Masks, has already suggested. Fanon once

has implicitly pointed out that the fact of being black is nothing other than a

reflection related to 'the white', says Fanon, "the black soul is a white man's

artefact" (Fanon 1967: l6). The body/mind dualism, which entails in

consciousness of being 'black', in fact designates a contested discursive terrain of

'becoming'. The becoming of being black is deployed as a realisation and

response to 'the white', Moreover, the significance of the coloured 'body' is

given and is found in history as Fanon's souls are embedded in black skins (the

bodies). 'The body' becomes distinguished only when it subjects to cultural

meanings, i.e. the coloniat history. Like Sartre, Merleau-Ponty and de Beauvoir,

Fanon's theory on the fact of being black depends upon the realisation of the

historical idea of that body as the black people's perception of their lived

experience.

Phenomenology highlights historical contributions of the bodily experience.

Judith Butler (1997b) maintains that central to Merleau-Ponty's The

Phenomenologt of Perception is the notion of being as a bodily existence as well

as the claim that the body is not "a natural species" but "a historical idea". To

argue that bodily existence is culturally constructed suggests that the bodily

experiences involve "an active process of embodying certain cultural and

historical possibilities" (Butler 1997b: 403). A phenomenological analysis of

this embodying process would involve investigations of what constitutes the

bodily experiences and the ways in which those bodily experiences are

embedded into perceptions that causes certain performance. It is also this

phenomenological analysis that Fanon's psychoanalysis, or psychopathology,

relies upon within his Hegelian language. For instance, Fanon says "[the black

man has] no passion, except in minor intemal conflicts, to experience his being
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through others" (Fanon 1967: 109). The fact of blackness is "dirty nigger";

Fanon believes the 'dirty nigger' is an effect unconsciously resulted from "a

certain reticence" (Fanon 1967 : 1 67).

Fanon's mind/body dualism has shown that, the black man is coravclores about

body in its dialectical relation to 'the white man's eyes' and, through the white

man's eyes, their values and their knowledge, the black man's mind begins to

understand about himself and constitute his identity. The white man's eyes

provide a reflexive framework by which the black man is able to reflect upon

and construe his subjectivity. The black people (his mind) realises that the black

skin would eventually tum to be the white masks only when he understand the

fact that the 'black' colour (his body) makes sense after it undergoes the white

man's judgement.

Hall (1992) also points out the Fanon's conceptualisation of being the black as

construed through a body/mind dualism. Hall finds that Fanon calls his book as

Black Skin White Masks, instead of Black Skin White Skin. Fanon is not

interested in a simple dichotomy of colours of people (Black/White), but a

reciprocal relation between these two groups (Skin/Mask). Hall (1992: 256)

suggests thatthis reciprocal relation is a process of internalisation of the self-as-

other'. In other words, for Fanon, the third person, as a 'conscious' Black man,

with the responsibility to understand the meaning of being a Negro within a

white world, has travelled from 'occupying space', 'moving towards that other'

and 'reflection and perception' (Fanon 1986: I l2). Fanon's self identity construed

through being 'a third-person' via becoming 'a triple person'. For Fanon, the

thesis of being a black people never statically exists but dynamically occurs'

The process involves projecting himself into a space to understand the
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relationship between himself and the White person, and then casting back to

himself to decide which path this dualist relation gives him.

To argue that bodily existence is culturally constructed also suggests the

phenomenological humanist potential since the bodily experiences are subject to

various possibilities and that the embodying process is an on-going one- As

incidents of lived experience contribute to one's perception of oneself, Merleau-

Ponty's phenomenological analysis suggests an incomplete project that requires a

continuing realisation and reconstruction of the unending lived experiences

(Butler 1997b: 403-404). Significantly, the bodily existence is voluntarily

exposed to lived experience, which is often contaminated with conventional

discourses. It is not the fact of bodily exposure that interests feminists, but the

other possibilities that may othenvise contribute to that play of the embodying

mind. Personal perception and discursive possibilities take part in the

construction of 'Body' as a medium or site. Thus, the body as a site opens for

sets of possibilities including historical ideas. For de Beauvoir, the

phenomenological analysis urges possibilities for woman other than the

masculinist perspective. For Fanon, the bodily existence has to be other than a

reflection of the White Masks.

According to Butler (1997b), Merleau-Ponty's theory of politics of bodily

existence suggests firstly, a refusal of primordial essences that predetermine

one's identity. Secondly, the bodily experience is a result of concrete expression

that takes up and renders specific a set of historical possibilities. In this way, it

assumes 'an agency' that is understood as the process of rendering such

possibilities determinate. Possibilities of bodily experiences are limited to

available historical conventions, yet bodily experiences are never identical. The

one, the supposed agency. is thus believed to undertake political possibilities and
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further to materialise one's body. Therefore, it is significant to note that

Merleau-Ponty's theory of body existence is not only a historical construction

but also a political project of inversion.

Fanon's phenomenological anatysis of bodily experience is consistent with his

Hegelian language. He argues, "for a being who has acquired consciousness of

himself and of his body, who is attained to the dialectic of subject and object, the

body is no longer a cause of the structure of consciousn€ss, it has become an

object of consciousness" (Fanon 1967: 225\. Fanon's politics of bodily

experiences indicates a Hegelian reflection and looks for of a project of de-

colonisation. Fanon has found the result of being an object that was subjected

by the white man's eyes painful. Fanon sees human reality is to get mutual

acknowledgement and mutual recognition from the Other, and thus, the painful

bodily experience is to lead Fanon to find the destiny of the black man and, "it is

white" (Fanon 1967: l2).

As a desire of 'mutual understanding'and 'to be considered by the Other', Fanon

regards the French colonial history as unbearable and suggests that the French

Negro "must forever absorb himself in uncovering resistance, opposition and

challenge" (Fanon 1967:222). ln the section, 'the Negro and Hegel', in Black

Skin LI/hite Masks, Fanon maintains that Hegel regards self-consciousness as

existing only through mutual understanding and recognition of both himself and

the Other. Fanon's will to find a meaning in things is to find his human reality

and, for him, this reality is achieved through the recognition of the Other (i.e. the

White people). Fanon states,

Man is human only to the extent to which he tries to impose his

existence on another man in order to be recognised by him. As long

as he has not been effectively recognised by the Other, that other

will remain the theme of his action. It is on that other being, on
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recognition by that other being, that his own human worth and

reality depend. It is that other being in whom the meaning of his life
is condensed

[C]onsciousness of self is simply being-for-itself. In order to win
the certainty of oneself, the incorporation of the concept of
recognition is essential. (Fanon 1967:216-217, italics mine)

Fanon's two major works, Black Skin White Masks and The l{retched af the

Earth), published originally in French in 1952 and l96l respectively, also follow

Hegelian dialectics deployed in a series of thesis, antithesis and synthesis. For

instance firstly, a thesis: the White colonises the Black (Black Skin White

Masla). Secondly, an antithesis: a true consciousness must be introduced and

developed within communities of the Black in order to negate the colonialism

(Black Skin, Wite Masks and The ll/retched of the Earth). Finally, a synthesis:

an overcoming of the reification of white man as subject and Black man as

object (The Wretched of the Earth).2

Fanon's theory of political 'consciousness' delivers following significance. First

of all, Fanon believes human being possessed essential identity of his/her own,

to be aware of the meaning of his being. Second, individual may be obscured by

some false image; however, intellectuals, such as Fanon himselfl must be

conscious about the 'truth' of the society and he must know and recognise the

black oppressed situation before his fellows. Third, consciousness needs to be

taken into action; that is, Fanon has to work as what Gramsci calls the 'organic

intellectual' to be able to tell his fellows the 'truth' and to defeat their enemy.

Fanon's vocation is revealed when he expresses his obligation to take himself as

"the knowable, recognisable identity, who 'speaks for [himselfl'and who accepts

responsibility for [his] actions" (Davies 1991:42).

2 See Edward Said, Culture and Imperialisrn ( | 993), pp.324- 326.
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With the belief of one's existence as solely construed through bodily

experiences, the phenomenological humanism shares with the Cartesian subject

the argument that one is able to dispute unfavoured discourses and further to

make a better political choice for its being. In other words, he/she 'is capable of

choosing right political discourses for him/her. This notion thus reflects a

Cartesian subject. According to Henriques et al (1984), the humanist positions

with the assumption of Cartesian subject "tends to see the individual as the agent

of all social phenomena and productions, including knowledge" (Henriques et al

1984: 93). The underpinning assumption of this perspective is a belief in "a

unitary, essentially non-contradictory and above all rational entity - the

Cartesian subject in modem form" (Henriques et al 1984:93). The Cartesian

subject, by its essential nature, is autonomous, is able to make rational choices

and is different from the phenomenological argument of the historically

conventional constructed bodily experience.

The tlretched of the Earth is more a project of revolution than Black Skin White

Maslcs. For Fanon, his Cartesian assumption seems clear especially when Fanon

declares that The l4retch of the Earth is addressed to his fellows as the agents of

history. ln this book, Fanon talks more about 'decolonialisation', he defines it as

a historical process which "set[s] out to change the order of the world" (Fanon

1967 27), Also, it is "a programme of cornplete disorder" and, "the meeting of

two forces, opposed to each other by their very nature, which in fact owe their

originality to that sort of substantification which results from and is nourished by

the situation in the colonies" (Fanon 1967: 27-28). There are languages of

resistance, opposition, challenge, disorder as well as the meeting of trvo forces;

all these words express Fanon's fantasy - that is, a politics of reversal.

'Decolonialisation'is a project, as Young (1990) asserts, that the third world put
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forward as a radical alternative in order to change the contemporary order of

world power and its associated ideologies such as capitalism and socialism

(Young 1990: 120).

In addition to the critique of the Western colonial history, Fanon's main purpose

in The Wretched of the Earth is to urge his people, whom he describes as beset

with qualities of immobility' and 'silence', to be conscious of their colonial

histories (Fanon 1963:40). Fanon asserts tha! soon after he found his'reality

humanity', he "congratulate[s] himself on this, and enlarge[s] the difference, the

incomprehension, the disharmony [between the colonised and the coloniser]"

(Fanon l96l: l6). Fanon thus believes that he eventually belongs to his people.

Fanon investigates the reason why his black fellows are immobilised and silent

with a Gramscian language as noted earlier.

Fanon distinguishes 'humanism' from 'real-humanism'with a strong emphasis on

having 'choice'. Humanism as proposed by Sartre is proposed in contrast to the

Marxist argument of man as the production of history. Sartre, in Critique of

Dialectical Reason, believes in man as a self-conscious agent who creates the

totality of history. Fanon disagrees with Sartre for such humanism fails to see

the European discourse of civilisation as forms of colonialism and assimilation.

Such humanism means that Western humanism serves to justiff the colonialism

and dehumamse the native. The failure of such humanism is due to too much

emphasis on the explanatory category with an attempt to justifu a universal

essential feature of man. This humanism is thus conspired with European

assimilation and this humanism excludes and marginalises his Other, the

'woman' and 'the native'. A real humanism has to work against ideology that

underpins the settler's conquest of history including 'truth' in the regime of

imperialism and the great myths of Western culture. For Fanon, a real
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humanism is associated with national consciousness, says Fanon, "[n]ational

consciousness must now be enriched and deepened by a very rapid

transformation into a consciousness of social and political needs" (cited in Said

1993: 325).

In what follows, I shall examine Fanon's humanist thesis that is mainly based

upon the phenomenological notion of bodily experience as constructed.

m. Colonisation of binarism and 'cultural' reproduction

My criticism focuses on the ambiguity between the Fanonian way of

decolonisation and the history of colonialism/imperialism that is meant to be

destroyed. The ambivalence of Fanon's theory lies in an epistemological

closeness between his discourse of de-colonialism and the discourses of the

colonialism that Fanon believes need to be removed from his history. Young

(1990: I l9) reminds us that the subject matter of postcolonial critics is not to

examine the effectiveness of critique of colonialism in opposition to his Master

European culture, but to demonstrate to what extent, these two discourses have

been already deeply interwoven with each other. ln other words, to examine

Fanon, we need to see how the category of 'race', the subject of racism and

ethnicity, is produced and restrained by the very structures of power through

which emancipation is sought.

Fanon shares the most common poststructuralist critique of differences; that is,

his humanist thesis presupposes a universal claim of the facts of oppression - the

coloniser and the colonised in the play of the White/the Black phenomenological
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world. Such a humanist framework operated through oppressor/the oppressed

binarism constitutes an exclusive paradigm in which either party has presumed

specificatly. This specificity of the oppressed or the oppressor, yet, ignores

other axes of power relations, for example class, gender and ethnicity. Such a

humanist thesis is accordingly to be criticised for the falsity of being analytically

and politically decontextualising.

Second, my critique mainly focus on Fanon's accounts of 'consciousness' and its

associated series of binary oppositions. Fanon's humanist position, shared with

other humanists, denotes a masculinist and elitist definition, which is closely

related to the Enlightenment Reason. In Fanon's racial interpretation,

'consciousness' reflects rational choice, which makes an individual stand out

from the collectives, like Fanon assumes himself. Within this discourse,

individuals are conceived as being in relation to something extemal to what they

call 'society', which acts forcefully upon them and against which they can pit

themselves (Davies l99l : 42).

According to humanist assumptions, an individualdistinguishes himself when he

is conscious about his history and his status as an agent of his history. When

Fanon analyses the ways in which the oppressed is 'constructed' by the colonial

culture, he is assuming an agent, a cogito, who maybe once experiences the

barbarian future of his 'race', but will become of different civilised culture or try

to legitimise his culture or to construct another culture. Regardless of which

path is taken, this question seems, to Fanon, to be reduced to a form of choice, a

Cartesian will. The choices, which the individuals make, are based on their

moral and rational thinking. This rational thinking is deemed by the humanists

as essences of human being and, the rational thinking is coherent and has always

to work to overcome those irrational, emotional aspects of the self.
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When Fanon announces his 'real humanity', trying to distinguish his notion of

humanism from those of the settlers', he is attempting to reformulate humanism

as a non-conflictual concept so as not to be defined against a coloured people.

However, much feminist literature has been devoted to showing that the

Enlightenment Reason is only one of the White middle-class male discourses.

Thus, humanism is itself already anti-humanism. As humanism has been

historically challenged due to the its contradictory structure, Fanon's new version

of humanism also becomes questionable. The serious problem resides in

Fanon's anti-colonialist project. lronically, this has to be founded on and limited

to the Western ethnocentricity and effectively the displacement of the norms of

Western knowledge. As Young suggests, "the contradictions of humanism

continue to perplex anti-colonialist thought" (Young 1990: 125).

In addition, Cartesian agency with the notion of conscious/unconscious dualism

will dangerously lead to a reproducfion of the hierarchical opposition against the

'the Other' of the middle-class White male. In order to illustrate this point, I

want to borrow Judith Butler's brilliant critique of the existentialist feminist. For

the existentialist feministo such as de Beauvoir, one of the majortasks is to call

for the rights of women. This, hence, wilt imply a fundamental critique of the

very disembodiment of the abstract masculine epistemological subject' Body

becomes the signal of the female and, nrind becomes the signal of the male.

Butler ( I 990) explains,

That [masculine epistemological] subject is abstract to the extent that

it disavows its socially marked embodiment and, further, projects

that disavowed and disparaged embodiment on to the feminine

sphere, effectively renaming the body as female. This association of
the body with the female works along magical relations of
reciprocity whereby the female sex becomes restricted to its body,

and the male body. fully disavowed, becomesn paradoxically, the
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incorporeal instrument of an ostensibly radical freedom. (Butler
1990: I l-12)

For the existentialist feminist to set herself free from the discourse of the

masculine, an act of negation and disavowal against the disembodied

universality of the male is required. The disavowed corporeality of the female is

thus proposed. However, such a tash involves putting the Hegelian master-slave

dialectic into the non-reciprocal terms of gender asymmetry and prefigures the

masculine signif,ing economy that includes both the existential subject and its

Other.

Similarly, Fanon's Hegelian dialectical heritage and Sartre's existentialist subject

urges Fanon to get recognition from the White people. Fanon states that body, in

the past, was like a stigma that the black man is locked into, but now, he cites

Maurice Merleau-Ponty, saying that "body is no longer a cause of the structure

ofconsciousness, it has become an object ofconsciousness" (Fanon 1967:225).

For Fanon, as for de Beauvoir, the body becomes the situation and

instrumentality of freedom, yet, ironically reproduces the Cartesian distinction

between freedom and the body. Butler (1990) points out that, it appears that

there reaches a synthesis of body and consciousness since consciousness is

understood as the condition of freedom. However, the remaining question is

"whether this synthesis requires and maintains the ontological distinction

between body and mind of which it is composed and, by association, the

hierarchy of mind over and of masculine over feminine?" (Butler 1990: 152) As

a result, an ontological distinction between mind and body will eventually

support relations of political and psychic subordination and hierarchy and

illuminate the persistence of gender asymmetry.
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It is always an argument, within poststructuralist feminism, that women are

linguistically absent and opaque in the phallogocentric language. Since the

humanist discourse has emerged from that language which is pervasively

masculinist, agency is, by definition, a feature of each sane, adult human being.

Women, children, natives and the insane are, by definition within that model, not

fully human (Davies l99l: 42). As far as woman and the coloured people are

linguistically absent and opaque and constitute the unconstrained and

unspecified within a language that rests on univocal signification, women and

the coloured people must be plural.

Apart from the mind/body dualism, the humanist position also gives an elitist

definition and associates with the seholar/the population dualism. The

subjecVobject dualism is found in the instrumental function of humanism. As

Fanon often articulates the main purpose of his works and the goal in his life, he

regards the intellectual's responsibitity as being to mobilise his immobilised and

silent fellows. Why does Fanon give these intellectuals this job? It is because

they are the subjects who know the history, who understand better than the non-

intellectuals and who constitute an historico-ontological round and are able to

recaon well. To put it another way, the theorist reasons and the population acts,

the theorist is the subject and the population is the object.

To be sure, Fanon's Sartarin humanist position assumes every individual is

capable of reasoning well. The colonial history is the source to reflect upon, but

the history of Reason is that of the coloniser. Reasoning indicates, in the

discourse of humanism, the pinnacle of the historical development of mankind

and' such a position resorts to a strategy of totalisation. Humanist educational

theories. for instance, suggest a universal ground, which is valid for everyone,

because everybody is essentially conscious about his history. His colonial
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history, howevero finally surrenders to an examination of his Eurocentric

masculine history as far as the Reason is concerned. In this sense, Fanon's

decolonialisation thesis works against the emancipatory goal that he seeks

promote.

Last, I want to suggest a pessimistic conclusion of the ontological problematic of

the ever-colonised people. In other words, I wish to demonstrate an inevitable

that co-development occurred between the colonised and the coloniser. Spivak,

in her famous article, 'Can the Subaltern Speaks', discusses this issue. Spivak is

an Indian and had most of her formal education in India, she went to America for

postgraduate study and worked in America. Does spivak find 'difference'

between her mother country, India which had been colonised by the British for

years, and the so-called'English' world?

In order to demonstrate the continuity between the colonised and the coloniser,

Spivak introduces an idea of 'worlding'. 'worlding' is a phenomena closely

associated with colonisation, through which the West could produce a series of

representation of the East. While Said argues,'orientalism' is simply a Western

image of 'the Orient', Spivak argues that the already new narrative of the East

was the one that the West had reinscribed in his colonial tenitory to produce a

history in alignment with his own history and language. In this sense, the west

and the associated East have thus collated a coherent subjectivity.

The subaltern can not talk, according to Spivak, since the subaltem has no

structural space from which she can articulate her subjectivity. unless she utters

from and through the master discourse. Arguing against the notion thar there

may be an Indian essential identity, Spivak suggesr the belated historical result

of Indian colonisation, i.e. the first-world theory and the third-world practice.
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spivak gives two possibilities: l) the first-world white people read the third

world context, he/she is reading through his first-world privileged position, 2)

the third-world reader applies the first-world theory to read his third-world

context, the result, accordingly, is the same as the former possibility due to the

same reading mechanism. Thus, it is impossibte for one Indian scholar to find a

pure Indian identity with the colonial history in India.

ry. 'Race', racism and the political economy of labour migration

Robert Miles' analysis of racism and 'race' has deployed alongside economic,

political and ideological levels that these levels are assembled to sort out the

patterns of determination among them. Miles mainly focuses on the practices of
'racist ideology' and concludes that racist ideology "distorts social reality,

reflects economic and political structures and also acts as a condition of
existence shaping those structures" (Wetherell and potter 1992: l3). This

approach reminds us of Althusser's one, and, despite the fact that Miles does not

mention Althusser often in his texts, Althusser's theory has been a guiding thread

in his works. Althusser's notions of ideological practices, relative autonomy and

economic relations as the last instance in determining social relations has

appeared in Miles' words:

Recent development[s] (including Gramsciand Althusser) have been
concerned explicitly with a rejection of economism and,
consequently, have moved on to a somewhat different theoretical
terrain. Hence, it'matters' less to Marxist analysis that is not a direct
product of capitalism when ideological relations have been allocated
a'real'relative autonomy. what has become of much greater interest
is not only the more general question of the way in which
ideological (and political) relations are determined (or have their
limits established) by economic relations in the last instance, but
also, and equally important, the way in which economic relations are
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themselves determined by ideological (and political) relations.
(Miles 1982: I02)

The idea of relating Miles' analysis to the Althusserian approach is also

supported by wetherell and Potter' (lggz) work in which the concepts of
capitalism and capitalist practices in the local and global senses become the

Ieading thread which is operated in the ideologies of 'race, and racism.

Wetherell and Potter (1992) argue that Miles'studies of racism "begin explicitly

with the concepts of capitalism and social class', and "emphasise the ways in

which global conditions of capitalism and colonialism structure patterns of
migration and the reception given to migrants in Britain and westem Europe,'

(Wetherell and Pofter 1992:22). Capitalist imperatives and needs for expansion

contribute to most of histories of colonisation. Therefore, Miles sees that the

history of racism is intertwined with the history of colonisation and, the

capitalist modes of practices reinforce the ideology of 'race'. wetherell and

Potter argue that. "Miles claims that the presence of an ideology of black

inferiority and white superiority aided and abetted the exploitation of these

countries to further the economic development of Britain, through slavery for

exampfe (Wetherelland Potter lgg1:22, italics mine).

It is indeed that ideology of racismo rather than ideology of 'race' that Miles

consistently argues to be the starting point of analysis of social practices

surrounding 'race' or 'race relations'. To him, racism is an ideology that

undermines the 'class-relation' explanations of race relations. Racism as an

ideology is a false appearance of social reality and Miles believes that the

economic world be determined in the last instance. Also, the analysis ought to

uncover the ways in which ideotogy is generated, practised and sustained in the
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life experiences of those who are involved - that is, the ideological apparatus if
we use Althusser's language.3

To some extent, ideology works and is consistent with the state's activities and

its power as well as the interests of the ruling class. However, with the

acknowledgement of the importance of the ideological apparatus and economic

determination in the last instance, the practices of the ideology of racism in the

end effectively sustain the economic form of capialist relation of production. It

also smoothes the conflicts of diflerent classes (or, groups) and ease the costs of

social formation. Racism as an ideology functions as a 'condition of existence'

for capitalism, in its reproduction in particular. Miles explains,

[Racism is] not simply a legitimation of class exploitation (although
it was that) but, more important, it constructed the social world in a
way that identified a certain population as a labouring class. The
problem that remained was to organise the social world in such a
way that forced the population into its 'natural' class position: in
order words, reality had to be brought into line with that
representation in order to ensure the material objective of
production. (Miles 1989: 105, cited in Wetherell and potter 1992:
26)

Indeed, Miles analysis of 'racism' has aimed to illustrate the ctose relationship

between the ideology of 'race'and political ideological racism in association with

3 Miles.( 1982: | 03) argucs that the analysis of racism as ideology should reach two goals: firstly,
the analysis has to reveal the importance of ideology which is played outside the economic
world' He says, "as an ideology, racism refracts and obscures the socio-economic world. In
other rvords, as an explanation for the way in rvhich the world 'works'. racism is false."
Secondly. echoing Sayer's anlaysis. the examination of racism also illustrates the power and
practices this false ideology. For this point, he cites Sayer ( 1 979) first, "[l]f ideologicil accounts
of the world are false, then their falsity must be explained in terms of the nature of the
experience rlhich is capable of sustaining such illusion, illusions- moreover. rvhich must be
assumed to be practically adequate in the face of the experience of the knowing subject." Miles
concludes, "[t]his requires us to shorv that racism is generated and reproduced as a real, lived
phenomenon and is not simply (although it may sometimes be) an ideological imposition of and
by the ruling class (i.e. what I call the ideological bagging rhesis) in rhi togicai pursuit of its
economic interests (Miles 1982: 103).
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the condition of economic capitalist mode. None of these three faces in the

social can be isolated and separated as an independent factor.

Miles' accounts of the rejection of the use of 'race' as an independent analytic

tool for understanding racism first appears in his suspicion of the collusive

political potential of 'race'canied out in politicat negotiation. Miles warns us to

be carefuf of reifiing and legitimating concepts of 'race' and 'race relations'.

The theoretical paradigm of John Rex and his colleagues has been the targets for

Miles in this particular regard. Rex's concept of racism refers to arguments that

suggest categorisation of human species as the base that cause racial inequalities

among them. Such ways of categorisation suggests a kind of representation of a

group in terms of "possessing a variety of biological and lor cultural

characteristics". The focus of 'deterministic assertion' about group differences

misleads the analysis on the intention and consequences of a 'biological based'

group and, fail to examine particular ideological contents and practices (Miles

1989: 49). Miles believes that the biological faces of racism is a false

appearance of racism and that the reality of racism lies in ideological practices

within the ideological apparatuses. including institutions and rituals. For Miles,

analysis like Rex's represents a functional perspective of 'race' and, such

functionalist definitions of racism may exclude purely descriptive statements

when they do not explicitly justif, inequality. He criticises thus:

[B]y focusing on the function of deterministic assertions without
considering their content, this revised concept of racism
simultaneously broadens and nanows the range of racist ideology to
include deterministic arguments about women and populaiions
distinguished by nationality, and to exclude deterministic claims
which do not tunction to justi! exclusion. (Miles 1989; 50)
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Miles' rejection of 'race' as an independent category goes further in his analysis

of the development of natural sciences. He simply argues that these natural

sciences have shown no significant meaning of the notion of 'race'. Racism was

first used to identiff Nazi theory of 'Aryan'superiority and Jewish inferiority and

was derived partly from the lgth century scientific discourse of 'race'. However,

within the discourse of the biological sciences, specifically genetics, the object

of analysis has been shifted from phenotypical difference to genetic variation of

human beings in that the phenotypical difference does not account for difference

between racial groups. Although there is no unanimous view about this

transition, the term 'race', can no longer used to refer to populations

differentiated by average frequencies of specific polymorphic genes. Since there

is no scientific justification for using the term to refer to a discrete hierarchy of

'races' as distinguished by biological and genetic sciences are concerned,'races'

do not exist.

Thus, Miles has shown political interests behind the scientific notion of 'race'.

The signification of phenorypical feature is not an end in itself but is effected for

particular purpose. 'Race', in its practical sense, is never simply representational

but also a means of material inequality between populations. That is, difference

is created in the context of class differentiation. It becomes a means of
'racialisation' for those instances where social relations are structured by the

signification of human biological characteristics. For Miles, such a way of

defining and constructing differentiated social collectives implies a political

interest of conceptual ising'race'.

Miles' idea of 'race' as an ideology is also supported by his argument of the

historical and culturalconstruction reality of 'race'. In one sense, the concept of

'race'heritage the lgth century science idea of classi&ing and categorising races,
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and 'race' is an ideology which refers to socially imagined realities rather than

biological ones. Miles maintains that the ways in which people ctassiff and

categorise human beings contains selection and representation. Selection means

selection from biological or somatic characteristics in general and from available

range of objects, features and process, certain biological differentiation is

employed as representing imagined biological difference. Moreover, not only

certain biological differentiation but also cultural characteristics are chosen to

convey additional meanings to certain racial groups.

Nevertheless, Miles claims that his emphasis of historicat and cultural

contributions of ideologies of 'race' and 'racism', nevertheless, ought not to be

conflated with other Marxist analysis that focuses on the 'ideological' formation

of race (Miles 1984a, t987). within the l9B0s'discourses of racism, a number

of contributions declare their theories as grounded in the Mamist tradition and

they all attempt an attack upon various strands of sociological analysis, the

liberalist assumption of race retations in particular. Despite that there is a

common belief that Marxist analyses seem to agree on a series of lower-level

description on the institutionalisation of racism and 'race', Miles argues that

"Marxism is not compatible with a radical theory of 'race relations," (Miles

1984a: 218). with Maniism, Miles actually means a necessary co-operation of

an analysis of 'political economy of labour migration'. Miles argues that radicat

sociology of 'race' and 'racism' takes 'racial difference' as the base for causing

racism and the political economic inequalities. By contrast, Miles suggests, like

Althusser, that Marxist analysis of racism should integrate analysis of the

process of capital accumulation as he makes it clear that "[he] wantls] to suggest

an approach that focuses on the political economy of labour migration" (Miles

and Spoonley 1985:3).
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Miles assumes the fundamental reality of everyday life - the process of capital

accumulation and its relations to labour migration. According to Miles, Mam

accounts of the origins of the capitalist mode of production as being from the

process of primitive accumulation which includes both the accumulation of

quantities of wealth, (i.e. functions as capital), and the process of

proletarianization. The process of proletarianization refers to the ways in which

a group of people is divorced from the means of production and, is forced to selt

its labour power for a wage. since the objective of production is the

accumulation of capital, this would result in competition between units of capital

either to reduce the costs of production or further capital accumulation. This

process, Miles argues, therefore, is "not limited to a single nation-state but

spreads throughout what becomes a world capitalist economy". Moreover,

Miles argues that the process of proletarianization would inevitably lead to a

process of migration from rural to urban areas.

Miles has conducted a series of empirical studies on the 'racism' to show the

importance of political economy of labour migration (Miles lggz, lgg4, lgg7,

Miles and Thriinhardt 1995). In the New Zealand contexts, Miles, in collective

efforts with Paul Spoonley, illustrates the ways in which migration, or labour

migration, as the major theme for the articulation of racism, from the early

history of British colonisation to the post-war relationship between New Zealand

and the Pacific Islands. In the early nineteenth century, the history of
colonialisation in New Zealand was due to the problem of surplus population

and the economic developments in the United Kingdom. The crisis of capitalism

was the main result of the population and economic growth.

During this early colonial history, Miles'and Spoonley's articulation of capitalist

mode of production was shown as the contrasting modes of economic production
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and the conflict between the settlers and the Maori people. The settler's

economic interest was the key to racism as settler's intention to access lands and

later with the aid of the statesman's assimilation polices and practices. The

ideological practices of racism were thus carried out as European assimilation in

cultural and legal fields in particular. The ideological practices of racism in turn

help to secure the British settlerts economic privilege over the Maori (Mile and

Spoonley 1985: l6-17).

The reproduction of labour power became a major responsibility of the state

since the 1890s, simply because of the long-term interests of capital. Evidences

are such as that, in the 1950s and 1960s, state policies resulted in the rapid

migration of Maori people and pacific Islanders to urban areas. They were

essentially 'summoned by the needs of capital' and work in factories and other

industrial sites. The main ideological activities of the state involved legitimating

the value of labour power in order to reproduce the cohesion of the social

formation. The ideological apparatuses of 'racism' includes various institutional

structures such as the Department of Maori Affairs, the Maori Council, the Race

Relations Conciliator...etc. The effectiveness of the state ideological apparatus

is seen to secure the economic privilege of the dominant class. Miles and

Spoonley argue that "in reality, the state's activities and its declared support for

'multi-culturralism' has been a critical factor in dissipating opposition white

encourag[ing] in specific ideological and political forms that are in the interests

of the dominant fractions" (Miles and Spoonley l9g5: l7).
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The hegemonic ideal of 'racial' subjectivity

I have shown Miles' attempt at theorising the ideological effects of racism and

the idea of 'race'. In the same way, as I shall show, Miles contends that

'ethnicity'- which he tends to believe as an identification that an ethnic group

wishes to maintain and produce - is an ideologicat effect that results from

political and economic relations. In fact, Miles' general theory of ,racial

differences', including the concept of 'race'and the conceptualisation of (ethnic)

identity, is a kind of 'constructed' reality that is subjected to political and

economic forces. However, I shall argue that Miles theory of racism, 'race' or

ethnicity is a regulatory effect of a theoretical norm as his conceptualisation of

the idea about 'racial difference'. I wish to draw the attention to a kind of

intellectual play of conceptualisation 'racial differences' that occurs between a

specific norm of 'race' or 'ethnicity' and regulatory practices and constant

iterations of that norm that has an effect of maintaining a discourse of 'racial

differences'. The effect of this play, in other words, suggests that the

effectiveness of concepts of 'race' and 'ethnicity' is inseparable from its

theoretical regulatory practice. lt can be read as a genealogical analysis since a

focus of analysis has been put on the examination of the emergence of such

discourse as 'race'. The genealogical analysis is also to be read as an

examination of discourses as political possibirity and impossibility.

'Ethnicity' perhaps is a term, less arguably. to refer to a person's or a group's

perception of his/trer/their 'racial' or 'ethic' difference. In this way, ethnicity is

understood as a person's or a group's 'racial' subjectivity. Miles argues that this

'racial'subjectivity is ideologically determined and that it is structurally defined

by the political and economic conditions. "Groups of persons come to share

structurally determined interests" (Miles l9B2 62). The person or a group is

simply a place-holder that is subject to relations of political and economic

v.
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structures. Political and economic determination is different from cultural

determination. or, it may be right to say that 'culture' in Miles' theory is an

ideological effect of the political and economic conditions. To Miles, 'racial'

subjectivity has manifested in domains of 'racial boundary' definition, racial

discrimination and class struggle. (Miles l9B2:61-71\

A common understanding of 'ethnic group' is an entity wherein members of that

group "recognise the existence of a sense of common identity" and those groups

of people "wish to recognise and maintain their cultural difference vis-d-vis

others" (Miles 1982:71'1. Thus, racial subjectivity is more about the motive of

members of that group and their efforts to devetop and maintain their social

boundary and, accordingly, ethnic consciousness-raising and mobilisations are

involved. 'culture' is a phrase that 'comes after' and is to be determined, rather

than being a ftctor that determines the boundary despite the fact that it may be

an initiative that defines an ethnic group. This argument is further endorsed by

Miles' observations over dynamics of ethnic exclusion/inclusion that simply

highlight the impossibility of considering 'culture' as static traits that belong to

any ethnic group (Miles and Thriinhardt 1995). Then, the key to the formation

of 'racial' subjectivity lies in attributes of the dynamics of exclusion and

inclusion between 'ethnic groups'? As my discussion has so far illustrated, the

dynamics occurred within the grand structures of Miles' theory; political and

economic conditions determine the play of 'cultures'. This is also evident when

Miles discusses 'racial discrimination' as a form of 'racial subjectivity' for both

those who suffer and who benefit from the conditions.

Miles argues that the extent of racial discrimination is more than that'imagined'

(the phenotypical difference) of those under his examination. Instead, the extent

is "an important determinant of the economic and political circumstances of
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those subject to it because it places limitations on the occupations that can be

obtained and on the type and quality of housing that can be entered" (Miles

1982: 63). Miles links 'racial discrimination'to the workplace and further to the

structures and conditions of economic and political relations. In other words,

Miles assumes that the structure of ethnic differences is in consistent with that of

class relations and, ethnic diflerences is consistent with the structurally

determined interests. Here, we ought to be alarmed with Miles' crude

categorisation and abrupt causal-relationship and I will include critiques and

discussions in later sections. For the purpose of affirming the effective

performance of Miles' analysis and discourse, Miles representation of racial

differences ought to be legitimated within his own discourses. Based on this, we

shall agree on Miles'generation of racial subjectivity'to some degree'.

In fact, Miles has followed Althusser's analysis of ideology. Althusser

challenges the classic Marxist theories of ideology as a reflection of social

reality'in consciousness'; instead,'ideotogy'is a structure of social relations that

is no less real than the social and the potitical and that is conveyed and

characterised by them.a ldeology is a presentation of imaginary, relations,

which do not consist of subjects' experience and consciousness, but this

imaginary forms the subject as a subject. Subjects, who are already constituted,

still have choices within the 'imaginary', it is however no longer a problematic ofl

ideal autonomy, rather than 'relative autonomy'. As 'a subject' is determined by

the economic and political structures, discussions of 'racial' subjectivity move

4 For example, in Althusser's explanation of the ideological state apparatuses (lSAs), he argues
that lSAs simply are simply' represcntations determined try the ruling class. Althusser explains:
"if the ideological state apparatuses 'function' massively and predominately by ideotogy, what
unifies their diversity is precisely this functioning, in so far as the ideology Uy wtrictr ttrey
function is alrvays in fact unified. despite its diversity and contradiction. beneith the ruling
ideology, wh ich is the ideology of ,rhe ruling class"' (Alrhusser | 97 | : I J9).
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from 'consciousness'to 'ideological formations' which are lead by political and

economic structures, operating through ideological apparatuses.

Miles is aware of Althusserian analysis of ideology as he draws read6rs' attention

to investigate some 'hidden' facts: "The fact that they are not necessarily widely

recognised at the level of everyday consciousness does not mean that those

[structurally determined] interests do not exisf bur rather that we need to explain

why these essential relations are not reproduced within phenomenal relations"

(Miles 1982: 63). Clearly, Miles acknowledges raciat subjectivity as socially

constructed and, suggests that by documenting ethnicity - the ways in which

recognition is placed between 'them' and 'us' - the 'active' element should

become significant in attributing to racial or ethnic differences. Miles argues

that this 'active' element significantly contributes subjects' perceptions of
phenotypical differences and, on the basis of analysis of racism, this active

element is to be found in "identifiing the economic, political and ideotogicat

conditions that allow that attribution of meaning to take place."

Condition and product of capitalist mode

Throughout Miles'argument, 'condition', 'generation' and 'reproduction' are the

main concepts that account for Miles' conceptualisation of racial subjectivity.

First of all, we have to bear in mind that Miles acknowledges thatthe capitalist

mode effects in the last instance in the ideological practice. Thus, when Miles

discusses the ideology of racism and argues that "l specifically refer to the

generation and reproduction of an imagery and not a theory or explicit

argument" (Miles I982: 106, italics mine), we understand that that imagery as

ideology is rooted in 'certain conditions' - the capitalist mode of production.

The reason for taking 'ideology' as rooted in and conditioned by the capitalist
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mode of production explains Miles refusal of the traditional accounts that

ideology (imagery) of 'race'results directly from the development of capitalism.

Also, this 'conditional' ideology allows the effect of that capitalist mode of

production in helping ideological practices.

To argue that ideological practices are'conditioned'within the capitalist mode of

production suggests that ideological practices initially participate in the capitalist

mode of production and eventually contribute to that mode. The idea of 'race'

may have travelled in many different forms of deconstruction and

reconstruction. It is this sense that we understand ideology of racism as

production. For instance. Miles argues: "lt must be recalled that I am not

analysing racism as a fixed ideological product, but as a set of ideas which

undergo changes in content and structure in the process of reproduction." As

economic relations determine in the last instance, we may argue that'condition'

simply refers to modes of economic relations. As Miles puts il "l am therefore

particularly concerned with the determination of economic relations on this

process of ideological reproduction" (Miles l9g2: lt3).5 The ideological

practices are both effects and productive forces that contribute to the ideology of

'race'. 'Racial' ideology is conditioned by the capitalist mode of production and

effectively results in sustaining relations of capitalist mode of production.

) Miles further argues that "l now rvant to argue that economic relations had a specific impact on
the reproduction of racism in at least three inter-related aspects. l) the economic and political
supremacy of British capitalism generated a response at the ideological level in that the British
bourgeoisie sought an explanation tbr its position of not only naiional but also intemational
domination. 2) The capitalist mode of production. by means of its productive capacity and the
transformation of economic relations that it entaile<t, crealed a material standard againsirvhich to
nleasure those populations rvith whom economic and political contact have been'encouraged'by
the preconditions for the development of that mode of production. 3) The lare 196 ."ntury
tcffitorial expansion of British and European capitalism did not so much bring racism inro
existence but rather created a terrain on which racism could be used by at least certain fractions
of the bourgeoisie to .iustify their demands for expansion. whether the specific motive rvas
political or economic. or some combination of both. (Miles | 9g2: l lj)
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Miles' bigger attempt, indeed, is to draw the relationship betrveen 'racial'

relations and class relations. He suggests that the ideological materials are

dominated by the dominating class and thus leads to further reproduction. He

has already made a big claim that "the European upper classes subscribed to a

rudimentary racial philosophy of history" (Miles 1982: I l3-t l4). Again, Miles'

strong beliefs in the Althusserian explanation that economic force is the last

instance that determines relations leads to a 'racial' ideology that accounts in

terms of economic relations. For instance, Miles sees that political and

ideological effects of movements of 'ethnicity boundary' are "the development of

class struggle and formation of class struggle and the formation of class

consciousness" (Miles 1982: 7l). Since racial subjectivity and ideology are

essentially defined in political and economic relations, the person who mobilises

the solidarity of identity boundary holds a specific interest which is given by his

position in essential relations and that is "production (and, thereby, class)

relations" (Miles 1982: 7l). Miles simply argues that the idea of 'race' has

"limitations [that are] placed upon sociat processes by production relations"

(Miles 1982:71). Production relations (and, therefore, class relations) determine

the ideological and political forms. Miles highlights the force of 'class relations'

in issues of racial subjectivity:

The process of analytical reconstruction must accord due
significance to the fact that 'race' and 'race relations' are not the
given realities that they now appear but, rather, are ideorogicalforms
which have been articulated and reproduced hy persons within
classes, with consequent determinate fficts upon economic and
political relarions. The nature of these effects ensures that'race'and
'race relations' appear to (and, in a certain sense, do) have an object
to which they refer. But the object is not an essential reality. rather
an ideological construction which has been deveroped within the
constraints of certain material parameters. (Miles lggz: 94, italics
mine)
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Generation and reproduction of subjectivity

To argue the nature of ideology as generation as well as reproduction also

suggests a reproduction force of the ideology of 'race' and racial subjectivity.

That is, the process of ('racial') subjectivity is not only discursively consfucted

but, the ideological discourses are socially embedded in forms like Bourdieu's

notion of habitus or Gramsci's idea of hegemony. Althusser,s notion of

interpellation may be understood as the process that "'hails'a subject into being,

that is, social performatives, ritualised and sedimented through time" (Butler

t997a:37). Thus, ideologically constituted subjectivity suggests the process of

subject formation is socially embodied and contributes to a participatory habit

for the subject. The subjectivity is constituted discursively and socially at once.

The ideological discourses yield subjects to participate in reproducing those

discourses and, in Miles' theory, the dominating class ideology generates and

reproduces 'racial subjectivity'. As the Althusserian idea of interpellation does

not need to take extemal form to be socially efficacious in constituting

subjectivity, the class ideology discourse socially constitutes racial subjectivity

without leaving a trace.

To Miles, the generation and reproduction forces of subjectivity also happen to

intellectuals since they are ideologically constituted as the effects of political and

economic structures. If intellectuals are the direct effects of certain ideological

practices, Miles applies Gramsci' idea and argues that, intellectuals are inevitably

"'mediated'by the whole fabric of society and by the complex of superstructure,

of which the intellectuals are, precisety, the functionaries" (cramsci 1971,

Miles 1982: 108). As a result, intellectuals participate in the reproduction of

political ideology. They rnay contribute even more by means of their systematic

formation and articulation of the imaginary of 'the wortd' through different
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ideological material bases such as literacy and apparatuses. Yet, the play of

'relative autonomy'- a dual play of relationship between the middle class and the

working class - is subversive.

I. Generation, reproduction and material bose

Miles' Althusserian approach becomes even clearer when he suggests that the

analysis of 'racial sub.iectivity' as ideologically constructed requires us to

"inquire about the material basis of the reproduction of social life and, in

particular, the reproduction of ideological relation" (Miles l9B2: 64). This

reminds us that it is the Althusserian theory of interpellation that accounts for

ideological constitutions of the subject and that ideology has a material

existence. Racial subjectivity is not given historical significance but is

materialist based.

Miles has claimed that the effects of the ideological material bases include those

of 'christiani$i', 'scientific racism', 'economic relations' and class ideology

(Mifes 1982: 109-120). Althusser's idea is that the force of ideology is

determined by the economic in the last instance and, thus, the formations of

ideology work eventually in the service of capitalism. The 'relative autonomy'

that the ideologically constituted subjects can only hold suggests that those

ideological material bases (apparatuses) in fact produce individuals as subjects

that contribute to reproduce capitalism.6 Similarly, Miles' suggests an account

of generation and reproduction of the theory of racism that is determined by

ideological and political relations and is grounded in the reproduction of

ideological material bases. For instance, Miles says "that the economic

6 Peters (t996) explains that Althusser's influence on educational theories includes "the work of
Samuef lJorvfes and Herbert Gintis, S'cftoolrrry in Capitalist American,rvhich is the origin of the
'correspondence'(social reproduction) theory in education". Althusser's influence is also seen in
the work of "Kevin Harris (1979) and Michael Matthews (1980) within a'knowledge as
production' thesis" (Peters 1996: j0).
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relationship between British capitalism and colonialism does have an ideological

legacy which has to be taken into account when examining the generation and

reproduction of racism in contemporary Britain" (Miles 1982: 103).

2. Material base and mastery shills

The efficacy of ideology consists in the effectiveness of the material base in

terms of generating and reproducing the ideology of racism. To take the effect

of Christianity as an example, Miles argues that the Bible initially had the

ideological capacity but lost its power in providing explanation for the ever-

increasing evidence about the range of human physical variation and Christian

humanitarianism in motivating the anti-slavery movement. Its significance lies

in the effect of 'encouraging the systematisation of racism, in supportive of the

missionary notion of the superiority of 'white race'. The material base helps to

build certain acquired skills that would further tead the subject to fit into the

reproduction of the ideology of racism. The process of ideological work in

helping the subject gain skilts that require the reproduction of the ideology of

capitalism plays the central role in the formation of the subject. The material

parameters, including discourses and apparatuses involved with Christianity and

scientific racism, provide the subject with a prescription for certain behaviours

which enable the mastering of skills conditioned by the mode of capitalist

production. Also, these material parameters as institutions of reproducing

capitalist ideology allow the subject to speak properly, to interpellate

himself/herself into the reproduction of ideology of capitalist production. The

practices, which occur in the ideological material base, contribute to the

reproduction of the subject through the reproduction of capitalist linguistic skills

and behaviours. tt is through these practices that the subject masters his skills
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and constitutes himselflherself to fit into the rules and attitudes of the

reproduction of capitalist mode.

Again, Miles offers the practice of the missionary in mastering capitalist skills

for the subject. Within the missionary society, through substantial publications

and meeting, the character and condition of the Negro'was widely unfolded and

"become a matter of attention as a consequence of the activity and reflections

(both verbal and written) of merchants, colonists, travellers and missionaries,

amongst other[s]" (Miles I982: I lt). The ideologies of 'rase'and'racism,were

the "intellectual agenda" that had been shaped by the real activity of men and

women. Moreover, Miles contends that eflicacy of the capitalist mode of
production was through the repetitive practices of reproduction of the ideology

of 'race'- Miles argues, "the historical writing was the work of intellectuals, but

its theme and content was a response to questions posed by the very existence of
a developing bourgeoisie and capitalist mode of production,' (Miles l9g2:l I l).

Furthermore, that response, the concerns and reproduction of ideology are linked

to the reproduction of the ideology of 'class'. "The results of the intellectuals'

mental labour were to be appropriated by this newly rising class: these were the

ideas with which they could understand and interpret their emerging class

position, both within Britain and internarionally" (Miles l9g2: I I l).

Like Althusser, Miles holds a notion of 'relative autonomy'under the compulsive

structure of class relation with the hope that the dominating class may'choose'to

operate different discourses rather than exploitation toward the disadvantaged

ethnic groups. 'Relative autonomy' it seems, has a space within the domain of
ideology because "ideology has effects only because they are constructed by

human activity". Ideology has effect only when they are subject to generation

and articulation; that is human agents' "creation and articulation" in certain
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circumstances and human agents' "evaluate or stimulate an outcome or event,

(Miles 1982: 96). The dominating class is responsible for the generation and

reproduction of an ideology of racism despite the fact that they are also subjects

in given conditions. The dominating class has effects on ideology because they

effectively influence the material force and its articulation in certain socio-

economic conditions. The ruling class has had "real effects upon material and

social relations" (Miles 1982: 96),

In this sense, Miles agrees with Marxist analysis: "A Marxist analysis would

develop throughout Europe in the lgth century stimulating a search for, or, more

accurately, creating in thought, separate and distinct 'races', by arguing that the

appropriation and development of these ideas was carried out by the aspiring

capitalist class who saw the formation of a nation state as a central requirement

for the successful development of capitalism" (Miles r9B2: r00-l0l).

Concluding remarks

Hegel's theory on the dialectical relationship between the lord and the bondsman

has seen been transformed into a mind and body relationship in the Robert

Miles' and Frantz Fanon's theories. Despite their powerful analyses of the

process of racialisation, both Miles' and Fanon's theories are nevertheless

deceived by their own methodologies. Fanon has reproduced the hierarchy

between 'the coloniser' and 'the colonised'. Miles' focus on the determination

of capitalism on racism and race relations has become a 'racilsied expression'

mainly because of his specific construction on the racial categories. This

particular perspective on racial categories has caused a normalisation process in
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construing one's racial subjectivity. The understandings of racial subjectivity

and race relations are the effectiveness of Miles specific approach.

Problems of racism do not justift the appropriation of Fanon's and Miles'

theories. The modernist attempts oversimplif, the complex issues of racism and

race relations. Fanon's and Miles' primary concern are vital in terms of their

calls for the power relations between different ethnic background. However, we

ought not to be misled by a notion of a positive category despite the requirement

of more 'racial discursive space' other than that of the white race.

We should look for transformations on understanding issues of racism and race

relations. Fanon's critique of history of colonisation and Miles' challenges to

the ideological practices reminds us of the power of diflerent forms of
oolonisation in modern era. Their analyses motivate us to look for theories that

can better interpret the complex and multiple facts in issues of racism and race

relations.

ln the following two chapters, I shall provide a different approach of

understanding concepts of binary oppositions. chapter 3 introduces and

illustrates Ldvi-Strauss'theory of the methodological value of concepts of binary

oppositions. Chapter 4 examines some theories on politics of difference where

their theories on identity and difference are implicitly identical to Ldvi-shauss'

approach on binary oppositions.
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3

INVT-STNAUSS AIID THE METHODOLOGICAL
VALUE OF CONCEPTS OF'BINARY OPPOSITIONS

Introduction

The chapter provides an analysis of methodological use of; concepts of binary

oppositions as presented by Claude Ldvi-Strauss. This analysis is served for a

further examination on sorne theories of potitics of differences on chapter 4.

This chapter begins with a brief discussion of Ldvi-strauss' attitude toward

binarism- It discusses the reasons why Ldvi-strauss abandons the ontologieal

value of binarism, and why he proposes the methodotogical value of binarism. [t

also discusses Ldvi-strauss' idea of 'bricolage'in introducing his approach. This

chapter continues to draw out the relation befween de Saussure and the Prague
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Linguistic circle. After this, this chapter looks for the exact meanings of

concepts of binary oppositions in Ldvi-Strauss' discourse. Illustrated here is

Ldvi-Strauss'whole approach in understanding cultures based on his definition

of concepts of binary oppositions.

I. The L6vi-Straussian difference: the playl of binary oppositions

Levi-strauss holds an ambiguous attitude towards the concepts of binary

oppositions. on the one hand, he states clearly that he wishes to go beyond the

ontological value of binarism. on the other hand, he retains concepts of binary

oppositions in their methodological value; that is, these binary oppositional

concepts are 'useful tools' in analysing social contexts. As Derrida points oul

Livi-Strauss "will always remain faithful to this double intention [toward the

binary oppositions]: to preserve [the binary oppositions] as an instrument

something whose 'truth' value he criticises" (Denida l97g:2g4).

It is found that Ldvi-strauss citiques the ontological value of binarism in a

certain way. Ldvi-Strauss starts with defining dual terms such as nature/culture,

elementary/complex, and savaged/civilised. Then, these terms are criticised for

their limitation in definition. In the limitation of these binary terms, it is found

that there is no absolute discrimination between them in terms of their essential

elements. Ldvi-Strauss often critiques the discrimination of binary oppositional

terms by applying another concept which is a hybrid of these two terms or,

which is an ambiguous term simultaneously belonging to these two terms. For

l I borrowed Denida's (erm. 'play'. from a chapter title 'structure, sign, and play, in Denida
(1978) lltriting and Diference.
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instance, Ldvi-Strauss states that the main purpose of writing The Elementary

structures of Kinship (1963) is to show that "mariage rules, nomenclature, and

the system of rights and prohibitions are indissociable aspects of one and the

same reality, viz., the structure of the system under consideration" (L6vi-Strauss

1963: xxiii). Terms such as 'elementary' and'complex'structures are followed

by L6vi-Strauss' critique in that "there is no absolutely elementary structure"

(Ldvi-Strauss 1963: xxiii) or "elementary and complex structures... cannot be

wholly contrasted, and the line separating them is also difficult to define" (Ldvi-

Strauss 1963: xxiv).

However, Ldvi-Strauss' significant status in social sciences resides in his

intention to argue for the necessity of retaining binarism because of its

methodological value.2 In Ldvi-strauss'accounts, the methodological value of

binarism is found in providing a 'general' theory' in the study of anthropology

(e.g. the structures of kinship). For L6vi-Strauss, "this distinction [of elementary

and complex structures] will be largely retained, although several reservations

must be made" (Ldvi-strauss 1963: xxiii). These reservations are made mainly to

limit the scope of Ldvi-strauss' approach and to clarif the significance of

binarism within his discourse. A 'general'theory, thus, suggests a tolerance of a

vague boundary between the binary concepts in classifoing the human culture.

A 'general' theory allows a compromise between the ontological value and

methodological value of concepts of binary oppositions.

The methodological value of concepts of binary oppositions is reinstated in The

Raw and the cooked (1969). In the opening paragraph, Ldvi-strauss says,

2 Ldui-Strauss (1963) says, "[a]bove all, it is beginning ro emerge that this distinction between
nature and society ('nature' and 'culture' seem preferable to us today). while of no acceptable
historical significance, does contain a logic, fuily .iustifying its use 

-by 
modem sociology as a

methodological tool" (Livi-srrauss | 963: 3).
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The aim of this book is to show how empirical categories - such as
the categories ofthe raw and the cooked, the fresh and the decayed,
the moistened and the bumed, etc., which can only be accurately
defined by ethnographic observation and, in each case, by adopting
the standpoint of a particular culture - can nonetheless be used as
conceptual tools with which to elaborate abstract ideas and combine
them in the form of propositions. (Ldvi-Strauss 1969: l)

ln the next section, I am going to analyse L6vi-strauss' concept of 'bricolage'.

According to Ldvi-Strauss, 'bricolage' reflects the nature of conducting social

science researches.

il. Bricolage, binarism and the denial of totality

'Bricolage' is the concept Ldvi-Strauss introduces in order to reconcile his

ambiguous attitude towards binarism and to legitimate the methodological value

of binarism. Bricolage refers to projects done by the 'bricoleur' and bricoleur is

someone "who works with his hands and uses devious means compared to those

of a craftsman" (Ldvi-Strauss 1966: l6-17). Bricolage indeed summarises Ldvi-

Strauss' anthropological approach and, the concept of bricolage also provides

Livi-Strauss with a simple language, by which he explains the nature of
conducting social science research. The methodological value of binarism is its

usefulness in distinguishing concepts. It is a'functional'significance of binarism

that Ldvi-Strauss wishes to assign to the nature of binarism; that is, the concept

of binary oppositions is a'useful tool', or a principle, in understanding cultures.

Different from the traditional ontological perspective of binarism, binarism as a

principle suggests a 'boftom-up' approach. In other words, Ldvi-Strauss wishes

to show that, in understanding cultural phenomena, if we can successfully apply
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binarism in defining cultures gradually from one culture to the next, the

universal significance of the principle of binary oppositions will be proved.

The mistake of the traditional 'ontological' perspective of binarism is its

assumption of a foundational or essential relationship between two (binary)

subjects' A basic presupposition for the traditional ontological perspective of

binarism is that any explanation for a binary term should be resorted to their

essential components and/or, any explanation for their relationship eventually

goes to an assumed 'fixed centre of subject'or a'specific' point of reference of i15

presence. With this centre in mind, historical data or materials are reduced and

organised on the basis of the binary oppositional relations. Also, because of this

centre, this structured discourse is formafted and orientated according to one

major set of binary oppositions, as the guiding principle in transtating historical

data and arranging the structure of discourse.

In critiquing this view, Ldvi-Strauss argues that the aim of doing bricolage is to

work on 'sign'. In doing so, L€vi-Strauss wishes to resist any possibility of the

ontological value of binarism that has been ascribed to a 'sign'. lt suggests

'deconstructing' what has already been added to the 'sign' and evaluating

discourses of 'the signified'. lt is a 'retrospective' way, including looking at not

only those elements ascribed to a concept (i.e. the signified), but also the ways in

which these elements are organised. For instance, he says, "[the bricoleur] has

to turn back to an already existent set made up of tools and materials, to consider

or reconsider what it contains and, finally ... to engage in a sort of dialogue with

it and ... to index the possible answers which the whole set can offer to his

problem" (Ldvi-Strauss l96d: I8).
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By means of 'deconstructing the signified', Livi-Strauss conctudes that a serious

mistake of binarism limits us from other possible translations of the same

materials and from other plays of the binarism. The exercise of bricolage

includes analysing those'previously determined sets consisting of theoretical and

practical knowledge' and 'of technical means' that 'restrict other possible

solutions' (Ldvi-Strauss 1966: l9).

The tool for doing bricolage is the bricoleur's hand and, within social sciences,

the bricolage is shongly related to the concepts of binary oppositions.

significantly, Ldvi-Strauss defines bricolage as "an activity which on the

technical plane gives us quite a good understanding of what a science we prefer

to call a 'priori' rather than 'primitive'' (Ldvi-Strauss 1966: 16, italics mine).

Binarism has to be the foundation for social sciences, mainty because binarism is

a language as old as the western science and westem philosophy. For social

scientists, this language of binarism is the necessary condition, consisting of the

'tools' and the 'knowledge', that has already been 'prior to' us. Moreover, the

bricoleur's hands refers to a language of binarism in which social scientists have

been long immersed and in which the social scientists' knowledge and

methodology have been construcred. The tools and knowledge in doing

bricolage are both confined to the language of binarism.

As functional, bricolage thus incorporates a series of 'new arrangement of

elements' and 'continual reconstruction from the same materials'. A necessary

result of this application would be multiple implications in understanding and

defining cultures. These discourses are founded based on binarism and would be

contradictory with each other. For L6vi-Strauss, the methodotogical value of

binarism, the characteristics of the contradictory and the multiple are part of the
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nature of bricolage. Every discourse is conditional and its vatidity is

provisional.3 L€vi-strauss summaries the practice of bricolage as follows,

[The bricoleur's] universe of instruments is closed and the rules of
his game are always to make do with 'whatever is at hand', that is to
say with a set of tools and materials which is always finite and is
also heterogeneous because what it contains bears no relation to the
cunent project, or indeed to any particular projecL but is the
contingent result of all the occasions there have been to renew or
enrich the stock or to maintain it with the remains of previous
constructions or destructions. (Ldvi-Strauss 1966: 17\

Also, because there is no fixed centre or essential relationship of any binary

terms, within a structure, the substitution of contents, elements, or terms is

always possible. The permutation and the transformation of elements are all

possible. By assigning the methodological value of binarism, each discourse

reflects only one possible structure in analysing cultures. Historical data and

materials could be given with different interpretations. Thus, the notion of

playing binarism celebrates multiple layers in defining cultures. L6vi-Strauss'

redefinition of the value of binarism reflects well in Derrida's words.

It has always been thought that the centre, which is by definition
unique, constituted that very things within a structure which white
governing the structure. escapes structurality. This is why classical
thought concerning structure could say that the centre is,
paradoxically, within the structure and outside it. The centre is the
centre of the totality, and yet, since the centre does not belong to the
totality (is not part of the totality). the totality has its centre
elsewhere. The centre is not the centre. (Denida 1978:279\l

3 tt ruu, mainly hecause of this point rhat Ldvi-Strauss rvas once considered as apostmodernist.
See Weinstein. Deena & Michael Wein.srein ( 1993).

4 Horueuer, Derrida goes further to argue that a new attempt, presunrably the one like L€vi-
strauss', does not tum over the page of western philosophy. He says, "[b]y orienting and
organising the coherence of the system, the centre of a structure permits the play of its elements
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As far as binarism is functional, every discourse is a partial and possible

comprehension of cultures and, in Ldvi-strauss' own term, it is the 'mytho-

poetical' nature of 'bricolage'. Ldvi-Strauss argues that the mythical-poetical

nature is, partly, due to the limited means, power and knowledge. That is, it is

impossible, for the social scientist, to get away from the language of binarism

and every discourse within social sciences has to be completed through binarism.

For instance, Ldvi-strauss says, that the studies of mythology as one form of

intellectual bricolage, is expressed by virtue of "a heterogeneous repertoire

which ... is nevertheless limited. It has to use this repertoire ... whatever the

task in hand because it has nothing else at its disposal" (L6vi-strauss 1966: I7).

Elsewhere, he argues,

The elements which the 'bricoleur' collects and uses are ,pre-

constrained' like the constitutive units of myth, the possible
combinations of which are restricted by the fact that they are drawn
from the language where they already possess a sense which sets a
limit on their freedom of manoeuvre. And the decision as to what to
put in each place also depends on the possibility of putting a
different element there instead, so that each choice which is made
will involve a complete reorganisation of the structure, which will
never be the same as one vaguely imaged nor as some other which
might have been preferred to ir. (Ldvi-Strauss 1966: l9)

Another way to show the mytho-poetical nature of social sciences is through the

examination of other methods than bricolage. Ldvi-strauss has once

distinguished the approach of bricolage of from those of engineer and physicis!

but he had come to the conclusion that the engineer and physicist are indeed

bricoleurs and their discourses all reflect the 'mytho-poetical' nature. According

to Ldvi-Strauss, the engineer, compare to the bricoleur, wishes to, and is able to

engage with plenty of resources, construct the totality of his language, syntax,

inside the total form. And even today the notion of a structure lacking any cenlre represents lhe
unthinkahle itself (Derrida 1978: 279. italics mine).
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and lexicon. However, like bricolage, the engineer's and physicist's discourses

will be mytho-poetical if it is the fact that bricolage is the necessity of bonowing

one's own concepts from the text of a heritage.

As far as binarism is functional, bricolage shows itself as a project of the

impossibility of totalisation. If the concept of binarism is functional, it signals

its 'application' implied in analysing cultural phenomenon. As a resull a

possible discourse about cultures will be conducted in a deductive way, rather

than an inductive way. In this sense, 'totalisation no longer has any meaning'as

bricolage, and it excludes the possibility of including infinite data. As Derrida

explains, the denial of totalisation "is not because the infiniteness of a field

cannot be covered by a finite glance or a finite discourse, but because the nafure

of the field - i.e. the language and a finite language - excludes totalisation"

(Derrida 1978: 289).

In the following section, since Ldvi-strauss is often known as a structural

anthropologisg I wish to discuss his structural analysis in relation to those of de

saussure's and rhe Prague Linguistic circle. In doing so, two major

characteristics of Ldvi-Strauss' methodology will be introduced, that is, the

functional and teleological significance of binarism.

uI. L6vi-Strauss, de Saussure and the Prague Linguistic Circle

L6vi-Strauss' approach has often been discussed in relation to Ferdinand de

Saussure's structural analysis and Roman Jakobson's phonology (the leader of

the Prague linguistic circle). In general, but nevertheless cursorily, L6vi-
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Shauss' approach reflects the fundamental inspiration of Saussurean

structuralism. The basic assumption of structuralism is the view that the human

world is a world of objective, unconscious or collective, cultural systems within

which individuals are inserted. However, Ldvi-strauss does not take de

saussure's approach to its limits. Like The prague Linguistic circle, L6vi-

Strauss is concerned about de Saussure's systematic character of language, but he

is even more concerned with 'the mechanisms wherein language achieved its

expressive and communicative ends,.

De Saussure has distinguished langue from parole. For de saussure, while

Iangue represents the essential, the parole represents the accidental. Similar to

Durkheim's idea of 'collective conscience', langue represents a systematic entity

which is independent of the individual and could be against individuat will

Qtarole). According to Clarke (1981), the main reason for this distinction is "to

separate a system lying behind the linguistic act from the act itself and so ro

separate purely linguistic questions from those, which would introduce

psychological, physiological or sociotogical considerations" (Clarke |98t: 120).

De Saussure believes in a pure tinguistic system (langue) which is totalty for

linguistic studies and which is isolated from other psychological or sociological

effects of speech actQtarole). However, de Saussure atso believesthat langue is

"a specific reality which has its 'seat in brain"'. That is, for de Saussure,

linguistics is a specialised branch of psychology and the linguistic sign is a

'psychological entity', a union of a 'concept'and a'sound-image'.

Both Ldvi-strauss and the prague Linguistic circle revise de saussure's

structural analysis by assigning a 'functional' meaning of language. Instead of

taking language as an objective system in which the subject is inserted, the

Prague Linguistics school sees language as a medium for communication and
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langue is the communicative entity expressed by the subjects. According to

clarke, the Prague Linguistic circle has drawn inspiration from a number of

sources, including the Russian Formalist, de Saussure and neo-positivism and

the phenomenology of Edmund Husserl (ctarke rg8l: 120). A crose

relationship between Ldvi-strauss and Jakobson has developed after they met in

t94l.5

Although Ldvi-strauss does not particularly specifu the 'function' role of

binarism in his first work, (The Elementary stnrcrures of Kinship6l the whole

work seems to reflect analyses of the structure of kinship by imposing a series of

binary oppositions. Basically, Ldvi-strauss highlights the illustrative function of

concepts of binary oppositions to the kinship studies. This is evident with Livi-

Strauss' conclusion to The Elementary slructures; Livi-strauss says that "the

progress of our analysis is ... close to that of the phonological linguist' in

reducing a large number of rules Io a small number" (cited in clarke lgg l : 160,

italics mine). After Ldvi-strauss attended Jakobson's lectures, he said that he

just found a convergence between his approach and Jakobson,s. A close

intellectual relationship between them has been found; for instance, they co-

published a paper in illustrating a structural analysis in literatureT and, Ldvi-

Strauss' later studies on mythology reflect a more comprehensive theoretical

foundation of Jakobson's phonology.

5-fhit it dated according to Roland A. Champagne's collection of the chronological dcvelopment
of French strucruralism. See Champagne ( 1990i.
6 The Ele,nenlar! Slructures o.f Kinship rvas originally published in French in I949 and later
translated lnto English in 1969.

7 For exarnple. Jakobson, Roman & Claude Ldvi-strauss (1972) 'Charles Baudelaire,s ,,Les

Chats"' in Richard T. De George & Femaude M. De George (eds.) The Stucturalists: From
Marx lo Livi-Strauss. N.Y.: Anchor Books.
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Ldvi-Strauss actually refers to his approach as "metastructure". The

metastructure indicates'the principle of binarism'as the law of the group being

found from modal structures. Also, metastructure indicates the whole picture of

all these coexisting modalities found/constructed based upon the law of the

group. This concept of metastructure relies for its theoretical implication heavily

upon Jakobson's phonology. In agreeing with Jakobson, Ldvi-strauss says,

Jakobson has suggested that a language may possess several
coexisting phonological structures, each of which may intervene in a
different kind of grammatical operation. Since there must obviously
be a relationship between the different structural modalities of the
same language, we arrive at the concept of a "metastructure" which
would be something like the law of the group (loi du groupe)
consisting of its modal structures. If all of these modalities could be
analysed by our machine, established mathematical methods would
permit it to construct the "metastructure" of the language, which
would in certain complex cases be so inhicate as to make it diflicult,
if not impossible, to achieve on the basis of purely empirical
investigation. (Ldvi-Strauss 1993: 58)

The 'functional' assumption of language has also been found in Ldvi-Strauss'

other discourses; for instance. Livi-strauss' idea about 'bricolage' as a

methodological tool in analysing cultures illustrated in the last section. In

addition, L€vi-Strauss maintains that the studies of linguistics and the studies of

anthropology are simply transformations of the study of language and that they

all involve us "in the study of all forms of communication" (Ldvi-Strauss I993:

82). Elsewhere. Levi-strauss argues, "without reducing society or culture to

language, we can initiate this'copernican revolution' ... which will consist of

interpreting society as a whole in terms of a theory of communication" (Ldvi-

Strauss 1993:82).

Indeed, we have to understand the 'teleological' intention of language of the

Prague Linguistic circle as much as we understand its functional meaning. As
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language is allocated with a 'functional' meaning, language is a tool for

communication. Linguistics composes itself as an intentional object and its

structure is an expression of its function as an instrument of human

communication. It might be a better outline of the whole project of the prague

Linguistic Circle with its aim,

... to discover the system of language by relating it to the functions
of language as a means of communication. (Clarke | 981 : 146)

That is, linguistics is a teleological discipline that seeks the structure of language

by means of relating linguistic form to linguistic function. The nature of

language and linguistic analysis are therefore interlocked because of the

teleological intention of linguistics studies. This teleological intention shows

that the system of language is exactly reflected from the finding of the

expressions of language. In this sense, the division of langue and parole is no

longer an opposite relationship, but rather a dialectical relationship because

langue and parole refer to each other; langue consists of and is created by parole

and, parole is an exploitation of language; they are embedded within each other.

In terms of methodology, we might conclude that Ldvi-Strauss, like de Saussure,

looks for a study of the objective meaning of culture. Nevertheless, by adopting

the 'communicative' meaning of langue, Ldvi-strauss extracts an objective

cultural system that is amenable to study by the methods of the positivism

sciences (Clarke l98l: I l7).
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IV. Binarism, the'distinctive features'(relations) of cultures and

hypothesis

Ldvi-Strauss once gav€ a briefi but useful summary of his methodology in which

the significance of concepts of binary oppositions is asserted.

The initial hypothesis demands therefore that from the outset we
place ourselves at the mosl concrete level - that is, in the heart of a
community or a group of communities sufficiently alike in regard to
their habit, history, and culture. However, while this is undoubtedly
an essential methodological precaution, it cannot mask or restrict my
intention. Using a small number of myths taken from native
communities which, should it prove successful, will be of universal
significance, since I expect it to prove that there is a kind of logic in
tangible qualities, and to demonstrate the operation of that logic
reveal its laws. (Ldvi-Strauss 1969: l, italics mine)

It might be right to summarise Ldvi-Strauss'approach as follows:

l) To set up a hypothesis that culture could be analysed through concepts of
oppositions

2) To verif, this hypothesis is to empirically test the principle of binary
oppositions in different cultural settings

3) To reach the conclusion that binarism holds universal significance and
binarism is the basis for understanding cultures (e.g. the structure of kinship
represents a system of systems that are based on binarism).

My focus has been to explore, how exactly, the functional and teleological

meanings of binarism have been played within Ldvi-strauss' discourse. I have

also shown the ways in which Ldvi-Strauss legitimates his play of binary

oppositions. In what follows, discussion and analysis will focus upon Ldvi-

Strauss' binarism in relation to Jakobson's phonology.
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For Jakobson, binarism refers to 'distinctive features' within language which

distinguish linguistic units from one another. These distinctive features are

created based on oppositions between sounds. As Ldvi-strauss found, it is

precisely these distinctive features that appear as the specific defining features of

human cultures and, also, provide the key to an objective understanding of
cultural meanings.

According to Jakobson, these distinctive features of sounds are results of
psychological a priori. This psychological a priori is the format binary

structuring capacify of the mind and that is expressed in the binary

discrimination of distinctive features. Like the concept of bricolage, this

psychological a priori makes language and meaning possible and, this a priori

confines us in doing social sciences. For the same reason, binarism becomes the

principle and the defining feature of human cultures.

Ldvi-Strauss found the similarities benveen the studies of phonology and

anthropology.

Like phonemes, kinship terms are elements of meaning; like
phonemes, they acquire meaning only if they are integrated into
systems. Kinship systems, like phonemic systems, are built by the
mind on the level of unconscious thought. Finalty, the recurrence of
kinship pafierns, mariage rules, similar prescribed attitudes between
certain types of relatives, and so forth, in scattered regions of the
globe and in fundamentally different societies, leads us to believe
that, in the case of kinship as weil as ringuistics, rhe observable
phenontena result from the action of laws which are generar but
implicit. (L6vi-strauss 1993: 34. italics mine)

'The observable phenomena' and 'the action of laws', in the paragraph above,

suggest' firstly, cultures are not discoverable in their particular essences, but
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interpretable through a possible universal rule. In other words, the distinctive

features are the basis of L6vi-strauss' 'hypothesis' in analysing culfures.

This is the inspiration that L6vi-strauss first derived from Jakobson's theory in

constituting his discourse. In addition to Jakobson's phonology, Ldvi-strauss is

also convinced of his observation from 'forms'of natural sciences discourses;8 it

seems evident to him that binarism has become a necessary "property of any

system for coding, storing or transmitting information" (clarke lggl: 172).

clarke ( | 981) argues that this property is to be seen in "the most elementary

forms of aural and visual perception, the transmission of genetic information, the

most elementary mechanical, electronic, computers, and control systems, and an

enormously wide range of human, animal and plant naturat (physiological,

neurological and genetic)" (clarke l98l: l7z). As well, there are

"physiological, psychological, neurologicat, chemical or physical abilities to

recognise or to impose discriminations" (Clarke lg9l: 172). For Ldvi-Strauss,

"such evidence from the natural sciences is conclusive proof of his own

hypothesis, revealing the natural foundation of culture and the unity of the social

and natural sciences" (Clarke 198 | : lZ2).

According to Clarke, Jakobson has sought to identifo linguistic universals at two

levels:'implication universal' and'substantial universal' (clarke lggl : 166). The

search for the implicational universat depends on the search for the substantive

universal. Firstly, for Jakobson, the studies of language acquisition in children,

of linguistic change and of aphasia help him develop a hierarchical structure in

the system of the distinctive fearure (i.e. the binary oppositions), underlying all

8 According to Roland Champagne (1990). mosr of theories of rhe French structuralisrs are
related to scientific reason and, this scientific reason draws a strong implication from natural
sciences and mathematics. For instance, Champagne points our that;'Levi-Strauss saw himself
as a man of science. the ethnologist who used empirical examples and mathematical models"
(Champagne 1990: 125).
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phonological systems. This hierarchicat structure takes ir form as "the

presence of A implies that of B (or, its absence)" (clarke l98l: 166, emphasis

mine).

To be sure, Levi-Strauss is not concerned about the 'nomenclature' function of

binarism, but the 'observable behaviour' in kinship studies. He distinguishes a

'system of terminology' from a 'system of attitudes'. The former studies consist

of static classifications of kinship terms, e.g. father/son, husband/wife and so on.

These studies lack 'real, simplifuing and explanatory' significance according to

Ldvi-Strauss. He is more concerned about the informative function of binarism;

that is, distinctive features of binarism are exemplified in terms of their relations

to a discourse and within a discourse. Livi-strauss further argues that the study

of a'system of attitudes'should focus on "a dynamic integration of the system of

terminology" and, he suggests the anthropological study begin with an

observable anthropological problem.g This anthropological probtematic bears a

methodological significance, referring to a hypothesis as a possible cultural

pattern integrated by concepts of binary oppositions.

The validity of the implication universal and the substantial universal, in fact,

depend on each other. Significantly, this validity of implication universal and

substantial universal is reached only in terms of a strong methodological

implication. In Jakobson's theory, firstly, the binary distinctions found across

diflerent languages provide a foundation on which Jakobson further develops a

study of implication universal. To put it simply, a hypothesis of the

9 For instance. Ldvi-Strauss (1963) says, "Granled the hypothesis (to which we whole-heartedly
subscribe) o{'a functional relationship between the tw'o systems. rve are nevertheless entitled, for
methodological reasons, to treat independently the problems pertaining to each system. This is
what we propose to do here for a problem which is rightly consideredlhe point of departure for
any theory of attitudes - (that of the marernal uncle)" (Ldvi-strauss I 963 : 39i.
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phonological distinctiveness is formed through an inductive collection of

features of a small number of languages. Then, this hypothesis is verified in a

deductive way, by applying phonological distinctiveness to a large number of

languages. If the distinctiveness could be claimed to be universal, we will be

able to conclude that the principle of binary oppositions could be applied to

identifu and generate the sound system ofevery natural language.

This methodology seems self-proving; that is, the implication universal and the

substantial universal exist within a symbolically interdependency relationship.

On the one hand, the validity of the implication universal (i.e. the phonological

distinctive features of sounds) cannot be discovered until it is examined through

different language systems. On the other hand, the validity of the substantial

universal (i.e. the 'fact' of the nature of language) is reached by applying these

phonological distinctive features (i.e. implication universal).

Livi-Strauss might be aware of the interdependency between the implication

universal and the substantial universal. But, he seems not to discuss the

legitimacy of the binary distinctiveness being a foundation for study. In the

beginning, he does not explain the philosophical background of binarism in The

Elementary structures of Kiwhip and later, he simply comes to echo Jakobson's

phonology in anthropological studies. His main concern is simply to verifu the

methodological value of binarism in a deductive way. As far as this

methodology is concerned, he would receive the same criticism as Jakobson.

An analogous method has been followed in studying certain features of social

organisation, particularly marriage rules and kinship systems. It has been shown

that the complete set of marriage regulations operating in human societies, and

usually classified under different headings, such as incest prohibitions,
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preferential forms of maniage, and the like, can be interpreted as being so many

different ways of insuring the circulation of women within the social group or of

substituting the mechanism of a sociologically determined affinity for that of a

biologically determined consanguinity. Proceeding from this hypothesis, it

would only be necessary to make a mathematical study of every possible type of

exchange between n patterns to enabte one almost automatically to arrive at

every type of marriage rule actually operating in living societies and, eventually,

to discover other rules that are merely possible; one would also understand their

function and the relationships between each type and the others.

This approach was fully validated by the demonstration, reached by
pure deduction, that the mechanisms of reciprocity known to
classical anthropology... are but a special instance of a wider kind of
reciprocity between any number of partners (Ldvi-strauss 1993: 60).

A brief summary from his argument,

Ldvi-Strauss first raises a problematic about the study of certain features of
marriage rules and kinship system

This problematic is set up as a hypothesis: "to insure the circulation of
women within the social group or of substituting the mechanism of a
sociologically determined affinity for that a biologically determined
consanguinity"

The methodology to verifu this hypothesis is deductive

In the following section, I wish to discuss the theoretical background of Ldvi-

Strauss' 'hypothetico-deductive' approach. This approach largely involves the

teleological intention of the whole approach. The nature of the methodology

essentially involves a hypothesis at the outset, followed by deductive form of

examination. Both The Prague Linguistic Circle and Ldvi-Strauss have reflected

upon Saussurean discourses, phenomenology and Neo-positivism.

r)

2)

3)
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Ldvi-strauss once states his main purpose of studies on mythology: "it is enough

to establish the conviction that if the human mind appears determined even in

the realm of mythology, afortiori it must also be determined in all its spheres of

activity" (Ldvi-strauss 1969: l0). Moreover, Ldvi-strauss summarises his

methodology as "Kantism without a transcendental subject"l0 and that is an

inevitable consequence on rhe philosophical level (Ldvi-Strauss 1969: ll).
Indeed, the approaches ofLdvi-Strauss and Jakobson and The Prague Linguistic

Circle are closely related to the development of structuralism in linguistics

studies. Generally speaking, Ldvi-Strauss'takes his teleological intention from

the phenomenological insight on langpre and his 'deductive' approach is similar

to that of Neo-positivism.

First of all. Ldvi-Strauss has made it clear that his ambition has been to discover

a 'condition' in which 'systems of truths' could be 'mutually convertible' and

'simultaneously acceptable to several different subjects'. As I have shown so far,

this condition refers to the principle of binarism and that the binary distinctive

features that are the implacable rule in illustrating every different subject. Since

l0 I wish to include Ldvi-Srrauss' own lcngthy explanations of his Kantian methodology: ',ln
allowing myself to be guided by the search for the constraining structures of the mind. I am
proceeding in the manner of Kantian philosophy. although along different lines leading to
different conclusions. The ethnotogist. unlike the philosophir, doeJnot feel obliged to take the
conditions in which his own thought operates, or the science peculiar to his society and his
period, as a fundamenlal subject of reflection in order to extend ihese local findings inio a form
of understanding, the universality of which can never be more than hypothetical and potential.
Although concemed with the same problems, he adopts an opposite iiproactr in rwo respects.
In:l:i9 of assuming a universal form of human understanOing. whose properries have been
solidified, as it were. and are revealed ro him in countless .on"..t" representational systems.
And since for him. belonging as he does to a given social milieu, culture. region, and period of
histo_ry, culture, region, and pcriod ol' history, these systems represent the whote range of
possible variations within a particular type. he chooses those that .seem to him to be the most
markedly divergent. in the hope that the methodological rules he will have to evolve in order to
translate these systems in terms of his own system and vice versa, will reveal a pattem of basic
and universal larvs: this is a supreme form of metal gymnastics. in rvhich the exercise of thought,
carried to its objcctive limits (since the latter have been previously explored and recorded by
ethnographic research), emphasises every muscle and everyjoint of the sksleton. thus revealing a
general panem ofanatomical structure,,(LCvi-Strauss (1969: l0-l | ).
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the fundamental formation of every discourse is related to this functional

principle, every discourse represents itself as an autonomous object that is

independent of any subject. Ldvi-Strauss further argues that mythology is the

best subject in illustrating such "objectified thought" and "to provide empirical

proof of its reality". The empirical proof refers to a 'deductive' approach and is

shown in L6vi-Strauss' introduction to The Raw and the cooked, saying tha!

"the peculiarity of this book is that it has no subject; it is reshicted in the first

place to the study of one myth; yet to achieve even partial success, it must

assimilate the subject matter of two hundred others. ... In order to draw my

map, I have been obliged to work outwardfrom the centre (L6vi-Strauss 1969: 4,

italics mine).

I have briefly mentioned the teleological characteristic of The Prague Linguistic

Circle. The aspects of language that concerns the linguist are those aspects that

are relevant to language's function. lt is these functions that provide linguistics

with the a priori on the basis of which its systems can be constructed. The

functions do not derive from properties of the mind, but from the needs of

communication. The nature of language is to be understood "theoretically by

showing it is a means of communication adapted to its function" (clarke lggl:

148)' As a result, the presentation of 'language' subject to, for instance,

"constraints of physiology (e.g. the discriminatory powers of hearing), of
psychology (e.g. the capacity of the memory), and sociorogy (e.g. the channels

of communication, the extent of shared information, the orientation of the

communication)" (clarke l98l: 148). Thus, clarke concludes, "langue, is

therefore, not an inert object, but a teleological system, that teleology being a

social teleology" (Clarke l98l: t48).
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similarly, L6vi-strauss' discourse on mythology represents itself as a

teleological discipline, which results from a teleological intention and results in a

teleological approach. social scientists, as bricoleur (i.e. the handyman),

"constantly thinkering with heterogeneous objects - objects in which there was

no clear distinction between concrete thought, aesthetic form-giving, and a

subject's material practice" (Foucault, 1997: xxxix). Ldvi-Strauss argues for his

Kantian methodology with a teleological purpose in analysing cultural

phenomenon; he says, "l start with a myth chosen not so much arbitrarily as

through an intuitive feeling that it was both rich and rewarding, and then, after

analysing il in accordance v'ith rules laid down in previous works,l establish the

group of transformation for each sequence, either within the myth itself, or by

elucidation of the isomorphic links between sequences derived from several

myths originating in the same community" (Ldvi-strauss 1969:2, italics in

original).

The teleological intention distinguishes The Prague Linguistic Circle from other

saussurean structural analysis, for instance, phenomenology and positivism.

Both of these approaches, following de saussure's basic principle of

structurafism, believe in langte as an unconscious collective entity. While

phenomenology believes that langue reflects psychological reality, the

positivism believes langue is an ideal-object structure, which is a collective

substance of linguistic performance Qtarole). For phenomenology, Iangue is an

abstraction and the relations that make up the system of langue are abstract

relations. These relations are not inherent in the object, but imposed on the

object by the intention of the speaker and recovered by the hearer. Langue is

neither an object reality nor purely a reflection by the subject. Langue is the

intersubjective expression of a subjective intention.
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Both phenomenology and the Prague Linguistic circle agree on the point of

view that language and culture are objective systems of symbols without any

meaning in themselves. Language is simply an objective instrument for

communication. For phenomenology, the meaning of any symbol within the

language system is given by those who are involved within any communicative

world. The particular meaning of any symbol disappear immediately after they

are isolated from those who expressed them. For phenomenology, "language is

not an object but a 'gesture' by which the subject signifies the world" (clarke

l98l: 176). Nevertheless, although adapting phenomenological insight of

fanguage, the Prague Linguistic circle takes langue as a subject intention.

However, they did not take this notion to its limit. They see langue as the

performative activity of those who use it. lnstead of arguing that langue is the

expression of intersubjectivity, they argue that 'linguistics' that is an intentional

object whose structure is an expression of its function as an instrument of human

communication.

The Prague Linguistic Circle is also critical about phenomenological methods.

Since language does not express physiological or psychological mechanisms,

linguistics cannot tell us anything directly about the mind or the brain.

Phenomenology sought to establish intuitive truths that were secure and

indubitable. Similarly, Ldvi-Strauss criticises Sartre's method. Both Sarhe and

Ldvi-Strauss sought the authentic meaning of human existence behind the deceit

and hypocrisy of contemporary society. while sartre believes it to be a

subjective meaning to be found through the philosophical critique of subjective

experience, Ldvi-Strauss believes it to be an objective meaning, embedded in

human nature. expressed in the objectivity of human cultural achievement.
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In summary of Ldvi-Shauss' 'hypothetico-deductive' methodology, I wish to

quote Ldvi-Strauss' own statements as follows:

Once we have defined these differential structures, there is nothing
absurd about inquiring whether they belong strictly to the sphere
considered or whether they may be encountered (often in
transformed fashion) in other spheres of the same society or in
different societies. And if we find these structures to be common to
several spheres, we have the right to conclude that we have reached
a significant knowledge of the unconscious auitudes of the society or
societies under consideration. (Ldvi-Strauss 1993: 87)

summarising the methodological value of concepts of binary oppositions as

distinctive features, I wish to briefly outline some possible meanings to such

discourses as Ldvi-strauss'. In the following, for the purpose of convenience, I

will simply refer to those discourses of the same theoretical base as Ldvi-Strauss'

as 'bricolage discourse'. Firstly, the bricolage discourse is a result of

'teleologicaldiscipline'. Bricolage is an intentional object, which is structured on

the basis of its function as an instrument of understanding cultures. Because of

the teleological intention of bricolage, bricolage is only focused on the

verification of its universal possibility of the distinctive function in cultures.

Therefore, the intrinsic characteristics of the relationships within cuttures

become irrelevant. That is, bricolage is not concerned about whether culture

reflects a psychological reality. The bricolage discourse imposes a possible

discourse in which the subject is inserted.

Secondly, this teleological character of bricolage suggests that every bricolage

discourse is an autonomous reality. By focusing on the distinctive function,

distinctive features work to distinguish one subject from the other. Cultural

phenomenon is analysed from the point of view of the distinctive function. The

whole cultural system could therefore be reduced to a series of functional
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distinctive relations. Bricolage discourse is interpreted according to a specific

politically interested fu nctional distinctive relation, for instance, Maori/Pakeh4

Asian/Pacific ... etc.

Thirdly, every bricolage discourse is provisional. The teleological intention of

bricolage means that every discourse represents one aspect of human cultural

existence, which results from a potitical or methodological decision. The

autonomy of bricolage discourse is only a provisional autonomy. The

hypothesis is 'verified' as true because of the substantial significance; i.e. the

principle of binary distinctiveness has gained sufficient support to be true

because this principle has successfully gone through a number of langue. In

other words, we may find another hypothesis contradictory to the initial

hypothesis, and also to be verified because of its substantialsignificance.

Fourthly, the provisional nature is also reflected because of the methodological

limitation' The bricolage discourse is the product of abstraction. an abstraction

that ignores all but the distinctive function of the cultural system, the discourse is

isolated on the basis of a functional argument, and cannot be understood in

isolation from that function. When Ldvi-strauss argues the impossibitity of a

neat binarism, it suggests that not all oppositions between sounds are

ontologically significant. In other words, not alt oppositions are distinctive, and

it is only reference to the linguistic function of differentiating meanings, and to

the linguistic context within which sounds appear, that can determine which

oppositions define distinctive features of the sound system. In any particular

context, one phoneme will be opposed to others not as a whole, but only by

those phonetic features that defines its functionar distinctiveness.
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Concluding remarks

In conclusion, I have provided a systematic analysis of Levi-stauss'

methodological meaning of concepts of binary opposition. Levi-strauss

ultimately repudiates the essentialist argument of identity, but provides a

structuralist definition of identity. Levi-Strauss' approach is therefore

considered as an attempt to produce a 'de-centered' meaning of identity; that is,

the meaning of identity is no longer subject to a single origin but multiple

resources determined by different linguistic and structural formations. Levi-

strauss' methodological meaning of concepts of binary oppositions has

significant influence upon political theorists. As he argues for linguistic and

structural analyses in defining individual experiences, identity is always subject

to different relations of difference. Levi-strauss' approach has been applied to

understand political identity. ln a similar way, some politicat theorists argue for

multiple determinations of individuals' political identity. Their theories may be

called under the umbrella as the'politics of differences'. In the next chapter, I

shall illustrate the theoretical similarities between Levi-strauss and the 'politics

ofdifference' and I shall also respond to such approaches criticafly.
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4

TIIE PEDAGOGY OF'THE 'POLITICS OF'
DIFFERENCE'

Introduction

Following the discussion of L6vi;strauss' methodologicat uee of concepts of
binary oppositions, this chapter provides critical examinations of some political

discourses which share similar approaches to those of Livi-shauss'. These

political discourses include those of lris M. young's, Chantal Mouffe and

Emesto Laclau's. They are known for their political argument for a'politics of

difference'.

The 'politics of difference'argues against the essentialist belief of a fixed identity

and argues for a celebration of multiple and diverse values within the society as

the nature of difference. The politics of difference' ooncems a fundamental

question of political subjectivity. It offers new thsories of political identities as

new approaches for individuals to participate in the society. This chapter will
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consider the ways in which these new theories of political subjects are

constructed. It offers a critical evaluation of the subject formation proposed by

the 'politics of difference'. It is important because such an examination will offer

a better understanding of the notion of political agency that are presented in

these new attempts. We may also have better understanding about the depth of

notions such as emancipation and empowerment that these new theories have led

us to.

My examination begins with an explanation of the relationship between Ldvi-

Strauss and the'politics of difference' in terms of the ways in which concepts of

binary opposition are played out in their theories. It continues to examine the

ways in which the political subjectivity is construed in young,s and Mouffe and

Lauclau's theories. The last section will deal with the possible positions of the

political agency that are offered by Young and Mouffe. My evaluation aims to

see the limits of the 'politics of difference' concerning their discursive

construction for general confi gurations of pol itical subj ectiv ity.

I. L6vi-Strauss and the 'politics of difference'

The methodological value of concepts of binary opposition is central to L6vi-

Strauss' discourse on cultures. This methodotogical value is exhibited in three

levels: l) the relationship between the subject and language, 2) meaning of every

individual discourse and, 3) the relation among discourses. Regarding

relationship between theories of 'the subject' and those of 'language', the

methodological value is firstly seen against the essentialist assumption of the

subject. That is, concepts of binary oppositions provide useful understanding in

defining cultures and multiple binary concepts can be employed to analyse
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cultural phenomenon successfully. structural analysis defines the picture of

cultures and the subject is asserted into that structure accordingly. The subject

no longer expresses itself from within but is given subject positions by

discourses construed to be based upon forms of binary oppositions that are

applied.

Each discourse is contingent and contextual due to its distinctive application.

After all, concepts of binary oppositions are the foundation for the picture of

cultures and all subject positions are founded and based on concepts ofbinary

opposition. All discourses are variations that share the same appticable module:

binary oppositional forms. Therefore, there are two probable meanings of

cultural difference: the first probable meaning is within each local discourse and

is also a set of binary oppositions; the second probable meaning is found among

different discourses and applications and those are relational. This relational

account for cultural difference explains the relationship among discourses.

Some discourses on 'politics of difference' and Ldvi-Strauss share a similar

means in understanding culture where concepts of binary oppositions provide the

fundamental framework. Michael peters (1995) defines the meaning of 'a

politics of difference':

A politics of difference ... unfreezes fixed and essential identities. It
treats dffirence as variation rather than exclusive opposition It sees
identities as both relational and contexrual, often a matter of
political choice. To this extent, a politics of difference understands
that the identity of the subject is constructed at the point of
intersection of a multiplicity of subject-positions 'betrveen which
there exists no a priori or necessary relation and whose articuration is
the result of hegemonic practices. (Peters 1995:49, italics mine)
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The poststructuralist critique of subject-centred reason and the historical

importance of the new social movements are two major resources for Peters'

arguments for a politics of difference. By focusing on the politics of the new

social movements, Peters has made clear his anti-nihilist position; i.e. that the

poststructuralist critiques of modernist discourses and the political significance

of empowerment comprise the same posture.

In critiquing liberalism and communitarianism, Peters briefly summaries the

flaw of modernist discourses when there occurs only one set of binary

oppositions and this privileges other forms of binary oppositions and overlooks

the poststructuralist insight on the multiple dimension of social groups.

My argument is that the project to reform liberalism and the project
of radical democracy based on a notion of community, whether
defined in universal or historical contingent terms, have been
unsuccessful precisely to the extent that they have ignored the
poststructuralist critique of subject-centred reason and the historical
importance of the nev, social movements. Both liberal and
communitarians, for instance, are tied into a basic opposition
characteristic of the binary logic of modernism: they each privirege
one term or concept that the other seeks to deny. (peters lgg5:43,
italics mine)

Peters considers three main theories as models for'politics of difference': those

of lris Marion Young, chantal Mouffe and Fred Dallmayr. Agreeing with these

theorists, Peters promotes the politics of difference and identities as well as

promotes the development of a theory of the subject as 'a decentred, detotalised

agent' (Peters 1995: 49). According ro perers, the growth of 'a politics of

difference' is inspired by a group of French poststructuralists which includes

Jacques Derrida, cilles Deleuze, Michel Foucault, Jean-Franqois Lyotard. and

Julia Kristeva. One of these poststructuralists contributions to modern
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philosophy is the critique of the Hegelian dialectic, and it could be summarised

in Deleuze's words:

Three ideas define the dialectic: the idea of a power of the negative
as a theoretical principle manifested in opposition and contradiction;
the idea that suffering and sadness have value, the valorisation of the
"sad passions", as a practical principle manifested in splitting and
tearing apart; the idea of positivity as a theoretical principle and
practical product of negation itself. It is no exaggeration to say that
the whole of Nietzsche's philosophy, in its polemic sense, is the
attack on these three ideas. (Deleuze 1983: lgs-96, cited in peters

1996b:22)

clearly, the Hegelian negation never disappears in discourses of 'politics of

difference'. The Hegelian negation, in fact, implicitly has been played out from

the outset in every discourse of 'politics of difTerence'. To Peters, to draw from

poststructuralist insights in discussing 'difference' remains an unsupportabte

project within the Hegelian thesis. Peters claims that "[it] must be remembered

that despite differences with their predecessors, the French poststrucruralists can

be interpreted as continuing lhe enterprise of the critique of the subject through

a series of reflections on Hegel' (peters 1995: 52, italics mine). He quotes

Judith Butler in support of his view: "the twentieth-century history of

Hegelianism in France in terms of two constitutive moments: the specification of

the subject in terms of finitude, corporeal boundaries, and temporarility" and

"the splitting (Jacques), displacement (Denida), and eventual death (Foucault,

Defeuze) of the Hegelian subject" (peters 1995: 5z). To put it another way,

Peters would argue that Derrida's revision of the Hegelian subject is to be

understood as a continuing displacement of the Hegelian thesis.

For instance, Peters argues for a celebration of cultural differences; a

heterogeneity consisting of diverse and multiple Hegelian dialectical discourses.
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Creating a general picture of 'politics of cultural difference', Peters elsewhere

argues:

The Hegelian dialectic is indeed a reflection on difference, but it
inverts its image. For the affirmation of difference as such it
substitutes the negation of that which differs, for the affirmation of
the self it substitutes the negation of the other, and for the
afTirmation of aflirmation it substitutes the famous negation of
negation. (Deleuze l9B3: 196, cited in peters 1996b:23)

'ldentity' consists in discourses of subject positions and a theory of identity' is

replaced with the idea of 'politics of identity'. Identity and difference are indeed

both sides of the same coin. While'difference'focuses on the relations between

individuals, 'identity' focuses on the contingent nature of the singularity. In

arguing against the Hegelian negation thesis, the affirmation of difference seems

to be an affirmation of the ongoing contingency and contextualisation in

Hegelian discourses for those theories of politics of difference.

The analyses of 'subject position'and 'war of subject positions'l are the starting

points for discourses of 'politics of difference'. As well, the historical

significance of the new social movements best explains the heterogeneity of

subject positions and the nature of social groups. Equally important, the above-

mentioned discourses never deny the necessity of political agendas for social

movements.

Like L6vi-Strauss, Peters' theory on a politics of difference is construed and

based on a series ofcombinations of binary oppositions. However, regarding the

concepts of binary oppositions, while Ldvi-Strauss attempts to integrate all

I Peters(1995)appliestheterm-rvarofposition-l'romstuartHall.'Warofposition'referstoa
perspective of politics of identity in which "notion of a polirics which, as it w;re, increasingly is
able to address people through ... multiple identities" (t{atl 1991, cited in Peters 1995: 53).
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differences among sociat groups into a universal assumption about 'human

cultures', Peters argues the necessity of these plays of binary oppositions

remaining open. Peters would apply the methodological value of binary

oppositions to its full capacity. Indeed, it is this concem that Peters has in mind

when he reads and quotes Denida in support of his view of multiple concepts of

binary oppositions as the 'foundation' that construes the framework of cultural

politics and which seryes the politics of culture. For instance, Peters frst claims

a theoretical necessity of metaphysical reduction which is operated in terms of

binary oppositions: "[t]he paradox is that the metaphysical reduction of the sign

needed the opposition it was reducing. The opposition is part of the system,

along with the reduction" (Derrida 1978: 28r. cited in peters 1995:29\.

Moreover, Peters focuses on reading Denidean difJirance as a rupture to the

Hegefian difference because dffirance ruptures the relation of the sign and the

signified as a result of multiple references to the signified. Peters argues that

Hegel's difference is operated through a principle of identity, a process of

dialectics that unites the sign and the signified as a reality. In this process,

"every concept is to be negated and tifted up to a higher sphere in which it is

thereby sonserved" (Peters 1995:31). tn otherwords, a sign is united with the

signified with a reference that comes from a concept which is first negated then

lifted up to be conserved. lt is precisely this point that Peters maintains that

Derrida challenges when he contested that Hegelian theory of the sign ,'is abte to

effect a closure in the symbolic relationship of sign to signified" (peters I995:

3 l). Further, Peters argues that dffirance ruptures the relation between the sign

and the signified because the "reference to the signified is always displaced".

Any reference that unites the sign and the signified and any dialectical discourse

that unites the subject as self-representation, are simply fictions of linguistic

practice (Peters 1995: 3 I ).
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Peters draws our attention to the fact that disptacement of multiple references

links the sign and the signified. yet, he does not challenge the Hegelian

dialectics per se that also requires and produces a reference - namely the

'subject' that is derived from a set of concepts of binary oppositions. This is

clear when he argues that Denida interprets and translates the Hegelian

AuJhebung as reldve which Denida further develops into the notion of
dffirance. The notion of dffirance can be seen in Derrida's reading of Georges

Bataille; that is'the most general structure of economy', and more precisely, as

the essay title suggests, 'From restricted to General economy: a Hegelianism

without reserve'. In other words, it is a play of the Hegelianism from 'restricted'

to 'without reserye'. Also, Peters reads Denida and cites that "[t]he Hegelian

AuJhebung is produced entirely from within discourse, from within the system or

the work of signification" (Peters 1995: 33). Instead of proposing a ,grand'

narrative as the modernist difference would suggest, peters holds that the

Hegelian dialectics is necessary to serve as the foundation for the cultural studies

framework but is of multiple application, with the footnote of the displaceable

and local signification of reference.

with the argumenr of splitting of a unity of the sign/the signified and

displacement of references, Peters' thesis on 'politics of difference' certainly

engages with the Hegelian dialectics and therefore concepts of binary

oppositions are carried out through the discourses of politics of difference. I

would argue that such an analysis provides a useful critique of the modemist

discourse on'identity'or'difference'. yet, with the presumption of engagement

with Hegelian dialectics, there is no space for'upcoming' voices. At best, peters'

thesis on politics of diffbrence can only make the slaves become the masters

since the slaves represent the negative to the masters. The slaves have 'voices'
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but are simple and mis-presented or under-presented. Identities and differences

have to appear, (to be voiced), in order to be seen, (to be heard), to get

recognition. Thus, the politics of difference is limited in the framework of being

recognised and is further involved in the modemist business of subjection, such

as 'categorising', 'antagonism', 'classification', 'discursive constructing' and

'positioning'- as Peters has observed (Peters 1995: 53). As 'voicing' is necessary

in Peters' thesis, being temporarily 'silent' means the disappearance of the

politics of difference.2 In this sense, voice/silence is a black/white relationship,

which itself is even more exclusive than the meaning of Ldvi-Strauss gives to

distinctive features by defining relative distinctiveness. I would argue that

Peters' thesis of politics of difference is limited in accounting for 'silence' as

'voice'. It is also limited in accounting for different forces that belong to

different multiple voices that may reinforce the hierarchy of power relations that

the politics of difference initially atracks.

There are also similarities (in terms of the methodological value of binary

oppositions) between L6vi-Strauss, Young's and Mouffe's theories on politics of

difference. It is worth remembering here that the significance of the

methodological value of concepts of binary oppositions with respect to the

discussion of Ldvi-Straussian differences, allows concepts of binary oppositions

constituted as the base for cultural differences. Any comprehension of cultural

difference is a bricolage discourse structured and based on a binary oppositional

term. A subject's historical aflinities come to be anached to the subject after a

discursive interpretation about that subject has been decided. For each

discourse, binary oppositional concepts are the intelligible references through

/ As Peters (1995) cites Stuart Hall's story as an example of the ambivalence of 'the essential
Black subjectivity'. Hall proposes this ambivalence in a question "rvhar is ir like ro live, by
attempting to valorise and defeat the marginalisation ot' the variety ol' Black sub.iects and to
really begin to discover the lost histories... of Black experience, rvhile at the same time
recognising the end ofany essential Btack subject" (Hall I 99 l, cited in peters | 995: 53)?
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which the subject interprets his history. In other words, binary oppositional

terms are no longer the tools in understanding cultural difference, but rather

become the only way to describe the whole cultural world. As language refers to

concepts of binary opposition, they thus determine the descriptions of 'the

subject'.

It is Ldvi-Strauss' intention to conduct empirical testings of the value of binary

oppositional terms in different cultural settings. Reiterating Roman Jakobson's

influence on Ldvi-strauss, this value refers to binary oppositional terms as

distinctive features of culture. Thus. in L6vi-strauss'bricolage model ofcultures,

the intrinsic characteristics of relationships (among cultures) become irrelevant.

The bricolage discourse imposes a possible discourse in which the subject

inserted. But, Ldvi-Strauss admits that his forecast can only be seen as credible

where it is for the sake of seeking an 'elementary' structure of kinship.

Meanwhile he realised that the reality of cultures is a complex one and that

cultures are composed of different sets of binary oppositions. If the general form

of the tool, binary opposition is the same, we may conclude that for Ldvi-Strauss

the relationship of these sets is coexistent and relational.

In Young's model, 'justice' and politics of difference, the meaning of cuttural

difference is reached first through a definition of Justice/injustice', then a

definition of 'oppression'and finally through a definition on 'social groups'. The

definition of 'oppression'is an intelligible reference as she makes it clear that the

oppression is a 'structural concept' (young 1990: 40).3 In relation to concepts of

3- F'or instance, Young (1990) offers a section titled'oppression as astructural concept'in which
she pursues a structuralist approach in analysing ofthenotion ofoppression (Young I990:40-4l). Young's structuralist conceptualisation of 'oppression' is evident in the following
statemenls: "New left social movements of the 1960s and 1970s ... shifted the meaning of the
concept of oppression. ln its new usage, oppression designates the disadvantage and injustice
some people suffer not because a tyrannical power coerces them, but because of the everyday
practices of a rvell-intentional liberal society ... Oppression ... is structural, rather than the
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'justice/injustice', Young reminds us that 'oppression/domination' has multiple

dimensions with five faces of oppression: exploitation, marginalisation,

powerlessness, cultural imperialism and violence.4 young begins her analysis of

Hegelian dualism and what their meanings of domination/oppression rely upon.

These different dimensions are then integrated into a 'concept' or'word'wherein

each dimension is incommensurable with one another and of same importance as

far as 'justice' is concemed. Accordingly, Young argues that it is 'a

heterogeneous public that acknowledges and affirms group difference' (young

1990: 40). Unlike Ldvi-strauss, Young pays attention to explanations of

intrinsic relationships with respect to cultural difference. These relationships are

claimed to be 'relational' because of their shared principle, a Mamian

interpretation, of societal experiences. These relationships are also 'contextual'

because of the incommensurabte nature there relationships realise. These

bricolage discourses are sometimes conflicting and yet they can be

supplementary. Moreover, a subject can be engaged with, as well as, inserted

into, many different juridical discourses.

For both Ldvi-strauss and Young, cultural analysis starts with the help of binary

oppositional concepts, but their approaches are by no means identical. Ldvi-

Strauss wishes to assign these binary terms to a'universal principle'of cultural

phenomenon and draw an end to all cultural differences. By contrast. young

follows a Marxian interpretation of cultural difference and leaves these

result of a few people's choices or policies. Its causes are embedded in unquestioned norms,
habits, and symbols, in the assumptions underlying institutional rules and the collective
cons€quences of following those rules". Young further suggests there are 'multiple structures'
that make reference to the notion of oppression and she Jfues, "[i]n this extended srrucrural
sense oppression refers to the vast and deep iniustices some groups suffer as a consequence of
often unconscious assumptions and reactions of well-meaning people in ordinary intiractions,
media and cultural stereotypes, and structural features of bureaucratic hierarchies and market
mechanisms" (Young 1990: 4l).

4 For definitions ofthese five faces ofoppression, see young (1990:4g-63).
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differences unresolved. While Ldvi-strauss attempts to resolve differences into

an end-theory, Young simply leaves these cultural differences entangled.

Despite the fact that Young argues for multiple discourses in the cultural world,

her analysis is made on the basis of Man<ian theory and, her new theory on

binary oppositional concepts (as distinctive features) does not lead her away

from labouring over the Hegelian negations.

In Mouffe's political project - known as 'radical democracy'and 'the social'- she

argues for a 'radical democracy' in which the project for democracy is intended

to "take[s] account of thefull breadth and specificity of the democratic struggles

in our timeE" (Mouffe 1988: 35, cited in peters l99s:49, italics mine). Like

Young, Mouffe maintains that the democratic struggle in our times refers to the

new social movements and this 'full breadth and specificity' indicates the

importance of taking into account the equal significance of all social movements

without privileging any particular political discourse. It is precisely this concem

that drives Mouffe to adopt the poststructuralist critique and analysis, and

upgrade her theory on democracy. Being well known as a post-Marxist, Mouffe,

in collaboration with Laclau, revises Gramsci's theory of hegemony that

critiques capitalist society and in doing this they revise the idea of 'the social'

and the meaning of 'citizen'with the help of poststructuralism.

Fundamentally, Mouffe and Laclau retain critical theory as their basic

framework and introduce poststructuralism to amend critical theory to include

the notion of equal recognition for the different democratic struggles and

political discourses. Mouffe and Laclau found Marxism as a discourse

constituted an aftempt "to dominate the field of discrusivity, to arrest the flow of

difference, to construct a centre" (Laclau & Mouffe 19g5, cited in Mark poster

1990: 137)' In order to propose a decentred and differential view of the social,
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Mouffe and Laclau had to bridge criticar theory and posrstructuralism by

introducing a concept of 'articulation'of the social.

Mouffe and Laclau hold to specific meanings about 'the social' as a convergence

of 'articulations' and 'antagonisms'. Firstly, they retate these terms to discourse

of social positions concerning the language of social justice. For instance,

Mouffe (1992b) argues,

Alongside the question of rights, another current topic of discussion
concerns the notion of social justice. This is highly relevant to our
enterprise. Indeed, a democratic and pluralistic citizenship requires
a theory of socialjustice that can serve as a framework for reguiating
the diversity and plurality of demands and rights ctaimed by thi
various participants in the political community. (Mouffe l99zb:6'l

Secondly, articulation and antagonism are key to their discourse on capitalism.

But, Mouffe and Laclau in redefining capitalism and hegemony argue that

'antagonism' is no longer only class-relationally articulated, that it is rather

multiple and continuous as observed by the new social movements. Thus, the

capitalist order is rather unstable. Capitalism needs to be open to criticism

because of one, the on-going configuration of identiry, and two, the instability

among political articulations. Hegemony is accordingly redefined as there is an

insistance of a fixed, natural and inevitable social order, and a denial of the

instability of capitalist order. 'Democracy' requires a process to subvert

hegemonic discourse and, in this way, any form of 'articutation'and'antagonism,

would be therefore recognised. Forms of 'articulation'and'antagonism'become

relational as they share the same theoretical framework of resistance: that is, the

generality of intelligible references of antagonism is presented in the form of
'dominance/resistance'. Mouffe and Laclau believe that, through this approach, a

new model of democracy is realised and that a politics of pluralism

acknowledges the conditions of difference and antagonism.
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To Mouffe, like Ldvi-Strauss and Young, the methodological value of concepts

of binary oppositions is exemplified in different forms of 'dominance/resisknce'.

Young defines notions of oppression first believing that social justice can be

achieved by def,ing these oppressions from either individual or joint efforts. By

contrast, Mouffe and Laclau see the process of dynamics as on-going within

social movements and as important to 'democracy'. The application of concepts

of binary oppositions is unlimited and calculated and the subject positions are

countless and contextual.

Accordingly, 'the social' is understood as a combination of multiple subject

positions. Moreover, Mouffe and Laclau believe that democracy should be

reached not only by means of negating antagonism (based on the language of the

self/the other) but also through acknowledging an open public sphere which

would allow the emergence of different articulations of antagonism and values.

The open public sphere not only consists of relational discourses but also opens

up-coming discourses or yet to-be heard voices. The public sphere in this form

is what Mouffe and Laclau meant by 'the social' and it is this that relates to the

pluralism of 'radical democracy'. Mouffe and Laclau explain the characteristics

of 'the social'in the following way:

If we accept the non-complete character of all discursive fixation
and, at the same time, affirm the relational character of every
identity, the ambiguous character of the signifier, its non-fixation to
any signified, can only exist insofar as there is a proliferation of
signifies ... Society never manages to be identical to itserf, as every
nodal point is constituted within an intertextuality that overflow it.
(Laclau and Mouffe 1985: ll3, cited in poster 1990: 137)

Furthermore. Mouffe and Laclau (1985) outline their idea about radical

pluralism and democracy in this way:
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Pluralism is radical only to the extent that each term of this plurality
of identities finds within itself the principle of its own validity,
without this having to be sought in a transcendent or underlying
positive ground for the hierarchy of meaning of them all and the
source and guarantee of their legitimacy. And this radical pluralism
is democratic to the extent that the autoconstitutivity of each one of
its terms is the result of displacements of the egalitarian imaginary.
(Laclau and Mouffe 1985: 167, cited in poster t990: l3g)

Mark Poster (1990) observes a notion of incompleteness'in'the social'which

characterises Mouffe and Lactau's non-essentialist social theory. He suggests

incompleteness relates to the fact that social "objectivities are never seen as self-

identical" and "history is not theorised as a closed chain of necessarily unfolding

events" (Poster 1990: 138). Poster (1990) argues that the idea of incompleteness

is key to Mouffe and Laclau's discussion of hegemony. Because of the

importance of incompleteness, the process of democratic practices suggests a

resistance acceptance of one dominant political discourse in favour of the

recognition of multiple political struggles. This credit is, in fact, a predictable

and results from the methodological impossibility of totality as explained by

Ldvi-Strauss (and which I discussed in last chapter). In other words, concepts of
binary oppositions, as an application tool, can only work in a collective way to

sketch an imaginary picture of culture and cultural differences, a process that

ought to be endless. Totality, or the completeness of a discourse on culture, is

simply impossible.

Poster (1990) also points out that Mouffe and Laclau's approach suggests a

'supplementary' character to the articulations that are derived from Gramsci's

idea of hegemony. Gramsci's concept of hegemony only works as a'supplement'

to account for social phenomena such as class consciousness as this 'class

consciousness' cannot be accounted for only by the closed logic of forces and

relations of prclduction. Mouffe and Laclau do not suggest that we look for a

newer and better substitute to Marxism for example, but accept that the
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"supplement both completes the theory and reasserts its necessary

incompleteness" (Poster, 1990: 138). This supplementary character also helps

account for the relational character ofdiscourses and subject identities.

The supplementary also suggests a deconstructive view with regards to

individual discourse or individual subject. Mouffe and Laclau insist on an open-

ended idea of 'the social' or 'the subject' either through constant on-going

articulations or with the help of supplementary and relational naration.

Therefore, non-essentialism shows that 'the social'orthe subject' is "a composite

set of particularisation of relations of forces" which reject their origins. In

addition, the social and the subject express their contingency by suppressing

what is outside them" (Poster 1990: 139). Therefore, as poster (1990) puts it,

"society is thus composed of positions that are relational but which

systematically deny their relationality. The social fabric invites a deconstructive

analysis which destabilises identities by 'reading'their suppressed absences back

into them" (Poster 1990: 139). with respect to democracy, Mouffe and Laclau

have to argue for a "theoretical undecidability, for incompleteness and

contingency as strategies for representing the play of antagonisms in history"

(Poster 1990: 139).

In Young's theory of politics of difference, we may easily find that the characters

for each individual discourse are provisional, autonomous and contingent.

However, for Mouffe and Laclau, any attempt to develop a discourse for a

temporary consensus goes against their views on democracy. Discourses on

'identity' risk becoming a hegemonic discourse. Mouffe and Lactau may have

adopted a double play similar to that of Derrida's in which the status of each

articulation (for the subject or the social) is inscribed and, at the same time, is

denied. They would argue that the signifier is always undergoing re-subjection
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and, in this way, for radical democracy identity is negotiated in contingency and

incompleteness.

In difference to Denida's deconstruction and dffirance, Mouffe and Laclau's

imaginary deconstructive society is reached totally through theoretical

articulations. Sharing with Levi-Strauss' multiple implication of binary

oppositions, Mouffe and Laclau believe that every event makes sense in its
political naming and is perceived according to Marxian dialectics. In Mouffe

and Laclau's model of democracy, 'articulation', or multiple articulations of
subject positions consist of the social, this having the importance of manifesting

political significance. It is only through their 'appearance' in discourse that

differential relations of the social becomes meaningful. The social and political

articulations are mutually dependent. Political 'articulations' are the principal

deeds necessary to Mouffe and Lactau's intetlectual texture of the social. This is

even clear when they dispute Foucault's distinction between discursive and non-

discursive practice and argue that Foucault's non-discursive practices are indeed

discursive because they are "more or less complex forms of differential positions

among objecrs" (Laclau and Mouffe 1985: 107, cited in poster 1990: 139). In

other words, nothing is beyond Mouffe and Laclau's intellectual text. and

nothing rises above its Marxian references.

Thus, Poster (1990) argues that'closure'is introduced in Mouffe and Laclau's

thesis on democracy first by repressing what Foucault names as the non-

discursive complex such as institutions, techniques, productive organisation.

Poster maintains that this movement is intentional because, "they have repressed

the non-discursive in order to render the field of the social totally amenable to

deconstructive tactics" (Poster 1990: 140). In this way, Mouffe and Laclau's

deconstructive society is reduced to a total intellectual strategy in order to
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'suture' or control its object. Yet, poster argues that Foucault's position of
remaining a place for the nondiscurive is important in that it curtails "the

impulse to totalisation ... even if only as a horizon of non-intelligibility" (Poster

1990:140).

In this section, I have explored the close relationship between Ldvi-Strauss'

argument for the methodological value of concepts of binary opposition and

some of the political discourses that argue for a 'politics of difference'. In the

following, I shall examine notions of 'politics of difference' despite that these

political discourses might have provided us looking to make a wider

acknowledgement of cultural differences. I will consider my critique of

pedagogy as an examination that provides a feedback to these political

discourses. By arguing for a notion of pedagogy, I propose that we aflirm the

effectiveness of the notion of politics of difference, i.e. through a celebration of

the multiple applications of the Hegelian political thesis. we atso ought to be

aware of the setbacks that these political attempts produce. This examination is

critical in terms of the political arguments concerning notions of emancipation

and freedom. My critique of young's and Mouffe's and Laclau's discourses

begins with a discussion of the 'subject positions' that involve practices of
political identities - a process of self-reflexivity.

II. The pedagogy: subject/subjection and the desire of 'oppression'

As 'intelligible references' play an important role in young's and Mouffe and

Laclau's discourses of political identity, we ought to examine the effectiveness of

these intelligible references in the discursive practices that contribute to identity

configurations of subjects on both collective and individual levels. In other
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words, the pedagogy of intelligible references lies in the examination of its the

involvement in the process of a subject's reflexivify as a identity formation. In

fact, the concern of the operation of reflexivity is precisely what Nietzsche's

genealogy aims to examine and that is further elaborated in Foucault's theory of

'power/knowledge'. In on The Genealog,, of Morals, Nietzschean political

reason has expressed that the subject is formed by a wilt that defies the notion of

the autonomy of a subject which often carries a presumption of a reflexive form.

In this way, the subject loses its supremacy over'expressing itself and becomes

'the modality of power'and'the eflect of power' (Butler 1997a).

For discourses of politics of difference, the arguments ofjustice, democracy and

emancipation are often concerned to free a subject from being dominated and

oppressed. From Butler's analysis, it is important to think that, to what extent do

discourses on 'emancipation' lead us? Being an individual or a politicat subject,

to what extent do we express our political wills? How do we understand about

our political subjectivities? In this section, I shall focus my examination on

Young's discourses with a special focus on the efficiency of inteiligible

references in the process of reflexivity. These will be critically examined Judith

Butler's (1997a) articulation of Foucault's analysis of power in relation to the

critical political analysis.

Butler points out that, the genearogical reading of the subject being a critical

category suggests that "the subject, rather than be identified strictly with the

individual, ought to be designated as a linguistic category, a placeholder [andJ a

structure information" (Butler 1997a:10, italics mine). Since the process of

reflexivity occurs fundamentally within the language of critical analysis only,

individuals come after to occupy that'site of the subject'which is given exactly

by such critical discourses. Butler argues: "the subject simultaneously emerges
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as a'site"', and "[he/she] enjoy intelligibility only to the extent that [he/she is], as

it were, first established in language" (Butler 1997a: l0-l l) 'The subject' thus

refers to'subject position'of any political discourse and, vice versa. The critical

language predominates the subject in that it conditions the subject's existence

and its agency. The critical language provides the individual with the linguistic

occasion to achieve himself/herself and also, further to reproduce such linguistic

intelligibility. Thus, Butler concludes that "no individual becomes a subject

without first becoming subjected or undergoing 'subjectivation' (a translation of

the French assujetissemenr)" (Butler 1997a: I l).

'Justice' and 'oppression' are the fundamental intelligible references of

'difference' in Young's discourses. young's conception of social groups is

clearly politically-correctly driven and the group identities presume the

individual ones. [t is the emphasis that groups as entities suffer from oppression

and appeal for justice; individuals are thus'being oppressed'by the fact of their

belonging to the oppressed groups. In other words, groups precede individuals

and constitute individual identities. In Young's discourses, she has identified

three characters to classifr individuals: cultural forms, practices and ways of life.

Young further adopts 'affinity' as the key notion in construing groups'sense of
solidarity, as 'affinity' is efficiently introduced and established in the three

characters to categorise individuals. For instanceo young (1990) argues that "a

social group is a collective of people who have [an] affinity with one another

because of a set of practices or way of life" (young t 990: I g6). critically, these

three characters "are differentiated in groups" and they become resources by

which groups "differentiate themselves from" regarding their political appeals

for justice and their analysis of oppression.
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When talking about the language ofjustice Young alerts us to political affinity -
a group's sense of belonging - in that it comes from discourses deliberately

mobilised rather than expressions of culturally objective similarities. It is in fact

the similarly unprivileged or threatened political and economic situations in

Young's analysis of affinity that she reinforces in which she states "members of a

group have a specific affinity with one another because of similar experiences in

their way of life, which prompts them to associate with one another more than

with those not identified with the group. or in a different way" (young 1990:

43)' This suggests that group affinities may arise even in the absence of a shared

objective culture or a pure and measurable economically disadvantaged location

in the labour market. This notion of affinity comes as the result of a shared

experience of hostility from the outside, and it is an obvious component in

Young's discourse on 'politicaljustice'. This sort of group affinity is basically a

political response to negate. either passively or actively, being named as the

Other and, being further oppressed, by a group of people.s

Moreover, Young differentiates political affinity from 'detiberate democracy'

which she is against (Young 1995). To young,'deliberate democracy'is a

process of sorting out a discovering or constructing unity among people when

some takes this unity to be a prior condition of deliberation. young,s argument

against 'deliberate democracy'reflects in her basic theme of political differences

a rejection of a consensus among these political groups. She cites two instances

for criticism: firstly, Young disagrees with Michael walzer (19g7) when he

insists that an effective social criticism is located in a community's prior'shared

understandings'. secondly, she disagrees with Jiirgen Habermas (1990) because

Habermas attempts to restore a disrupted consensus and seeks norms of

communication and mutual understanding. As a result, young identifies two

5 Young ( 1990: 43) also cites the assimilated Cerman Jervs under Nazism as an example.
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problematic areas of argument on political identity: firstly, she argues that "we

cannot assume that there are sufficient shared understanding to appeal to in

many situations of conflict and solving collective problems"; secondly, she

argues that "the assumption of prior unity obviates the need for the self-

transcendence as an important component of a communicative model of

democracy" (Young 1995: l4l). Instead, young proposes the notion of an

alliance among politicat groups in the form of collective efforts among different

political movements. The notion of alliance avoids being the possible accusation

of a coercion or consensus, but it "arrive[s] at the common good [that] may be

necessary to work through differences". The notion of an alliance alludes to

another version of political affinity between groups that allow difference "to be

transcended", "because it is partial and divisive" (young 1995: l4l, italics

mine).6

While it seems that Young's critique of deliberate democracy secures her new

configuration of the politics of difference without intentional coercion among

different groups, this new configuration still requires fi..rrther examination. The

problem lies in Young's general configuration with its similar foundation to

Ldvi-Strauss'approach on the notion of differences. I argued earlier that Young

has extended Ldvi-straussian argument of the methodological value of binary

oppositions to its greatest capacity and I have also illustrated that the bricolage

discourse is a result of a 'teleological discipline' by which any possible reading

of cultural differences can be exemplified and structured with any particular

intention in mind. A bricolage discourse is structured based upon a binary

6 Rather' she suggests we consider'ditference as reseurce'. 'Difference as resource' by no means
suggests a 'distributive injustice' and this helps us understand the nature of relations of
'oppression" discourscs of injustice'and categories ofsocial group. Young (1990) explains that
"distributive injustice may contribute to or result from ... forms of oppressions, but none is
reducible to distribution and all involve social structures and relationi beyond distribution"
(Young 1990:9).
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oppositional concept in which culturaldifferences are defined for the purpose of

distinguishing (i. e. 'distinctive features'). The distinctive features in Young's

discourse appear as 'cultural forms,' 'way of life,' 'similar experiences,' ,sets of

practices,' the oppressed'and so on. These expressions, although somewhat

vague, suggest that groups may be formed in a variety of different ways and on a

multiplicity of different bases. This approach generates five distinct "faces" or

forms of oppression, which may be aftached to groups singry or in various

combinations or with various permutations. Each might be sufficient enough to

be called 'the oppressed'and, at the same time, to be ineducible. However, it is

the'generalconfiguration'of these formations that delivers the same message as

produced by the Ldvi-straussian methodology, that is being different means

being distinctive from the Other.

Young's'generalconfiguration'suggests a framework of intelligible references to

the subject's status, which it becomes the intelligibte reference that dominates

individual's becoming. That is, the discourse about a subject's politicatstatus - a

political subjection - is lifted up and circulated in ways in which it presupposes

the very meaning of that subject. The political discourse as intelligible

references is available to subjects, and its effect on the practice of subjection is

like the bricolage as Ldvi-Strauss suggests it is - the Hegelian subjection is an

inevitable result of the language of oppression. That is, the reflexive process of

the individual is circulated within - both as a result from and a result of -
discourses ofoppression as they are the structural references. The subject refers

to its own genesis only by lifting itself through an available reference on itself;

thereby making sense of itself through those discourses which narrate its genesis.

In other words, the narratives about 'how the subject is constituted' already

predominate and take place in the constitution of subject.
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Thus, the notion of subject's autonomy is problematic in telling the story oflfor

itself. In the process of telling the story of itself, the subject seeks accounts that

result from narratives that have already been assigned to that subject; that is, the

subject is an effect of discursive subjection. This argument has been illushated

in the Foucaultian theory of power/knowledge, where it is suggested that the

subject is interlocked and circulated within the discursive formation. Butler

(1997a: ll) draws our attention to the problematic of the'agency', i.e. that the

subject reproduces its subjection as an effect of certain discourses of opposing

subordination. In terms of the discursive power ofoppression and empowerment

that described by Young, we have to consider the effectiveness of agency in

relation to subjection. Butler warns us: "subjection consists precisely in [the]

fundamental dependency on a discourse we never chose but that, paradoxically,

initiates and sustains our agency" (Butler 1997a:2). Furthermore, "the critical

subject (agency) is not only formed in the language of subordination, but that

this language of subordination provides the agency's continuing condition of

possibility" (Butler 1997a: 8).

It's the Nietzschean genealogical analysis of the subject's reflexive process that

reveals that fact of the attachment to subjection as a result of the workings of
power. The history of oppression produces the subject's reflexivity from which

the subject 'realises' its subject position as a historical definition, a discursive

differentiation and a discursive objection. The modernist discourse of
emancipation therefore leads the subject to desire a critical analysis of the past.

While desire of a critical emancipation is aimed at setting free the subject, it is

impeded by the discursive subjection that operates upon it. No mafter how

perfect a political discourse is, the subject entraps itself as long as a political

goal involves the operation of that subject's everyday life, the desire to triumph
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and the determination and persistence to accomplish its political goal. This

problem is effects for old modemist theories on emancipation/empowerment

more seriously as it is caused by the impossibility of a single satisfactory

'wholesale' goal. Even the later revisions of the 'deliberate democracy' model

can be said to its reinforce the logocentric Reason and the language of 'the white

supremacy'.

Young has sought to shift the emphasis of political discourse from emancipation

to communication. She explains like this:

I propose three elements that a broader conception of communicative
democracy requires in addition to critical argument: greeting,
rhetoric and storytelling. Because they recognizi the embodiment
and particularity of interlocutors, these three modes of
communication help to establish and maintain the plurality I have
argued -. ' Where such a public contains group-based cultural, social
persepectival and valuative differences, moreover, these
communicative forms supplement argument by providing ways of
speaking across difference in the absence of significant sfiared
understanding. (young 1995: 144)

Accompanying the desire of discourses of emancipation and oppression, is the

idea of group affinity which also supplies the 'positive sense of group

differences' which come from the social and cultural aspects of group

differentiation. Young hopes that these supplementary elements of the notion of
group difference leads to political image of difference wherein different groups

which "mutually respect one another and affirm one another in their differences"

(Young 1990: 163).

However, Young's efforts do not alter her theoretical framework in that the

subject still requires a desire to be oppressed which is a condition of his own

subordination set up as a politicar practice of itself. To this, Butler (1997a)
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poses a question: "what does it mean to embrace the very form of power -
regulation, prohibition, suppression - that threatens one with dissolution in an

effort, precisely, to persist in one's own existence?" This said, we can say the

desire of emancipation-oppression troubles the subject not on account of the

pure discourse for asking for recognition from the other. But, this desire [of
emancipation-oppression] is totally dependent on the discursive formation 'of

itself and the practice that result from that discourse. Also, as discourses of

emancipation and oppression are mutually dependent, the subject is entrapped in

an ambiguous performance by his/her constant refusal to render to the desire to

the desire and subsequent discourses.

III. The pedagogy: the linguistic trap of 'agency'

In this section, I shall examine Young's theory of the politics of difference in

relation to the linguistic trap of agency. The Iinguistic trap of agency is related

to the notion of agency, which often conveys itself as a political ambivalence, as

it is caught in a philosophical dilemma. on the one hand, the notion of agency

carries the meaning of emancipation, which is thought of as unrelated to a

subjective construction as a discursive effect. On the other hand, it carries the

political significance of empowerment, to empower the subordinate, which often

engages the inevitable discursive efforts in expressions of dominance,

oppression and political strategy. Thus the political subject confronts a

philosophical impasse which occurs at discursive contestations between'to act'

and 'not to act'. The subject's action towards 'emancipation' is often at the risk of

an action of dominance. The language of domination/subordination,

oppressors/oppressed in a relationship of binary opposition describes and
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operates at the center of the political discourses of modernity.T I will argue that

Young's solution towards the linguistic ambivalence of agency as expressed in

her discourse of the politics of diflerence fails to provide a satisfactory answer.

Young's idea of the notion of difference relates to a celebration of multiple

values as an expression of human diversity. Difference means variation without

priority, superiorities and inferiorities of differences (or, different oppressed

communities). Difference means being different without any intention of being

eliminated or universalised. with this understanding, 'politics' suggests a

movement that undertakes the positivity of groups, and in this way of affirming

difference in relation to notions of liberation and empowerment. young

accounts for'positivity'of cultural difference as a way ofjustifuing the'cultures,

ofthe oppressed groups. For instance, she argues, "the oppressed groups have

distinct cultures, experiences and perspectives on social life with humanly

positive meaning"n "some of rvhich may even be superior to the culture of

mainstream sociegr" (Young 1990: 166).

In fact, Young's argument for the 'positivity' of cultural difference suggests a

political subversion of the dominating culture and value through the violence of

multiple forces other than the dominating one. It seems to young that the power

of the dominating culture wanes if other cultures and values assume greater the

public space. Young argues: "asserting the value and specificity of the culture

and attributes of oppressed groups ... results in a relativising of the dominant

culture" (Young 1990: 166). Thus, young insists upon the assertion of positive

7 Ansell-Pearson (199t) maintains rhat discourses of modern political theory are,,established on
the basis of oppositions, such as those betrveen oppression ani emancipation of rulers and ruled,
[and] presupposes the vatidity of the historical consrruction of the self as a juridical subject"
(Ansell-Pearson 1 99 l : 282).
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group specificity in order to avoid producing a universal claim that further leads

to a political compulsion of exclusion, oppression and dominance.

Young's insistence on group specificity and the notion of relational difference

calls for an immediate critique of its 'universal' attempt. Nancy Fraser (lggz)

questions this universal attempt because such an argument of group specificity

does not provide a sufficiently extensive explanation of political contexts. In

terms of strategy, 'group specificity' may also work well in some cases of

defeating oppression, but group specificity may lead to a counterproductive

outcome "since [some] oppressions may be better combated precisely by

undermining the conditions of existence that differentiate the group as a group"

(Fraser 1992: 202). In other words, young's notions of group specificity and

relational difference seek to provide a specific explanation to a specific situation

of oppression for example by offering a different definition of oppression. Thus

young's notions of group specificity fail to provide multiple and interfwined

levels of solution to one oppressive situation.

In a more sophisticated examination of 'agency', Keith Ansell-pearson (1991)

argues that the notion of agency is often endowed with a significant subjugation

'in the name of a higher and self-inclusive community'. such an analysis is also

seen in Young's discourse as she displaces 'individual autonomy' with 'group

autonomy', or when she wants to achieve 'autonomy' on individual level as well

as collective level (Young 1990: 34). on the one hand, she suggests that group

autonomy replace individual autonomy and here she blames the western

authoritative idea of emancipation and empowerment, and suggests that justice is

reached only on the basis of 'communicative ethics'. on the other hand, she

juxtaposes group autonomy rvith an individual autonomy because one can be

coerced to join particular forms of groups.
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Does 'group autonomy' dispense with critiques like those of ,individual

autonomy'? To what extent, does this displacement take us? 'Group autonomy'

necessarily engages a construction of a series of oppressions, and this process

necessarily involves a process of normalisation and moralisation with the effect

of controlling the state of mind. Therefore, young's new configuration of

political theory reproduces the juridicat modes of political discourses and the

operation of power/knowledge as Foucault has described it.

There is good intention behind Young's concept of communicative ethics as a

general conception of justice. The idea of justice has shifted from a focus on

distributive patterns to procedural issues of participation in deliberation and

decision-making. For a norm to be just, everyone who follows it must in

principle have an effective voice in considering it and be able to agree to it

without coercion. For a social condition to be just, it must enable atl to meet

their needs and exercise their freedom; thus justice requires that alt be able to

express their needs. Young's notion of communicative ethics aims to allow

voices of different sources not only to be presented but also to be able to

participate in political procedures. Therefore Young holds to two prerequisites

for the notion of communicative: first: that "socialjustice concems the degree to

which a society contains and supports the institutional conditions necessary for

the realisation of values [of the good life]." secondly, that ,'the values

comprised in the good life can be reduced to two very general ones: (l)
developing and exercising one's capacities and expressing one's experience ...

and (2) participating in determining one's action and the conditions of one's

action" (Young I990: 37).
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The problem of Young's notion of communicative ethics becomes clear when

she argues that these above two prerequisites reflect two general values that

"correspond to two social conditions that define injustice: oppression, the

institutional constraint on self-development, and domination, [and] the

institutional constraint on self-determination" (young l990: 9l ). In other words,

there is a universal assumption of individual autonomy that must meet the

requirements of both the form of individual capacity as well as the political right

of the individual. Individual freedom in Young's model is seen at the level of

self-development and determination, and at the same time construed through

institutional constraint. Moreover, there is an ambiguity in that the potitics of
difference will open up political recognition and provide space in politicat life

for those who have been politically excluded and neglected due to different

aspects of their aesthetic subjectivity. Young's political thoughts give emphasis

to the juridical and cognitive aspects of subjectivity, but are limited here to

discourses of [five basic forms ofl oppressions and domination.

I would like to elaborate on Keith Ansell-Pearson's (1991) critical analysis of
'post-modern' political theories as further to my response to young's political

discourse. Ansell-Pearson argues that a post-modem political theory

reconstructs its political thought in relation to Nietzsche and often ends up

synthesizing Kant and Nietzsche (Ansell-pearson l99l: 2g3). He further

explains that the notion of 'self-expression' and 'self-determination' - as seen in

Young's discourse - may be contested as an imaginative reading of Nietzsche's

'the will to power'. It is seen as imaginative because such a reading provides "an

insufficient notion or motive for the constitution of an ethical community"

(Ansell-Pearson l99l: 284). It is obvious that an individual's desire for

autonomy can be easily backtracked to a pre-political condition and from there

the will to power stands for a warlike competition of desire as Foucault argues so
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effectively with respect to about the constitution of a subjectivity. Thus, 'post-

modem' political theory will need to seek 'some conception of a substantive

ethical content' (like the Hegelian notion of the universality of ethical life) in

order to avoid both happing "subjectivity within itself (as in the case of the

beautiful soul)" and to avoid being faced with "the constant threat of a

Hobbesian warlike state of nature breaking out" (Ansell-pearson l99l : 2g4). As

I have suggested earlier, Young's has called for her communicative ethics in the

cause of 'a good life'.

In addition, Young's definition of 'group autonomy' is based on the notion of a

group-reflexivity rather than one of one of self-reflexivity. while self-

reflexivity relates to the autonomy of individuals, group reflexivity is mainly

defined by the group's disadvantage in terms of political situations.S In order to

promote the importance of group autonomy, young quickly and accidentally

relates individual autonomy to the notion of individualism and the assimilation

policy. For instance, Young (1990) argues that "where the dominant culture

refuses to see anything but the achievement of autonomous individuals, the

oppressed assert that we shall not separate from the people with whom we

identi& in order to "make it" in a white Anglo male world" (young 1990: 167).

By contrast, group-reflexivity reads political disadvantages and is able to call for

further institutional changes. For instance, young regards group-reflexivity to

be represented by whole groups of "Blacks, women [and] American Indians"

because "[it] can be accomptished only through basic institutional changes"

(Young 1990: 167). Young looks at institutionar changes in terms of "group

8 Young explains the political autonomy as an "assertion of positive difference the self-
organisation of oppressed groups follows". The principle of group autonomy is mainly related to
the. notion of societal justice as Young further explains ihat, "ln a humanist emancipatory
politics, if a group is subject to injustice. then all those interested in a just society should unite tb
combat the powers that perpetuate that injustice. lf many groupr .. subject to injustice,
moreover! then they should unite to rvork for a just society" (young t 990; 167).
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representation in policymaking and [in terms ofl an elimination of the hierarchy

of rewards that forces everyone to compete for scarce positions at the top"

(Young 1990: 167). Young's promotion of group autonomy emphasizes the

notion of 'a common identity' that inevitably risks harmonizing various voices of

individuals.

Young further argues that the 'dynamics of group' ought not to diminish the

power of group autonomy. As the nature of relations of differences, the

'dynamics of group' are seen in ways of coalition and separation, where it is

extremely important in the exercise of powers of decision-making among

different groups. Young describes separation and coalition as important features

in the politics of difference in the following:

This politics of group assertion, however, takes as a basic principle
that members of oppressed groups need separate organisations tirat
exclude others, especially those from more priviteged groups.
separate organisation is probably necessary in order for these groups
to discover and reinforce the positivity of their specific expeiience,
to collapse and eliminate double consciousness. (young 1990: 167)

Decision-making is however taking place in a hierarchy of power relations.

separation and coalition happen when members of a specific group see their

needs and interests. As political needs and interests are in accordance with the

group's power hierarchy, this interpretation of autonomy in fact makes no

difference to alleviate political inequalities as the politics of difference aims to

do. Such a position is at stake in keeping the status quo. I would therefore take

it as a consolation discourse on emancipation when young argues that the

politics of diflerence has found group autonomy to be "an important vehicle for

empowerment and the development of a group-specific voice and perspective"

(Young 1990: l6s). I would therefore have reservations about young's

argument that assertions a positive sense of group difference which would help
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the oppressed to be in a better position in questioning the dominating social and

political order. I would be suspicious of their ability to reproduce the pattern of

privilege and oppression. The marriage of Kant and Nietzsche in political

thinking seems to get us nowhere.

My critique of Mouffe's idea on agency focuses on her misunderstanding of

Nietzsche's view of pluralism and her misuse ofNietzsche's notion of 'the will to

power'. Mouffe believes that her view of pluralism is influenced by Nietzsche's

because she has carried a basic Nietzschean idea - "a plurality of values"

(Mouffe 1996: 137). The problem of Mouffe's misinterpretation of Nietzsche

lies in her attempt to "supplement Nietzsche's philosophy of power with the

Kantian notion of a kingdom of ends" (Ansell-pearson l99l: 2g5). Ansell-

Pearson (1991) argues that such a misinterpretation characterises one of
problematic areas offered by some poststructuralist political theoriests.

Ansell-Pearson (1991) explains the genesis of this new attempt as a way out of

difliculties found in Kant's and Nietzsche's theories on the ethics of autonomy.

Nietzsche challenges Kant's idea on rational agency by showing that the

autonomous self is a result of an historical process. Nietzsche offers a new idea

of ethics when he reveals the autonomous self as an 'historical achievement'.

However, a difficulty arises from the fact that "Nietzsche does not universalise

his conception of autonomy either in terms of categorical imperative or in terms

of a notion of the general will" (Ansell-pearson l99l:2g5). Thus, to many

political theorists. "Kant succeeds in offering a conception of rational agency but

fails to relate this conception to its social and historical conditions of possibility.

Nietzsche succeeds in showing the autonomous self to be the result of an

historical process but fails to give recognition in his moral and political thought
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to the needs ofthe self as a communat being" (Ansell-pearson l99l:2g5). some

political theorists therefore look to find a way out by revising Nietzsche's

philosophy of power with the Kantian notion of ration (or reasoning). Mouffe's

political theory echoes this new attempt and this leads her to her

misinterpretation and misuse ofNietzsche's theory, particularly the notion of 'the

willto power'.

Mouffe misuses Nietzsche's theory of 'will to power'firstly when she identifies

with the 'articulatory practice' as a key concept of political agency. with the

emphasis on articulatory practice, Mouffe's idea of a plurality of values "is to be

distinguished from the relativist position which says, finally, values are a pure

question of choice, of preferences" (Mouffe t996: 137). Therefore, Mouffe

believes that Nietzsche's idea of the 'will to power' relates to agency's will to

express its view and its will to participate in the public sphere. Mouffe's theory

of difference, plurality and multiplicity refer to different values expressed by

political agency. Political agency's 'will to power', to express views and values

are important in Mouffe's theory since this 'will to power' identifies the agent as

a'democratic citizen'.9

The 'will to power' is further defined as 'decision-making' in Mouffe's discourse

on democracy. As decision-making often reveals facts of conflict and

reconciliation, Mouffe argues for a non-reconciled aftempt at conflicts of values.

The conflictory fact of difference suggests a political action that does not involve

9'Differenc"' is expressed by means of citizens' 'articulatory practice, (Mouffe t992b). For
instance, Mouffe (1992b) argues "a radical, democratic citizen must be an active citizen.
somebody who acts as a citizen, who conceives of herself as a participant in a collective
undertaking. The citizen ... requires that rve think from a perspective of commonaliry: this is
incompatible with an individualistic framework" (Mouffe 1992b: 4). Moreover, "the victory of
democratic pluralism requires the acknowledgment that the multitude of dreams is irreducible.
An organic unity can never be attained, and there is a heavy price to paid for such an
[importance]" (Mouffe t 992b: 5).
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choice or exclusion. Mouffe states her vision of the plurality of values as

follows:

My pluralism of values is much more agonisric in the sense that it
recognizes that some values cannot be combined because they are
exclusive of each other. You cannot, at the same time, realise values
which are linked to being a good husband, a good father, and being a
monk, or an explorer. There are many different forms of flourishing
for human beings and they are exctusive of each other. It is not that
we do not have, materially, the space or the time. It is that if you
choose one thing, you necessarily exclude the other. Decisions have
to be made, and to decide on one alternative is to exclude the other.
(Mouffe 1996: 138)

Mouffe's misinterpretations of 'the will to power' ignores Nietzsche's

fundamental challenge, which is his "question of universality, of how our

notions of community and of a common identity are arrived at" (Ansell-Pearson

l99l: 285). Nietzsche's theory of 'the will to power' is seen in further Foucault's

exploration in his theory on power/knowledge. Central to these theories is the

argument of the effect of historical and discursive power on the process of
subjection. In fact, Mouffe's misuse of 'the will to power' comes from her

insistence upon'the individual reasoning'. The individualreasoning is important

in arguing for individual autonomy as it expresses the individual's capability to

participate in the public sphere. In other words, notions such as decision-making

and actively democratic citizenship are the foundations of a democratic society.

Mouffe fails the fact of a historical constructive subjectivity. Thus individual

reasoning would allow her to explain the significance of political agency as the

foundation of the practice of democracy.

My second critique focuses on Mouffe's 'vision' of the political community.

Mouffe adopts Hannah Arendt's notion of the public sphere, which consists of

"the practice of citizenship" in the ways in which "members of civil society can
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exist as citizens and act collectivety to resolve democraticalty the issue

concerning their life in the political community" (Mouffe l99lb:9). Therefore,

Mouffe's vision of the political community - the public - is an imaginary entity

that is constru€d on the basis of individuals with multiple combinations of
political needs and goals. In other words, the public as pluralism is formulated

"as the articulation of an ensemble of subject positions, constructed within

specific discourses and always precariously and temporarily sutured at the

intersection of those subject positions" (Mouffe 1992b: l0). In the individuals'

articulations of different subject positions, Mouffe sees the importance of
democracy in her theory of a political community of prural values.

In terms of democracy, Mouffe argues that her view of a plurality of values

within the social, focuses on 'process' rather than a 'resolution' of conflicts.

Mouffe criticises Habermas' imaginary of an ideal speech situation with respect

to the notion of difference. Habermas' ideal speech mode is developed for the

purpose of communication. Moufre is right to question the communicable

capacity of difference which Habermas naively believes in. Thus, Mouffe states

her idea of democracy:

[t]he democracy which I am advocating will always be a democracy
to reach for but never aftain, because there is no possibility of a finat
harmony. You cannot be a pluralist and believe in a finil harmony
because, if it were realised, that would be the end of pluralism.
(Mouffe 1996: t38)

Despite Mouffe's claims that she has no intention of reaching a final harmony as

to her ideal of the plurality of values, she has construed a new configuration of
the political community - a dynamic. floating, unfixed. yet-to-be one - decided

by the participation of reasoning individuals. Mouffe believes that her new

configuration of the political community has resolved the private and the public
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distinction. The configurations of the private and the public are subject to

"different mode[s] of articulation between rhem" (Mouffe 1992b: 9).

Also as a new resolution towards the distinction between the private and the

public, Mouffe further argues for a political vision of pluratism with an emphasis

on the individual's capability for change of the public. Mouffe sees the

possibility of change, as the role of agency to the public lies in the logic of
liberalism as part ofthe logic of democracy. A new version of 'the private'refers

to an insistence on the logic of liberalism, popular sovereignty, the declaration of
a set of fundamental human rights'. A new version of 'the public'is related to,a

particular form of human coexistence'. It is significant to note that Mouffe's

reasons for incorporating the doctrine of liberalism into her theory of the politics

of difference is because liberalism "would guarantee the defense of pluralism

and the respect of individual freedom (Mouffe 1992b: I l).

My third critique focuses on Mouffe's misunderstanding of the retationship

between the private and the pubtic. I shall follow Ansell-Pearson's perspective

on Nietzsche's view of politics and the problematic of the notion of agency.

Ansell-Pearson argues that "Nietzsche does not conceive of politics in terms of a

vision of a political community made up of free and equal human beings in

which the opposition between the individual and the community has at least been

overcome" (Ansell-Pearson l99l : 2s5). we ought to be reminded that

Nietzsche's 'will to power' leads us to question the legitimacy of rruth and

enquires into its effectiveness. The effectiveness of subjectivity is closely

related to its discursive power. For example, Nietzsche has always kept "the

question of the identity of the communal self open in order to intenogate the

claims of morality and to preserve the tensions and ambiguities of political life"

(Ansell-Pearson l99l: 285). Mouffe's applications of Nietzsche,s'the will to
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power' as the power of individual articulations to the public simply defies

Nietzsche's fundamentalconcem on the issue of ethics of the political.

My last critique focuses on Mouffe's ambiguity towards the definition of agency

within the social. Before proceeding with my critique, I want to state that agree

with Mouffe with respect to her focus on the importance of deeds rather than

doers as the key idea to the notion ofpolitical agency. For instance, she argues

that "the 'will to power'of an agency actually refers to 'articulations' of different

values that are practiced by agencies. The deeds of the creation of multiple

values are more important than 'who' creates those. The agency is the doer

behind those deeds" (Mouffe 1992b:9). Moreover, she has expressed her idea

of political agency as a 'democratic citizenship' in her theory. She adopts Kirstie

McClure's idea of political agency by arguing that citizenship should be allowed

to belong to different political groups simultaneously. Citizenship as a political

agency is allocated to "political articulation of relations of race, class, ethnicity

and sexuality" (Mouffe 1992b: l0). ln other words, democratic citizenship as

political agency is determined by the articulation of relations of difference.

Mouffe is right to present such a notion of political agency because a structured

determined self allows her to avoid the position of searching for the Kantian

sense of apriori, a pre-fixed moral rules. Therefore, Mouffe's plural democratic

citizenship becomes a self-creation unit that articutates different forms of
difference as well as affirms different relations of difference.

My disagreement with Mouffe lies with her denial of different referents such as

gender. race and class as elements of citizenship. Mouffe makes her position

clear in the followins wav:

[O]ne's identity as a citizen should not be made dependent on one's
ethnic, religious or racial identity. Following the same line of
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reasoning we can also affirm that gender should be irrelevant to the
practice of citizenship. (Moufle 1992b: l0)

Mouffe has mistaken the political appeal of gender, race and class as identicalto

an essential assumption of agency. She argues that',[i]t is true that the modem

category of the citizen has been constructed in a way that, under the pretence of

universality, postulated a homogeneous public, which relegated all particularity

and difference to the private, and [that] it has contributed to the exclusion of

women" (Mouffe 1992b: l0). Therefore, Mouffe is arguing that the introduction

of sexual difference, such as that of woman's is as an imperative category, into

which the definition of citizenship will have a negative consequence. It is

because of this that such an action reproduces the modern definition of

citizenship and thus reproduces the modern structure of relations in gender

difference. Mouffe argues that a democratic citizenship should aim to achieve "a

new conception of citizenship where such a difference becomes truly irrelevant"

(Mouffe 1992b: l01.to

Mouffe's reason for rejecting 'woman' as an element in the definition of
citizenship lies in her fear of the introduction of the essentialist argument for the

political. She is afraid such an action would defeat her original attempt of
calling for multiple and diverse articulations of values. However, it is significant

that Mouffe's fear leads to her rejection of the bodily experience of woman. In

other words, 'body matters'. we cannot refuse to acknowledge that body

contributes to experience of the social and further makes cause for necessary

l0 Mouffe's mistake in relating the political appeal of gender difference to the argument for an
'essence' of woman is further articulated in her inJist upon a 'non-gendereJ' concept of
citizenship' She argues: "within the perspective of a project of radical ana pturat demotracy
such a 'non-gendered' conception of cilizenship is more promising because it allows for the
articulation of many democratic demands and does not focus solely on the exclusion of women.
But it requires a non-essentialist framervork. which implies that there is no fixed idenrity
corresponding to men as men or women ar women. All identities. including sexual identities. are
forms of identifications and are necessarily precarious and unstable. This precludes any
possibility of reaching rheir 'esscnce"' (Mouffe | 992b: | 0).
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political articulations of values. If Mouffe rejects bodily experience, where

would the substance of articulations come from in her project? Mouffe,s

political project holds to the good intention of employing Nietzsche's

philosophical theory of the 'will to power' as a key concept to the notion of
difference, however, Mouffe misunderstands Nietzsche's theory of 'will to

power' as not aflirming the existence of body and bodily experience.

Concluding remarks

Young, Mouffe and Laclau have offered theories on difference and identity.

Despite different approaches on politics of difference, they share some

distinctive characteristics to the notion of difference. They reject homogeneity

in support of diversity, multiplicity and heterogeneity; they argue for the

specific, distinctive and particutar; they emphasize on the context, variable and

provisional nature of discourse on historical experience.

This chapter presents a geneatogical examination on the discursive construction

of these new attempts on difference. It is suggested that these new knowledge

on difference are in fact'indicative'. Central to the construction of the arguments

of the specific, contextual and individual are expressed through concepts of

binary oppositions. Historical experience is comprehended through the

methodology of dialectics and that is based upon the Hegelian analysis on the

political dialogue berween the lord and the bondsman. Despite arguing for a

celebration of the multiple, historical experience is limited to and dependent

upon the modernist approach.
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Although the politics of difference alters the modernist approach of adopting

binary oppositions, they have reduced universal assumptions and grand

nanatives to notions of community of different dimensions. What remains is the

fundamental framework in interpreting human experience, and thus these new

knowledge entraps in demise of the modernity. They have repeated setbacks

found in the modernist approaches as discussed in previous chapters. For

instance, Young's discourse requires a desire of the history of oppression for

one's identities. The history of oppression presumes the discursive space for

individuals. The intelligible reference produced by the history of oppression

dominates the construction of one's subjectivity, it determines one's subject-hood

and individual's identity. Mouffe interprets Nietzsche's 'will to power' as

individuals' authority to articulate and participate in the public. Democracy

invites multiple participation and involvement in the public. Mouffe's model

requires individuals' reasoning as agency for a democratic society but it fails to

explain the effect of historicatconstruction upon individual's autonomy.

These new attempts are mainly hampered by their dependence upon the concepts

of binary opposition without and their incapability to transform the metaphysical

meaning of binary oppositions. In the folrowing three chapters, I will explore

Derrida's transformation of the metaphysics of 'the present'as it is applied to the

discussion of concepts of binary oppositions.
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TIM PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENCE AND
DBCONSTRUCTION

Introduction

It has been shown in the last few chapters that concepts of binary oppositions

operate as a basic framework in constituting political discourses. In his

discussion of dffirance and deconstruction, Derrida shows that deconstruction is

about a concern and an investigation of his philosophical predecessors, including

Hegel, Nietzsche and Heidegger. Denida's affiliations with his predecessors

have been discussed in many of Demida's readers including Gayatri Chakravorty

Spivak.

This chapter aims to explore the political implications of Denida's notions of
diffirance and deconstruction. I begin with a discussion of Derrida's notion of
dffirance and deconstruction in relation to concepts of binary oppositions.

Following this, an analysis wiil be provided of spivak's interpretations of
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Derrida's political philosophy as comprehended in two themes: a binary reading

of deconstruction and political strategic essentialism. The chapter continues to

discuss Derrida's arguments of the metaphysics of presence as seen in the notion

of dffirance in response and as a critique of Spivak's interpretations.

I. Diffirance, deconstruction and aflirmation of the Other

Dffirance and deconstruction are Derrida's two popular terms, and they closely

articulated with the concepts of binary oppositions - a result of Derrida's close

affiliations within the tradition of western metaphysics. For instance, it has been

s€en that Derrida reflects upon French structuratism as well as Hegelian

semiology particularly in his works r{riting and Dffirance (lg7g) and Margins

of Philosophy (1952). It is shown that the doctrine of dffirance is associated

with concepts of binary oppositions, and dffirance is also intended to provide a

critique of previous philosophicat discourses including the Hegelian dialectic.

In relation to the concept of binary oppositions, Derrida argues that

deconstruction is 'a kind of general strategy' or 'a general economy' @enida

l98l:41). In otherwords, the main concern of deconstruction as a strategy on

the economy which consists of concepts of the binary opposition is,

to avoid both simply neurralising the binary oppositions of
metaphysics and simply residing within the closed field of these
oppositions, thereby confirming it. (Derrida l gg l : 4l )

Also, in relation to concepts of binary oppositions, Derrida introduces another

way of understanding: dffirance.
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fDffirancel is a non-concept in that it cannot be defined in terms of
oppositional predicates; it is neither this nor that; but rather this and
that (e.g. that act of differing and of defening) without being
reducible to a dialectical logic either. (Kearney and Denida l9g4:
I l0)

It is thus clear that the notion of diffdrance cannot avoid being discussed without

concepts of binary oppositions; however, the doctrine of dffirance is by no

means constituted on the basis of concepts of binary oppositions. For the

concept of dffirance, Derrida explains that it "emerges and develops as a

determination of language from which it is inseparable" (Kearney and Denida

1984: I l0). In explaining this, Derrida further adds that such language (of

diffirance) is a conceptual realm with characteristics showing that it "would

af low [terms including dffirancefto have a univocal semantic content over and

above its iwcriptlor" (Kearney and Denida t9g4: l10, italics mine). The

language per se suggests a rrace of language with "no oppositional or

predicative generality" (Kearney and Denida l9g4: ll0). Moreover, this

language (in defining terms such as dffirance) is not within the logocentric

system of philosophy, i.e. the Aristotelian or dialectical system of logic.

As dffirance involves a deconstructive project as a critique of western

logocentric metaphysics in a radical way, Derrida maintains that such a

deconstructive project is to "discover the non-place or non-lieu which would be

the'other'of philosophy" (Kearney and Denida l9g4: ll2). The'non-place'or

'non-lieu' is explained as a 'non-philosophical site' as opposed to discourses

related to the metaphysics whose frameworks heavily depend upon concepts of
binary oppositions. Denida's new perspective of defining materials should be

regarded as a kind of philosophy simply because a 'non-philosophical' site does

not suggest an 'anti-philosophical' position. More importantly, Derrida explains

that a question that is central to this issue is "from what site or non-site (non-
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Iieu) can philosophy as such appear to itself as other than itself, so that it can

interrogate and reflect upon itself in an original manner" (Kearney and Denida

1984: 108). Thus, the Derridean philosophy suggests a philosophical position in

analysing the western logocentric discourses without intending to replace it with

a new one' The doctrine of diffirance as a philosophical formation reveals itself

not to replace or to deny Derrida's predecessors. Derrida even pays homage to

his predecessors by saying that "l owe much to the thought of Hegel, Husserl

and Heidegger" and that I have benefited from "the genealogical and genetic

critique of Nietzsche and Freud" (Kearney and Denida t 9g4: 109). r

In facf what concerns Derrida is the metaphysics of presence, which is central to

the understanding of Derida's notion of deconstruction. According to Alan Bass

( | 978)' the translator of Derrida's Margins of Philosoptty, Derrida has observed

that the metaphysics of westem philosophy from plato to Heidegger has

excluded the notion of writing from the philosophical definition of the sign.

Therefore, the metaphysics of the presence of writing is excluded from the

economy of sign. Deconstruction, accordingly, refers to a critique of such

exclusion operating in the name of presence. As a non-place critique,

deconstruction points out this presence is "a 'symptom' which reveals the

workings of the 'repressive' logic of presence" (Bass l97g: xi). Martin Dillon

(1995) also suggests a similar'non-place'critique that is found in Derrida's

reflections upon phenomenology. He is influenced by Nietzsche and Freud as

Derrida "take[s] the step beyond phenomenology towards a more radical, 'non-

philosophical' questioning. while never renouncing the discipline and

methodological rigor of phenomenology" (Dillon I 995: 109).

' Derrida's philosophical affiliations rvith ttegel, Husserl and Heidegger have been discussed; for
instance, Vincent Descombes has read Denida through Husserl'sl-henomenology (19E0; 136-
142); Luc Ferry and Alain Renaut has read Derrida as a'French Heideggerian' (1990: 122-134\.
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Derrida's deconstructive concern on the metaphysics of presence reflects his

definition of dffirance as a'non-concept':

[Difirancel is not, does not exisq is not a present-being (on) in any
form; and we will be led to delineate also everything that it is nof
that is, everything; and consequently that it has neither existence nor
essence. (Denida 1982b: 6)

Nevertheless, the philosophical 'non-place' concern of dffiranca ought not to be

confused with the structuralist explanation of differences. As I have shown in

the previous fwo chapters, the structuralist way of defining differences suggests

difference as structuralarbitrariness that results from 'structuralist terms'within a

system of signs. In other words, differences are structurally determined by a

system of signs, and differences are 'differences in terms' that is designated

within a system of signs. Derida suggests that the structuralist system of signs

depends upon concepts of binary oppositions as their basic characteristics;

therefore,'differences in terms'are operable not because of "the compact force of

their nuclei" but "oppositions that distinguish[es] them [and] relate[s] them one

to another" (Derrida 1982b: l0).

Derrida's deconstructive analysis of structuralism reveal that "the signified

concepts is never present in and of itself, in a sufficient presence that would

refer only to itself' (Denida 1982b: I t). Moreover, the structuratist analysis

exposes the rneaning of every concept as it is "inscribed in a chain or in a system

within which it refers to the other. to other concepts" (Denida l9g2b: ll).
Derrida's deconstructive investigation thus draws our aftention to the importance

of the systematic play of diflerences that structuralism has contributed to the

definitions of dif'ferences. The importance of such play is "no longer simply a

concept. but rather the possibility of conceptuality, of a conceptual process and

system in general" (Derrida 1982b: ll). As deconstruction opens up further
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possibilities of conceptuality than stnrcturalism does, dffirance will always be

outside the regime of structuralism. we may therefore conclude that the

structurafist differences are never sufficient to account for dffirance in its

pfenitude form, but the notion of dffiranca contains the presence of structuralist

differences.

Bass ( I982) argues that deconstruction also involves endless confrontations with

Hegelian concepts: it moves from a restricted Hegelian 'speculative'

philosophical economy to a generar economy, and it also involves a

reinterpretation of one of Hegel's concept, Aulhebung. Bass explains that the

speculative philosophical economy refers to a system "in which there is nothing

that cannot be made to make sense, in which there is nothing other than

meaning" (Bass 1982: 20). A general economy refers to a system "which

affirms that which exceeds meaning, the excess of meaning from which there

can be no speculative profits" (Bass l9g2: 20). The Hegelian notion of
AuJhebung contains a double meaning of conservation and negation and it entails

the process of dialectics: "every concept is to be negated and lifted up to a higher

sphere in which it is thereby conserved" (Bass l9g2: 20). This way suggests a

restricted interpretation of AuJhebung. lnstead, Derrida,s deconstructive

investigation of structuralism suggests that AuJheblrrg could yield at least two

contradictory meanings as an effect of dffirance. The effect of dffirance

suggests "the excess of the trace AuJhebung itself, (Bass lggz: 20) and the

notion of AuJhebung can never be limited to a speculative analysis to a

consistent process (dialectics) as it entails the notions of lifting up, conserving,

and negating.

Dffirance opens up a generar econom y of AuJhebung which impries an

'affirmation' of various plays of Hegelian differences simultaneously. After the
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realisation of the deconstructive aspect of dffirance, which criticises both the

essential and the methodological aspects of the Hegelian concept of identity and

difference, Denida cautiously announces the moment of 'affirmation' of his

philosophy. Sometimes, it seems that the aspect of aflirmation presents itself

rather as a 'passive' message, simply as a response to the Hegelian dialectics.

For instance, Derrida savs.

Deconstruction certainly entails a moment of affirmation
Deconstruction always presupposes aflirmation, as I have frequently
attempted to point out, sometimes employing a Nietzschean
terminology. I do not mean that the deconstructing subject or self
affirms. I mean that deconsruction is, in itself, a positive response
to an alterity which necessarily calls, summons or motivates it.
Deconstruction is therefore vocation - a response to a call.
(Keamey and Derrida l984: I l g, italics mine)

In response to the Hegelian dialectic, we have to be reminded that the notion of
both the Self and lhe Other go beyond the structuralist language of differences in

the Denidean paradigm of dffirance as it opens up a general economy of signs.

The self or the other of dffirance is not something that can be 'detected' nor

'disclosed' within a philosophicat sphere, and they can not be limited to an

application of any philosophical episteme. As deconstruction is concerned, any

possible meaning of the self and the other always comes before the Hegelian

dialectics have been put into play and Demida contends that "it is in this rapport

with the other that affirmation express[es] itself,(Keamey and Denida l9g4:

il 8).

Derrida argues that "deconstruction is not an enclosure in nothingness, but an

openness towards the other" (Kearney and Derrida l9g4: lz4). As Derrida's

refusaf of a methodological notion of Hegelian AuJhebung and his strong stance

against the structuralist approach, the project of deconstruction and the notion of
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dffirance have often been misinterpreted as nihilism, as a total acceptance of

oppression, a refusal of political resistance, and a disapproval of Hegelian

dialectics. Derrida is strongly against such critique as he argues, "l totally refuse

the label of nihilism, which has been ascribed to me and my American

colleagues [and] it is totally false to suggest that deconstruction is a suspension

of reference" (Keamey and Denida l9g4: 123). Rather, "deconstruction is

always deeply concerned with the 'other' of language ... [andJ the critique of
logocentrism is above all else the search for the ,other' and the 'other of
language"'(Kearney and Derrida 1984: 123).

Derrida argues for meanings of affirmation in a more specific way,

My own conviction is that we must maintain two contradictory
affirmations at the same time. on the one hand, we affirm thl
existence of ruptures in history, and on the other we affirm that these
ruptures produce gaps or faults (failies) in which the most hidden
and forgotten archives can emerge and constantly recur and work
through history. (Kearney and Derrida r9g4: ll3; italics mine)

Deconstruction is a project of affirmations of dffirance, and it calls for ruptures

of structuralist references. Denida criticises the structuralist approaches of
interpreting history as "an evolutionary developed and excludes the crucial

notions of rupture and mutation in history" (Kearney and Derrida l9g4: ll3).
By focusing on the ruptures and mutations, deconstruction helps to show that

"the question of reference is much more complex and problematic than

traditional theories supposed. lt even asks whether our term 'reference' is

entirely adequate for designating the'other"'(Kearney and Derrida l9g4: I23).

The meanin g of the other or the self (in dffirance) is beyond the language that

the traditional linguistics has assigned it. Derrida argues that "it is not a

'referent' in the normal sense which linguists have attached to this term"

(Keamey and Derrida 1984 123-124). Despite rhis critique, Derrida argues that
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the project of affirmations does not deny a practice within the language. Derrida

says, "to distance oneself ... from the habitual structure of reference, to challenge

or complicate our common assumption about ig does not amount to saying that

there is nothing beyond language" (Keamey and Denida l9g4: lz4\.

III. Deconstruction and politics: the rise oI performatiue politics

In the article 'Remarks on deconstruction and pragmatism' (1996), Derrida

discusses the political significance of deconsrruction through highlighting the

authority of literature and fiction that work upon theorising the meaning of man.

This discussion refers to the discussion of political performance of
deconstruction. As deconstruction is a series of political enquiries upon the

theme of 'man', Derrida engages with the concept of man in the western

philosophical tradition through responding and critiquing his predecessors.

Discussions of 'the essence' and 'the nature' have been the centre to western

metaphysics, from Plato and Aristotle to Hegel, Marx, Heidegger and Sartre

(Harrison 1999. Peters 1999). The 'essence' and 'the nature' of man as matters

for central focus become the western logocentrism that Derrida's project of
deconstruction criticises. The ways in which Derrida deconstructs structuralist

definitions of 'concepts', literature and fiction destroys arguments of the'essence'

of man because of the displacement of conceptualisations of meanings of man.

This displacement further reveals how fragire the argument of the 'essence' of
man is.

Moreover, literature and fiction help to reveal 'fictionality', 'accidentality' and

'contingency' as realities of the concept of man, and they account for the

discourse of 'man'. By acknowledging and affirming these realities, literature
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and fiction reflect Derrida's political performance of deconstruction. Literature

and fiction not only show political critiques in deconstruction, but literature and

fiction take part in the practices of deconstruction. The political performance of
deconstruction depends upon the practical performance of literature and fiction.

As the value of fictionality, accidentality and contingency allow them, literature

and fiction have discursive value in contributing to the meaning of man. Thus,

deconstruction suggests a political engagement of discursive constructions that

are not based on the traditions of Truth or essence.

Bernard Harrison (1999) suggests that Derrida's philosophical investigations on

the concept of man entail the engagement with his philosophical predecessors.

Harrison finds in Derrida's rerationship (to his predecessors) both dependence

and denial/marginalisation. Harrison argues,

[on] the one hand, Derrida depends on the power of ranguage to
create new meaning through shifting the relationships between signs,
to produce the remotely related but utterly alien accounts of the
human essence respectively characteristic o[, say, Aristotre and
Heidegger' and on the other hand, he poses deniar and the
marginalisatio-n_ of that power in the intereits of maintaining the
plausibility of the claim that there is such an essence to be so-ught:
original, unitary, and capable of being given with finarity to thoulht.
This double movement of dependenci and marginalisation is,-for
Derrida, the core of the drive of European culture over the centuries
to present itself as definitive of the nature of man per se. (Hanison
1999:5t7)

In other words, Hanison argues for the performarive reality of the philosophical

languages that Derida applies in conceptualising his notion of man. Derrida,s

resource for the argument of the performarive dimension of language interests a

few of Derrida's readers especially when this performative language is the basis

of Derrida's philosophy of politics. tn the article 'signature Event context,,

Derrida explains that his performative argument of language is an idea obtained
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from John L. Austin's theory on the Speech Act (Denida l9g2c: 32l-326\.

Derrida understands Austin's meaning of performative as a result of his analysis

of perlocution and illocution, and Austin regards "acts of discourse only as acts

of communication" (Derrida 1982c: 321). Moreover, Derrida cites Austin's own

words for the meaning of performative as follows.

It is by comparing the constative utterance (that is, the classical
'assertion,' most often conceived as a true of false'description'of the
facts) with !h" performative ufferance (from the English
performative, that is, the utterance which allows us to do rorn.ihing
by means of speech itselQ that Austin has been led to consider evel,
utterance worthy of the name (that is, destined to communicati,
which would exclude, for example, reflex-exclamations) as being
first and foremost a speech acl produced in the total situation in
which the interlocutors find themselves. (Denida l9g2c:321)

with regard to the notion of the performarive. cayatri Spivak, like Harrison,

argues for the importance of Heidegger in Derrida's philosophy (spivak 1999:

425). Spivak argues that, despite Derrida's philosophical kinship with a few

philosophers,2 Heidegger has a particular influence on Derrida, especially on the

issue about the priority of the question of Being to all ontological investigation.

In Derrida's critique of Heidegger, different kind of influence from Heidegger is

also seen in Derrida's article 'Violence and Metaphysics: An Essay on the

Thought of Emmanuel Levinas'and 'the Ends of Man'. In these articles, Denida

holds a 'critical intimacy' with Heidegger where he embraces Heidegger as well

as criticises him from a different critical perspective. spivak (1999: 425\

believes that this critical intimacy is a good example of Derrida's notion of
pe rfo r m at i.te deconstruction.

2 Spiuuk accounts that these philosophers include lmmanuel Kant. George Friedrich Hegel.
Soren Kierkegaard. Friedrich Nietzsche. Sigmund Freud. Edmund Husserl, walrer Benjamin and
Emmanuel Levinas (Spivak | 999 : 425\.
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It, thus, becomes an interesting issue to discuss Derrida's performative notion of
politics in relation to Heidegger. we have to take spivak's and Harrison,s

insights seriously in order to distinguish Denida from Heidegger on the

philosophical level. we are reminded that Heidegger is a strong reader of
Nietzsche. The genre of language and the associated themes on the invention of
literature and fiction and its history are a powerful domain in the political

according to Derida. As I am about to explain, the performarive dimension of
language - as the speech acts manifested in the political - derives from Derrida's

argument on 'the ends of the man' which in fact is strongly influenced by

Nietzsche.

Nietzsche and Heidegger are both viewed as 'antihumanist'. when Nietzsche

announces 'the death of God', he destablised the notion of an identifiable,

definable human mastery and subject of history. Nietzsche attacks humanism as

a doctrine that assigned man the central role of subject as a full being and as the

seat of the proof of self-consciousness. Nietzsche believes in the impossibility

of relying on any transcendentar foundation given the death of God.

Heidegger takes NieEsche's critique of humanism further and argues that man

was fundamentally disposed to any mastery, which makes the reality of man

always something veiled. The question of who man is can only be raised in the

questioning of Being, and Heidegger argues that "in thinking of Being comes [to]
language. Language is the house of Being. In its home man dwells', (Heidegger

1993:217). Heidegger shows interrerationships between man (or Dasein), Being

and language, and Heidegger introduces ek-sistence as a term to distinguishes it
form the term 'existence'as beings in generalas a common way of understanding.

Heidegger explains,
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Metaphysics closes itself to the simple essential fact that man
essentially occurs only in his essence, where he is claimed by Being.
Only from that claim 'has'he found that wherein his essence dwetli.
only from this dwelting 'has' the 'language' as the home that
preserves the ecstatic for his essence. Such standing in the clearing
of Being I call the ek-sistence of man. This way of-Being is propei
only to man. (Heidegger 1993: ZZT_229\

As an emphasis on language, Heidegger hords a hermeneutic study of man and

Being and political performance. Heidegger displaces Sartre's Cartesian cogito

(the consciousness masters) with ek-sistence. He abandoned Sartre,s Cartesian

cogito or his psychologism, and maintains that Being was to be found in the

cogito's condition of existence. Heidegger criticises Sartre's efforts in

determining the conditions of the cogito. Instead, the theory of ek-sistence

reveals that man is unavoidably decentered and is subject to a history of which

he is no longer the subject, but its object. This questioning of Being has led to

indetermination and inaccessibirity of the essence of man but, exposes man as

the trace, the communion, and the witness of its history. The performarive

meaning of politics is established in the experiences of ek-sistence and is

dependent upon language.

Different from Heidegger's hermeneutic attempts, Derrida has a manner of
constantly interrogating his predecessors - he once called it quasi-

transcendentality as a performatrve problematising in the form of posing

transcendental questions (Denida I996). His reasons for doing so are "in order

to be held within the fragility of an incompetent empiricist discourse, and thus [it
is in order tol avoid[ing] empiricisr. positivism, psychologism so that it is

endlessly necessary to renew transcendental questioning" (Derrida 1996: gl).

The acting of renewing questioning results from considering the possibility of
fiction, accidentality and contingency as discussed earlier. euasi-

transcendentality is about politics and man. Derrida's own unique
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deconstruction as transcendentar questioning ensures it only ,'mimics the

phantom ofclassical transcendental seriousness" but, not renouncing that of "an

essential heritage" (Denida 1996: g2).

Derrida responds to questions on transcendentality by revising this term as

quasi-transcendentality in order to distinguish it from the orthodox meaning of
transcendentality. In doing so, Derrida aims to avoid the examination of
empiricism, psychology, developmentar theories and so on, and it also reflects

Derrida's primary philosophical concem: to reject existentialist argument about

man. when Denida asks the question "where is France, as concerns man?"3 he

strongly distances himself from Heidegger's interpretation of Nietzsche. He

refuses to simply allow Being to reprace and displace the position of 'God, and

'moral values'. Also, Derrida certainly interrogates Satre's attempts to replace

'God'with 'man'. If transcendentality has nothing to do with the God, the Being

and the beings, Derrida argues that this transcendentality is about questioning,

and it is therefore'quasi-'transcendentality and it is quasi-philosophy: he accepts

Heidegger's emphasis on questioning but not the parameters or the ,answer, to

the question which in Heidegger,s case is Being.

Then, is Nietzsche's philosophy transcendental? what exactly does Denida

mean about transcendentality or quasi-transcendentality? To Nietzsche,

Zarathustra might present a transcendental level in his discourses, and it suggests

a moment of affirmation. To Derrida, transcendentality might be understood, at

the practical level as the ways in which Derrida himself constantly engages with

necessary and continuous conversations with his predecessors' philosophy and

approaches and, at the same time, keeps a distance in listening, questioning

about the potitical essences in the various fields of everyday lives. Meanwhile,

3 This question appears in Derrida's articlc'the Ends ol-Man,(Denida l9g2d: t l4).
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the subject is constantly created, recreated, re-formatted, reappeared and

recurrent as Derrida shows the ambiguity toward performative politics: "when I

say that quasi-transcendentality is at once ironic and serious, I am being sincere"

(Derrida 1996: 8l).

Derrida's discussion of quasi-transcendentality in relation to the notion of the

performative causes spivak's concem. spivak offers a binary reading of
Derrida's political philosophy as she defines two meanings of performative

politics by separating the pedormative 'problematising' from performarive

'engagement'. These two aspects of performahue polities forms a binary reading

of Derrida's notion of deconstruction as Spivak believes that problematising is

opposed to engaging as far as the meaning of politics is concerned. In the

following, I shall first explain Spivak's binary reading of deconstruction as

performative politics and examine Spivak's interpretation of performarive

politics as strategic essentialism.

Spivak,s binary reading of deconstruction

Spivak considers the notion of deconstruction in association with a series of
concepts of binary oppositions such as useful/dangerous, good/bad,

essentialism/anti-essentialism and intuitive/counter-intuitive (Spivak 1993a).

spivak reads the notion of deconstruction with ,useful'and 'dangerous,sides, and

further proposes a synthesis for political discourses based on the binary reading

of deconstruction. The synthesis is reached through spivak's particular

argument of political performance as a responsible action according to an

analysis of the political situation. Spivak's argument of performatrve politics is

known as 'strategic essentialism' (Spivak 1993a). Here spivak develops a

temporal notion of essence in order to intervene in political situations. For
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purposes of introduction, I shall simply argue that strategic essentialism is a

result of her special reading of the notion of deconstruction and her emphasis on

engaging in political situations. I will begin with the discussion of Spivak's

notion of deconstruction where she has distinguished between the

useful/dangerous sides' Then, I shallanalyse this binary distinction as driven by

Spivak's Marxism. spivak's emptoyment of Nietzsche and Foucault in support

of her argument of Derridean deconstruction in that it allows her to argue for a

temporal notion of essence and a political necessity for structural negotiations.

Spivak (1988) argues that "the greatest gift of deconstruction [is] to question the

authority of the investigating subject without paralysing him, persistently

transforming conditions of impossibility into possibility" (spivak lggg: 201). In

other words, Spivak argues that deconstruction may contain some danger if this

particular notion is being careressly misinterpreted and misused. However, if
deconstruction is well interpreted, it will be usefut to change the situation in the

political sense. A binary reading of deconstruction as useful and dangerous is

found in this argument.

The binary reading is also seen in spivak's periodical reading of Derrida,s

philosophy on deconstruction. As mentioned earlier, the issue of quasi-

transcendentality of Derrida's phitosophy cails for spivak's concern in her

political arguments. Spivak argues that Derrida has altered the meaning of
deconstruction from quasi-transcendentality as "guarding the question,,to a ,,call

to the wholly others" (Spivak 1999:426). This move signals a shift in Derrida,s

argument of deconstruction from the earlier works to the later ones (spivak

1999). spivak argues that Denida's earlier work focuses on questioning of
origin; the original thing or thought is in the description of definition. ,,lt is this

question, instituted at the origin, that had to be guarded or kept as a task in the
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first phase of deconstruction" (Spivak 1999:426). By conhast, the second phase

is more 'aflirmative' and first appears in Derida's works in the mid-seventies

(Spivak 1999:426). 'The call to the wholly other' is affirmative because it moves

away from proposing questions on origins, but it "address[es] whatever may be

prior to the trace of the other+han-origin instituting the origin" (spivak 1999:

426). The second phase of deconstruction suggests that deconstructive project

goes beyond being a methodological presupposition which engages in

interrogating the legitimacy of names. Instead, deconstruction enters into a

stage, in which boundaries and categories of nrunes are bluned as the result of
the questions of origins illustrated in the first phase, and it makes questions and

presuppositions are almost impossible as 'essence' is no longer an issue for

discussion.

It seems that the second phase of deconstruction thus consists of 'experiences of

[the] impossible', and deconstruction is about a deconstructable project (Spivak

1999: 426). Spivak explains that deconstruction has its meaning altered from

simply "insisting on the priority of an unanswerable question [of dffirance]', to

"that which must be differed-deferred so that we can posit ourselves,, (spivak

1999:425).

In fact, this second phase suggests a radical alterity. The politicalperforntative

meaning of politics as an action works the same way as the performative

significance of language. To spivak, to understand the performative dimension

of language means to understand "language [is] not merely [a] statement but [an]

act [which] acknowledge the role of force in signification." Language works

also as "truth-telling which is a perfornrative convention, producing an eflect not

limited to the transference of a semantic content', (Spivak 1999: 424-42s).
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Rather than the experiences of impossibility. the second phase of deconstruction

focuses on the effectiveness ofperformalrve actions.

Spivak's binary reading of deconstruction becomes serious when she accuses

Derrida of carelessness in his attempt in his earlier work to propose

deconstruction is a political attitude. For instance, Spivak believes that ',one of
Derrida's most scandalous contributions is to begin with what is very familiar in

many radical positions and to take it with the utmost seriousness, with literal

seriousness, so that it questions the position (de)constructively as the wholly

intimate other" (spivak 1993a: 5). Furthermore, this kind of attitude of
deconstruction overlooks a strategic use of deconstruction and as Spivak argues

"one is left with the useful yet semimournful position of the unavoidable

usefirlness of something that is dangerous" (spivak 1993a: 5). spivak thus

signals a binary reading of deconstruction by saying that there is an unavoidable

usefulness of something dangerous in the notion of deconstruction. Her

argument will be clear to us later in the section on strategic essentialism as

Spivak's performative argument of poritics, and which means a strategic use of
the deconstructive critique of essence.4

For Spivak, her performative elaboration of the political- to focus on the useful

side of deconstruction by strategically using the dangerous side - results from

her concem over political situation.s by which spivak further considers

performative politics in terms of a responsible action (Spivak 1999:427,1. In fact,

4 S.pivuk's interpretations on deconstruction in relation to the notion of essence are seen in the
follorving: "to think about the dangerof what is useful, is nor ro think thar the dangerous thing
doesn't exist. The formcr is the lesson of deconstruction f,or me. Thus does deconstruction teach
me about the impossibility of antiessentialism. It teaches me something about essentialisms
being among the conditions of the producrion of doing, knou,ing. being, b-ut does notgive me a
clue to the real. The real in deconstruction is neither essentialist nor antiessentialist. It invites us
to think through the counterintuitive position that there might be essences and there might not be
esscnces" (Spivak l99ja: I0).
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Spivak offers a unique way of analysing political situations and a special notion

of a responsible action. In order to contrast her argumen! Spivak criticises

'aporias experiences' and the 'setting-to-work' mode of deconstruction that also

places emphasises on 'action' as the deconstructive project. The idea of 'aporia

experiences' acknowledges the experience of being passed through as

deconstruction disputes experiences of essence but non-passage. To Spivak, this

kind of deconstructive politics features as 'deconstruction without reserve,

despite its action-orientation. In terms of potitical movement, such experiences

suggests the experiences of being "disclosed in effacement" and thus becomes

"experiences of the impossible" (Spivak 1999: 427). with emphasis on

responsible actions, 'formalisation' is introduced as a concept in order to have an

effect for the aporias experiences mainly by means of treating aporia experiences

as "practical logical problems" (spivak 1999: 430). Formalisation suggests a

kind of performative deconstruction, which sets itself in a mode of 'setting-to-

work'.5

Examples of the 'setting-to-work' of deconstruction have been found in the

writing of American literature critics, social movement theorists and academics.

Spivak is aware that the 'setting-to-work'mode of deconstruction is concemed to

diminish might power in favour of a celebration of difference and independence.

Spivak may have used the efforts of the'setting-to-work'mode in the context of
global economic structure. In that context, as an example, spivak agrees that the

goals of 'setting-to-work' mode are clear: it is an active resistance to undeniable

and unavoidable facts of globalisation and capitalism. Their strategies are meant

to be deconstructive through either transforming the economic structure from a

state level into a tributary one or, shifting the notion of development from the

5 Spiuak argues that formalisation distinguished itself from structuralism as it may be at best
understood as a'structureless structure, ( Spivah l 999: 43 0).
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tbcus of economic growth to that of well-being. Nevertheless, their effects are

hardly recognisably deconstructive (Spivak 1999: 430).

The failure of 'setting-to-work' to have political effects is due to the

ineffectiveness of the political gesture set by such a deconstructive mode. One

of the main features of the aporia experiences is the rejection of the notion of
'essence'. With the claim to'essence' is denied, the subjects and collectives who

produce the 'setting-to-work' mode of deconstruction are "in an aporetic bind"

with those who, deliberately or ignorantly, contribute to globalisation and

development. Without the power of 'essence', political statements lose their

power. Therefore, 'the responsible action' of this 'setting-to-work, mode ends up

with acting in a verbal way and not effectively changing the status quo. paul de

Man calls such a situation an irony: a ',permanent parabasis or sustained

interruption from a source relating'otherwise' ... to the continuous unfolding of
the main system of meaning" (spivak 1999: 430). That is, formalisation of
deconstruction ironicatly retains the logic of global development.

It seems that we will lose political power if we reject the notion of essence as the

'seffing-to-work' mode of deconstruction does. In fact, Spivak's reason for

paying special affention to the 'setting-to-work'mode is suspicious: she calls for

a strategic meaning of 'essence' as aperformative useof politics.

Spivak is inspired by a potitical positioning and argues that essentialism should

be understood in terms of politics. The notion of essence is politically necessary

as Spivak maintains that it is "the necessary absurdity of theoretical pursuit"

(Spivak 1993b: 123). Spivak draws our attention to the historical contexts of
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cultural imperialism, class and gender for instance,6and the strategic use of
essence is for the purpose of negotiation in the political genre of the issues of
gender, culture and class. Spivak explains,

[I]t is negotiation as a creation of space in the phallogencentrism.
This is a more charitable position on tfire usefulness of
deconstruction for feminism than I have supported in the past. It is a
negotiation and an acknowledgment of complicity. This isa result of
a growing sense that, at home and abroad, postcolonials and
migrants are still coming to terrns with unacknowiedged complicity
with the culture of imperiarism, in a whole t*g" of 

"*p.ri"n""-,including the failure of secularism and the Eurocent ism of
ec.onomic migration. There may be something like a relationship
with how feminists and indeed women in general deal witir
patriarchy and feminist theory. (Spivak 1993b: l2l)

Therefore, Spivak's performative politics suggests that the notion of essence is a

political device that is being matched to a political situation rather than as a

notion from one's own ground.T Thus, it suggests that spivak's binary reading of
deconstruction is a dialectical one that is situated within the historical and

political bases. The following section will discuss Spivak's theory of strategic

essentialism in more detail.

6 Spiuuk is panicularly refening to her own experience. She argues that "those few months in
India. spent as a diasporic.lndian and a working academic, guu"-r* a sense of how peculiarly
uneasy people were about the cultural legacy of imperialism. This was certainly true in my orvn
class but was also pervasive, however inirticulately, across the classes. The unease straddled the
genders. and in its context. varieties of elite nativism or isolationist nationalism seemed
peculiarly out of touch with nationat and international 'realities',' (spivak 1993b: 123).

7 Spivak argues for strategic essentialism a-s her interpretation of Derrida,s notion ofdeconstruction. Strategic essentialism refers to "strategic. 
-br"uur. 

it is consciously directed
torvard a political goal, essentialism because it reinstates some version of the essence of Woman
and the feminine, even if only temporarily and for a political purpose" (Cornell l99l; 179-lg0).
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Strategic essentialis m

Spivak constantly points out that deconstruction suggests a political subject

because "the useful part of deconstruction is in the suggestion that the subject is

always centred'(spivak 1993b: r32, italics mine). This'centred'subject is a

result of an epistemological double bind integral to the notion of deconstruction.

The double bind of deconstruction suggests a compulsory amalgamation of a
critique of essence and a political acknowledgement of the necessary existence

of such essence. This double bind allows a subject to be centred on the basis of
"indeterminable boundaries" as they are "deciphered as determining" (spivak

| 993b: 132). spivak emphasises the importance of this double bind of
deconstruction and argues that it causes'onto/epistemo/ethicopolitical confu sion'

if deconstructive theories fail to reach this double bind.

l. A critique of deconstructive feminism

Spivak is critical of 'deconstructive feminism' because she contends it lacks the

double bind. Without the double bind, deconstructive feminism is trapped in the

confusion between "the object of the epistemic project and the constituency of
antisexism" (spivak 1993b: r37). By focusing on the object of the epistemic

projecl deconstructive feminism exposes the historical anxiety for the

graphematic structure, and this anxiety rnistakenly transforms the usefulness of
the name 'woman' into a narrative as spivak argues. The naming of ,woman,as 

a

narrative calls for deconstructive feminists' anxiety over'woman'as a legitimate

literal referent. They are concerned about subjects of ethics and the agency of
the political, and raise questions such as "l don't recognise myself in the object

of your benevolence" or "l don't recognise my share in your naming" (Spivak

1993b: 137). For Spivak, these questions reveal that the deconstructive feminist

naTvely struggles over authority of narrative in the house of theory and thus

forgets onto/epistemological subjectivity. The useful side of deconstruction is
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the application of essentialism for political purposes. Since deconstruction has

shown 'woman', as a narative is always a catachresis, the anxiety or rejection of
allocating a name simply contributes to 'the desire to punish the alibi ofjustice'

(Spivak 1993b: 137). Spivak argues that the deconstructive feminist refusal to

employ essentialism in the political sense results in abusing the theory of
deconstruction.

Spivak also argues the double bind should be taken as a whole and the

deconstructive feminist anxiety of the writing of graphematic structure simply

should never happen at all. The graphematic structure of woman is problematic

because woman cannot be the reality and it will be erased as Derrida always

denies conceptualising a name. Deconstruction helps give the discourse of
'woman' as an identity rather than an essence. Deconstructive feminists make a

serious mistake by ignoring the political sense of essentialism as the most useful

side of deconstruction: "the most serious critique of deconstruction is the critique

of things that are extremely usefur, things without which we cannot live on, take

chances; like our running self-identikit. That should be the approach to how we

are essentialists" (spivak 1993a: 4). spivak makes the politicat application of
deconstruction even clearer by suggesting that "we have to deconstruct our

desire for the impasse, neutrarise the name of woman for deconstruction,,

(spivak 1993b: 137). spivak further argues that "[i]f we want to make political

claims that are more useful all around than the general bourgeois academic

toothsome euphoria, rhis seems now to be the only way" (spivak 1993b: 137).

Spivak offers a synthesis of the danger and usefulness of deconstruction as her

interpretation of Derrida's notion of deconstruction. on the one hand, spivak

admits that deconstruction expresses "the idea of the embattled love of the text"

(Spivak 1993b: 135). On the other hand, deconstruction is urged with historical
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fact of phallocentrism and thus "we must still insist on the project of antisexism',

as Spivak reminds us (Spivak | 993b: 136). spivak argues thar rhe critique of the

ontological deception of woman as the oppression is the nontruth of dffirance in

Derrida's notion of deconstruction. This nontruth of dffirance nevertheless

should not hamper us from having the desire for the right to an impasse as

deconstructive feminism does. Spivak's solution of the writing of woman is a

synthesis between ontological concerns and political goals, and this synthesis

suggests nominalism in which 'woman' is presented for a political purpose.

Spivak argues,

I would propose that we should not share this anxiety for the name,
we should not identif, the guarding of the queition with rftis
particular name. This would ailow us to use tlie ontological and
epistemological critiques found in deconstruction land indeed
psychoanalysis) and appreciate poststructuralist',nominalism." we
must remember that this particular name the name of "woman,"
misfires for feminism. yet, a feminism that takes the traditionalist
line against deconstruction falls into a historical determinism where
"history" becomes a gender-fetish. (Spivak 1993b: 136)

2. Strategic use of tessetrce,

Spivak's politicised gesture of deconstruction is known as 'strategic essentialism,

because her poststructuralist notion of nominalism takes 'woman,as essence for

its strategic value. Spivak explains that the "strategy works through a persistent

(de)constructive critique of the theoretical" and "strategy is an embattled

concept-metaphor and unlike 'theory,' its antecedents are not disinterested and

universal" (spivak 1993a:3). strategic essentialism is different from

essentialism because the name of woman, worker, nation and so on has been

'consciously'and 'strategically'applied. Strategic essentialism involves political

goals and the essence of such a name is sustained only to the political goals. "[t
is a strategic use of essence as a mobilising slogan or master', and it does not
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involve the "risk of a lasting strategy" (spivak 1993a:3). That is, a "strategy

suits a situation; a strategy is nor a theory" (spivak 1993a: 4). This politically

strategic essentialism permits the subaltem studies group to offer a different

position from the U.S. authorities and to create a counter-movement fiom the

orthodox one about the South Asian history. As deconstruction is a political

strategy, "one has to look at where the group - the person, the persons, or the

movement - is situated when one makes claims for or against essentialism"

(Spivak 1993a:4). Spivak claims that feminiss might use deconstruction: "it is
not just that deconstruction cannot found a politics, while other ways of thinking

can. It is that deconstruction can make founded political programs more usefut

by making their in-built problems more visible" (spivak 1993b: l2l). Through

this, Spivak is refening here to the use of essentialism.

To Spivak, strategic essentialism further explains Derrida's political insight as

she argues that woman is one of the names that Derrida gives to the

problem/solution of founded programs that provide feminism with a strategic

significance that suits special situations. Thus, feminism is offered the critical

intimacy of deconstruction without being attached to a specific name that is

always interrogated within Derrida's project of deconstruction. spivak thus

argues, "l put it so awkwardly because so-called 'political'academics will still

insist that writing is only script and make the blindingly briltiant critique that

Derrida ignores mothers speaking to infants, or ignores orature', (Spivak 1993b:

12t).

In order to highlight the politicar usefulness of deconstruction, spivak

distinguishes the 'nontruth of truth' from the non-truth of 'truth' of
deconstruction. While 'nontruth of truth' bears a deconstructive interrogation of
the ontological status of the name, the 'non-truth of 'truth" aims to affirm the
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name for a political performance. spivak suggests that the affirmative

performance of a name be reached through affirmative deconsfruction by saying

yes to a text twice (Spivak 1993b: 129). spivak's reading of the Derridean

nontruth of truth and non-truth of 'truth' are supported by her analysis of
Nietzsche. The argument of non-truth of truth suggests woman can always be an

indication without holding ontological meaning. Moreover, Nietzsche helps us

to realise the name of 'woman'is caught in the linguistic orculturally masculine

stereotypes of woman. spivak explains that "the name of woman as the nontruth

of 'truth' can have a significant message for us if we refuse fully to honour the

historically bound catachresis" (spivak 1993b: 135). To spivatq woman ought

to support a disenfranchised name and feminist theory ought to acknowledge the

right for woman to construct "a subject-effect of sovereignty in the narrow

sense" (Spivak 1993b: 135). Spivak considers this as a Nietzschean perspective

of critique on masculinist stereotypes and, it is reflected in Denida's conclusion

in The Ear of the Other (Spivak 1993b: 135).

Spivak also believes that the strategic use of essence for political goals echoes

Foucault's notion of the double-play of power. spivak reads the double-play of
power as a political correctness where Foucault attempts to resolve his earlier

non-political misunderstanding of the epistemic project. Spivak explains that

Nietzsche's notion of the will to power has been seen in Foucault's questions on

the ontological compulsion in articulating the name as epistemology. yet, the

object of Foucault's epistemic project is only to be understood to the extent that

it is an itinerary of recognition itself as male or female. Further, Spivak believes

that Foucault's double-play of power rooks for the name (such as woman) as the

phenomenal essence because Foucault argues that "we must at the same time

conceive of sex without the law, and porver without the king" (spivak 1993b:

138)' In other words, Spivak believes that Foucault's double-play of power
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involves the subject of ethicopolitics as played in the constituency of antisexism

for feminism. Double-play of power embraces a politics which will "watch[es]

out for the historical determinations for the name [of woman] as catachresis in

deconstruction" and, at the same time, not ',delegitimise the name of man,,

(Spivak 1993b: t38).

Furthermore, Spivak argues that the political significance of Foucault's double-

play of power shows a particular species of nominalism which holds "an

obsession with names that are necessarity misnames, names that are necessarily

oatachrese, 'writing,' 'dffirance,"power' ('woman, in this case), names that have

no adequate literal referent" (spivak 1993b: 133). spivak regards this

nominalism as a way in which Foucault naturalises the name of 'power' as it is
applied to the name of woman. Moreover, Spivak believes that Foucault's

nominafism is comparable to Denida's notion of dffirance because the name of
woman is transformed into the central character and the narative of woman,s

recognition within gendering however [being] deferred (spivak 1993b: l3g).

Foucault's naturalising of the name power suggests the coding of the

phenomenality of power. "we coutd further take this nominatism as a
deconstructive political project if we read this naturalising of the name power as

the strategic codification of these points of resistance that makes a revolution

possible somewhat similar to the way in which the state relies on the institutional

integration of power relationships" (Spivak 1993b: l3g).

Drucilla cornell (1991) comments on spivak's political gesture of strategic

essentialism and arguments of nominalism. cornell (1991) argues that we ought

not to take a name (an identity and a difference) such as the feminine to be

essentialist or naturalist for the technical purpose. comell (1991) argues that

Spivak is right in critiquing feminine essence as the foundation for political
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appeals, but Spivak should not even adopt the word essence as a way of
indicating feminine specificity. comell's reason is that Derrida's theory of
deconstruction shows the limit of essentialism as "one specific discourse in

which the being of the thing is unveiled in its universal properties or grasped in

its general form" (Comell l99l: l8l). Essentialism is problematic because of its

aftempts to cover the efforts of writing of any group or context exclusively.

Despite the rejection of a universal assumption of essence, the call for'essence,

still risks itself from claiming indifference to the suffering of woman.

Cornell (1991) argues that Derrida'notion of deconstruction shows us the limit

of essentialism through its self-contradictory positioning within language. While

the political appeal to context is clear - we need to secure a place of the feminine

within the Western linguistic economy, the difficulty is precisely that we cannot

create a theory of woman. Essentialism and strategic essentialism both have the

difficulty that the very act of conceptualising difference leads to reinstate the

identity through its very determination as a concept. This difliculty is precisely

Derrida's notion of deconstruction which emerges as Derida engages multiple

rhetoricaf strategies such as supplement, dffirance, hymen, temporisation ...

etc. All of these efforts are directed to indicate that difference cannot be

conceptualised.

cornell (1991) agrees the need for the illumination of a name, an identity and a

difference for explicit ethicat and political positions within the language. Instead

of arguing for an appeal of essence, cornell suggests 'disruption' a political

gesture of deconstruction. Cornell explains that "disruption takes place from

'within' [the linguistic economy]". As disruption happens within the tinguistic

economy, it is thus a mistake to confuse Derrida's position with nominalism.

This is because we are all within "the historical burden of our situatedness that
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Denida calls phalleonomy" (cornell l99l: g5). The performative fact of the

very act of writing (of the feminine, for example) is not nominat interpretation -
not reconceptualisation of woman's essence as a displacement. But, the

performattve fact of writing is Mimesis as de-sistance, and through which, the

feminine is no longer repudiated as an imposition, but affirmation as a

positioning. Such an affirmation is clearly both ethical and political" (Cornell

l99l: 182).

The analysis of the performance of language becomes significant for political

argument- Heidegger would argue that "Being speaks atways and everywhere

throughout language"n while Denida's would argue that Being/speaks/always

and everywhere/throughout/tanguage. In other words, for Heidegger, in the

search of the human mind is indeed in search of linguistic meanings.

Heidegger's humanism comes from a hermeneutics reading on the concept of
man. The possible thinking subject comes from language. spivak's strategic

essentialism works in a similar way to that of the strategic use of essence as a

political concept highly suggests a hermeneutic attempt in playing with

linguistics meanings of words. Therefore, strategic essentialism depends upon

binary (or dialectical) readings of 'historical contexts'as a way of affirming the

claim of a name, an identity and a difference. In the next section, I shall argue

against Spivak's binary interpretation of deconstruction and her dialectical

reading of the politics by drawing the importance of Derrida's theory on the

metaphysics of presence.
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Dilfirance and the metaphysics of presence (the present)

central to Derrida's theory of dffirance is a discussion on the metaphysics of
presence. when Derrida is to'present' dffirance (i.e. 'the present' of dffirance)

on the metaphysical significance Qtresence) of the ,a, in difdrance, he carefully

draws a conditional pre-requisite. He argues, "[o]ne can expose only that which

at a certain moment can become present, manifest, that which can be shown,

presented as something present, a being-present in its truth, in the truth of a
present or the presence of the present" (Denida l9g2b: 5-6). The truth of 'the

present' of dffirance reflects in Derrida's argumentation about "dffirance as

temporisation and dffirance as spacing" (Derrida l9g2b: 9). In illustrating this

proposal, Derrida has distinguished dffirance from Saussurean differences and

Heideggerian temporialisation of 'the present', which is also the main discussion

of this section.

Before jumping into a discussion of temporisation and spacing of the Saussurean

finguistic structures and references, I will, again, argue that dffirance is not

constituted upon the saussurean foundation. I would argue that it is worth

paying reasonable attention to 'spacing' as well as 'temporisation' in order to

distinguish dffirance from the poritics of (Saussurean) differences. If the

significance of 'sign' is not carefuily exemplified throughout Derrida's works, we

are at risk falling into the same mistakes made by those who claim politics of
differences as I discussed in chapter Four.

A brief discretion between dffirance, as temporisation and spacing, from

Heidegger's transcendental temporalisation and Hegelian dialectics, is found in

Derrida's texts. He states.

Itr.
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I will note only that between dffirance as temporisation,
temporalisation, which can no ronger be conceived within the
horizon of the present, and what Heidegger says in Being and rime
about temporalisation as the transcendental horizon of t[e question
of Being, which must be liberated from it traditional, metaihysical
domination by the present and the now, there is a strict
communication, even though not an exhaustive and ineduciblv
necessary one. (Derida l9g2b: l0)

Furthermore, Derrida explains,

The structure of delay (Nachtaglichkeit) in effect forbids that one
make of temporalisation (temporization) a simple dialectical
complication of the living present as an originary and unceasing
synthesis - a synthesis constantly directed back on itself, gathered ii
on itself and gathering - of retentional traces and protentional
openings. (Derida l9g2b: 2l)

As mentioned earlier, the 'rupture' is a by-product of structuralist language, the

saussurean semiological analysis helps us to understand dffirance as

temporisation and spacing, the metaphysical status of 'the present'and, as it does

not sufficiently account for dffirance and it provides a supplementary

explanation. Derrida argues that Saussure claims the'arbitrary character'and the

'differential character' of the sign. These fwo characters are 'inseparable' and

'correlative' due to the over-empowering the linguistic strucfures - the

'arbitrariness' sustains only through the 'differential' aspect of the linguistic

functions. The linguistic structures overwhelm the signification of the sign. The

meanings of signs 'present' themselves always by resorting to different

signifi cation structures.

Saussurean dffirences ond diffdrance

Thinking within the Saussurean linguistical structures, temporisation and

spacing thus appear as results of ruptures between structural analyses and,
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substitutions of linguistic structures and, displacements of the meanings of signs.

In Derrida's explanations, he first reiterates the Iinguistic differences in

association with his own philosophical coinage of words:

Now if we consider the chain in which dffirance lends itself to a
certain- number of nonsynonymous substifutions, according to the
necessity of the context, why have recourse to the "reserve," to
"archi-writing," to the "archi-trace," to "spacing,', that is, to the
"supplement," or to the pharmakon, and soon to the hymen, to the
margin-mark-march, etc.? (Denida l9g2b: l2)

From this quotation, we do have to pay attention to Derrida's cunning words in

warning us not to falt into the trap of Saussurean linguistic analysis on

'differences' (dffirance). He is using the expression that "if we consider the

chain in which dffirance lends itserf to a certain number of nonsynonymous

substitutions ... " (emphasis mine). For the same reason, again, Derrida's

coinages such as archi-writing, archi-trace. supplement ... etc. cannot be

articulated in the Hegelian dialectic of plenitude.

Indeed, the discussion of 'the present' of the sign plays a more important rote

than that of 'linguistic differences' and that it is key to Derrida's philosophy on

dffirance. Dffirance is concerned about the scene ofpre sence of each element.

Firstly, 'the present'of the sign always employs a self-defeating element. since

substitutions of linguistic structures, 'the movement of signification' must justifi

itself by announcing the alleged element which is present as a mark of
'something other than itself for thar particular temporality. This suggests

displacement of the past element, as well as, an already to-be-removed element

by a future element. As a result the trace of these displacement/replacement of
the signified, Derrida introduces his view on that notion of 'the present'. 'The

present' is a trace and "this trace being related no less to what is called the future

than to what is called the past, and constituting what is called the present by
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means of this very relation to what it is not: what is absolutely is not, nol even a

past or afirture as a modified present" (Denida l9g2b: 13, italics mine).

secondly, this self-defeating aspect of 'the present' tums out to be a self-

engaging activity. In order to emphasise the metaphysical existence of 'the

present', Derrida introduces the idea of an 'interval', otherwise named 'spacing'.

As the displacement of signification of a sign is taking place all the time, the

'interval' appears to "separate the present from what it is not in order for the

present to be itself' (Derrida l99g2b: l3). In other words, due to the

displacement of signification, this interval constitutes it as'the present'while it
is, by nature, simultaneously dividing itself. we have to think the metaphysics

of everything based on the diffirance rationale of "the present" and refer this

rationale to "our metaphysical language, every being, and singularly substance

or the subject" as Denida suggests (Derrida l9g2b: l3). The'interval', the self-

engaging aspect of the present, is the movement of "constituting itself' and

"dividing itself dynamically". Denida defines the interval thus:

This interval is what might be cailed spacing,the becoming-space of
time or the becoming-time of space (temporisation). ana it is this
constitution of the present, as an 'originary' and irreducibly
nonsimple (and therefore, stricro rensu nonoriginary) synthesis of
marks, or traces of retentions and protectirons 

-(to - 
reproduce

analogically and provisionally a phenomenologicj and
transccndental language that soon wirr reveal itsetf to be inadequate),

llut I propose to call archi-writing, archi-trace, or diffirance.
(Derrida 1982b: l3)

Furthermore, Derrida explains an active engagement aspect of dffirance

exemplified in everyday life:

In the practice of a language or of a code supposing a play of forms
without a determined and invariable substance, and also supposing
in the practice of this play a retention and protection of differin""r. u
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spacing and a temporisation. a play of traces - all this must be a kind
of writing before the letter, an archi-writing without a present origin,
without archi-. (Denida l9g2b: l5)

Now, it might be safe to move our aftention away from referencing to

saussurean 'reference', as any Hegelian dialectical form could possibly be

exemplified, in thinking of differences. At least, we have to give up to
understand Derridean dffirance on the basis of the Saussurean metaphysics and

its associated culturat theories. Dffirance, Denida argues, is "never offered to

the present or to anyone", and "even if it is what makes possible the presentation

of the being-present" (Derrida t9g2b: 6). perhaps, the temporisation of 'essence,

of reference in the discussion of dffirance is to be understood as "reserving

itself, not exposing itself' (Derrida 1982b: 6). Derrida explains that in its every

presentation, "[reference] would be exposed to disappearing as disappearance.

[Reference] would risk appearing: disappearing" (Derrida l9g2b: 6).

At best' the essential meaning of the present can only be under the discussion

'the presence of the present'. As dffirance suggests a selGdefeating fact

mentioned earlier, the essence of dffirance simply does not 'exist'. Dffirance

cannot be understood as a present-being in any form and it does not derive from

any category. Derrida warns us that that present-being in any form/category is

not everything. Thus, dffiranc€ as present-being has ',neither existence nor

essence" (Derrida 1982b:6). Denida also warns us that the argument that

dffirance has neither existence or essence should not to be confused as part of
the negative theology doctrine. Derrida argues that dffirance is not "irreducible

to any ontological or theological or onto-theological reappropriation" (Derrida

f 982b: 6). The assertion that dffirance goes beyond the finite categories of
essence and existence should not hasten us to recall God as the predicate of
existence. The fact that Denida has presented dffirance through the detours,
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locution and syntax of negative theology indeed reflect any characteristic of
dffirance: temporisation.

Temporisation hut not temporalisation: Derrida,s critique of Heidegger

Denida has noted dffirance is temporisation, or sometimes temporisation-

temporalisation, as opposed to the Heideggerian notion of temporalisation with

an argument of a transcendental notion of Being. Through a critique

(deconstruction) of the Saussurean structural anatysis, Derrida announces an

important postulation of diflirance in terms of the metaphysics of the present; he

says:

The paradox of such a structure, in the language of metaphysics, is
an inversion of metaphysical concepts, which produces the following
effect: the present becomes the sign of sign, the trace of trace. It i;
no longer what every reference refers to in the last analysis. It
becomes a function in a structure of generalised reference. 1t lb a
trace, and a trace of the erasure of the trace. (Denida l9g2b: 24,
italics mine)

In much the same way this deconstruction of the Saussurean thesis illustrates in

relation to a deconstruction of Heidegger's thesis on Being and beings. It
involves two steps: first, a pseudo-adoption of Heidegger's metaphysical

discussion on Being and beings; second, Derrida's cunning examination of
Heidegger's thesis in presenting his own proposal. Heidegger distinguishes

Being from beings: 'Being' refers to the nature of beings and, 'being' refers to

ontofogical differences. By doing so, he draws a distinction between ,presence'

and 'the present' and the distinction between 'the essence of presence' and 'what

is at present'. Furthermore, Heidegger propose s that " the oblivion of Being is the

oblivion of distinctions between Being and beings', (Denida l9g2b: 23). In other

words, the oblivion of Being starts from the forgetting of distinctions between
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Being and beings, the difference between Being and beings is forgotten.

Therefore, the meaning of Being begins with the history of beings, the history of
'the present', the historical collection of 'what is the present'. By paying attention

to the meaning of Being as presented in the history of beings, Derrida employs

Heidegger's thesis and concludes for Heidegger:

This forgotten of metaphysics (of difference) is left without leaving
its'trace'. (Derrida 1982b: 23, italics mine)

As Derrida has illustrated dffirance as

analysis, the adoption of dffirance as

becomes:

trace through examining the structural

trace to this Heideggerian statement

This forgotten(of dffirance) is reft without its,trace, oftrace.

In other words, the forgotten of dffironce means the disappearance of the ,trace,

of 'the trace (of the distinctions/differences)'. Derrida cunningly applies the

Heideggerian proposal in illustrating metaphysics of 'the present, and the

presence of 'dffirance'. Heidegger argues that the differences between Being

and beings are forgotten, this forgotten must include two things at the same time:

a) the forgotten of Being Qtresence, presencing) and, b) the forgotten of trace of
distinctions (differences) between Being and beings (the presen! what is at

present). rf presence is manifested in the history of 'the prcsent', dffirance is

manifested in the history of the 'the trace' and dffirance begins with the history

of trace (the present). To the notion of dffirance. the metaphysical meaning of
'the present' is 'trace'. The trace is not an essence in presence but, as Denida

presents, 'a simulacrum of a presence' and the trace "dislocates itself, displaces

itself, refers itself, it properl-v has no site - erasure belongs to its structure,,

(Derrida 1082b: 24). Derrida further explains,
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And not only the erasure which must always be able to overtake it ...
but also the erasure which constitutes it from the outset as a trace,
which situates it as the change of site, and makes it disappear in is
appearance, makes it emerge from itself in its production. The
erasure of the trace is therefore the same as its tracing in the text of
metaphysics. The latter must have mainained the mark of what it
has lost, reservedn put aside. (Denida lgglb:24)

As a result, 'trace is trace and simultaneously erasure'. The metaphysics of 'the

present' is 'trace and simultaneously erasure'.

The present, presence

Derrida believes that his analysis of metaphysics of 'the present' is close to

Nietzsche's discussion of 'theme'. For instance, Derrida's metaphysics of 'the

present' is both 'to critique' and 'to create' meanings which are linked to

Nietzsche's philosophy as 'symptomatology'. This symptomatology suggests a

Nietzschean aflirmation that works on "diagnos[ing] the detour or ruse of an

agency disguised in its dffirancra, or further, to the entire thematic of active

interpretation which substitutes incessant deciphering for the unveiling of truth

as the presentation of the thing itself in its presence. etc" (Denida I9g2b: t7-lg).
In other words, dffirance is temporisation and spacing, the NieEschean

affirmation of temporisation and spacing.

Derrida asks questions like "what is the present?', "what is to think the present

in its presence?" "can one [to] conceive of a presence, and of a presence to

itself of the subject before speech or sing, a presence to itself of the subject in a

silent and intuitive consciousness?" Derrida argues that Heidegger feels we are

trapped within the language of western metaphysics. Nevertheless, he proposes

a 'hope' and announces a transcendental Being beyond logocentrism; in seeking

for the proper word and unique name for the metaphysics of 'the present'. The
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Heideggerian hope thus refers to a coilection of every possible unique name in

order to find the nature of Being.

The feeling of a trapped commitment to the privileged western logocentrism and

the argument of an 'op€n-ended' carcuration of subject positions is often

proposed as a solution to the impasse of the Marxist analysis. This solution is

shared with Heidegger. Heidegger derimits the closure of the logocenhic

metaphysics of signification by soliciting the value of presence to the

ontotheological determination of Being and by selecting whose status must be

completely exceptional. In this way, forms and epochs of presence and the

singularity of self-pres€nce are both legitimated. The present no longer is the

absolutely central form of Being but is a determination and is an effect within

that closure. Thus, Heidegger says,

Being speaks always and everywhere throughout ranguage. (Derrida
1982b:271

By contrast, Derrida argues that within the system of dffirance,

[a] determination or an effect within a system which is no longer that
of presence but of dffirance, a system that no longer tolerates the
opposition of activity and passivity, nor that of cause and effect, or
of indetermination and determination, etc., such that in designaiing
consciousness as an effect or a determination, one continues - Jfoi
strategic reasons that can be more or less lucidty deliberated and
systematically calculated] - to operate according to the lexicon of
that which one is de-limiting. (Derrida l9g2b: t6:17)

Instead, he proposes a Nietzschean affirmation of dffirance by reiterating

Heidegger's statement, says Derrida,

Be!nglspeaks/al ways and everywhere/throughout/language. (Denida
1982b:27)
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To Derrida, the Niezschean way of affirming the present suggests that we

simply forget about the Heideggerian dream and go beyond the dialectical

language hap. with this approach of affirmation, Derrida marks his

franscendental affirmation away from Heidegger's transcendental argument of
Being. Also with this approach of affirmation, Derrida's relationship with the

western logocentrism and Hegelian dialectics is better understood. That is,

without being nostalgic, we may trace back every form of Hegelian dialectic to

find its origins without even attaching ourselves in mapping what the future will

be like. In Derrida's words:

[w]e must think this without nostalgia, that is, outside of the myth of
a purely maternar or patemal ranguage, a rost native couniry of
thought. On the contrary, we must aflirm this, in the sense in wtrictr
Nietzsche put affirmation into pray, in a certain laughter and a
certain step of the dance. (Denida r9g2b: 27, itarics mine)

With regards to the notion of affirmation as a way of thinking and dancing with

language, Denida suggests that it is a kind of 'middle voice'that emphasises on

the notion of 'the undecided' between the active and the passive. In Derrida's

own word, "for the middle voice, a certain nontransitivity, may be what

philosophy, at its outset, distributed into an active and a passive voice, thereby

constituting itself by means of this repression" (Denida l9g2b: 9).

one of Derrida's main critiques of Heidegger is the daring project of seeking for

a proper word or unique name for the essential nature of Being. on the one

hand' Derrida points out the difficulties of the tautological relationship between

linguistics and the question of Being. The very relation of what is present and

the rules involved in presenting the essence of that particular presencing has

already puzzled the complexity between a relationship of hermeneutics

(language) and ontology (Being). on the other hand, Derrida argues that "such
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daring is not impossible since Being [arready] speaks atways and everywhere

throughout language" by adopting a NieEschean affirmation. Denida advocates

another Nietzschean aflirmation in place of the anxieties of Heideggerian hope.

Derrida argues that it is "from the vantage of this laughterand this dance, from

the vantage of this affirmation, foreign to all dialectics, the other side of
nostalgi4 what I will call Heideggerian hope, comes into question" (Denida

1982b:27).

Concluding remarks

Spivak has misinterpreted Derrida's notions of deconstruction and dffirance.

Spivak gives deconstruction a binary reading, suggesting that there are

useful/dangerous dimensions of deconstruction. Seeking for a remedy and

focusing on the useful side of deconstruction, Spivak further argues that the

meaning of dffirance has to involve dialectical reasoning and strategic use of
material essence because of woman's political vulnerability. In terms of looking

for a befter solution for woman's potitical situation, Spivak ultimately holds a

Hegelian concern with a search for a synthesis in the dialectical relationship

between man and woman.

spivak's misreads of Derrida because of her ignorance of Derrida,s argument on

the metaphysics of presence (the present). Derrida's notion of dffirance

suggests that the Hegelian concepts of difference and identity are always

incomplete and fragmented. More importantry, Denida deals with

deconstruction and dffirance with the discussion of the metaphysical meaning

of a name or a reference. Derrida suggests a notion of temporisation to explain a

performative presentation and limit of a name ora reference as presented in the
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Hegelian theory. We ought to pay attention to the notion of temporisation as the

key to understand Derrida' notion of dffirance. Temporisation shows Denida's

approach towards the tradition of western metaphysics including Hegel's and

Heidegger's. For instance, Denida destroys Heidegger's concept of temporality

without replacing it. In a similar way, temporisation allows deconstruction and

dffirance escapes from problems of the Hegelian approach without replacing it
with a means of resolving them. This chapter briefly alludes to the frct rhat

Denida introduces NieEsche,s philosophy as he talks about the metaphysical

meaning of reference.
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6

TEMPORALITY, MODERII'ITY AND DIFFERANCE

Introduction

Homi Bhabha proposes a revision of moderniw for the purpose of making an

adjustment to the Hegelian thesis through his understanding of the

poststructuralist argument concerning the issue of undecidability in

conceptualising a name. This revision remains a political project of modernity

because modernity means "the moment [of] making a name for oneself that

emerges through undecidabilify" (Bhabh a 1994e: 2421.t Bhabha introduces the

idea of temporality to resolve the probrem of making a name and the

I It is important to note that, in the beginning, for Bhabha, discourses of French poststructuralists
and German critical theories are included under the umbrella of 'modernity' wirhin his
postcolonial discoune. Bhabha says "my interest in the question of modernity resides in rhe
influential discussion generated by the work of Habermas, Foucault, Lyotard and Lefort"
amongst many others' that has generated a critical discourse around historiial modemity as an
epistemological structure." Later he states. "I want to pose my questions of a contra-modernity:
$'hat is modemity in those colonial conditions wheie its imiosition is itself the denial of
historical freedom, civic autonomy and the'ethical'choice of refashioning?" Bhabha does not, as
most historians do, distinguish poststructuralist discourses from that of-critical theory which is
often assumed as part ofthe project ofmodernity (Bhabha 1994e:239-240).
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undecidable fact of such a name. Temporality suggests a moment as a

temporary disruption of historical contexts. Bhabha believes that this temporary

disruption allows us to find a common space that is shared by a group of people.

This 'common space'helps to legitimate a name and calls for political appeals.

Bhabha further develops the idea of 'common space' into an 'in-between' thesis

as a basic feature of cultural differences.

In this chapter, I willexamine Bhabha's new revision of Hegetian differences as

his theory of a political project. This examination wilt involve Foucault and

Derrida's perceptions of differences which function as critiques of the Hegelian

way of defining differences. It begins with an analysis of Bhabha's revision of
modernity and its associated concepts such as difference and temporality.

Elaboration will include the idea of temporality, which I broadly divide into two

main fields: (l) Bhabha's observations (i.e. the subject of proposition) and, (2)

his strategies (i.e. the subject of enunciation). This is followed by a critique

focusing upon the problematic proposition of the 'in-between space' and the

concept of temporality. A Foucaultian analysis on the relationship of relations

as 'non-place' is elaborated as a critique and is a contrasted against the 'in-

between space'' Furthermore, Derrida's perspective on the undecidable fact of a

name, that Bhabha acknowledges as an important factor in developing his thesis

and his notion of dffirance, wiil arso be discussed in relation to the Hegelian

differences.
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I. Homi Bhabha's revision of modernitv

At the beginning of his book, The Location of culture (1994), Bhabha tells us of

his primary intention of writing such a book. citing from Frantz Fanon and

Jonny Mercer, Bhabha states"

The architecture of this work is rooted in the temporal. Every
human problem must be considered from the standpoint of time
(FranE Fanon, Black Skin, Wite Masks, italics mine).

You've got
'Ac-cent-tchu-ate the pos-i-tive
E-li-mi-nate the neg-a-tive,
Don't mess with Mister In-be-nveen
(refrain from 'Ac-cent-tchu-ate the Positive' by Jonny Mercer, italics
mine).

The idea of temporality, which is manifested in the above phrases as the

lemporal time, and the space of in-between', is fundamental to Bhabha's

revision of modernity. This'undecidabitity'keeps us looking at Bhabha's theory

on the present. For Bhabha, the present is a historical construction which is set

in order to signifu a specific position of historical enunciation and to address

those who 'bear witness'and who are 'subjected'. With regard to 'undecidability',

Bhabha disputes the qitical theory that considers the subject to be a

transcendental being with their own originalities and transparent immediacy; he

agrees with poststructuralists on the differences in the nature of the subject.

However with regard to'making a name for oneself, Bhabha needs to come to

critical theory's assumption of the public sphere while holding the

poststructuralist 'difference' in mind. Negotiation but not negation is what

Bhabha argues for; "The new or lhe contemporary appear through the splitting

of modernity as [anJ event and enunciation, the epochal ond the everydoy.

Modernity as a sign of the presenr emerges in thot process of spliting, rhat lag,
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that gives the practice of everyday life its consistency as being contemporary,,

(Bhabha I 994e: 24t-243\.

For Bhabha, the idea of temporality is articulated as being the signified cutting

moment of 'the present' in the line of history that comes from the 'in-between'

space in terms of the time and space within the discourse of postcolonialism- In

one sense, 'temporality' gives Bhabha significant insights into his postcolonial

discourse from which he than constructs into his 'in-between' thesis - that uses

vocabulary are such as 'ambivalence', 'hybridity' and 'in-between-ness' - of
postcolonial subjectivity. In another sense, 'temporality'offers Bhabha a sharp

methodological cleavage that cuts the present from the past and the future, the

inside from the outside, us from them, the coloniser from the colonised and so

on. It is Bhabha's intentions that, by doing so he can therefore distinguish the

very moment of the present that allows him to further a methodological strategy

for enunciation and address. Bhabha is trying to propose a breakthrough within

the discourse of postcolonialism, yet from my point of view, there are certain

warnings regarding his new attempts, which to some extent his strategy

somehow shows through the naivety of his thinking, which therefore makes his

postcolonial discourse questionable.

M od e r n ity, d iffere nce a nd te mpo ral ity

Bhabha's general postcolonial discourse presents a complex form of Hegelian

thesis based on his idea of temporality. ln a micro sense, Bhabha first critiques

the Hegelian binary opposition dualism by introducing an 'in-between'space for

the temporality of the encounter between the master and the slave. He constructs

his 'in-between' thesis on the basis of the binary dualism between master and
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slave. Then Bhabha shifts his theoretical position towards a poststructuralist

stance by arguing that the temporality of being, of nation, of community and

selftrood, is disjunctive, incommensurabre and different. Arguing for the

'performative' function of being, Bhabha retums to focus on the temporality of
the present in order to argue his own version of modernity. within this

argumenl the Hegelian thesis is implicit and it is more correct to say rhat

Bhabha's theory is founded on Hegelian theory. Regarding the problematic issue

of identity, I will investigate whether or not Bhabha's revision of modemity is in

fact a breakthrough. Before we move on to his main theoretical framework, it

would useful to look at Bhabha's personal background for the purpose of
understanding why he insists on an 'in-between'thesis and an emphasis on 'the

present'.

A basic understanding of Bhabha's theory resides in the ways in which Bhabha

constitutes his own identity, his own subject position in the postcolonial world.

In an interview (Bennett and Collits l99l). Bhabha accounts for the reasons why

he comes up with a commitment to theory: being from a parsee minority in

India, Bhabha experiences a border position in which he feels littte political

influence from his own minority grouping, despite the fact that his community is

prosperous both commercially and in terms of professional status. The need to

gain a certain position for enunciation is always Bhabha's primary concern. The

joy of experiencing two cultures in India brings Bhabha to think about his 'in-

between' subject position. He later develops this position as the feature of his

postcolonial theory explaining the legitimised place for the postcotonial subject

to speak out in his4rer own colonial mother counrry.

The experience as a post-graduate at oxford in England gives Bhabha another

'in-between' experience from which he constructs his theory. Here, Bhabha
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proposes the concept of 'mimicry'. By admitting his inauthenticity, while

carrying a postcolonial cultural background and speaking in the original cultural

text' Bhabha contends that the overlapping 'interstices' between these two subject

positions offers him the right to speak out. The postcolonial subject is 'almost

the same, but not quite' the same since the slave has already been profoundly

influenced by his master and inherited something from the master. The mimicry

thus could appear in the public sphere and 'stop being just a form of passive

imitation and become a way in which the inappropriateness of the master or the

model comes to be visible' (Bennett and collits l99l: 57). According to

Bhabha, before the interaction takes place between the master and the slave in

the master's land, we may at most argue that the colonised possesses a'hybrid

culfure' but, after their interactions, we can also argue that the master is forming

a hybrid culture, in that the original one is never in its originality. The master

has been forced to change due to the enunciation of the slave. Thus Bhabha

notes,'it can be a way of both freeing oneself and then framing the coloniser,s

culture through experience of its colonial dissemination' (Bennett and Collits

l99l:58).

Bhabha's transparent eagerness to find his own subject positioq 'temporality'at

first comes to indicate the significance of the present. In a subtitle in the

introduction to The Location of Culrure, Bhabha suggests that within the "border

live[s], the afts of the present" (Bhabha 1994: l). The 'arts' of the present

express both his own experiences as well as his intellectual concems. Rod

Edmond (1995: 39) suggests that Bhabha's discourse comes from Johnny Mercer

and Martin Heidegger: he is indebted to Johnny Mercer for the concept of in-

between'and, to Martin Heidegger. for the concept of the on-going nature of the

present -'something begins its presenting'(Bhabha 1994:1,5). This being the

case, what we might see more often in Bhabha's text is the discourse of
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poststnrcturalists, particularly that of Foucault, and the discourses of critical

theory, particularly that of Habermas. while Martin Heidegger guides Bhabha,s

theoretical intention, poststructuralism and critical theory give to Bhabha's the

body of the text in making possible of an articulation of modernity, the arts of
the present, the temporality.

In a macro sense, Bhabha's discourse on postcolonial. As a whole, it presents a

Hegelian thesis revealing in its thesis (l) a thesis that the discourse of the

temporality of modernity is based on poststructuralism plus Habermas, (2) an

antithesis that recognises a hybrid culture, an 'in-between' discourse between the

master and the slave consistent with temporality of modernity, (3) a synthesis

that is a new vision on modernity which is, again, another discourse of
poststructuralism and Habermas.

Bhabha begins his thesis on the temporality of modernity by applying Mladan

Dolar's definition of modernity to the being of the presentand the ethics of self-

construction. Dolar's definition of modernity is as follows,

what makes this attitude typical of modernity is the constant
reconsffuction and the reinvention of the self ... The subject and the
present it belongs to have no objective status, they 

-have 
to be

perpetually (re)constructed. (Bhabh a 1994e: 240)

on the basis of a familiarity with discourses of poststructuralism and critical

theory, Bhabha works for a revision of modernity, in his words, a ,contra-

modernity'. Bhabha both critiques both poststructuralism and qitical theory,2

-

2 Rhabha (1993:t67) attacks the poststrucruralist. satirising Foucault,s and Lyotard,s literature,when he says, "the death ofthe auiho., or the intenal ofintention. are occurrences that arouse nomore scandal than the sight of a hearse in a Palermo suburb." Later in the same text. Bhabha
shows he is fearless in the business of critical theory. saying that "whenever I look these days Ifi-nd myself staring into the eyes of a recruiting officer...;ho stares at me intensely and says"westem Civ. needs you!" At rhe same timl, a limp little voice within me also whispers,
"Critical theory needs you too!',
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and simultaneously acknowledges the convincing arguments offered by

poststructuralism - in particular the notion of difference - and Habermas'theory

on rationality' He does this in order to maintain the project of modernity which

makes the utterance of the postcolonial subject at any particular possible present.

Bhabha maintains that we need to go 'beyond' the prefix of 'post' and 'find

ourselves in the moment of transit where space and time cross to produce

complex figures of difference and identity'(Bhabha I994a: l). At first, like a

poststructuralist, Bhabha denies foundationalism as he both sees the

incommensurable 3 fact of modernity and the impossible project of total

emancipation, but in the end, he comes to embrace Habermas' modernity thesis.

This is evident in Bhabha's discussion on multiculturalism.

First, he raises a 'culture-as-difference' thesis. In agreeing with r.S. Eliot's

notion on culture, Bhabha asserts that what is at issue today is not the

essentialised or idealised Arnoldian notion of culture but ,,a certain

incommensurability, a necessary impossibility, in thinking culture,, @habha

1993: 167). Based on the observation of cultural dynamics of an immigration

group, Eliot points out that, iiom the beginning of departure from one's

hometown, the 'immigration culture' is diflerent from that of its parent culture.

This 'immigration culture' is arways changing and reconfigurating itself
according to 'whatever relations are established'. For instance, after this

immigration group lands in a new country and starts interaction with 'some

native' and with immigrants other than those of the original group, a certain form

of culture is formed and at different times "peculiar types of culture-sympathy

r I would argue that Bhabha applies the poststructuralist meaning of the'incommensurable, to hisownpurpose' lfBhabharvishestostayontheshipcarryingthepro.iectof'modemity'andargue
for a recognition of acting in'the present', he wouid c".tuiniy disagree wirh the postsiructuralist,,
gist of incommensurable' which maintains a mulriple uni rrufrnrntary putiic sphere. The
adoption of certain aspects of the concept of the incommensuibility in order ro fit into the
project of modernity becomes the most significanr weakness of Bhab-ha's theory - a position I
will critique in the laner pafl of this section.
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and culture-clash appear". At any temporality of this immigration culture, the

boundary of such culture is bluned, overrapping and the contradictory happens

due to different temporality of historical circumstance. Bhabha thus contends

that "this 'part' culture, this partial culture, is the contaminated yet connective

tissue between cultures - at once the impossibility of a culture's containedness

and the boundary between [them]. It is indeed something tike culture's ,in-

between,' bafflingly, [as it is] both arike and different" (Bhabha 1993: 167).

The 'culture-as-difference' thesis further offers Bhabha a different view on

multiculturalism and Bhabha by claiming his discourse on multiculturalism, he

later shifu to Habermas' modernity Reason. Following a poststructuralist line of
argument, Bhabha recognises the facts of multiplicity, the contingency of
'culture' and the social group (eg. from minority discourse to postcolonial

critique, from gay and lesbian studies to chicano/a fiction). He asserts that

"multiculturalism has become the most charged sign for describing the scattered

social contingencies that characterise contemporary Kulturkritik The

multicultural has itself become a 'floating signifier"' (Bhabha 1993: l6s).

Nevertheless in order to legitimise theoretically 'temporality' and to further an

enunciative temporality, Bhabha draws upon Habermas for the notion of
'Reason' the progress of modernity. euoting Habermas, Bhabha says that the

effect of the (postmodern) scattering condition on modemity is one o[,

[an] ever more finely woven net of ringuisticalry generated
intersubjectivity. Rationalisation of the tife irli meara
differentrarron and condensarion ar once - a thickening of the
floating web of intersubjective threads that simultun"ouily hold
together the ever more sharply differentiated components of culture,
society and person.4lBhabha 1993: l6g)

4. ft is originally from Habermas' The philosophical Discourse of Modernity (lgg7) ,The
Normative Content of Modemit,v', p.346.
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To be sure, within the 'multicultural' discourse, Bhabha is difflerent from

Habermas, in that while Haberrnas argues for a 'ideal speech community,,

Bhabha holds on to poststructuralist anti-essentialism and suggests that we focus

on the temporality of location and temporality of enunciation. Habermas' ideal

speech community assumes a pre-given identity of each subject and

acknowledges that the contradictory fact occurs within and outside the subject.

Modernity, for Habermas, suggests a never-ending communication among

subjects within this finery tuned ideal speech situation. However, Bhabha

doesn't believe in a pre-given identity and comes to disrupt a solution based on

Habermas' speech community. His focus on the 'moment,- temporality - helps

him to stay within the project of modemity. By arguing that the temporality of
the 'in-between' positions the subject in terms of time and space, Bhabha sotves

the problematic of a 'fixed' identity and the incommensurable problematic

of/among subjects. This is an 'unhomely' subject position that Bhabha

maintains. By arguing the temporality For enunciation, Bhabha tums his back on

the issue of empowerment.

The focus on the present and the argument of giving up the original and initial

subjectivity points to Bhabha's refusal to adopt the Hegelian binary opposition

thesis' Bhabha argues that his 'in-between' thesis is not a Hegelian synthesis.

The difference between Bhabha's 'in-between'thesis and the Hegelian subject is

that while 'the negation' is the Hegelian subject's basic principle, 'the interstitial

space' is Bhabha's standpoint. It is the hybridity of the subject position and the

culture in the social that stand out as Bhabha's major theoretical innovations.

For Bhabha, in seeking his place of enunciation, a subject is always sknding

upon the common ground shared by the master and the slave. In other words, if
the Hegelian subject looks for what is negative, Bhabha will look for what is

positive in the same relation between master and slave.
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This point becomes clearer when we realise that Bhabha accepts

poststructuralism only as a supplementary understanding of the 'condition'of the

modernity. He maintains that, what is required is the need to ,,understand

cultural difference as the production of minority identities that ,splir, - are

estranged unto themselves - in the act of being articulated into a collective body"

(Bhabha 1994a: 3). To cite Rende Green's words, Bhabha shows his Hegelian

intention in terms of the historical significance of raising a multicultural

movement when he savs:

Multiculturalism doesn't reflect the complexity of the situation as I
face it today ..- It requires a person to step outside of him/herserf to
actually see what he/she is doing. (Bhabha 1994a: l, italics mini)

Thus, if Dolar's definition of modernity suggests that the persisting split [of the

subject] is a condition of freedom, would Bhabha further argue for the necessity

to "speci& a historical condition and theoretical configurations of 'splitting' in

political situations of 'unfreedom"'(Bhabha 1994e: 240)? Bhabha admis that he

is convinced by the argument that "the catachrestic postcolonial agency of
'seizing the value-coding'... enabres the diasporic and the postcolonial to be

represented" (Bhabha 1994e: 240\. Modernity for Bhabha, suggests a

'deliberate'return to considering the temporality of the postcotonial subject as a

project of empowerment.

Yet, it must be recalled that since an understanding of poststructuralist anti-

foundationalism is basic to Bhabha's postcolonial discourse, temporality of
postcolonial enunciation does not suggest a fixed moment or project. Bhabha's

'in-between' thesis is always looking for interstitious space alongside the line of
time, space and epistemology. Temporality appears whenever and wherever
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there is a necessity for enunciation and a chance for the demonstration of a

hybridity. In the following paragraphs, I am going to extrapolate in more detail

Bhabha's observations on the hybridity of subject positions; the cases of Frantz

Fanon's de-colonisation and Edward Said's Orientalism.

Temporality I: suhject of proposition

Bhabha's 'in-between' thesis is better understood when the occunence of the

disturbing distance of the colonial Self (or the colonised Other) constitutes the

figure of the colonial othern as understood by Fanon. In understanding the 'in-

between' or'ambivalence' of subject identity and the practice of colonialism and

de-colonialism, the shared symbolic and spatial structures between the master

and the slave becomes as in Fanon's Manichaean structure a space for extensive

investigation. The 'in-between' suggests a 'positive' revision of one's subject

position alongside different temporal, cultural and power relations.

Bhabha says one of his favourite Fanonian expressions:'The Negro is not. Any

more than the white man.' However, while Fanon expresses this statement with

antagonism, Bhabha interprets it differently. Fanon's Hegelian negation

becomes, in Bhabha's view, a breakthrough, an inevitable but powerful strategy

for the de/anti-colonialism project. For Bhabha Fanon's de-colonisation practice

is extremely successful, that is except for the different version of the de-

colonised he brings to theory. 5 Fanon concludes the Hegelian negation

conceptualises a black man is nothing more than an artefact of the White. He

continues to adopt a Hegelian antithesis approach which aims to negate his

5 For instance, Bhabha (1994e) states, "tt is Fanon's temporality of emergence - his sense of the
belatedness of the black man - that does not simply make the question of ontology inappropriate
for black identity, but somehow impossible for the very understanding of humanity in the world
of modemity" (Bhabha 1994e:236'1.
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coloniser other and the coloniser other is always the enemy for Fanon. From

Bhabha's viewpoint, Fanon is "too quick to name his other, to personalise its

presence in the language of colonial racism" (Bhabha 1994c: 60).

What Bhabha does is basically to revise totally Fanon's anti-colonialisation

philosophy. He is trying ro soften Fanon's strong Hegerian dichotomy by

demonstrating the 'hybrid' fact of Fanon,s hybridity. In Bhabha's view, this

Hegelian dichotomy is inappropriate not only in terms of Fanon,s ontological

status but also in its political application. lf Fanon's Hegelian thesis is sustained

for the White man, 'the real Other is and will continue to be the black man,.

Although Fanon restores a dream in a proper political time and cultural space,

the fact is that such a position may lead him to a more pessimistic

misunderstanding of his successful emancipatory project, which will somehow

'blunt the edge of Fanon's britliant illustrations'. Bhabha criticises Fanon for
wrongly proposing a polarity of the Same and the Other within the discourses of
colonialism and de-colonialisation. For instance, an ambivalence happens to

Fanon himself and his 'wretched people'. when his people announce, ,you,re 
a

doctorn a writer, a student, you're different, you,re one of u,s', ambivalence

appears in the use of 'different', as Bhabha recounts, ,to be different from those

rvho that are different makes you the same'. In other words, according to the

temporality of de-colonisation, how 'you'are different from 'us' is not importanf

as long as the'in-between'space shared by 'us' bonds'us'together.

Another instance of ambivalence occurs when those liberatory people present a

discontinuous 'intertextual temporality' in their anti-nationalist movements.

Even with a shared anti-coloniat cultural imposition, these people separate their

continuities and constancies from the nationalist tradition, by applying modem

western forms of information, technology, language and dress. It is significant
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that there is a discontinuity appearing within the colonised Same. Moreover, this

'intertextual temporality' indicates a hybrid identity of those liberatory people.

As the principle of dialectical reorganisation, a newly formed culture, is adopted

from the Western discourse into their national tex! this enables the liberatory

people to negotiate and translate their cultural identity. Thus, the Hegelian

negation suggests an ambivalence that ironically splits the colonised Self. In one

sense, this 'in-between-ness' reveals a dangerous place where identity and

aggressivity are intertwined and in another sense it opens up a place for the

colonised subject to interrogate.

Indeed central to Bhabha's theory of identity, identification always comes from

the ambivalence that exists in the concepts of master and slave. In Bhabha's

account of the Hegelian negation, the space of splitting becomes a questionable

arena which is later reinterpreted as a positive site for power. Yet I would argue

that Bhabha does not reject the Hegelian subject and that he even includes a

Hegelian negation when considering a temporality of political strategy,

something which is evident in his discussion of 'doubling' when speaking of
Fanon's decolonising strategy. Bhabha introduces a concept of 'doubling, when

identif,ing the scenarios which inevitably happen when the slave encounters the

master. Doubling suggests a "dissembling image of being in at teast two places

at once that makes it impossibre for the devalued, insatiabte dyolud... to accept

the coloniser's invitation to identity" (Bhabh a 1994c: 44). For instance, when

Fanon asks, 'what does the man want?', Bhabha would argue that this

problematic of identity is 'a persistent questioning of the frame, the space of
representation, where the image is confronted with its diference, its other,

(Bhabha 1994c:46, italics mine). we should have no doubt about the necessary

interaction happening between the srave and the master in that the Hegelian

subject always looks for what is lacking.
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'Doubling' further suggests "the discursive and disciplinary place from which

questions of identity are [not simply intenogated but] sfategically and

institutionally posed" (Bhabha 1994c: 4T). when the colonised skilfully

employs the coloniser's strategies of modernity, the ambivalence of the site

becomes a useful common area from the colonised can'gaze at' the coloniser.

Bhabha naively argues that, given the Hegelian space of splitting, "the fantasy of
the native is precisely to occupy the master's place while keeping his place in the

slave's avenging anger (Bhabha r994c: 44). If Foucault claims the subject is

dead, Bhabha would find a way our by arguing a double vision, which disrupts

its authority, based on the ambivalence of colonial discourse. In Fanon's case,

Black skin, white Masks is successful in its ,doubling', creating a dissembling

image of being in at least two places at once itself as an action at the same time

containing a mimicry strategy for subversion. Bhabha says, ',it is a mode of
negation that seeks to unveil the fullness of Man but to manipulate his

representation. It is a form of power that is exercised at the very limits of
identity and authority, in the mocking spirit of mask and image" (Bhabha 1994c:

62\.

In concluding Bhabha's analysis on Fanon,

of Hegelian negation in Bhabha's theory

discourse.

I wish to emphasise the importance

of temporality in his postcolonial

The access to the image of identity is only ever possible in the
negation of any sense of representation/repetition) [and this] renders
ita liminal reality. (Bhabha 1994c:51)

Another example of ambivalence in Bhabha's postcolonial discourse can be seen

in Edward said's orientalism. since orientalism was published in 197g,
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Edward Said has been criticised for his overwhelming 'binary opposition' that

theoretically attempts to analyse 'the Orient'and 'the Occident'. There already

exist critiques from such a question to whether or not there is a real Orient

and./or that a real occident. In Bhabha's reading on orientalisn, he agrees with

the first critique, but he later defends Said when he revolves Said's mistaken

introduction of the question of enunciation. Therefore different from other

critics, Bhabha turns Said's orientalism into something'positive'.

First" Bhabha points out that said refuses to "engage with the alterity and

ambivalence" as Said followed "the traditional literary-critical way by referring

to a single originating intention." said is wrong, according to Bhabh4 not

because he applies a Hegelian diarectical analysis of 'the occident' and 'the

Orient'but because Said is defining the terrains of the Occident and the Orient as

exclusive and therefore such an analysis ,'leaves no room for negotiation or

resistance". ln other words, Bhabha criticises Said for not seeing the 'positive in-

between space' between the occident and the orient, as he himself does,

meaning Said not only mis-interprets the postcolonial condition but fails to
recognise a powerful site from which 'the orient' might intenogate the western

discourses. clearly, Bhabha's thesis of 'the temporality of subject proposition'is

not found within Said's Orienlalism due to the theoretical mistake Said makes.

Nevertheless, for Bhabha, another temporarity - the temporality of enunciation -
is applied to Said's discourse and, because of this, Bhabha is able to tum Said's

Orientalism into a powerful discourse. He takes Said's theoretical intention

seriously as Robert Young has identified when writing on Bhabha,

o.rientalism may be a representation but it arso takes part in an entire
discursive field, any consideration of which, he argues, must include
the question of enunciation, that is, of who is speaking to whom. It
cannot be assumed that representations are just static entities which
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may or may not correspond to the 'real'- because they must always
also form part of an address, whether written or sioken, with a
specific addresser and addressee. (young 1990: 142)

Obviously, Bhabha sees Orientahbra as a'tool'which is an instrument ofcolonial

power and administration that can be used to fight against the Westem discourse,

or'the occident'. As with Bhabha's comments on Fanon, the political goal for

the postcolonial subject is the guiding principle. As young says, "Bhabha shows

how the question of enunciation already demonshates the operation of a subject.

Enunciation directs attention to 'the repertoire of conflictual positions that

constitute the subject in colonial discourse" (young 1990: 142). Therefore, I

would conclude that despite the fact that Bhabha acknowledges the postcoloniat

condition as a multiplicity, he regards the representation of the colonial subject

as more important in that it is necessary that the postcolonial's voice is heard.

Even though said's ambivarence toward his difficulty in matching the

representation, 'the occident' and 'the orient', the actual entities, such

ambivalence, indeed, is the preoccupation of Bhabha's temporality of
enunciation. Because of this, I would argue that Bhabha remains in line with
Hegelian dialectics.

Temporality II: subject of enunciation

As I have demonstrated, Bhabha's 'in-between'thesis is constructed on the basis

of a Hegelian negation. He further rectifies the Hegelian negation into a

'negotiation' between communities; this is based on his revision of
poststructuralism and critical theories. Hybridity is central to Bhabha's model of
multiculturalism. Bhabha says, within the multicultural society, ',communities

negotiate "difference" through a borderline process that reveals the hybridity of
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cultural identity: they create a sense of themselves to and through an other,,

@habha 1995: I l4).

In fact' Bhabha's strategy of empowering the colonised indicates a more or less

mutual recognition and it is argued about, always, based on the traditional

ascribes, as he says "the enunciative process introduces a split in the

performative the struggles is often benveen the historicist teleological or

mythical time and nanative of traditionalism" @habha 1994b: 35). Bhabha's

strategies are argued as follows: first, he splits the master and the slave; for

instance, the traditional culture of the master's and that of the slave's. Then,

Bhabha argues for the significant meaning of a performative present of cultural

identity by reinforcing the hybridiry of the master and the slave and the

importance of 'time'. Finally, Bhabha rejoins the traditional cultural discourses

of the slave and the political and necessary negation of the certitude in resisting

the master.

Hybridity, Bhabha suggests, carries a political dimension. Borrowing Baldwin,s

notion of empowerment, Bhabha argues that, in the line of the colonial subject, a

similar subject of the American colour line, the power of the colonised subject

relies in the ubiquitous everyday experience lived in the recognition of cultural

and psychic hybridity. Baldwin writes.

Alienation causes the Negro to recognise that he is a hybrid ... In
white Americans he finds reflected ... his tensions, his terrors. his
tenderness. Dimly and for the first time, there begins to fall into
perspective the nature of the roles they have playedln the lives and
history of each other. Now he is bone of thiir bone, flesh of their
flesh ... Therefore he cannot deny them, nor can they every be
divorced 

,... It is dfficutt to make clear that [the African-AmeticunJ
is not seeking to forfeit his birthright as a braik man, but that, on he
contrary, it is precisely this birthright which he is struggling to
recognise and make articulate. (Bhabha | 995: I 14, italics mine)
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From this statement, it is interesting to note that the 'birthright' functions as a

dual meaning: the birthright of a black man and that it is because of this

birthright that the black man needs to be as a black man. Applying the

postcolonial discourse, the traditional culture is thus disguised as, not a

'historical memory', but 'a strategy of representing authority in terms of the

artifice of the archaic'(Bhabha 1994b:35). As the hybridity of culture indicates

an ambivalence between discourse of the master and the slave, Bhabha would

argue that this ambivalence signals a 'Third Space' that just represents not only

the general conditions of language within the social but also carries 'the specific

implication of the utterance in a performative and institutional strategy of which

it cannot 'in itself be conscious' (Bhabha 1994b: 35). These are exemplified by

the discourses of Edward said and Frantz Fanon; both of them involved the

notion of hybridity being produced from/in the social which is constitutive of the

nature of the ambivalence. In fact. Bhabha agrees about the different forms of
linguistic positions (e.g. social position) between any master/slave relationship6

yet, when the issue comes to the temporality of enunciation, he argues that the

hybridity of the linguistic difference in the social allows any cultural

performance to be "dramatised in the common semiotic account of the

disjuncture between the subject of a proposition (inoncd) and the subject of
enunciation" (Bhabha 1994b: 36). Moreover, the culture of the social is ',not

represented in the statement but which is the acknowledgment of its discursive

embeddedness and address, its curtural positionality, its reference to a present

time and a specific space,' (Bhabha 1994b: 36).

6 For instance, "black or minority intellectuals committed to an antiseparatist politics of
community have no option but to place themselves in that dangerous and incompleie position
rvhere the racial divides are forced to recognise - on either side of the colour line - a shared
antagonistic or object terain. It has becomi a common ground. not because it is consensual or
'Just," but because it is infused and inscribed with the sheer contingency of everyday coming and
going, struggle and survival" (Bhabha t995: I l4).
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By introducing the temporality of enunciation, Bhabha clarifies a closure within

the 'difference' in the social. The discourse of colonial history affirms the

cultural and historical dimension of the Third Space. For Bhabha it is because

of the temporality of enunciation that this Third Space offers a powerfulcultural

change and; it is because of the temporaliry of enunciation that the Third Space

may accompany the 'assimilation of contraries' and 'creating that occult

instability'' Nevertheless, it is because of the temporality of enunciation that this

Third space, in Bhabha point of view, represents a productive capacity, which

has a colonial or postcolonial provenance. It is precisely this point that Bhabha

disputes Foucault, arguing that Foucault fails to elaborate the'certain position'of

the postcolonial subject and the historical constitution of colonial history. It is in

Bhabha's content that his in-between thesis - working as a curious indeterminacy

which is able to enter the chain of discourse - offers a 'discursive temporality',

which is not a fixed discourse but an another place (of enunciation). In Bhabha's

point of view, if Foucault refuses to acknowledge the colonial moment as an

enunciative present in the historical and epistemologicat condition of Western

modernity, he can provide little about the transferential relation between the

West and its colonial history (Bhabha 1994d:195-196).

II. Temporality of inlinity: metaphysicar ,'non-place" v the "in-between
spacett

It is nothing but the space that divides them, the void through which
they exchange their threatening gestures and speeches ... it ii a "non-
place." a pure distance, which indicates that the adversaries do not
belong to a common space. consequently, no one is responsible for
an emergence; no one can glory in it, since it always occurs in the
interstice. (Foucault, 1984: 84-85)
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Both Bhabha and Foucault deal with time and scene of historical experiences.

while Bhabha argues for 'astringent' postcolonial moments, both in the

temporality of proposition and temporality of enunciation, Foucault claims a

'disperse' nature of scene and time. My critiques upon Bhabha's will rely on my

application of Foucault's notion of 'non_place,.

Central to Foucault's genealogical thesis on historicalexperience is to see human

history as a stage, a scene, which is composed of struggles of forces. As descent

and emergence have shown in the genealogical discussion of historical

experiences, these forces are not resulted from, and, will not result in an ultimate

reconciliation between them; instead they are, by nature, proliferation and

variegation themselves. As Judith Butler suggests, force is to be understood as

"the directional impulse of rife, a movement, as it were, that is constantly

embroiled in conflict and scenes of domination." or, in another way, force

indicates "the nexus of life and power, the movement of their intersection',

(Butler 1987: 180). If we perceive postcolonial experience as one force, among

others, which is staged on human history, Bhabha's theory of temporarity of
(subject of) proposition and temporality of enunciation will be subject to
question because both temporality of proposition and temporality of enunciation

presents, respectively, one force among others and should be viewed as variation

from each other.

First, I would like to point out that there is a theoretical gap between temporality

of proposition and temporality of enunciation. Bhabha's postcolonial discourse

aims to find a subject position for the ever colonised to speak loudly in the

postcolonial world by arguing the hybridity of selflroocl and culture. yet these

rwo temporalities are not compatible with each other; they are grounded on

different historical discourses. Benita parry considers Bhabha,s in-between
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thesis as 'a solidarity fashioned in the intersubjectivity of dispersed subjects'

(Parry 1992: 30, italics mine). on the one hand, like Edward Said, Bhabha

argues for a decentred subject and a hybrid culture. on the other hand, while

Said contends a strategy of "simultaneous affirmation and cancellation of an

insurgent native subjectivity and a resurgent cultural nationalism,, (parry l99z:

30), Bhabha would claim a srrategy of empowerment which is precisely

advanced and based on the cornmon space between the master and the slave.

In fact, I would not accept Parry's'intersubjectivity'account of Bhabha's thesis in

that' it seems to me, Bhabha's in-between thesis designates a rather static scene

of the intersection of the master and the slave. As I have shown, along the time

axis of history, temporality suggests to us to see the in-between space in terms of
moments when the postcolonial subject is concerned. As far as temporality of
enunciation is concerned, Bhabha sees a unequal power relation between the

master and the slave. But, as far as the temporality of (subject of) proposition is

concerned, the 'in-between' common space does not take past history of
imperialism into account, or Bhabha deliberately ignores that part, in order to

distinguish that common space happens after those ugly histories. I would thus

argue that the 'in-between' thesis is different from 'intersubjectivity' which is
advocated by Habermas with strong connotations of unequal power relation

between the master and the slave. The analysis of the dynamics of powers has

been a major theme of criticar theories including the field of culture and, if
Bhabha's apolitical and ahistorical'in-between' thesis inadvertently neutralises

the hybridify of selfhood and cutture, he will thus also be accused of the

ignorance of the role of the state and its associated impact on colonial history

such as cultural imperialism.
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Foucault wishes to point out 'non-place' or 'a pure distance' as the nature of the

scene of confrontation of forces. Butler (lgg7) explains tha! according to

Foucault, emergence of 'value', or what Nietzsche would call 'instinct', ',is not

specifically the energy of the strong or the reaction of the weak", as it is within

the Hegelian dialectics, but "precisely this scene where they are displayed

superimposed or face-to-face" (Butler l9g7: lg0). Butler goes on to point out

that "significantly, the strong and the weak, the master and the slave, do not

share a common ground: they are not to he understood as part of a common

"humanitl/" or system of cultural norms" (Butler l9g7: lg0, italics mine). For

Hegel, the scene of the confrontation between the master and the slave always

has to occur on a shared social reality; for instance, the concepts of domination

subordination are co-existence. But, what Foucault does is

to revers[e] the Hegelian claim altogether, arguing that historical
experience 'emerges' precisely at the point where common ground
cannol be ascertained, i.e., in a confrontation between differentiallv
empowered agencies whose difference is not mediated by soml
more fundamental commonality. (Butler l9g7: I S l_lg2)

The importance of 'non-place' of emergence that Foucault suggests is the

generative moment of history itsetf. For instance, Foucault argues dominance is

not the ultimate result of certain historical narrative, but domination is a repeated

scene in which values is proposed and power is produced. The fact of conflict of
forces accounts for the conflict scenes and moment that different values take

place and where meanings of power deploy. Moreover, we are living in an

uncertain age since the moment of emergence suggests a historical innovation

which is occurred when these conflictory forces produces some new historical

confi guration of forces.
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According to Foucault's notion of non-prace emergence, we may argue, that

Bhabha's hybridity oversimplifies both the coloniser and the colonised. The

danger of looking for 'common shared space' of the master and the slave is an

aftempt to find a consensus among difference voices. when Bhabha argues a

temporality of enunciation for the postcolonial subject, he is suspicious of
arguing for a consensus among the postcolonial subjects. Examples against

Bhabha's thesis of the ontologicar shared space are many. For instance, in New

zealand, before the British coloniar history, there was not 'one Maori', but

'Maoris'of different tribes (peters 1994). cameron Mccarthy (1990) also shows

us a number of 'non-synchrony'existence of subject identity among minority in

terms of the different arrays of groups of 'race', gender and class.

I also want to argue that Bhabha's temporality does not necessarily aftirm a

hybridity and, if there happens to be a hybridity, it may not be all enjoyable as

Bhabha believes- Because of Bhabha's urgency in aftempting to appry

temporality into his postcolonial discourse. he needs to cut the present from the

past and the future. Bhabha has this cut in order to find a space of ,in-between,

between the colonial subject and, therefore he fails to think about those

discourses which are not able to participate in the public sphere and which is not

able to be asserted in the 'in-berween' space. It seems simple for Bhabha to

argue for a cross-point as a result of two crossing lines and an inter-space of two

overlapping discourses. Bhabha rnight be naive in maintaining that there

certainly is 'an interface' between three, four and even more discourses. when

there are more discourses existing simultaneously, it will be harder to find a

temporality which is able to come across every discourses and further find a

inter-space among them. As Rod Edmond (1995) argues that Bhabha makes the

same mistake as that of Walter Benjamin: "Bhabha seriously underestimates the
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way in which such apparently transgressive discourses are sidelined or

incorporated" (Edmond 1995: 39).

A hybridity selfhood or culture does not necessarily assure an enjoyable

experience and result in a harmonious hybrid culture. As Edmond (1995:39)

asserts, "for many people the position of in-between' is tife-threatening, and

their fragmented identities are the sign of damage rather than of discursive

possibility." I found an interesting case that often when Pakeha refutes Maori

political objection, questions often raised are such as 'how many pure Maori are

there in the current New Zealand society?' I would argue that the issue here is

more political than Bhabha imagines. In addition, my personal experience tells

me that a lot of New Zealand born Chinese feel lost when they find difficulty in

fitting into any ethnic group in New Zealand: their hybrid cultural heritage often

brings them the ambivalence of their ethnicity - being a 'New Zealander' or

being a 'chinese' or even being a 'Maori'. Bhabha's in-between thesis naively

argues for a happy temporality and a common space but, it is not too difficult to

find another example of 'the disturbing political blindness' that much critical

theory in this century fails to consider (Edmond t 995: 39).

Finally, I wish to highlight 'the temporality of language' (language such as

Bhabha's discourse) to question Bhabha's temporality of proposition and

enunciation. Rey chow (1993) introduces 'speed' in discussing language as a

medium of interpretation. chow contends that language is itself (a concept of)

speed and, in a deconstructive sense. language is a form of speed that eventually

destroys itself as a way of capturing the truth. speed, as sylvere Lotringer

informs, refers to the ways in which specific discourse comes up in order to

'make things visible.' within the domains of mass-communication and

epistemology, in order to 'deliver the truth' and to let the 'visuality expose the
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truth', language such as media and discourse is accordingly "worked much more

in terms of a collaboration and coalescing of the sense than in terms of their

differentiation" (chow 1993: 166). In other words, language such as media and

discourse is coming with the purpose of 'watching"the event,.

When considering in a deconstructive perspective, language as speed ultimately

leads language to nowhere. Speed is understood in terms of the scene and the

time. No matter how late or fast it is, speed would signif, a scene that is created

at any specific moment. Language as speed is observed when there is a
temporality that language (or, discourse) unfolds the scene through time.

According to Chow, Paul de Man is the first and foremost who is obsessed with

'the temporality of language'. De Man asserts language as "a process of
negativity which undermines language's claim to representational/symbolic

fullness". This is because at any temporality, language is functioning with a

telos of that particular moment. yet, it is undermined by its subsequent

temporalify of differentiation. chow presents an eventuat 'death'of language: in

terms of speed, a deconstructive way of looking at language is to take language

as 'mediatised to the utmost'- "to the point where it destroys its own existence

as medium (fabricated sensation) and as message" (chow 1993: 174,1.

Thus, language itself becomes a form of speed itself. The question is not in

whether the language can rapidly capture the motion, but whether the language

is capable of capturing the scene(s). In addition, as the time goes, the speed does

not allow a motion that remains unchanged, and it is impossible to capture a

motion "because 'arrival' is no ronger possible because it is already (a thing of
the) past" (chow 1993: lT4). chow concludes, "ln the simulacrum of a

representational medium, language is a constant departure fiom some place for

nowhere, or from everywhere fore the same kind of place: It is thus'allegorical'
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and 'empty"' (chow 1993: 174). Bhabha's postcolonial discourse is a language

with a telos of postcolonial enunciation and subject proposition. However,

because of the fact of 'temporarily of language', Bhabha's discourse itself is

questionable for its capability of expressing the 'truth' of temporality of the

postcolonial subject.

In the following, I shall discuss the significance of ,time' in Derrida's theory of
dffirance as well as the meaning of the Hegelian definitions of differences in

dffirance.

Diffdrance and the presence of the Hegelian dilferences

Timer'the ptesent' and,dffi rence-and-contradiction,

Koyrd's emphasises on time and the present that further rcsults in a Hegelian

svnthesis. Bhabha's revision of modernity echoes Koyrd's view. The Hegelian

discourses on differences can be understood as 'differentiated relations, in

Derrida's terms.

Derida maintains the characteristics of the Hegel's theory on differences are as

follows:

m.

Hegel, in the greater Logic, determines difference as contradiction
only in order to resolve it, to interiorize it, to lift it up (according to
the syllogistic process of speculative diarectics) into the self-
presence of an onto-theological or onto-teleological synthesis.
(Denida l98l : 44)
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In fact, it is Koyr€'s interpretations of Hegel that help Derrida understand the

Hegelian differences. Koyrd reads the expression of differen tc Beziehung

(different relations) as the Hegerian differences in Hegel's texts and pays

attention to the importance of 'time'and'the present'(Derrida l9g2b: l3). ln
Hegel's text, it shows that "Diese Beziehung ist Genegwart, als ein differente

Beziehung (this relationship is [the] present as a different relationship)". Koyr6

further argues that the term different has to be read in an active sense. It is the

importance of 'time' and 'the present' that leads to actions of distinguishing

differences and approaching identities. To elaborate, these actions entail

engagements of intemal contradictions and synthesis as solutions for

contradictions. Koyrd thus suggests that the Hegelian differences - different

relations: diflerente Beziehung - suggests an action as 'to differentiate' and, the

Hegelian differences refers to 'differentiating relations' accordingly (Denida

1982b: l4).

The emphasis on time and the present has forced the action of the Hegelian

negation to be presented at particular moments. That is, the Hegelian negation

has to be carried out in the basic dialectical relation that is framed as rhe Self and

the other for a particular interest of the present. It is also the force of the present

- the force of the moment - that represses the Other and transforms it into the

negative through simplifying it in order to become the opposite to the identical

seA' There are fwo forms of simplicity of the other that are found in Koyrd

translations of Hegel in Jena Logic: the simplicity of the infinite and the

simplicity of the diversity. The extreme condition of the present refers to the

limit or moment of the present or the absolute this of time or the now. Under the

absolute moment, the infinite and the diversity become the absolute negative,

and they are transformed and reduced to a moment as opposed to the equal-to-

itself. While the infinite is presented to and in itself as the totality, the diversity
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"absolutely excludes from itself all multiplicity" and is revised as an "indifferent

(gleichgultig) or exterior in itself' (Denida l9g2b: 13-14).7

Denida argues that his theory of dffirance is by no means related to the genre

of differences as difference-and-contradiction. Denida clearly states that the

Hegelian determination of differences as contradictions is where his intention to

distinguish dffirance from the Hegerian differences precisely comes from.

Dffirance offers productive and conflictual characteristics of differences, and

thus goes beyond the Hegelian system of difference-and-contradiction. Within

dffirance, the Hegelian concept of contradiction can only be understood, at best,

as a conflictuality of dffirance. In contrast to the Hegelian difference, the

conflictuality within dffirance refers to the effects in a text, and that

conflictuality is never to be totally resolved. The conflictuality is not fully

solved due to the implication of dffirance as effects of the text in general- that

text "is not reduced to a book or a library"; a text that "can never be governed by

a referent in the classical sense"; and a text that is not regulated by "a thing or by

a transcendental signified" (Derrida lggl: 44).

Dffirance and the Hegelian differences hold different views on the metaphysics

of 'time' and 'the present'. The Hegetian differences woutd eventually become a

collection of physical entities arongside recognition of the fragmentary and

conflictory nature of differences. Dffirance is "an active-movement of the

/ The infinite. in this simplicity. is, as a moment opposed to the equal-to-itself, the negative, and
in its moments' although it is (itself) presented to and in itself rhe tbtatity, (it is) what excludes ingeneral, the point or limit; but in its own (action ofl negating, it ls reiatla immediately to the
other and negates itself by itself ... The limit or moment of the present (der Gegen-wart),the
absolute 'this' of time, or the now. is of an absolutely negatiue simplicity, which absolutely
excludes from itself all multiplicity, and. by virtue of this. is absolurcly determined; it is not
rvhole or a quantum rvhich would be extended in itself (and) which, in itslll; atso rvould have an
undetermined moment, a diversitl' rvhich, as indifferent (g/erc nguhig or exterior in itself, would
be re.fated to an other (aufein onderes bezdge), but in this is aielation absolutely different from
the simple (sondern es ist absolut differente-Beziehung)(Derrida I 9g2b: t 3- I 4).
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production without essential origins" as opposed to the Hegelian differentiation

with "a synthesis constantly directed back on itselfl gathered in on itself and

gathering" (Denida 1982b: 2l).

Derrida' notion of dffirance includes meanings of differal and defenal, and it

assures activities of originary differences as well as temporising detours of
defenal. In relation to the Hegelian discourse, dffirance operates like "a kind of
infinitesimal and radical displacement" of the Hegelian differences @errida

1982b: l4). The Hegelian differences are played out in the process of
contradiction, resolving, interiorising and synthesising. This approach to

differentiation "would have left open the possibility of an organic, original, and

homogeneous unity" but wourd eventually "come to be divided, to receive

difference as an event" as Derrida comments (Derrida l9g2b: 2l). Moreover,

the Hegelian differences often involve an action to differentiate as the

requirement of Hegelian dialectics and search for a synthesis. Thus, the

importance of defenal in dffirance, the detour and the temporising delay is

reduced to an involvement of the riving present as "an originary and unceasing

synthesis" in Hegelian discourses (Denida l9g2b:2t).s

Denida argues that one of the advantages of dffirance - as the dffiran aspect

of dffirance - has made it possible to translate Hegelian differences ,,wirhout

further noles or specification" (Derrida 1982b: l4). This translation certainly

involves a transformation of languages and their language economies. Both the

Hegelian differences and Denidean dffirance involves and affirms the play of
Hegelian dialectics. Yet, the characteristics of the economy of Hegelian

differences implicate the aflirmation of the presence of every single Hegelian

8 D.".tidu.further argues that the Hegelian synthesis is "a synthesis constantly directed back on
itself, gathered in on itself and gathering - of retiontionul tru.., and protintional openings,,
(Derrida I 982b: 21 ).
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discourse and apply to displacements among themselves. By contras! the

characteristics of the economy of dffirance do not necessarily imply a final

destination of the defened presence. within the economy of play, while the

Hegelian subjects are always engaged with displacing each other, dffirance

"only refers to an investment that provisionally and calculatedly detays the

perception of its profit or the profit of its perception" (Derrida l9g2b: 20).

Within the context of difirance. Denida argues that "the displaced presentation

(like the Hegelian subjects) remains definitively and implacably postponed"

(Derrida 1982b: 20). It is this way that Denida claims we can make "whoever

loses wins and in which one loses and wins on every turn', (Denida l9g2b:20).

Like Foucault's idea of "void" of differentiated relations, this'postpone'nature of
'the present' should not direct our attention in seeking for a synthesis and in

claiming there is a ceftain present which remains 'definitively and implacably

postponed' or that present remains 'absent or hidden'.

Derrida argues that "dffirance maintains our relationship with that which we

necessarify misconstrue, and which exceeds thal alternative of presence and

absence" (Derrida | 982b: 20, italics mine). It is this kind of 'position' that frees

us from feeling handcuffed in playing the Hegelian discourses. It is a certain

alterity that is definitively "exemptfrom every process of presentation by means

of which we would call upon it to show itself in person" (Derrida l9g2b: 20,

italics mine). In this sense, the manifestations of 'the present' in terms of
differences could be presented in forms of either unconscious or conscious. The

Hegelian subject may be played, within the metaphysics of presence of
dffirance, in the way of making differences through being delegates,

representative and proxies. Also, the giver of proxies might "exist", might be

present, be "itself' with unconscious, just remembering that this unconscious of
the same metaphysical significance as any other thing and as any virh.ral or
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masked consciousness. In summary, this radical alterity allows every possible

mode of presence and that is a result of 'the ineducibility of the aftereffecq the

delay'. And' "therefore the concept of trace is incompatible with the concept of
retention, of the becoming past of what has been present. one cannot think of
the trace - and therefore, dffirance - on the basis of the presenl or of the

presence of the present" (Derrida l9g2b:21).

'Force', the Same and the Other

Denida engages with Nietzsche's analysis of 'force' to articulate the Hegelian

semiological discourses in the economy of dffirance. Force refers to 'the

present'of the Hegelian subject that is simultaneously'presented'and 'erased,as

Derrida defines in the following:

Force itself is never present and it is only a play of differences and
quantities. There would be no force in general without the
difference between forces; and here the differenie of quantity counts
more than the content of the quantity, more than absoiute size itself.
(Denida 1982b: l7)

With regard to the NieEschean idea of force, Derrida also follows Deleuze,s

analysis and argues that the 'quantitiy of differences' explains the character of
force: "[t]he difference of quantity is the essence of force, the relation of force to

force" (Derrida 1982b: l7). Accordingly, the Hegelian notion of the same and

lhe other becomes "the dream of trvo equal forces even if they are granted an

opposition of meaning", and they are presented as forces among others. As

forces, the same or the other "[are] approximate and crude dream[s], [a]

statistical dream[s] plunged into the Iiving but dispelled by chemistry" (Deleuze

1970:49, cited in Derrida l9g2b: 1il.
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Denida believes that dffirance carries a NieEschean meaning as a philosophical

critique - "an active indifference to difference" - because it is a philosophical

critique upon Hegelian differences illustrated in "the system of a diaphoristic

reduction or repression" (Derrida l9g2b: l7). In thinking of binary oppositions,

dffirance would not follow the rogocentrism by setting up "some generative

point of view" against "a structural-taxonomical point of view", and "such

oppositions have not the least pertinence to dffirance" (Derrida lggzb: lz).

Instead, as a philosophical critique, dffirance takes place almost by name in

their texts and in those places where everything is at stake. In the case of
thinking speech as the opposite to language, dffirance covers the play of
difference within the language as well as the play of relation of speech to

language, (the detour, the silent promise, the pyramid of the death of semiology).

If we insist on defining the Hegelian definition of the Same and the Other under

the language of dffirance, Derrida suggests thal the discourses of the Same and

the other come through blinding themselves to the same without even

mentioning the nature of 'not identicat'. The Same and the Other, which are of
the same logic, does not exclude that philosophy lives in and on dffirance. ln

fact, Derrida points out that the Same and the Orher is dffirance as the displaced

and equivocal passage of one different thing to another, from one term of an

opposition to the other.

In addition, despite the refusal of essence, the facts of erasure and displacement

hold performative significance of rhe Same and the Other because "all the pairs

of opposites on which philosophy is constructed and on which our discourse

lives" (Derrida 1982b: l7). Derida further explains the performative meaning

of dffirance and suggests that we see the Same and the Other not in a relation of
opposition that erases itself. We are, however, advised to see "what indicates
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that each of the terms as the dffirance of the other, as the other different and

defened in the economy of [the Same),' (Denida l9g2b: l7).9 This performative

meaning of dffirance that we use to interpret the Same and the Other refers to

"the site of a reinterpretation of mimesis in [a alleged relation of opposition]"

(Denida 1982b: l7). Therefore. the performative meaning of dffirance

suggests actions of unfolding meanings of the same and the other; both are

inscribed with performative meaning of dffirance and both are subject to

repetitions of an eternal retum.

As the performative meaning of the same and the other no longer subject to a

solution for synthesis as Hegel defines, Denida argues that the same and the

other as dffirance cannot even be thought together within the economy of
diffdrance. Denida explains:

It is evident - and this is the eviden[ce] itself - that the economical
and the noneconomical, the same and the entirely other, etc,. cannot
be thought together. If dffirance is unthinkable in the way, perhaps
we should not hasten to make it evident, in the philosophicil ilement
of evidentialiry which wourd make short work of dissipating the
mirage and illogicalness of dffirance and would do so wit[ the
infallibility of calculations that we are well acquainted with, having
precisely recognised their place, necessi6r, and function in thI
structure of dffirance. (Derrida l9g2b: l9)

Another discussion on the relationship of the Same and the Other is also found in

Derrida's discussion of 'dissemination', which is defined as 'the seminal

dffirance'. The importance of dissemination lies in its way of conceptualising

history and its reinterpretations of relations of differences (differentiated

9 For example, Derrida argues that, "the intelligible as rliffering-deferring the sensible, as the
sensiblc different and deferred; the concepr L different *d d"f".."d, differing-deferring
intuition; culture as nature different and deferred. differing-deferring; all the others of physis -Iekhnd, nomos, thesis, society, freedom, history, mind, etc.-- as phyis different and deferred, or
u physis differing and defening. physis in di/ferance,, (Denida l9g2b: | 7).
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relations). Dissemination suggests Derrida's conceptualisation of history as

contrasting to the Hegelian differentiated relations. Dissemination poins out the

importance of interval'that is found in the meaning differences in the economy

of dffirance. Hegel argues for a new concept of history as follows:

That being said, the concept of history, no more than any other,
cannot be subject to a simple and instantaneous mutation, the
striking of a name from the vocabulary. we must elaborate a
strategy of the textual work which at every instant borrows an old
word from philosophy in order immediatery to demarcate it. This is
what I was alluding to just now in speaking of a double gesture or
double stratification. We must first overturn the traditional concept
of history, but at the same time mark the intertal, take care that by
virtue of the overturning, and by the simple fact or
conceptualization, that the interval not be reappropriated @erridal98l:59)

ln the following, I will look at transformations of the Hegelian differences in

contrast with Derridean dffirance. l0 The notion of dffirance is discussed in

relation to Derrida's idea of dissemination, Althusser's analysis of the Hegelian

concept of history, and dialectical materialism and the ,concept of mafter'.

D iffi r a n c e a n d difler entiate d re I ot io n s

Derrida contrasts dffirance with Hegelian differentiated relations in his

discussion of dissemination. A fundamental argument about dissemination is

that "dissemination, seminat diffirance, cannot be summarised into an exact

conceptual tenor, it is because the force and form of its disruption explode the

semantic horizon" @enida l98l: 45, emphasis mine). Dissemination goes

l0l am using'constra'and'contrast' for discussing differences between the Denidean dffirance
and the Ilegetian differences. This usage is explained to avoid misunderstanding thai it is a
'binary oppositional' problematic as I ha-ve so far explains the relationship between these two
paradigms.
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beyond the discussion of any possible transformations of the Hegelian dialectics,

and there is no essence for dissemination. The materials of 'dissemination' do

not refer to a series of displacement of Hegelian thesis, or a bunch of Hegelian

subjects sorted out based on a formulation and being taken into account on the

same ground. He argues that'dissemination', in facl 'means nothing'and'cannot

be reassembled into a definition' (like to niune a Hegelian subject).

'Polythemia'or'polyhematism'are terms which perhaps best describe the nature

of the Hegelian differences in Derrida's texts and which have misled a few

theorists in discussing politics of differences as a transformation of the classical

Hegelian dialectics (Derida rgBl). Theoretically, polythemia or polythematism

has advanced the linearity of the Hegelian discourses from a "monothematic,',

essentialist and foundationalist assumption of difference. It has also advanced

from a new essentialist assumption which is "always anxious to anchor itself to

the tutelary meaning, the principal signified of a text, that is, its major referent"

(Derrida l98l: 45). However, Denida criticises this is an infinite thematic

Hegelian model as it is "organised within the implicit horizon of a unitary

resumption of meaning, that is, within the horizon of a dialectics" (Derrida lggl:
45). Derrida concludes that naming the multiple and heterogenous and

fragmentary Hegelian discourses basically remains.

a teleological and totalising dialectics that at a given moment,
however far off,, must permit the reassemblage of the totatity of a
text into the truth of its meaning, constituting the text as expression,
as illustration, and annulling the open and productive displacement
of the texrual chain. (Derrida l gg l: 45)

Dissemination does not mean 'infinite'Hegelian discourses, rather both results in

and result from a 'nonfinite' number of semantic effects. Dissemination is

different from genealogy where questions of 'tracing back to the origin' and
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'tracing down of linkages' are the primary concerns and characteristics. Instead,

dissemination is by nature a 'practical representation of all the false departures,

beginnings, first lines, titles, epigraphs, fictive pretexts'. The searching of either

'a present of simple origin' or 'an eschatology presence' is not a concern in the

discourse dissemination at all. while acknowledging an ineducible and

generative multiplicity, it admits that "the supplement and the turbulence of a

certain lack fracture the limit of the text" and "[forbid] an exhaustive and closed

formalisation of it, or at least a saturating taxonomy of its themes, its signified,

its meaning" (Derrida l98l: 45).

Another effective analysis of the Hegetian polysemia and polythematic

differences is found in Althusser's thesis of Hegelian concept of history. That is

about an issue of the ways in which historical materials are governed by the

force of the system of predicates and that is always reappropriated by

metaphysics. Denida agrees with Althusser's critique on the Hegelian concept

of history and its notion of an expressive totality; that is, the Hegelian history

reflects that "there is not one single history, a general history, but rather histories

different in their type, rhythm, mode of inscription intervallic, differentiated

histories" (Demida l98l: 58).

considering this critique, Derida furthers important inquiries: "on the basis of
what minimal semantic kernel will these heterogeneous, irreducible histories still

be named 'histories'?" and "How can the minimum that they must have in

common be determined if the common noun history is to be conferred in a way

that is not purely conventional or purely confused?" (Denida lggl: 5g) In other

words, it is about "the question of the system of essentiat predicates" and "the

risk of metaphysical reappropriation" (Denida lggl: 5g). similar to Foucault's

theme on power/knowledge, Derrida directs our attention back to the question of
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regulates these differentiated Hegelian

Denida contends,

As soon as the question of the historicity of history is asked - and
how can it be avoided if one is manipulating a plural or
heterogeneous concept of history? - one is impelled io resiond with
a definition of essence, of quiddity, to reconstitute a iystem of
essential predicates, and one is also led to refurbish the iemantic
grounds of the philosophical tradition. A philosophical tradition that
always, finally, amounts to an inclusion of historicity on an
ontological._ground, precisely. Henceforth, we must not only ask
what is the "essence" of history, the historicity of history, but what is
the "history" of "essence" in general? And if one wishes to mark a
break betr.veen some "new concept of history" and the question of
the essence of history (as with the concept that the essence
regulates), the question of the history of essenie and the history of
the concepg finally the history of the meaning of Being, you have a
measure of the work which remains to be done. @enidi lggl:5g_
5e)

Moreover, Houdebine has read Atthusser's analysis of history as a dialectical

materialist logic - the historicity of history that remains the Hegelian thesis as

well as the history is an irreducible heterogeneity of Hegelian subjects. Further,

the general economy of history reflects upon a conceptual series of 'matter,. The

"matter" is manifested in the form of "matter/contradiction/struggle of the

contraries" and which exposes itself as "a unity-inseparability" and a

"convertibility of the contraries in the process of their transformation" (Derrida

l98l:60).

Derrida has warned us not to include "matter" with a possible reinvestment of
'logocentric values'. For instance, those values associated with presence ofeither

sensible (thing, reality and presence in generat) or visible sense (substantial

plenitude, content and referent). He is talking about realism and sensualism and

empiricism which he considered as modifications of logocentrism. "Matter , the

signifier, should not be given as a "transeendental signified". Nor can ,,matter,,
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be read in the sense of "metaphysical materialism"; being read as "an 'ultimate

referent' which "according to the classical logic implied by the value of referent,

or it becomes an "objective reality" absolutely "anterior" to any work of the

mark, the semantic content of a form of presence which guarantees the

movement of the text in general from the outside" (Denida Iggl:65).

Given this, how do we understand "mafter" in dffirance? First of all, Denida

argues that the Althusserian materialist reading of Hegelian differences and the

heterogeneity are'conceptualising both is necessity and the rules of deciphering

it'as far as the general economy of dffirance is concemed. In the economy of
dffirance, Hegelian difference and its heterogeneity will be read as 'absolute

exterior' and 'radical heterogeneity'. It is this sense that Derrida considers

himself as materialist. Rather, Denida suggests "matter" be endorsed within "La

douhle siance" (double science, doubre sense and double scene). That is, "the

operation of the double mark or the re-mark" (Derrida l gg l: 65). He explains,

The concept of matter must be marked twice (the others too): in the
deconstructed field - this is the phase of overturning - and in the
deconstructing text, outside the oppositions in which it has been
caught (matter/spirit, matter/ideality, matter/form, etc.). By means
of the play of this interval between the two marks, on" .un operate
both an overturning deconstruction and a positively displacing,
transgressive, deconstruction. (Derrida I9g l: 65-66, italics mine)

Concluding remarks

Homi Bhabha's strategy of revising the Hegelian dialectics suggests a specific

reading of 'the in-between'theory which was considered as a positive feature of
the relationship between the lord and the bondsman. Temporality is the concept
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introduced to emphasise the contingent characteristic of one's historical

experience and to stabilise one's fragile political position. However, Foucault's

theory of the 'non-place' exposes the failure of the 'in-between' thesis in

explaining the emerging force as it is to be presented in the public sphere. The

position of Hegelian dialectics in dffirance is as ambiguous as it is significant.

Derrida echoes Nietzsche and transforms the Hegelian dialectics into the

understanding of forces. Derrida's repositioning of the Hegelian dialectics

provides us with new perspectives on the Hegelian forms of representation and

reflexivity. Dffirance in fact affirms the Hegelian dialectics and differences

through Derrida's theory on the metaphysics of the present. Deconsfuction and

dffirance are often misunderstood as nihilism simply because Derrida's critique

on the Hegelian dialectics has been focused on the disruption of the Hegelian

dialectics' It is thus crucial to understand the ways in which Derida repositions

the Hegelian dialectics within dffirance.
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TRAI\ISFORMATION, POLITICS AND DIFFERENCE

Introduction

This chapter explores my understanding of the meaning of affirmation in
Derrida's political thinking. It will focus on Derrida's political expressions in

relation to Nietzsche's texts. For Derrida, the essential political reading of
Nietzsche is related to 'the great Nietzschean politics'. Denida agrees that the

Nazis have misread Nietzsche's works. Despite this, Derrida urges that ,,the

future of the Nietzschean is not closed" (Derida l9g5a: 3l).t tn terms of
political significance, Derrida points out the great politics' as an important

political idea in Nietzsche's philosophy. Derrida has expressed this importance

in the following text:

I Derrida (1985a) further suggests an attitude toward the Nazis'misreading of Nielzsche. He
puts.it in this way: "if, within the still-open contours of an er4 the only poiitics calling itself -proclamining itself - Nietzschean will have been a Nazi one, then this is necessarily significant
and must be questioned in att of its consequences', (Denida l9g5a: j I ).
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I have kept a passage from Ecce Homo in reserve. It gives us to
understand that we shall read the name of Nietzsch" oily when a
great politics will have effectively entered inro play. In thl interim,
so long as that name still has not been read, any question as to
whether or not a given politicar sequence has a Nietzschean
character would remain pointless. The name still has its whole future
before it. (Denida 1985a: 3l)e

Thus, with respect to the discussion of Derrida's Nietzschean connection, topics

illustrated includes Denida's exploration of Nietzsche's idea of ,the great politics,,

Derrida's political idea of 'democracy to come', Derrida's theories of performance

of the politics - the double, the Dionysian, supplementarity and arche-writing. It
is argued that Denida provides us with a new approach in understanding the

political through revising meanings of concepts of binary opposition. lt is

concluded that Denida's notion of dffirance better accounts for increasingly

complex societies and the wider history of emancipatory discourse.

I. The critique of Alan Schrift

Alan Schrift (1996) considers Derrida as one of the French poststructuralists who

have developed Nietzsche's philosophy.3 Schrift has gone as far as dividing

2 The passage from Ecce Homo enlightens Derrida's political reading is cited by Derrida as: ,,1

know my fate fch kenne mein los].bne day my name will be associated with rhe r"ro.y oisomething monstrous f[lngeheures]- a crisis rvithout equal on earth, the most profound collisionof conscience lGewissens-Kotlisiotnl, a decision [Entichiedungl ttut *o conjured up against
everything that had been believed, demanded, hallowed so rar. i am no man. I am dynamite. -Yet for all that, there is nothing in me of a founder of a religion-religions are affairs of the rabble;I find it necessary to wash my hands after I have come into contait with religious people. - Iwanl no "believers"; I think I am too malicious to believe in myself; I never speak to masses - I
have a tenible fear that one day I will be pronounced holy: ybu *ill gu.r, why t publish rhis
book before; it shall prevent people from doing mischief with me. I djo not want to be a holy
man; sooner even a buffoon. - Perhaps I am a buffoon. Yet in spite of that-or rather not in spiteof it' because so far nobody has been more mendacious than holy men+he truth speaks out oftj:" T!: concept of politics will have merged entirely with a rvar of spirits; all power structures
of the old society will have been exploded - all of them are based on lies: there will be wars thelike of which have never yet been seen on earth. It is only beginning with me rhat the earth
knows great politics furosse politik]. ("why I Am a Destiny"),,(Derrida Ilgsa: : t-:2;.
3 For instance. Lohren creen (1998) expresses the close relationship between Derrida and
Nietzsche in the following rvay: "Jacques Derrida interprets Nietzscire's text ils incessantly
caught up in the play of dffirance, as playful logic of signihcation which is expressed in what he
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French poststructuralists influenced by NieEsche into two groups: those who

interpret Nietzsche and those who put Niezsche to work. Schrift further argues

that Denida belongs to the second group, that is, Derrida carries Nietzsche's

work forward in the way that he uses Nietzsche as "a reference point for his own

philosophical-critical ends" and he "use[s] [those] Nietzschean motifs and find[s]

advantageous in the development of their own critical projects,' (schrift 1996:

325). In other words, Schrift suggests that Denida may offer different

arguments from those of Nietzsche's for the same subject matter and he is not

interested in interpreting or developing Nietzsche's philosophy.

Throughout schrift's work, the idea of 'putting Nietzsche to work' refers to the

circulation of Nieuschean themes within recent French thought. Schrift argues

that these Nietzschean themes include "the emphasis on interpretation, the

critique of binary thinking, the link between power and knowledge, the emphasis

on becoming and process over being and ontology, and the necessity ofjudging

in the absence of criteria" (Schrift 1996: 335). Schrift also argues that Derrida's

many discussions elucidate a connection with Nietzsche's thought. For instance,

Derrida comments on Heidegger's totalising interpretation of the history of
metaphysics. Denida's dffimnce of force and power are related to Nietzsche,s

rhetorical strategies and multiplicity of styles. Derrida's notion of deconstruction

is seen to related to what Derrida calls "the axial intention of fNietzsche's]

concept of interpretation" of multiplicity as the emancipation of interpretation

from the constraints of truth (Schrift 1996: 335). Nietzsche's notion of nontruth

of truth may be seen as Denida's argument for the playfulness of the

interpretative.

calls 'writing' (ecriture). He therefore finds that, as a result of the undecidable play of
signification in Nietzsche's text from Spur,'reading is freed from the horizon of the meaning of
truth of being, liberated from the values of the product's production or the present's pres"n.e.
Whereupon the question of style is immediately unloosed ai a question of writing"' (Grien thesis,
1998: vi).
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In addition to the fact that the Nietzschean motifs mentioned above have

appeared in Derrida's texts, Schrift offers examples where Denida pays homage

to Nietzsche in his texts. This includes Denida's tists of Nietzschean themes to

look for in "Qual Quelle" (1995). as weil as Denida's acknowledgement of
Nietzsche in of Grammatologt (1976\. Schrift cites Denida saying: "a great

deal to the liberation of the signifier from ig dependence or derivation with

respect to the logos and the related concept of truth or the primary signified, in

whatever sense that is understood radicalising of the concepts of interpretation,

perspective, evaluation, dffirence" (Derrida 1976: 19, cited in schrift 1996:

335).

I would argue that Schrift is mistaken with respect to the relationship Nieasche

and Derrida share the fragmentary similarities of philosophical concerns and

themes. A similar usage of terms and themes by Derida and Nietzsche are not

illustrated in relation to Derrida's fundamental theories such as dffirance and

deconstruction. Nor are these similar usages discussed in depth in relation to

Nietzsche's theories. Schrift's indifference in developing a systematic analysis of
Nietzsche and Derrida's relationship is seen in his own words. He states that

"[r]ather than comment upon Derrida's particutar references to Nietzsche, I

would like instead to examine one specific Derridean theme which more than

any other indicates Derrida's debt to Nieusche', (schrift 1996: 335). If we take a

specific theme, the critique of oppositionar hierarchies for example, without

explanations and comparisons, the Nietzsche-Derrida relationship is simply

reduced to the theme of critique on the concepts of binary oppositions.

Moreover, Schrift (1988) regards Nietzsche and Derrida as 'philosophers of
critique' by adopting Gilles Deleuze's words that 'philosophy is at its most

positive as critique'. Schrift is right to argue that Nietzsche's genealogy and

Derrida's deconstruction are critiques of the dominance of the concept of binary
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oppositions in western philosophy. schrift expresses this comment in the

following way:

specifically, I show the way a certain critical shategy found in the
works of Jacques Derrida has a precursor in Nietzsche's method of
genealogical analysis. This strategy involves rejection of the binary
logic both Denida and Nietzsche view as a mainstay of the
philosophicaltradition. I suggest, finally, that Denida and Nieesche
are engaged in a similar critical project, and the particular attacks
they advance should be understood in the context of a general
critique of authority. (Schrift lggg: 193)

However, Schrift makes a mistake when arguing that the notion of critique is a

biphasic movement. Schrift argues that both Nietzsche and Derrida dismantle

the binary thought in two phrases: firstly, to overturn the traditionally privileged

relationship between two values by proposing notions such as 'nontruth of tnrth'

and 'rupture'; secondly, to seek to displace the binary oppositions altogether by

proposing notions such as the 'will to power'and 'disptacement'or'supptement'.

(schrift 1996: 337) As I stated earlier regarding spivak's binary reading of
Derrida's notion of deconstruction, such a reading ignores both Derrida's

discussion of the metaphysics of presence and the performative meaning of
critique. we have to be reminded that the notion of critique is part of the

practice of language of our everyday life in that Denida takes up Austin's notion

of the performative dimension of language. critique, like language, is

performative because it not only transmits information but performs acts in the

ways that it repeats the already existent discursive practice and in the ways of
doing things. Therefore, the very performance of critique affirms the presence

of what it critiques while the action of critique allows other possibilities to a rise.

These acts are simultaneously taking place and they ought not to be described as

bi-phasic movements.
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For those who believe in the bi-phasic characteristics of Nietzsche and Denida's

philosophy of critique, the second phase is often taken seriousty as a expression

of political movement. This second phase is also suggested as an affirmation for

multiplicity and it involves 'active interpretation'. For Schrift, in Nietzsche the

second phase "flows from the active imposition of new values arising from a

healthy will to power that has displaced the hierarchy of good/evil altogether"

(Schrift 1996:338). Schrift maintains thatthe'active interpretation'is also seen

in Denida's text.4 He puts it in the foltowing way:

The aflirmation of perspectival multipticity thus emerges as the life-
enhancing alternative for those with a will to power suflicient to go
beyond the reactive decadence of binary morality. This life-
enhancing multiplicity continues to function within Derrida's own
interpretative practice in his call for a productive style of reading
that does not merely 'protect' but 'opens' texts to new interpretative
possibilities (Schrift t996: 338).

My critique of the'active interpretation'as an emphasis of the political meaning

of the second-phase of critique lies in the misunderstanding of NieEsche's notion

of the 'wilf to power' and Derrida's notion of dffirance. In chapter 4, I have

described the myth of 'active interpretation' as a way of expressing political

justice and emancipation. In order to argue for a political subjectivity, 'active

interpretation' is often understood as a call for interpreting potiticaland historical

contexts which require discursive constructions of one's past and the re-

establishment of one's political identity. This conceptualisation of politicat

agency ironically does not 'emancipate' individuals as the individual's identity is

often inscribed to the group identities, which often pre-determines individual's

identity. Moreover, the affirmation of multiplicity suggests a kind of collection

of multiple'active interpretations'of group identities. As the basic framework of

a,schrilt (1996:354) argues that Denida in tact uses'acrive inrerpretation,in order to
"distinguish deconstructive reading from textual doubling of commentary". This argument is
found in Derrida's discussion under the title of 'The Exorbirant. Question of Method'.ln the of
Grammatalogt (1976), pp. 157-164.
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these active interpretations is subject to the Hegelian language, the collection

consists of multiple Hegelian theses. The collection as a way of affirming

difference is certainly different from what Derrida's notion of dffirance because

its fundamental conception of difference is derived from the Hegelian language.

As I have argued in chapter 5 and chapter 6, to argue for a Denidean

affirmation as a collective multiple of Hegelian difference, fails to recognise

Derrida's notion of 'time' and temporisation, and his critiques of Hegelian

difference as'difference-and-contradiction' and differentiated relations.

In the following sections, I shail provide a perspective on the relationship

between Derrida and Nietzsche in terms of the political argumenr. Democracy

to come' is seen to be the phrase that describes Denida theory of politics.

'Democracy to come' suggests a movement and affirmation of the political. In
the following section, I will illustrate the significance of affirmation in Derrida's

political theory by drawing on Derrida's account of Nietzsche's influence upon

him.

II. 'Democracy to come'and Nietzsche

It seems that the term 'democracy to come' first appears in Denida's article,

'Nietzsche and Machine' (Denida 1994). 'Democracy to come, is given of a
performative meaning that is rinked to the idea of 'the promise'. Derrida has

explained that 'democracy to come' does not mean democracy will come

tomorrow and democracy will be compreted some day. Instead, it is a promise

and an act of engagement. Derrida borrows the concept of 'messianism'to give

meaning to the promise and to the act of engagement. Messianism is not to be

understood through its literary meaning but through a messianic structure that

belongs to all language. Derrida further explains that the 'messianic structure,
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shared by all language is'the performative dimension of the promise'- that is

expressed as "the minute I open my mouth I am in the promise" (Derrida 1994a).

It is probably not difficult to understand thal in Derrida's theory, that

messianism does not refer to a particular promise but to a general performance of
the messianic structure. As deconstruction suggests, the formal structure of 'the

promise' as the meaning of democracy always exceeds the meaning of
messianism. Therefore, 'democracy to come' is linked to the understanding that

political movements have always be presented with something beyond

themselves, and this'beyond'makes the notion of democracy problematic.

It is precisely this problematic area of the 'beyond' that allows Denida to build

on the idea of 'democracy to come'. For instance, Derrida argues that "what

remains irreducible to any deconstruction, what remains as undeconstruciable as

the possibility itself of deconstruction is, perhaps, a certain experience of the

emancipatory promise" (Derrida 1994b: 59). Moreover, the effect of
deconstruction explains the meaning of promise as the central idea to 'democracy

to come'. The effectiveness of deconstruction makes messianism into a concept

without localised inscriptions, such as religion, nation, gender, class, ethnicity ...

etc. The significance ofdeconstruction is illustrated well by Emest Lacalu (1995)

when he states that the meaning of messianism requires the promise that "opens

to the others, to the unforseeable, to the pure event which cannot be mastered by

any aprioristic discourse" (Laclau 1995: 90). The implication of deconstruction

in understanding'the promise' is also revealed in Derrida's arguments on the idea

ofjustice as an idea that should be distinguished from law, right or human right,

and his idea of democracy should not be confused with a movement with

determined predication. (Denida 1994b: 59)
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The performance of the 'promise' expresses globally Denida's idea of thinking

democracy and this justifies Derrida's rejection of thinking democracy in the

name of 'the right of man'. To Denid4 to think democracy in terms of the 'right

of man' is "at the same time alibis for the continued inequality between

singularities" (Derrida 1994a: 66). Denida Fansforms the meaning of an

individual's role in thinking of 'democracy to come'. He explains:

[I]n the determination or behaviour of each citizen or singularity
there should be presen! in some form or other, the call to i world
democracy to come, each singularity shourd determine itself with the
sense of the stakes of a democracy which can no longer be contained
within frontiers, which can no longer be rocarised, which can no
longer depend on the decisions of a specific group of citizens, a
nation or even of a continent. (Denida 1994a: OS-OOi

Derrida's notion of 'democracy to come' may be seen to be influenced by

Nietzsche. (Derrida 1985a) White 'democracy to come' is an idea that concerns

the problematic representation of a 'name' or a 'singular', it also carries a unique

understanding of affirmation of the political. That is, Nietzsche's idea of self-

presentation reflects Derrida's ideas of being singular and the problematic of
naming, and Nietzsche's idea of affirmation reflecls in Derrida's affirmation of
the value of dissimulation. Regarding Nietzsche's idea of self-preseniation,

Derrida explains it this way: "it is by doing violence to himself that he promises

to honour a pledge in the name of the name, in his name and in the name of the

other" (Denida 1985a: l0). Moreover, Derrida argues that Nietzsche constantly

affirms the value of dissimulation, and that the Nietzschean way of naming (as

auto-presentative exhibition) refbrs to 'a ruse of dissimulation'. In other words,

"it as a simple presentation of identity, assuming that we already know what is

involved in self-presentation and a statement of identity? (',Me, such a person,,,

male or female, an individual or colrective subject, "MB, psychoanalysis,', ',Me,

metaphysics")" (Derrida 1985a: l0).
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Denida also found that Nietzsche describes 'a moment of affirmation' through

telling the story of Zarathustra in which Zarathustra is identified with the

political significance of a name. Denida states that "it is a shadowless moment

consonant with all the 'mid-days' of Zarathustra. It comes as a moment of
affirmation, retuming like the anniversary from which one can look forward and

backward at one and the same time. The shadow of all negativity has

disappeared: 'l looked back, I looked forward, and never saw so many and such

good things at once"' (Derrida 1985a: l2). This conception of affirmation

suggests that the conception of the negativity does not disappear, yet the

temporality of affirmation makes singularity go beyond good and bad and other

binary forms.

In a similar way, Derrida acknowledges Nietzsche's influence on his idea of
affirmation in the notion of dffirance. His analysis of the idea of 'hymen'is as

follows:

Thus, you cannot think the name or names of Friedrich Nietzsche,
you cannot hear them before the reaffirmation of the hymen, before
the alliance or wedding ring of the eternar return. you will not
understand anything of his life, nor of his life and works, until you
hear the thought of the "yes, yes" given to this shadowless gift at the
ripening high noon, beneath that division whose borders are
inundated by sunlight: the overflowing cup of the sun. Listen again
to the overture of Zarathustra. (Derrida 1985a: l3)

Furthermore, Denida relates 'hymen' to another Nietzschean theme, 'etemal

return'. This discussion relates to his idea of aflirmation in relation to the

Hegelian negativity. Denida argues that the 'eternal return' relates to the

constant affirmation, the "yes, yes", and that it is selective action that takes place

within a differential relation of forces. Denida explains: this affirmation suggests

"a selective return without negativity, [orJ which reduces negativity through
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affirmation, through alliance or maniage [hymen], that is, through an affirmation

that is also binding on the other or that enters into a pact with itself as other"

(Denida 1985a:45). Affirmation suggests allsigns are in the form of retum, and

that they cannot be understood in a simple form.

Denida has restored the political significance of dffirance and carefully

reminded us that 'eternal return' does not suggest any return of something

empirical, individual, etc. Political singularity, or the 'naming', is like the

autobiographical signature that is reflected in the fact that "one always expects to

be idiomatic, singular. subject to chance". However, Derrida draws our affention

back to Nieusche's specific coinage 'eternal return' for it does not carry .rny

meaning as in the 'a new metaphysics of time' or 'the totality of being'.

According to the Nietzschean, autobiographical signature, or political singularity,

"would not come to stand like an empirical fact on a great ontologicat structure"

(Derrida 1985a: 45-46). Therefore, on these grounds, we should problematise

the Heideggerian interpretation of the eternal return. Denida argues, "the eternal

return always involves differences of forces that perhaps cannot be thought in

terms of being, of the pair essence-existence, or any of the great metaphysical

structures to which Heidegger would like to relate them" (Derrida l9g5a: 45-46).

ln the following section, I shall exptore another of Derrida's understandings of
the Niezschean idea of affirmation: 'the double'. The discussion of 'the double,

is important not only because it helps us to develop different perspectives of 'the

positive' from that promoted in Hegelian theory. But the notion of 'the double,

helps us understand the Nietzschean way of affirmation - the ways in which it

'affirms' Hegelian theory. The understanding of 'the double' is thus important

regarding understanding Derrida's political argument. I will demonstrate the

way in which Denida interprets Nietzsche and how this Nietzschean

interpretation is revealed in Derrida's own texts regarding thinking the political.
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The following section begins with Denida's argument regarding the Hegelian in

Nietzsche.

III. 'The double' as aflirmation

Denida argues that we ought not to think of Hegel as Nietzsche's great adversary

but instead think that "there will be moments when the adversaries greatly

resemble each other". In other words, "there is a dialectic, a Hegleianism in

Nietzshce" (Derrida 1985a: 59). From Derrida's Nietzschean perspective, it is a

mistake to think that Nietzsche would totaily reject the Hegel's thesis (i.e. the

theories of the dialectic and negation). It is also a mistake to regard Nietzsche's

notion of affirmation as an action to affirm a denial of the importance of Hegel

in philosophy. It is thus important to explore the ways in which Denida

transforms the Hegelian theory as an illustration of Nietzsche's theory of
affirmation. lt is the notion of 'the double' that is central to Derrida's advice to

that we should read Hegel. He expresses his idea in the following way:

we are not, I believe, bound to decide. An interpretive decision does
not have to draw a line between two intents or two political contents.
our interpretations will not be readings of a hermeneutic or exegetic
sort, but rather political interventions in the politicar rewriting oithe
text and its destination. This is the way it has always been - and
always in a singular manner - for example, ever since what is called
the end of philosophy, and beginning with the textual indicator
named "Hegel." This is no accident. It is an effect of the
destinational structure of all so-called post-Hegelian texts. There can
always be a Hegelianism of the left and a Hegelianism of the right, a
Heideggerianism of the left and a Heideggerianism of the righ! a
Nietzscheanism of the right and a Nietzscheanism of the left, and
even, let us not overlook it, a Marxism of the right and a Mancism of
the left. The one can always be the other, the double of the other.
(Denida 1985a: 32)
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In his article 'Otobiographies' (1985a), Denida suggests we attend to Nietzsche's

idea of exergue about genealogy and relate it to 'speaking about one's own

identity'. This idea of speaking about one's identity is closely related to

Nietzsche's idea of genealogy or Derrida's notion of diffdrance. The idea of
speaking of one's identity explicitly itlustrates Nietzsche and Derrida's play of

'the double' in Hegelian dialectics. It is this doubte play that explains Derrida's

performative action of the political which comes after the realisation of the end

of the concept of man.

In 'speaking about one's own identity', Denida refers to an unnoticeable but

criticaf self-nanation in Nietzsche's autobiography, Ecce Homo - "Ich bin der

und der" - "this is who I am, a certain mascurine and certain feminine" @enida

1985a: l6). This phrase was interpreted by Denida in service of the'name': "you

will not be able to hear and understand my name unless you hear it with an ear

attuned to the name of the dead man and the living feminine" (Derrida l9g5a:

16)- This 'name' consists of the dialectic, this being ,,the double and divided

name of the father who is dead and the mother who is living on" (Derrida l9g5a:

16, italics mine). Following Nietzsche's double identification. Derrida

reproduces his view of identity in the following way:

I am a master, I am the master, the teacher flehrerl,,par excellence,,
(the latter words in French, as is decadent earlier in the passage). I
know and I am the both of them (one would have to read "the both"
as being in the singular), the dual or the double, I know what I am,
the both, the two, life the dead [Ia vie Ie martf. Two, and from them
one gets life the dead. when I say "Do not mistake me for someone
else, I am der und der," this is what I mean: the dead the tiving, the
dead man the living feminine. (Denida 1985a: l7)

The importance of 'Ich bin der und der' not only lies in the discussion of
autobiography but also in the genre of the political. Denida suggests we read

this phrase in the way that Nietzsche speaks of it 'in Retselform, - i.e.
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"symbolically by way of a riddle and in the form of proverbial legend" @errida
1985a: l7). In this way we understand the meaning of the birth of one's identity

as double and neutral. This double and neutral meaning of the 'birth, of a name

determines one's identig. In a politicatly symbolic way, the discourses of 'birth'

and 'identity' ought to be closely related to the interpretation of the political

representation, the political presence and the political absence.

The emergence of 'origin'or'birth'is, in Derrida's own words, the double origin

itself. In order to read this message as a political metaphor, the concepts of
binary oppositions, as well as Hegerian discourses, should be considered

seriously for their significance as the double and the neutral. We might rethink

the birth or origin of the Hegelian discourse through Derrida's explanation of a
double origin, in that he says:

what, then, are the consequences of this doubre origin? The birth of
Nietzsche, in the double sense of the word "birth" (the act of being
born and family lineage), is itself doubre. It brings something into
the world and the light of day out of a singular couple, death aid life,
the dead man and the living feminine, the father and the mother. The
double birth explains who I am and how I determine my identiry: as
double and neutral. (Denida 1985a: l6)

In order show the high kinship between Derrida and NieEsche in relaion to the

idea of 'the double' and to further understand the meaning of the double, it's

worth citing Derrida's calling of attention to Nietzsche's words when Nietzsche

speaks of his own genealogy.

Before the cure or resurrection which he also recounts in Ecce Homo,
this only son will have first of all repeated his father's death: "ln the
same year in which his life went downward, mine, too, went
downward: at thirty-six I reached the lowest point of my vltaiity- t
still lived, but without being able to see three steps ahead. Then - itwas 1879 - I retired from my professorship at Basel, spent the
summer in st. Mo-riz like a shadow and the next winter, the most
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sunless of my life, in Naumberg as a shadow. This was my minimum.
The Wanderer and His Shadow was born at this time. Doubtless I
then knew about shadows." A little further, we read: "My readers
know perhaps in what way I consider dialectic as a symptom of
dicadence; for example in the most famous case, the case of
socrates." Im Fall des solcrates: one might arso say in his casas, his
expiration date and his decadence. He is a Socrates, that dicadent
par excellence, but he is also the reverse. This is what he makes
clear at the beginning of the next section: "Taking into account that I
am a ddcadent, I am also the opposite." The double provenance,
already mentioned at the beginning of section t, then reaffirmed and
explained in section 2, may also be heard at the opening of section 3:
"This dual series of experiences, this access to apparently separate
worlds, is repeated in my nature in every resp€ct: I am a
Doppelgtinger, I have a 'second' sight in addition to the first. And
perhaps also a third." Second and third sight. Not only, as he says
elsewhere, a third ear. only a moment ago, he has explained to us
that in tracing the portrait of the "welt-turned-out person"
fwohlgerathner Menschl he has just described himself: "well, then, I
am the opposite of a dicadent, for I have just described myself,.
(Demida 1985a: t8)

The death of his father gives life toNietzsche during his time of illness and this

symbolically reflects a shadow-play. Here the doubte reveals itself as a shadow-

figure - a shadow-figure of death - that casts its influence over the link that ties

his father to socrates as a result or symptom of the dialectic play. The shadow

works as both visibly and invisibry, as the possessive and the dis-possessive,

upon the subject that is central to Derrida's theories on language and general

writing. Language to Derrida, works simultaneously constituting and de-

constituting a subject. This is because, "it operates as a power of death in the

heart of living speech: a power alt the more redoubtable because it opens as

much as it threatens the possibility of the spoken word" (Derrida 1976: l4l).
The idea of shadow is different from either Levi-strauss' bricolage or

Heidegger's linguistic articulations. Both bricolage and linguistic hermeneutics

only related to (and can only be) relate to the discourse of 'the present'. on the

one hand, bricolage may hold repressive idea of language as it does with Ldvi-

strauss when he calls it 'linguistic trap'. Foucault would see it as the

constitutional formation of power/knowledge. on the other, language is subject
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to constant re-interpretation or re-articulation in the way that it seeks the truth,

which is Heidegger's fundamental argument. For Denida language is possessed

and released at the same time, which draws attention to the shadow play.

Another way of showing the un-aftached identification to language (as distinct

from Heideggerian identification) can be seen when consider the double as a

constant displacement or replacement. Yet this displacement comes from a

double provenance and dual series ofexperiences. The double does not suggest

a second sight and reply, but an invite to a third and more disptacements. This is

Derrida's idea of dissemination. This reminds us of the Saussurean concept of
the sign as a two-sided one - the signified and the signifier are the two faces of a

single coin, the two sides of a single page, or of a single identity. we might

assume this to be de Saussure's influence upon Derrida.

In fact Derrida furthers this Saussurean influence by defining the signified and

the signifier with his theory on the absent and the present. Derrida shows us a

kind of a reflective double of the meanings of presence and absence. we might

take a music symphony for the purpose of understanding this reflective double.

when the symphony is being played, different instruments play different parts of
the whole. There are always different combinations of instruments being played

at difrerent moments. For each instrument, there are certain moments that

require its sound and certain moments that require its silence. These different

combinations of sounds and 'silence' contribute to the whole performance of

symphony. The importance of these sounds and silences lies in the accuracy of
their performance at any given moment. Therefore, 'silence' as an absence for

some particular moments has, in fact, a necessary presence within the symphony

as a whole. In other words, all instruments are always being played whether

voiced or not voiced. Even though silence is at play, it is as though the audience

hears the sound of an instrument. The sound of that instrument is expressed as it
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was absent from the stage as it is eliminated or repressed. The meaning of
presence and absence are reflective depending upon the performative

significance of the signified according to different moment of discussion. The

absent signified to the signifier are by no means repressed or erased.

The double of the dead man and living feminine is again seen in Derrida's

illustration regarding the politicat. He says that "l have, I am, and I demand a

keen ear, I am (the) both, (the) double, I sign doubre, my writings and I make

two, I am the (masculine) dead the living (feminine) and I am destined to them, I

come from the two of them, I address myself to them, and so on. How does the

knot of all these considerations tie up with the tangled politics and policies in

The Future?" (Derrida 1985a:21)

ry. The performance of the politics

This section focuses on Derrida's discussions regarding performance of the

politics - the Dionysian and supplementarity. The Dionysian is Nietzsche's

concept. I draw on Derrida's attention on the Dionysian in order to show a form

of aflirmation of political texts. The discussion on supplementarity is mainly

illustrated with respect to the issue of 'relations' that helps to understand the

notion of dffirance. This section concludes with a brief discussion of Derrida's

notion of 'arche-writing'as a form of political performance.

The Dionysian and Self/Other

Nietzsche has claimed that his idea of 'affirmation' is reached via the Dionysian

spirit, in combination with the strength of the Apollonian.S According to James

5 See Nietzsch ds Ecce Hono (1967a),'Thus Spoke Zararhusrra,section, g,
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Marshall (2000), Nietzsche undersrands Appollo as "the god of all plastic

energies and the soothsayer, the'shining one,'a god of restraint, of freedom from

the wilder emotions, and a god of philosophical calm" (Marshall 2000: I l3).

The Apollonian is characterised by ideal values associated with the beauty, the

optimistic, the positive and the certain. By contrast, Dionysus is a figure of the

sublime in excess of the Appollonian experience. Marshall suggests that the

Dionysian experience involves "a return to or a communing with nature, the

overthrowing of Apollo and reason, and a return to nature and to the frenzy and

daring of the world" (Marshall 2000: I l4).

The relationship of the Dionysian and the Appoltonian brings about a new

perspective on the idea of the antithesis. The idea of antithesis is translated into

the metaphysical. The new meaning of the antithesis could be seen in

NieEsche's expression about his idea of 'the birth of tragedy'. This new meaning

is also understood as the relationship of the Dionysian and the Appollonian.

Nietzsche explains this metaphysical meaning of the antithesis as follows:

[I]n tragedy this antithesis [is] elevated to a unity; from this
perspective things which had never before caught sight of one
another suddenly confronted with one another, illuminated by one
another and comprehended ... for example opera and revolution.
(Nietzsche 1967a:271)

ln Ecce Homo (1967a), Nietzsche emphasises the Dionysian spirit throughout all

his works. Denida pays attention to Nietzsche's words that the Dionysian is

expressed in the figure of Zarathustra that Nietzsche says:,,that is rhe concept of
Dionysus himself'. Derrida further explores 'the concept of Dionysus' by

referring to the following quote:

This double descent [Diese doppelte Herkunfif, as it were, from both
the highest and the lowest rungs on the ladder of life, at the same
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time ddcadent and a beginning - this, if anything exprains that neu-
trality, that freedom from all partiatity in relation to *re toal problem
of life, that perhaps distinguishes me. I have a subtler sense bf smell
[pay attention to what he repeatedly says about hunting, trails, and
his nostrils] for the signs of ascent and decrine [literally of rising and
setting, as one says of the sun.. fin die Zeichen von Aufgon[ und
Niedergong; of that which ctimbs and decrines, of the trigtr ano ttre
lowl than any other human being before. I am the master par excel-
lence for this - I know both, I am both fich kenne beidis, ich bin
beides). (Denida t985a: l6-17)

Denida has transformed or re-styled the Hegelianism in Nietzsche through the

explanation of the Dionysian. The distinctions between concepts of binary

oppositions suggest Self and Other invite each other for presentation as both ,Sef

and other. They already render to the Dionysian significance. That is, the

concepts of binary oppositions are associated with the knowledge of the

Dionysian even before they are subject to any modernist interpretation. The

modemist discourse might be seen as an Apollonian illusion, which displaces

and ignores the Dionysian when thinking of cultural politics. For example, the

argument of a various structuralist displacements in understanding cultural

difference suggests a repression of the Dionysian characteristics, because within

each discourse, Other is expected to be repressed. With the understanding of the

Dionysian, although other is literally absenr from se$ other implicitly exists

even if it's meaning is repressed or deferred. These themes of displacement,

deferral, absence, and presence inspire Derrida and are consistent with the

Derridean notions of supplementarity and difference. In the following, I will
further illustrate the double play in relation to the relationship of Self and Other

and the politics of Hegelian subjects.

S applementarity and Ro usseau

In of Grantmatologt (1976), Denida has developed a new logic

supplementarity from Rousseau's. Rousseau views writing as destruction
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presence and as a disease of speech and while Derrida rehabilitates it to the

extent that it promises the reappropriation of that of which speech allowed itself

to be dispossessed. To Rousseau, the act of writing is a desire to master absence,

to restore what has been absent. As absent from speech, the desire of writing is

first formulated as a theory of language and then regulated by the experience of
the writer. For example, Derrida found thal in the confe,ssioru, the writer, Jean-

Jacques, has given 'writing' a role as a restoration, with a dissatisfaction of the

absence and calculated effacement of speech. writing is supplementary to

speech because to write is a way of keeping or recapturing speech and results

from the fact that speech denies itself as it gives itself. In this sense, writing and

speech are mutually supplementary to each other.

Absence and presence are always in a relation of mutual defenal. The presence

could also be absent but the presence is not that this presence defers some

absence. Some absence is a concept of the missing person or thing, but whose

presence is not deferred by that absence. presence and absence are (mutually)

'supplementary,' as Denida explains that "[the nature's] departure from itself;

[this departure] is simultaneously absolutely natural and absolutely artificial; it

must simultaneously respect and violate natural legality. Nature itself inverts

itselfi, which it can only do on the basis of a point absolutely exterior to itself,

that is, on the basis of a force simultaneously void and infinite" (Derrida 1976:

146)- The supplement is a kind of doubre, something at once integral and

exterior to that which is supplemented.

Absence and presence. writing and speech, other and self, are mutually defenal

due to the theory of language. Moreover, once the act of def,ing absence

becomes an act of presence, this mutual deferral reverses the relationship of
absence/presence as mutually supplementary and the status of absence and

presence becomes ambiguous accordingly (what, indeed, is presence and what is
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absence?). This is exactly Rousseau's romanticising of the ideal of community

and was espoused by Ldvi-Strauss. In the end, the ideal of communities is all

about the economy of signs. In this way, Derrida explains that writing being in

the process of substituting speech indicates the performance of presence is

replaced by value. The Rousseuan self/other is explained by Derrid4 in a
simple way: "l renounce my present life, my present and concrete existence in

order to make myself known in the ideality of nuth and value. The battle by

which I wish to raise myself above my life even while I retain it, in order to

enjoy recognition, is in this case within myselfi, and writing is indeed the

phenomenon of this battle" (Denida 1976: 142).

However, Denida argues that despite the fact that the relationship of writing and

speech has been revised from mutual deferal to mutually supplementary in

pressnce, the act of writing essentially becomes the great sacrifice in the way of
becoming the greatest symbolic reappropriation of presence. Derrida maintains,

"dffirance began by boraching alienation and it ends by leaving reappropriation

breached" (Derrida 1976: 143). with the analysis of supplementarity, diffhrance

helps us understand that Rousseauan death is not the simple outside of life and

that this death would be a movem ent of dffirance if the movement is necessarity

finite. Therefore, Derrida argues that "dffirance makes the opposition of
presence and absence possible" and "without the possibility of dffirance, the

desire of presence as such would not find its breathing-space" (Denida 1976:

143).

Drucifla Comell (1992) has critically analysed Rousseau's idea about community,

in which, Rousseau argues for a kind of "egalitarian community", originating "in

the festival and based on direct, unmediated face-to-face relations" (Cornell

1992: 50). cornell points out that the Rousseauean community reflects

"Rousseau's dream of nonopposition between human beings and nature, the

individual and the community, the desiring, willful subject of the flesh and the
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public role of the citizen". In this way, Rousseau privileges the living voice,

speech as the vehicle for coequal who are literally present to one another as they

co-determine their govemment and indeed their destiny. Central to the rationale

of this community is 'the goal of full presence' which thereby helps us escape

fate by redefining our destiny together.

Denida is critical of 'the goal of full presence' because it replicates the violent

hierarchies inherent in the principte of identity. Denida has drawn his criticism

heavily upon the linguistic trap. Rousseau's original myth of full speech

assumes a linguistic system already in place in which the members come to

language. Speech implies'writing'. Derrida's critique:

[Rousseau] wishes on the one hand to ffirm, by giving it a positive value,
everything of which articulation is the principle or everything with which
it constructs a system (passion, language, society, man, eic.) But he
intends to affirm simultaneously all that is cancelled by articulation
(accent, life, energy, passion yet again, and so on). The supplement
being the articulated structure of these two possibilities, Rousllau cun
only decompose them and dissociate them into fwo simple units,
logically contradictory yet allowing an intact purity to both thi negative
and the positive. And yet Rousseau, caught, rike the logic of idJntity,
within the graphic of supplementarity, says what he does not wish to say,
describes what he does not with to conclude: that the positive (is) the
negative, life (is) death, presence (is) absence and that this repetitive
supplementarity is not comprised in any dialectic, at least if that concept
is governed, as it always has been, by a horizon of presence. @errida
1976:245-246\

Derrida argues that there is no innocent community initially free of writing

which is then comrpted by the unintentional imperialism of the anthropotogist.

Indeed, Derrida exposes the myth of natural innocence which Derrida associates

with the belief in a community free from writing, as itself as a version of
ethnocentrism.
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Derrida rather offers a contingent reading about supplementarity or dffirance.

He suggests granting the text with a paradigmatic value and in this way; the text

is only provisional and does not prejudice what the disciptine of a future reading

might rigorously determine. Denida prefers to call it 'text'rather than 'document'

and as Denida argues that no model or reading is ready to measure up to it fully

and rigorously "beyond what already makes the text most legible, and more

legible than has been so far thought" (Derrida 1976: 149-150). Derrida explains

the meaning of a text as a supplement and dffirance in the following way:

To speak of the writing of Rousseau is to try to recognise what escapes
these categories of passivity and activity, blindness and responsibility.
And one cannot abstract from the written text to rush to the signified it
would mean, since the signified is here the text itself. It is so little a
matter of looking for a truth signified by these writing (metaphysical or
psychological truth: Jean-Jacque's life behind his work) that if the texts
that interest us mean something, it is the engagement and the
appurtenance that encompass existence and writing in the same tissue,
the same text. The same is here called supplement, another name for
dffirance. (Derrida t976: 149-150)

Arche-writing: 'writing over, ond ,under erasure,

The present and the absent, self and other, are in relations of 'writing over'and

'under erasure'. The presence is always 'under erasure, by an absence and that

the absence is 'writing over' the presence. Derrida introduces 'writing over' by

crossing out the presence while leaving that presence visible. This way reveals

the absent on basis of the appearance of the presence. ,Erasure' does not make

the presence disappear from the text, but being absent as a trace. The presence

and absence is mutually existent and dependent and displaceable. The presence

is under erasure by the absence and the absence writes over the present.

Likewise, the absence is under erasure by the presence and the presence writes

over the absence. The presence and the absence are in supplementary relations.
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Self (the present) and Other (the absent) are in supplementary relations of 'write

over'and'under erasure'. Selfis present through the action of "writing" or, more

correctly, 'arche-writing' of other, the absent. The absenf other, is de facto
present if it is under erasure. As discussed above about supplementarity, Otlwr

(the absence) cannot simply be equated with the presence. Derrida's idea about

arche-writing better explains the relationship benveen Self and Other and, it is

above all about the presence of .se/y'as- other and the politics of that presence.

Derrida argues the performance of writing is possible only on one condition and

that is 'original'. 'natural' and 'irreducible' and, thus, Derrida names it arche-

writing. Although Denida sometimes uses 'writing', instead of arche-writing,

writing is never away from the meaning of being 'original' by unfolding

possibilities from within the closed economy of the signified and the signifier.

For example, Denida argues thaq

[W]ithin the work of historical repression, writing was, by its
situation, destined to signis the most formidable difference. It
threatened the desire for the living speech from the closest proximity,
it breached living speech from within and from the very beginning.
And as we shall begin to see, difference cannot be thought without
the trace. (Derrida 1976:56-57)

Thus, arche-writing can never let itsetf be reduced to the form of presence.

Arche-writing suggests original and irreducibre forms of expression.

Conclusion

Nietzsche's philosophy could be regarded as disturbing as well as practical. His

theory is disturbing as he claims himself as 'a dynamite'. He is discomforted

with texts' potential to fum truths into the Truth, and Nietzsche's uneasiness has
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higgered a pressure on language towards the argument of uniformity of meaning.

He is thus often mistaken as nihilist. Nietzsche's uneasiness of the stability of

language leads to further efforts on theorising the idea of textuat heterogeneity.

one has to pay attention to Nietzsche's ideas on affirmation in order to

understand the ways in which Nietzsche justifies the status of textual

heterogene ity particularly for po I itica I i mpl ications.

Derrida's theory of deconstruction is also discussed with special concerns about

the intemrption and displacement of any authority of meaning, leading to a

celebration of different meanings as forces of dislocation. The significance of
Derrida's theory lies in its reflections on the modemist discourse whose

framework is dependent upon concepts of binary opposition. By examining

Nietzsche's influence on Derrida, we bring about the Nietzschean theory of
affirmation which is played out in Derrida's philosophy. Therefore, we

understand that Derrida's notion of deconstruction provides a strategy to examine

political discourses in terms of the critique toward notions of liberation,

emancipation and empowerment. More importantly, we understand that the idea

of affirmation is inherent in Derrida's notion of dffirance. The significance of
affirmation in Denida's notion of dffirance explains reflections upon modernist

political theories as well as transformations of these political subjectivities.

This thesis has examined modernist political theories including those traditional

Hegelian theories and postcolonial revisions. The modernist political theories

are characterised for their dependence upon concepts of binary oppositions as

their fundamental theoretical construction. For instance, the Hegelian theory of

dialectics has developed political subjectiviry regarding relationships in terms of
class, gender and race. I have argued that these traditional modernist political

theories are problematic because of their universal attempts, essentialist
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assumptions or their oversimplification of the Hegelian dialectical relationship

between the lord and the bondsman.

Chapter I reveals the closed reproduction and reinforcement between the

political relationship of the lord/the bondsman. The relationship betrveen the

lord and the bondsman is forever sustained. This closed relationship of the lord

and the bondsman oversimplifies the complexity of political subjectivities.

chapter 2 reveals reveal the problem of the dialectic between body and mind.

Franz Fanon's suggestion of the determination of body over mind results in a

reproduction of racist ideology found in colonisation experiences. Robert Miles'

suggestion of determination of mind over body limits racial subjectivity by his

justification of an ideal racial identity. The examination in chapter 3 and

Chapter 4 shows that, despite theories of the 'politics of difference' and its

seeking of notions of multiple identity and difference, the 'politics of difference'

remains the modernist flaws as discussed in chapter I and 2 while they suggest

multiple applications of modernist political construction.

This thesis suggests the practical importance of Derrida'notion of deconstruction

and dffirance because of its aflirmative significance. Deconstruction minimises

the authority of any political subjectivity which is mainly provided by the

modernist discourse. Deconstruction does not replace the modernist potitical

discourse with another one. Nor does deconstruction dispose of the modernist

political discourses. Instead, deconstruction takes up a playful manner toward

the modernist discourse as a way of affirming the movement of difference,

diversity and multiplicity. Derrida provides a different perspective in

interpreting text. Text is affirmed with political meaning in terms of the

performance of language. In Chapter 5, I have discussed Derrida's notion of
temporisation to explain the performative presentation and limitation of a niune

or a reference. Chapter 6 focuses on Derrida's transformation of the modemist
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approach (i.e. the Hegelian dialectics) into the understanding of forces. Chapter

7 traces Derrida's connection with Nietzsche in terms of the potitical thinking as

well as explores the notion of affirmation.

It is suggested that deconstruction and dffirance provide better understanding

and strategies in rethinking the political. The discussion of difirance and

deconstruction aims at an appeal to reconsideration the influences of the

Hegelian approach in educationat theories, to reconsider the notions sf
emancipation and empowerment in relation to educational practices including

curriculum design, educational research and classroom practices. It is also

expected that such discussions of dffirance and deconstruction will contribute

to think the relations of cultural differences.
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